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Media relations can be extremely valuable in the spread of democratic principles 
and the preservation of civil society. Especially in India, the world‘s largest democracy, 
the presence of the free press can be an enabling tool for the millions of non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) that currently uphold the foundations of the Indian 
civil society. Despite India‘s vast and vibrant media industry, media relations has not 
been studied in the Indian context let alone in the nonprofit sector. Clearly, there is a need 
to explore the tremendous potential that lies in a NGO-media relationship, and this thesis 
contributes towards this gap in public relations literature. 
 In order to effectively examine the relationship between the NGOs and media in 
India, this study focused on the relationship management theory, contingency theory of 
accommodation and dialogic communication theory. A triangulated research was carried 
out where 20 in-depth interviews were conducted in Mumbai, and an all-India online 
survey generated 296 responses.  
Through an analysis of the qualitative data based on the grounded theory 
approach, and statistical analysis of the quantitative data, several insightful conclusions 
were drawn. It was found that NGOs primarily held negative perceptions of the Indian 
media; they based their decision to engage with the media industry on organizational 
factors (funding, manpower, expertise) and the changing media landscape; and mostly 
did not maintain open and dialogic relationships. While the NGO-media relationship is in 
its infancy, its potential to contribute to the civil society in India requires further 




This paper prescribes to Watson‘s (2008) view that the media are authoritative 
judges of the actions of citizens: ―they speak society‘s lines and regard themselves as the 
community‘s conscience, while simultaneously act as an agency of order.‖ (p.6) 
Especially in a democracy like India, the presence of a free press and an autonomous civil 
society are imperatives for the development of the nation. As Taylor (2000) said ―A civil 
society is a place where many voices are heard, many positions debated, and 
disagreement respected and tolerated. Relationships between NGOs and … media outlets 
are one of the most important ways to ensure this dialogue.‖ (p.11) This is precisely why 
this thesis examines the relationship between the media and nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) in India, within the domain of public relations (PR). 
Voluntarism, the altruistic act of providing for the less fortunate (Smith, 1981, 
p.21), is inbuilt into the religious norms in India. Historically, civil rights organizations in 
India have worked in collaboration with the government post-independence in order to 
reform the country. However, gradually, skepticism arose about the ability of the 
institutional structures of the state to politically process and implement solutions for the 
needs of the poor (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). Thus, civil society began to detach itself from 
the central state. Nevertheless, the notion of voluntarism was and remains romantic in the 
sense that ―it is not perceived as an organizational effort, but rather as a self-initiative and 
social commitment,‖ (Sen, 1993, p.27) prescribed by religion. 
Due to this romantic characteristic of volunteerism, interactions by NGO‘s with 
the Indian media may be of a different nature as compared to in other cultural contexts 
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where NGO‘s operate as regular organizations. It is important to note, that with 28 states 
and 22 officially recognized languages, the media in India are diverse and skewed on 
regional lines (Sudaman, 2010, PRWeek). Even so, ―while India is surrounded by a 
variety of state-controlled media landscapes, a diverse and vibrant news environment 
contributes to a famously free media.‖ (Sudaman, 2010, PRWeek). With a growing 
corporate sector and an increasingly commercial media market, the main question is 
whether the Indian media have stayed true to the responsibility of serving as the 
mouthpiece for civil society, a role for the media suggested by Taylor (2000).  
Thus, this study analyzes the NGO-media relationship in India based on the 
relationship management theory, contingency theory of accommodation and the dialogic 
communication Theory, in order to gauge the state of media relations in the nonprofit 
sector. This would then help fill large gaps in public relations literature that has not 










2. Background of Study 
2.1 NGO Sector in India 
India has a thriving body of NGOs that have been vocal activists of civil society since the 
country‘s independence. This paper uses Jeffery‘s (1998) definition of civil society: 
―private and public associations and organizations, all forms of cooperative social 
relationships that create[d] bonds of trust, public opinion, legal rights and institutions and 
political parties that voice public opinion and call for action.‖ (p.3) This section examines 
the NGO sector‘s history and current landscape.  
History of NGO Sector in India 
The roots of voluntary action in India lie in the history of its religions.In 
particular, the concepts of daana (giving) and seva (service) have played a prominent role 
in civil society in Indian history and culture, as they are central values in the religions of 
Hinduism, Islam and Buddhism. It was via these historically dominant religions in India 
that voluntary action was expressed during the ancient and medieval periods (Tandon, 
2002). 
However, voluntary organizations in India can be seen to have proliferated during 
the British rule (Asian Development Bank, 2009).The philosophy adopted by the 
contemporary NGO sector in India originates in the Gandhian principles and practices of 
this time. Inspired by Mahatma Gandhi, village-oriented community organizations were 
formed with the objective of creating a self-sufficient community with a bold voice 
(Viswanath & Dadrawala, 2004). Several of these developed into effective and efficient 
organizations that deliver social services in a cost-effective manner.  
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Back in the 19
th
 century, nationalist consciousness had spread all over India where 
self-sufficiency was a primary goal of sociopolitical movements (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). 
The growing body of societies, associations and community organizations led to the 
Societies Registration Act (SRA) being approved in 1860. The SRA continues to govern 
the incorporation of NGOs in India, although most state governments have enacted 
amendments to the original version (Asian Development Bank, 2009). During the early 
20
th
 century, voluntary action all over India had a new collective objective of 
overthrowing British rule (Tandon, 2002).   
 Post-independence, the state, market and voluntary sectors in India combined 
forces to tackle the emerging issues of nation building, extensions of agriculture and 
health and community development (Viswanath & Dadrawala, 2004).There was a rise in 
overarching government-supported organizations that aimed to supplement and 
complement the efforts of NGOs for national reconstruction. Central Social Welfare 
Board (1953) and Association for Voluntary Agencies for Rural Development (AVARD, 
1958) are examples of these. Thus in the 1950‘s, the government of India decentralized 
India‘s development programs.  
The 1960‘s brought in a flow of foreign funding resulting in a change in the 
nature of civil society once again (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). The greatest vulnerability of 
India‘s voluntary sector today continues to be its dependence on funds from international 
donors (Viswanath & Dadrawala, 2004). As the sector continued to grow, in the last few 
decades of the 1900‘s, NGOs began to be formally recognized as development partners of 
the state in India (Asian Development Bank, 2009).  
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Morphology of the Current NGO Sector in India 
Currently there are about 2 million to 3 million registered voluntary organizations 
in India, where voluntary organizations are defined as groups of individuals who agree to 
volunteer for a cause and form a legal body for that purpose (Tandon, 2002). This recent 
boom in the voluntary sector is a result of the inability of the government, market 
economy or institutional structures of democracy to address the socio-economic problems 
of the poor in the country (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). Furthermore, the rising awareness of 
underdevelopment and inequity and the influx of increased funding (both locally and 
internationally) have also contributed to the rise of Indian NGOs. These philanthropic 
organizations primarily target areas of education, health care, population, gender issues, 
natural resource management, energy and enterprise development in rural India 
(Viswanath & Dadrawala, 2004), among others. However, while philanthropy has 
provided charitable relief in India, the sector continues to fail in addressing the 
underlying causes of deprivation (Viswanath & Dadrawala, 2004).  
In a move to correct this failure, a new trend has been identified of newly 
established NGOs that operate as support organizations, serving other NGOs via 
documentation, research, training, networking and publications (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). 
These organizations continue to be independent and mark the development of the NGO 
sector that has a renewed identity of being more than instrumental efficacy. The Indian 
Center for Philanthropy and the Society for Service to Voluntary Organizations are 
examples of these support NGOs.  
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In terms of internal structure, NGOs in India still remain small, financially 
insecure and with salary and working conditions that are poorer than in comparable 
academic, business or governmental jobs (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). Their decision-making 
power continues to be concentrated among their small group of founders yet the process 
is essentially informal. Most organizations have local people working for them on a 
voluntary basis, and 73.4% of NGOs in India have one or no paid staff (Asian 
Development Bank, 2009).  
The government of India  plays the role of a collaborator and facilitator for NGOs 
as opposed to a competitor in the Indian context, as ―policymakers have felt that this 
sector can deal with socio-economic problems that the state is unable to address 
effectively.‖ (Vishwanath & Dadrawala, 2004, p.267) Moreover, the general assumption 
is that ―unlike political parties or groups, NGOs are local rather than national and 
concerned more with reform in civil society than its transformation through the capture 
and subsequent deployment of state power,‖ (Sheth & Sethi, 1991, p.61). In essence, the 
relationship between the government and the people is that of structural inequality, where 
NGOs operate as middlemen who, unlike the government, have no power to tax or 
repress. This lack of oppressive power in NGOs results in the forging of trustful and 
confident bonds with the people (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). Hence, the government involves 
NGOs as mediators and delivery mechanisms for development in the Indian context. 
While this relationship is outside the scope of this paper, it is important to acknowledge it 
to contextualize the role of NGOs in India.   
Despite the voluntary sector‘s prominent role in building civil society and 
community development, it has received surprisingly minimal attention from academic 
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researchers and social analysts (Sheth & Sethi, 1991). ―Data on the sources, amounts, 
recipients, and impact of philanthropy simply do not exist,‖ (Vishwanath & Dadrawala, 
2004, p.278) and this gap in literature needs to be addressed. Hence, this paper attempts 
to contribute towards the literature on the voluntary sector in India with a primary focus 
on media relations.   
2.2 Media Industry in India 
The thriving media industry in India has the potential to strengthen the position of 
NGOs by contributing to their relationship-building programs.  The diverse media 
industry is composed of  television, radio, Internet, print media and a growing gaming 
sector. Television is the largest segment (33.5%), and print media is the second largest 
(29.9%) (DataMonitor, 2009). Being one of the world‘s biggest print markets with rising 
print readership, India enjoys a vibrant news environment that contributes to a free media 
(Sudhaman, 2010). ―The Indian entertainment and media (E&M) industry has out-
performed the Indian economy and is one of the fastest growing sectors in India,‖ 
(KPMG-FICCI, 2009, p.3). The industry grew 15% annually in the past five years with a 
recent slowdown in 2008 due to the global economic downturn (KPMG-FICCI, 2009). In 
2009, the Indian media industry grew 6.5%, reaching a value of $14.8 billion, and 
currently accounts for 8% of the Asia-Pacific media industry value (DataMonitor, 2009).  
From 2009 onwards the industry is predicted to face a deceleration in growth, as 
the compound annual growth rate will fall from 8.2% to 6.6%, driving value to $20.4 
billion by 2014 (DataMonitor, 2009). With Indian economic growth falling from 9% 
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(2006-2008) to 7% (2009 onwards), the slowdown in the media and entertainment 
industry is quite natural (KPMG-FICCI, 2009). 
Despite the ups and downs of the media industry in India, its sheer size and reach 
are where the potential for media relations lies. Furthermore, ―the country's 26 states and 
29 official languages mean that media, inevitably, are skewed along regional lines,‖ 
(KPMG-FICCI, 2009, p.2). Hence, in terms of media relations, this regional skew in 
media can be used to the advantage of NGOs as they deal with publics from specific 
regions. Even though public relations continues to be undervalued in India (Sudhaman, 
2010), there is huge potential for a NGO-specific media relations sector.  
2.3 Public Relations in India 
As India begins to emerge as a world leader in economics, trade and 
manufacturing, scholars have noticed an increasing need for communication management 
(Singh, 2000; Sriramesh, 1992). Specifically, there is a need for tighter and stronger 
communication management for private, public and non-profit sectors, as increased 
competition and the public‘s need for accountability and transparency has been rising 
(Singh, 2000) even today. Furthermore, despite reform policies, the biggest social 
problem of India – poverty - has still not been alleviated, which, Singh (2000) suggested 
could be partially attributed to ineffective communication. 
In 2007 there were about 700 PR firms in India with a workforce of 
approximately 10,000 people (Gupta, 2007).  The industry appears to be growing at the 
rate of 30% per year, and in 2004 revenues ranged from Rs. 1.2 billion to 1.6 billion 
(Gupta, 2007). Historically, PR in India went through an era of propaganda from 1500 
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BC to 1858 CE; an era of publicity and public information from 1858 to 1947; and an era 
of PR (mostly in asymmetric form) from 1947 to date (Singh, 2000). 
PR in India, however, continues to be attached to the fields of advertising and 
marketing. In fact, media relations in the form of press agentry is seen as the most 
important function of public relations in India. The emphasis here is placed on the 
domain‘s technical and functionary role as opposed to its strategic role (Singh, 2000). 
This trend in corporate PR could translate into the non-profit sector, which this study 
attempts to explore as well. Sriramesh (1992) found that practitioners considered two-
way communication to be too idealistic, especially because they did not have enough 
resources or senior management support to be anything more than a publicity function. 
However, that trend may be different now, eighteen years later, and hence needs to be 
further examined. 
Societal culture is also seen to have tremendous impacts on the function of PR in 
India (Sriramesh, 1992), as Indian culture breeds a management philosophy that is 
domineering. This in turn causes PR to be one-way, or top-down, in nature. The high 
power distance in Indian culture can also be attributed to a clear-cut hierarchy in 
organizations where senior executives ―will be less inclined to seek information from 
their publics because they do not intend to shape organizational activities to the needs of 
their environment.‖ (Sriramesh, 1992, p.204) 
If this is currently the case, non-profits would also be affected by cultural 
dimensions, especially since they are increasingly adopting commercial organization 
qualities (Blood, 2005). This could prove detrimental for non-profits, as unlike for-profit 
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organizations, their functions and programmes need to be shaped by the public to which 
they are attempting to reach out. Thus, it is necessary to explore what the current 
perceptions of PR are among NGOs in India and how reliant they are on media relations 

















3. Significance of Study 
As can be seen from the background of this study, NGOs are a thriving sector in 
India that could clearly benefit from engaging in media relations with the increasingly 
vibrant, diverse and free media industry. Since public relations as a field is undervalued 
in India (Singh, 2000), it would be interesting to explore if it is undervalued among 
NGOs as well. Unfortunately, there is minimal literature available on commercial PR in 
India, let alone on non-profit PR.  
As a result, this study will be the benchmark for the current status of nonprofit media 
relations in India. It will explore the NGO-media relationship via the relationship 
management theory, contingency theory of accommodation and dialogic communications 
theory. This will add tremendous value to the field of nonprofit PR, as it is an area and 











4. Literature Review: Building a theoretical framework 
In this study, media relations will be explored as a subset of the relationship 
management theory as the principles are crucial in the examination of the relationship 
between NGOs and the media, and in conjunction with the contingency theory of 
accommodation to provide the practical dimension and the dialogic communication 
theory to study the value of engaging in dialogue in the NGO-media relationship.  
4.1 Relationship Management Theory  
Apart from being a management function that adopts a ‗public-centered approach‘ 
public relations has consistently shifted towards a ‗relationship-centered approach‘. 
Ferguson (1984) had suggested that the relationships between an organization and its key 
publics should be the central unit of study of the public relations researcher and today, 
―the relationship management perspective holds that public relations balances the 
interests of organizations and publics through the management of organization-public 
relationships‖ (Ledingham, 2003, p.181).  
Public relations is thus a strategic-management function where managing 
relationships with key publics, in this case the media, is crucial. These relationships can 
affect organizations‘ mission, goals and objectives (Dozier, 1995). Despite this apparent 
importance attributed to a relational framework, there has been a lack of definition for the 
organization-public relationship which, Broom et al. (1997) argues inhibits further 
development of the perspective.  
In response, Ledingham and Bruning (1998) claim that ―an ideal organization-
public relationship is the state which exists between an organization and its key publics 
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that provides economic, social, political, and/or cultural benefits to all parties involved, 
and is characterized by mutual positive regard.‖ (p.62) Ledingham, Bruning, Tomlinson 
and Lesko (1997) state that many factors influence personal relationships, such as trust, 
openness, involvement, investment and commitment (see section 4.1.2). Their paper 
further suggests that these factors also affect organization-public relationships. However, 
the context in which these factors exist may vary. 
Ledingham and Bruning‘s (1998) study on the relationship management 
dimensions also suggests that ―public relations programs can be designed around 
relationship goals with communication strategies employed to support the achievement of 
those goals.‖ (p.62) They explain that there is a two-step process involved in 
organization-public relationships. Firstly, the organization must focus on the relationships 
with their key publics and secondly ―communicate involvement of those 
activities/programs that build organization-public relationship to members of their key 
public,‖ (Ledingham & Bruning, 1998, p.63). This communicating of their activities 
would involve organizations‘ establishing relationships with the media, and thus studying 
media relations would be a crucial link to maintaining overall organization-public 
relationships. 
Broom et al. (2000) also propose a dynamic view of the definition of 
organizations‘ relationships where relationships are composed of exchanges or transfers 
of information, energy, or resources. The quality of these relationships is indicated by the 
characteristics of the exchanges, dialogue, transactions, communications and other 




Principles of Organization-Public Relationships 
Ledingham and Bruning (1998) identify the key dimensions of organizational-
public relationships as trust, openness, involvement, commitment and investment. Trust 
is conceptualized as an organization‘s doing what it says it will do; openness is sharing 
the organization‘s plans for the future with members of the key publics; involvement is 
the organization‘s being involved in the welfare of the community; commitment is the 
organization‘s being committed to the welfare of the community; and investment is the 
time, energy, effort and other resources given to build the relationship (Ledingham, 
2003). 
 Ledingham and Bruning (2003) find that consumers who ranked an organization 
highly on these five dimensions were more likely to use that organization‘s services when 
given a competitive choice. However, this was done in the context of for-profit 
companies, and application of these dimensions in the non-profit context may contribute 
further to the development of the theory of relationship management. 
Hon and Grunig (1999) also developed a scale for measuring organization-public 
relationships based on the dimensions of control mutuality, trust, satisfaction, 
commitment, communal relationships, and exchange relationships. Control mutuality is 
the ―degree to which parties agree on who has rightful power to influence one another‖ 
(p.19); trust is ―one party‘s level of confidence in and willingness to open oneself to the 
other party‖ (p.19) with dimensions of integrity, dependability and competence; 
satisfaction is ―the extent to which one party feels favorably toward the other because 
positive expectations about the relationship are reinforced‖ (p.20); commitment is ―the 
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extent to which one party believes and feels that the relationship is worth spending 
energy to maintain and promote‖ (p.20) with action and emotional orientations; 
communal relationships occur when ―both parties provide benefits to the other because 
they are concerned for the welfare of the other,‖ (p.21) even if they don‘t get anything in 
return; and exchange relationships are those where ―one party gives benefits to the other 
only because the other has provided benefits in the past or is expected to do so in the 
future.‖ (p.20) 
The presence or absence of these dimensions determines the quality of the 
organization-public relationship. Both sets are thus used in this study as indicators to 
assess the quality of the Indian NGO-media relationship.  
Application of Relationship Management Theory 
An important development in the relationship management theory can be 
attributed to the emergence of the relationship-measurement strategies. For example, 
Banning & Schoen (2007) apply the organization-public relationship scale developed by 
Bruning & Ledingham (1999) in the context of member perception in an art museum. 
Banning & Schoen (2007) find that ―member perceptions of the museum-public 
relationship differentiated members likely to continue their membership from those likely 
to discontinue their membership with the museum.‖ (p.437) However, Banning & Schoen 
(2007) admit that one of the limitations of their study was the public-centered approach 
that disregards relationships with key stakeholders such as managers and employees. For 
this reason, this research paper will observe the relationship between NGOs and the 
media in India in a relationship-centered approach. 
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Recent studies in relationship management have moved towards online platforms. 
For example, Levenshus (2010) produced a case study on the Obama presidential 
campaign‘s use of the Internet to tap into the grass roots. It found that the Obama 
campaign‘s online relationship-building efforts were aligned with Ledingham and 
Bruning‘s (1998) organization-public relationship dimensions. For instance, the 
campaign encouraged openness via participatory Internet tools and user-generated 
content. This demonstrates that studies in relationship management are increasingly 
incorporating new technological developments to further the theory. However, the 
Internet penetration rate in India is only at 5% (Sudhaman, 2010), and the PR industry 
continues to be centered around traditional media platforms. As a result, online 
communication will not be taken into account in this paper. 
Interestingly, Ki & Shin (2006) compiled a summary of the organization-public 
relationship research conducted up till 2006. They found that most studies primarily 
utilized the excellence theory (44.7%) and an interpersonal relationship approach 
(40.4%). Ki & Shin (2006) also suggest that ―further research is needed to extensively 
examine the relationship between an organization and its various publics in different 
contexts; fully delineate the dimensions of organization–public relationships; thoroughly 
analyze different levels of organization–public relationships; and sensibly test the 
contingencies of organization–public relationships over time.‖ (p.195) This thesis 
attempts to help fill some of these gaps in the organization-public relationship literature, 





4.2 Media Relations  
Media relations is conceptualized in this study to be a subset of the relationship 
management theory. Relationship management is the over-arching theory on 
organization-public relationships, whereas media relations observes the specific 
relationship between an organization and the media. This section defines media relations, 
discusses the concept with regards to NGOs and examines media relations measurement 
research.  
Defining Media Relations 
Stanton (2007) defines media relations as ―relationships with and between media, 
media relations practitioners, and clients.‖ (p.4) This is not limited to building 
relationships with the media but also involves the communication processes that bypass 
the media and deal directly with non-media stakeholders. Media relations plays a central 
role within public relations precisely because the media are the information gatekeepers 
that control the flow of information to relevant publics (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). Media 
relations thus has the ability to improve organization-public relationships, making it a 
vital component to examine in the Indian context.  
Practitioners and scholars have always acknowledged that media relations makes 
up the core of public relations (Hunt & Grunig, 1994; Sriramesh & Veric, 2003; Zoch & 
Molleda, 2006; Desiere & Sha, 2007). However, while macro and micro level 
interactions in combination form media relations, organization-media relations have been 
largely understudied. The focus has primarily been on micro-level analysis of 
practitioner-journalist relationships (Aronoff, 1976; Cancel, Cameron, Salon & Mitrook, 
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1997; Jo & Kim, 2004, Shin & Cameron, 2003) and information subsidies (Taylor, 2000; 
Zoch & Molleda, 2006; Yoon, 2005). This study, therefore, focuses on the macro-level 
analysis of the relationship between NGOs and the media in India. This will not only 
involve practitioner-journalist relationships, but will also encompass factors that 
encourage or discourage NGOs from engaging in media relations.  
This multidimensional treatment of media relations has also been suggested by 
Yoon (2005). He explores the action dimension where media relations teams provide 
information to the media, and the knowledge dimension where the team understands how 
the media industry works. Yoon (2005) claims that ―a media relation team should not 
only involve itself in activities to provide information subsidies (action dimension) but 
also have knowledge of how the media operate (knowledge dimension).‖ (p.434) 
Furthermore, there should also be a strategic dimension (Yoon, 2005), as PR is a tactical 
communication profession. However, due to its development from the press agentry 
model of public relations proposed by Grunig  (1992), media relations is still considered 
by many practitioners and journalists as another form of publicity (Shaw & White, 2004). 
This study will thus take into account the knowledge and action dimensions, i.e. 
media relation activities and understanding of the media industry, to map out the state of 
media relations within NGOs in India. NGO perceptions of the media and the media 
relations function will also be studied, to understand how media relations is applied 





Measuring Media Relations 
There have been very few attempts by scholars to measure media relations among 
organizations, let alone NGOs. Youngmin Yoon (2005) designed the latest scale to 
measure media relations efforts among organizations which he claimed had face validity, 
appears to measure what it is supposed to measure, and content validity, measures all 
facets of media relations. Yoon (2005) created a 31-item survey which included 17 items 
for the action dimension or media relation activities, 7 items for the knowledge 
dimension that assesses the understanding of the media industry and 7 items for the 
strategy dimension or media relation strategies in place. The action dimension had more 
items, as two types of questions were asked to measure the variable; questions that asked 
for raw numbers and questions that used the Likert Scale. This measurement scale is 
adapted in this study.  
Recently, public relations scholars have researched the impact of media relations 
on generating news coverage. Comrie (1997) finds a positive correlation between 
proactive media relation efforts and the amount and tone of resulting media coverage. On 
the other hand, Waters et al. (2010) claim that proactive media efforts are not the only 
factors that influence media coverage. Several varied studies on this topic can be found. 
For example, Kiousis et al. (2006) examined the impact of news releases on how the 
media portray political candidates; Curtin & Rhodenbaugh (2001) studied how 
environmental journalists used news tip sheets; and Carroll & McCombs (2003) 
examined the use of organizational communication to shape an organization‘s image. 
―These studies, among others, have shown clear linkages between public relations 
materials, media coverage based on the materials, and beneficial outcomes for the 
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sources,‖ (Waters et al., 2010, p.243). Consequently, media relations components of PR 
programs are thriving as the field moves more toward relationship management. There is 
also growing evidence that how both parties of the relationship communicate with and 
perceive one another is influenced by the principles of relationship management (Waters 
et al., 2010).  
Other literature in media relations has examined professional relationships, 
stigmas and stereotypes between practitioners and journalists (Cameron, Sallot, & Curtin, 
1997; Sallot, Steinfatt, & Salwen, 1998; Shin & Cameron, 2003; Shoemaker & Reese, 
1991). Traditionally, there have been adversarial views regarding the practitioner-
journalist relationship, but Shaw & White (2004) suggest these views are shrinking. The 
relationship between journalists and public relations practitioners was recently 
characterized by Tilley & Hollings (2008) in the context of New Zealand as a love-hate 
relationship with dissonance experienced by journalists. This aspect will be further 
explored in the context of Indian NGOs, to determine the nature of practitioner-journalist 
relationship.  
Moreover, interpersonal relationships between practitioners and journalists in 
South Korea have been found to greatly influence the outcome of an organization‘s 
media relations efforts (Shin & Cameron, 2003). This may also hold in the Indian 
context, where PR is heavily dependent on personal relationships. Waters et al. (2010) 
suggest that when a journalist-practitioner relationship is cultivated, the two parties have 
a better understanding of each other. The practitioner is made more aware of media 
deadlines and communication preferences, and journalists gain insight into how 
practitioners can contribute to their stories.  
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Media Relations and NGOs 
Media relations is a tool to bring like-minded groups together to articulate needs, 
pressure governments, and represent interest group needs (Taylor, 2000). This function 
places PR in the center of building civil society. Furthermore, relationship building 
between social groups and a free press is crucial for the development of a civil society 
(Taylor, 2000), and while India has the latter Indian NGOs need to mediate the former. 
Taylor (2004) also claimed that ―public relations generates information through new 
media technologies and this information contributes to development.‖(p.147) Similarly, 
Hiebert (1992) had earlier posited that the increase in number of communication sources 
and a variety of audiences, along with developed media systems and feedback channels, 
will contribute to the effectiveness of a nation‘s communication system for development.  
Therefore, the development of a media system that allows for communication 
between groups is the most critical aspect in supporting civil society, especially 
organizations that articulate public needs and opinions (Shaw, 1996). In this way public 
relations, with a focus on media relations and relationship building, can be seen as 
playing an integral part in the development of civil society. Furthermore, according to 
Reber and Kim (2006), activists ―use public relations to rectify conditions they deem 
undesirable and to maintain the activist organization itself through membership 
involvement and growth.‖(p.317) Activists thus use the media to set the public agenda 
and to convey legitimacy to the activists‘ cause (Reber and Kim, 2006). Grunig (1992) 
argues that mass media are used in this context in image building, public education and 
public opinion formation. However, the tactics used by activist organizations are scarcely 
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studied by public relations scholars, and this research attempts to address this gap in 
literature. 
Even though the good intentions of NGOs are clear, outdated research conducted 
20 years ago shows they lack the expertise and sophistication in PR that is needed to 
maximize their impact (Rouner & Camden, 1988). Currently, however, the landscape of 
NGOs and their PR or media relations activities may be very different and would 
therefore need to be further explored and updated, specifically in the Indian context.   
Application of Media Relations at NGOs 
Other studies that look at new media use by NGOs have also been conducted 
(Naude et al., 2008; Seo et al., 2009). This includes Seo et al. (2009), for instance, who 
concludes that the two most important predictors of NGO‘s new media use in their public 
relations are organizational capacity and main objective. Their study finds that the higher 
the organizational capacity of the organization, the more important was the use of new 
media. This is because NGOs that work under tight budgets do not have sufficient 
resources to develop new means of communication (Seo et al., 2009), and are therefore 
not as actively involved in media relations for their organization. The study offers 
important insights into how characteristics of an organization influence the way they 
utilize new media for external communications. An NGO‘s organizational capacity and 
media relations as an objective are also examined in this study. 
 In terms of NGO media relations measurement, Maureen Taylor has conducted a 
series of studies that observe media relations in NGOs in Bosnia (2000), Croatia (2004) 
and Kosovo (2009). These studies provide meaningful insights into media relations at 
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NGOs that will be further analyzed via this research project in the Indian context. In the 
case of Bosnia, Taylor conducted interviews among NGOs to find out the perceived 
importance of media relations, use of media tactics (i.e. press releases, media events, etc), 
media coverage and building relationships with the media. This study will examine the 
aforementioned and focus on NGO perceptions of, and their relationship with, the Indian 
media.  
In exploring public relations in Croatia, Taylor (2004) applied communication 
and the media richness theory to determine the status of NGO public relations. Taylor 
(2004) conducted a triangulated study of surveys to determine the importance of public 
relations and media tactics at NGOs and interviewed members from NGOs and the 
Croatian media to examine the overall organization-media relationship. She found that 
Croatian public relations ―is often practiced through personal relationships and rich 
communication channels,‖ (Taylor, 2004, p.159) adding a different dimension to 
observing media relations among NGOs. Finally, in Kosovo, Taylor (2009) examined the 
relationship between PR practitioners of NGOs and media representatives through 
interviews. She finds that the media in Kosovo lacked strength and experience and thus 
were unequal partners in the relationship. There was a practice of protocol journalism in 
Kosovo which implied that media were not credible, and thus any information from 
public relations sent to the media would also be deemed unreliable. Taylor (2009) claims 
that ―by making a concerted effort to help the media become the valuable members of 
civil society that they should be, public relations can fulfill its relationship-building 
function and solidify its role in civil society.‖ (p.29)  
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Clearly, according to Taylor (2004), media relations has a strong role to play in 
building civil society and aiding NGOs.  
4.3 Contingency Theory of Accommodation 
One of Grunig‘s (1992) tremendous contributions to the public relations field was 
the two-way symmetrical model of communication where communication is used by an 
organization to negotiate with its public, resolve conflict and promote mutual 
understanding and respect between the organization and its stakeholders. This then 
evolved into the dialogic communication theory where dialogue is the central unit of 
communication between the organization and its publics. Both will be further explored in 
the next section. The other alternative to this normative theory of excellence was 
proposed by Cancel et al. (1997) as the Contingency Theory of Accommodation. They 
claim that the excellence theory fails to capture the ―complexity and multiplicity of the 
public relations environment‖ (Cancel et al., 1997, p.33) and that the practice of public 
relations depends on the assessment of several factors that range from ―antecedent 
conditions to current pressures and opportunities.‖(p.34) This is particularly important in 
the context of the non-profit sector, as several variables will affect how accommodating 
an organization will be to its publics. There is a need, therefore, for a more realistic 
approach to public relations that takes into account the contingency factors that determine 
the nature of PR engaged in by the organization.  
Rather than an ‗either-or‘ categorization of organizational stances, Cancel et al. 
(1997) propose a continuum from pure advocacy to pure accommodation. This utilization 
of a continuum has been proposed by other scholars as well. Hellweg (1989) argues that 
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what is symmetrical or asymmetrical is dependent on one‘s perspective, and so a 
continuum between the two would allow for organizations to be measured by an infinite 
number of points, both internally and externally. Meanwhile, Murphy (1991) finds 
symmetrical and asymmetrical approaches to be too extreme, and at times ineffective, for 
an organization‘s PR activities and suggests the use of a continuum ranging from conflict 
to cooperation.  
Cancel et al. (1997) followed suit and developed the advocacy-accommodation 
continuum, which they consider to be more effective and realistic for public relations and 
organizational behavior. It also accurately demonstrates the ―variety of public relations 
stances available to organizations in dealing with their publics,‖ (Cancel et al., 1997, 
p.34) Thus, they suggest that true excellence in public relations may be achieved by 
choosing the appropriate position along the continuum that best fits the needs of the 
organization and its publics.  
Cancel et al. (1999) further argue for a continuum of accommodation as a more 
accurate model of how public relations is practiced. Accommodation is the normative 
public relations attribute that falls in line with Grunig‘s two-way symmetrical model. 
Similar to Jin & Cameron (2006), contingency theorists claim that an accommodative 
stance can be inferred from a practitioner‘s willingness to enter into dialogue with a 
public (Reber & Cameron, 2003).   
This study will utilize the continuum of accommodation as a variable to assess the 
state of media relations at NGOs in India. An NGO by nature should be an 
accommodating organization, as its sole purpose is to contribute towards building civil 
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society. However, while this may be the ideal, not all NGOs will be accommodating to its 
publics, as the members of NGOs may prefer dealing with the cause in their own way. 
The more accommodating an organization is to its publics (such as the media), the more 
it likely will invest in maintaining the relationship with them. This will be further 
developed into a hypothesis that enables the examination of the nature of media relations 
at NGOs in India in relation to their accommodating stance. 
However, it is important to note that Smith (1972) argues that the function of a 
public relations practitioner is to advocate, and J. Grunig (1990) supports this by claiming 
that ―many, if not most, practitioners consider themselves to be advocates for or 
defenders of their organizations and cite the advocacy system in law as an 
analogy.‖(p.32) Similarly, certain NGOs may choose the advocative stance as they are 
activists by nature and thus advocate their cause through the Indian media.  
Nevertheless, Cancel et al. (1997) allege that many practitioners are 
uncomfortable with advocacy as it is associated with negative images of manipulation 
and persuasion. Clearly, there are mixed perceptions as to the appropriate stance for an 
organization, but as public relations has transitioned towards a public-centered and 
relationship-centered function, the accommodation stance has been given greater 
importance in PR literature.  
Measuring Stance in Contingency Theory 
The contingency theory offers 86 factors that affect the location of an 
organization on the continuum of accommodation, at a given time, regarding a given 
public (Cancel et al., 1997). These include government regulations, degree of social 
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support, organizational culture, supportive dominant coalition, and experience in public 
relations (Cancel et al., 1999). It is important to note that the ―contingency theory depicts 
the stance of one organization toward a given public, not the outcome of interaction with 
the public,‖ (Cancel et al., 1999, p.175). Cancel et al. (1999) also claim that 
accommodation is logically impossible in certain situations. Then they further refined the 
variables that affect an organization‘s stance, categorizing them in to predisposing 
variables and situational variables.  
Predisposing variables ―have their greatest influence on an organization by 
helping to shape the organization‘s predisposition towards relations with external 
publics,‖ (Cancel et al., 1999, p.177). Situational variables represent ―specific and often 
changing dynamics at work during particular situations involving an organization and an 
external public, etc. [They] influence how an organization shifts its stance towards an 
external public as the situation plays out,‖ (Cancel et al., 1999, p.177). Cameron et al. 
(2001) further developed this theory, constructing six proscriptive variables: moral 
conviction, multiple publics, regulatory constraints, management pressure, jurisdictional 
issues and legal constraints.  
Jin & Cameron (2006) also developed a measuring scale for the contingency 
theory of accommodation. They constructed a multiple-item scale around two clusters of 
enactments of stance: action-based accommodation and qualified-rhetoric-mixed 
accommodation. They operationalized stance as ―the position an organization takes in 
decision-making, which is supposed to determine which strategy or tactic to employ,‖ 
(Jin & Cameron, 2006, p.423) and the degree of accommodation. This scale will be 
adapted in this study, as even the most recent applications of the contingency theory still 
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fall back on the original matrix of 86 variables. The use of this scale, which looks at 
stance in terms of decision-making, will shed light on how NGOs in India view their own 
organization‘s stance, and how that perception can affect their engagement in media 
relations. Furthermore, the contingency theory of accommodation has not been applied in 
the context of NGOs or organizations in India, so this research would clearly add value to 
the development of this theory.  
Application of Contingency Theory 
Although contingency theory in the context of media relations has been examined, 
the focus has been primarily on conflict management (Zhang et al., 2004; Cho & 
Cameron, 2006, Shin et al., 2006). For example, Mitrook et al. (2008) conducted a case 
study on the Orlando Magic‘s public relations efforts, examining how either 
accommodation or advocacy was used when the sports franchise was in direct conflict 
with its publics. They used the matrix of contingency theory variables, grouped into the 
six proscriptive variables proposed by Cameron et al. (2001), to determine the stance of 
Orlando Magic. They found that the variables are evident in the Magic‘s media relations, 
community relations and team foundation‘s handling of the arena conflict. The Magic‘s 
transition from an advocative stance to an accommodative stance over time in the conflict 
occurred due to multiple reasons. These include the nature of the relationship that existed 
between the franchise and its publics, the nature of media and community relation 
programs, and the predisposing variables within the organization and its environment that 
resulted in the Magic being unable to estimate the media and community‘s reaction in the 
conflict. Thus, several factors are involved when engaging in media relations, and an 
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organization‘s stance towards its publics will play a major role in determining its 
responses and actions. 
Another study by Kelleher (2008) examined the relationship between perceived 
technological orientation at an organization and accommodating stance. He found a 
―disconnect between the potential relational benefits of social media and the stance public 
relations practitioners in the study chose,‖ (Kelleher, 2008, p.300). Practitioners who 
perceived social media to be a normal part of their organization‘s everyday 
communication were less likely to choose an accommodating stance toward a key public. 
This study provides interesting insights on the use of new media and the relative 
perceived stances at an organization. It further demonstrates that there are other factors 
that can affect an organization‘s stance on the continuum of accommodation and 
consequently the organizations‘s use of media relations. In the case of Indian NGOs, 
context specific factors (i.e. variables specific to the Indian media industry) will be 
determined via this research. 
 A more recent application of the contingency theory of accommodation was a 
conflict management study conducted around the Chinese context (Li et al., 2010). This 
research explored whether the original contingency factor matrix (of 86 variables) holds 
in a Chinese PR context and how an organization‘s conflict stance movement is 
influenced by situational and predisposing factors. ―Individual characteristics as related 
to conflict management as well as political-social factors were identified as the most 
influential variables,‖ (Li et al., 2010, p.249). Furthermore, the influence of gender and 
types of organizations was tested on Chinese practitioners‘ perceptions of these variables 
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on their PR practices. This study indicates that different contingency variables may 
demonstrate greater influence over an organization‘s stance depending on the context. 
4.4 Dialogic Communication Theory 
The dialogic communication theory has been incorporated into the framework of 
this study, because maintaining dialogue is a crucial part of a successful relationship 
between an organization and its publics. However, dialogic communications cannot be 
studied without an understanding of the concept of dialogue.  
Interestingly, when discussing effective public relations, dialogue as a concept 
appears several times in academic literature and, in fact, has a historical presence in the 
realm of PR. Consequently, it is necessary to trace the roots of dialogue in 
communications to understand its contemporary presence. Martin Buber (1967), father of 
the modern concept of dialogue, argues that a genuine dialogue is one in which a mutual 
relationship grows. He suggests that ―dialogue involves an effort to recognize the value 
of the other‖ (Kent & Taylor, 2008, p.22) where the other should not be viewed as 
objects (I-You) but as equals (I-Thou). In the case of the NGO-media relationship in 
India, this study will attempt to divulge how the NGOs value the Indian media as a 
public. 
Johannesen (1971) further expands on these concepts and explains six 
characteristics of an I-Thou relationship: mutual openness, non-manipulative, recognition 
of uniqueness, mutual confirmation, turning toward and non-evaluativeness. These 
principles of dialogue implicitly focus on ethics (Buber,1982) and highlight the 
importance of dialogue in a successful and ethical relationship. However, Botan (1997) 
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suggests that ―dialogue manifests itself more as a stance, orientation or bearing in 
communication rather than as a specific method, technique or format.‖ (p.4) Similarly, 
Stewart (1978) argues that dialogical communication can reconceptualize the notion of 
relationships. Since the foundation of public relations has now shifted to relationship 
building (Kent & Taylor,1998). This ethical approach to human communication and 
relationships (i.e. dialogic) has been applied to the field of public relations as well.  
This then effectively brings dialogue, which Pearson (1989) studied as a practical 
and ethical public relations strategy, to the public relations context of this paper. He 
claims, ―It is morally right to establish and maintain communication relationships with all 
publics affected by organizational action and, by implication, morally wrong not to do 
so,‖ (Pearson, 1989, p.329).  
Pearson (1989) also asserts that ―public relations is best conceptualized as the 
management of interpersonal dialectic,‖ (p.177) which corresponds with Thomlinson‘s 
(1982) notion that an ideal interpersonal relationship facilitates dialogue. In public 
relations, however, dialogue has at times been described as ―communicating about issues 
with publics‖ (Kent & Taylor, 2002, p.22) and at times has been considered as debate or 
rhetorical dialogue (Heath,2000) where it consists of ―statements and counterstatements.‖ 
(p.74) Clearly, there is an inconsistency in the understanding of the concept itself. 
While the past 20 years of research in public relations has focused on either 
supporting or refuting claims of Grunig‘s excellence model of public relations‘ being 
most ethical (Taylor et al., 2001), it is interesting to note that much of the research on 
two-way symmetrical public relations is still unclear about what is meant by dialogue 
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(Kent & Taylor, 2002). In fact, dialogue as a concept predates two-way symmetrical 
communication by decades, but along the way lost its meaning in the context of public 
relations (Kent & Taylor, 2002). 
However, recently there has been an apparent theoretical shift in PR from an 
emphasis on management to a relational approach to public relations that has emphasized 
the importance of dialogue within relationships and brought on a reconceptualization of 
the relationship approach (Kent & Taylor,2002). The recent paradigm shift is precisely 
why this study focuses on the relationship between NGOs and the media in India. This 
focus on dialogue in public relations has been furthered by Grunig (2001) himself, who 
responded to the decade-long debate on symmetrical communications as the normative 
model of ethical public relations by recognizing its limitations. He asserts it is time to 
move on from the four models of public relations and claims to be working towards a 
theoretical development of the ―new two-way model of excellent, or dialogic, public 
relations,‖ (Grunig, 2001, p.29).  
Thus, with the emphasis on relationships in public relations, ―dialogue appears to 
be joining and perhaps even replacing the concept of symmetry as an organizing principle 
in public relations theory building‖ (Taylor et al.,2001,p.265). Kent & Taylor (1998) 
suggest that two-way symmetrical communication and dialogic communication can in 
fact be viewed as process and product. This is because while Grunig and Grunig (1992) 
explain that organizations ―must set up structured systems, processes and rules for two-
way symmetrical public relations,‖ (p.316) Kent & Taylor (1998) claim dialogic 
communication to be relationships in which dialogue is the product and not the process, 
providing a different perspective altogether.  
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This product, Botan (1997) explains, ―elevates publics to the status of 
communication equal with the organization,‖ (p.196) as opposed to the traditional 
secondary role of publics in PR. This means that in ethical public relations it is important 
to ―have a dialogic system rather than monologic policies,‖ (Kent & Taylor, 2002, p.23) 
where relationships are more important than feedback. 
This paper will further examine dialogic communication in the context of Indian 
NGOs, to explore if it can be applied to the current landscape. If dialogic communication 
is the ideal model for public relations it would be interesting to observe to what extent 
Indian NGO communication activities are dialogic in nature, especially in the domain of 
media relations.  
Dimensions of Dialogic Communication 
Despite this shift towards dialogue as the ethical component of a communication 
relationship in public relations, it is important to note that ―just because an organization 
and its publics create dialogic communication structures, [it] does not mean that they are 
behaving dialogically,‖ (Gunson & Collins, 1997, p.278). While dialogue changes the 
nature of organization-public relationships, it does not make an organization act morally 
or force organizations to respond to publics. Similarly, in the context of Indian NGOs, it 
cannot be assumed that by definition, a non-profit organization will maintain dialogic 
communication with its publics as it is held accountable to civil society. As the 
contingency theory of accommodation has highlighted, different organizations will 
respond differently in different situations. This is applicable to NGOs as well. Thus, in 
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order to examine dialogic communication in this research, a further analysis of the 
principles of dialogue in the public relations context is necessary.  
Kent and Taylor (2002) describe five features of dialogue as an orientation 
borrowed from Johannesen‘s six characteristics of an I-Thou relationship. The five tenets 
of dialogue are: mutuality, propinquity, empathy, risk and commitment. Kent & Taylor 
(2002) consider them as encompassing the implicit and explicit assumptions that underlie 
the concept of dialogue and explain them in terms of their value for public relations.  
Mutuality is characterized by Kent and Taylor (2002) as collaborative orientation 
where participants should understand each other‘s positions and how they arrived there 
and as a spirit of mutual equality that emphasizes the maintenance of fairness in a 
relationship. Propinquity represents an orientation to a relationship where participants 
communicate in the present, and not only after a decision has been made. Empathy is the 
support and trust inherent in a dialogic relationship. Risk explains that dialogue can make 
participants vulnerable to manipulation and expose them to uncertainties, yet individuals 
need to take the risk and self-disclose to build the relationship. Commitment is the value 
of honesty and genuine participation and a commitment to conversation and 
interpretation.  
Kent and Taylor (2002) attempt to make these principles accessible and 
applicable to practitioners by proposing ways in which dialogue can be incorporated into 
everyday public relations activities: by building interpersonal relationships, 
demonstrating their commitment through engaging in dialogic relationships through mass 
mediated channels and creating organizational mechanisms that facilitate dialogue. 
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Clearly, media relations has a central role in dialogic relationships and that is precisely 
what this study will attempt to examine in the context of Indian NGOs. The 
aforementioned principles will be used as measures of dialogism in NGO-media 
relationships.  
 In summary, dialogue can benefit organizations by increasing their credibility 
and public support, enhancing their image and decreasing governmental interference 
through their value for transparency (Ledingham & Bruning, 2000). Unfortunately, 
despite the apparent importance of dialogism in public relations and relationship 
management, very little research has been done on the use of these dialogic 
communication principles (Kent & Taylor, 2002), let alone in the context of media 
relations.   
Application of Dialogic Communication Theory 
Bruning et al. (2008) conducted a study that ―examines the ways in which 
relationship attitudes and dialogue may affect key public member evaluations and 
behavioral intent.‖ (p.25) Bruning et al. (2008) operationalized three out of the five 
aforementioned principles of dialogue (mutuality, propinquity and empathy). Bruning et 
al. (2008) found that both relationship attitudes and dialogue positively affect respondent 
evaluations of, and intended behaviors toward, an organization. They also concluded that 
―a relational approach, grounded in dialogic principles, requires that the organization 
tailor communication and organizational action to specific recipients based upon 
relational needs,‖ (Bruning et al., 2008, p.29). Media relations is thus required to 
maintain dialogic relationships between organizations and their key publics, and this 
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study will determine if a more dialogic perspective will increase the use of media 
relations at NGOs in India. 
In other studies, dialogic theory of public relations has been examined in zoo 
managers‘ employing relationship-building communication, evaluation and feedback 
strategies to retain membership (Kinser & Fall, 2006); the role of trust in practitioner-
client relationships (Chia, 2005); and in the contexts of public relations practice, research 
and education (L‘Etang & Pieczka, 2006). Furthermore, recent applications of the 
dialogic communication approach have shifted focus to mediated communication, 
especially the internet (Kent, Taylor, & White, 2003; Taylor, Kent & White, 2001; Kang 
& Norton, 2006; Reber & Kim, 2006; Bortree, 2009; Rybalko  & Seltzer, 2010). These 
studies primarily examine the application of the web dialogic principles proposed by 
Kent and Taylor (1998,2002). However, there has been no recent study of dialogic 
communication being used in offline avenues or through face-to-face interactions to 
maintain relationships. Considering public relations in India is still heavily dependent on 
personal relationships and mainstream media, it would be interesting to assess if having a 
dialogic perspective of media relations would improve affiliations between NGOs and the 







5. Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Based on the literature review and background of this study, a set of research 
questions are proposed here. However, it is important to note that these questions do not 
focus on media relations practitioners within NGOs as it has not been determined as yet if 
NGOs in India have communication practitioners at all. 
The primary research question for this study is as follows: 
RQ1: What is the state of media relations at NGOs in India? 
Being the first of its kind, this study will be the benchmark for the state of media relations 
in the nonprofit sector in India. This first research question will be approached via the 
following sub-questions: 
RQ1a: How do NGO employees or volunteers in India perceive the media and their 
relationship with the media? 
This research question will be answered via the qualitative method of in-depth 
interviews in order to gain a deeper insight into NGO perceptions of their relationships 
with the Indian media and the media industry itself. The relationship management 
principles and dialogic communication principles will be used to analyze responses to 
this research question.  
RQ1b: What are the predisposing and situational variables that influence an Indian 
NGO's engagement in media relations? 
This research question will also be answered through in-depth interviews, as 
respondents will be asked about factors that would affect their engagement in media 
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relations. The contingency theory of accommodation proposes predisposing and 
situational variables as practical determinants of an organization‘s position, so the Indian 
context-specific factors divulged by respondents would then be categorized based on this 
to provide a certain degree of structure around the open-ended interviews.  
RQ2: How does an NGO’s accommodative stance or dialogic approach affect media 
relations in India? 
The survey method will be used to answer this research question. Correlations 
will be drawn based on survey results to determine if an accommodative stance or a 
dialogic approach plays a role in the extent to which NGOs in India engage in media 
relations. 
The hypotheses for RQ2 are as follows:  
H1: NGOs with a more accommodative stance will have a more dialogic perspective 
of organization-media relationships than NGOs with a weaker accommodative 
stance. 
H2: NGOs with a more accommodative stance will engage in more media relations 
activities than NGOs with a weaker accommodative stance. 
H3: NGOs with a more dialogic perspective of organization-media relationships will 
engage in more media relations activities than NGOs with a less dialogic 
perspective.  
H4: NGOs with stronger organization-media relationships will engage in more 
media relations activities than NGOs with weaker organization-media relationships. 
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H5: Organizations that are more accommodative will have stronger relationships 
with the media than NGO that are less accommodative. 
H6: NGOs with a stronger dialogic perspective of media relations will have stronger 
relationships with the media than NGOs with a weaker dialogic perception. 
H7: The more employees an NGO has, the more accommodative the NGO will be.  
H8: The more employees and NGO has, the more media relations activities the NGO 
will engage in.  
H9: The more funds an NGO has, the more media relations activities the NGO will 
engage in.  
H10: The more funds an NGO has, the more accommodative the NGO will be.  
H11: The more funds an NGO has, the more likely it is that the NGO will have a PR 
or communications department. 
H12: NGOs with foreign donors will have a more dialogic perspective of media 
relations than NGOs without foreign donors. 
H13: NGOs with foreign donors will engage in more media relations than NGOs 
without foreign donors. 
H14: The more foreign donors an NGO has, the more accommodative the NGO will 
be. 
H15: NGOs based in Maharashtra, where most of the media industry is based in 




This study uses in-depth interviews and surveys to answer the research questions.  
6.1 Interviews 
Twenty in-depth interviews were conducted in this study over a period of two 
months (May to July 2010) in Mumbai, India. Diving research not previously explored in 
India, this study made use of in-depth interviews to gather as much information regarding 
media relations at Indian NGOs, as possible.  
In-depth interviews are an excellent qualitative method that allows a 
comprehensive discussion of topics by using open-ended and less structured questions 
rather than standardized questions as in surveys (Babbie, 2004). They are constructed 
more as a discourse between two people which is not fully controlled by the interviewer‘s 
questions and is developed by both interviewer and respondent via the discussion (Baker, 
1999). The objective of an in-depth interview is to ―capture the multitude of subjects‘ 
views of a theme so that the researcher comes to see the respondent‘s complex social 
world,‖ (Baker, 1999, p.247) in this case that of NGO-media relations in India. 
Unlike in surveys, interviews attempt to seek complex descriptions that are not 
circumscribed by fixed categories and probe into an understanding of respondents‘ 
meanings about their social world (Baker, 1999). Hence, they should be considered as 
guided conversations, where interviewers use follow-up questions and probing to 
deconstruct respondents‘ concept definitions. 
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The main strength of an in-depth interview lies in the depth of understanding it 
permits. In contrast, other research methods can be seen as superficial or artificial to a 
certain extent (Babbie, 2004). It is also a flexible and less costly method, deeming it 
desirable for social science researcher. However, the methodology has observable 
weaknesses, such as, being a qualitative method, it is unable to arrive at statistical 
descriptions of a large population (Babbie, 2004). In terms of the reliability and 
generalizability of in-depth interviews, even though one‘s conclusions may appear valid, 
another researcher may not reach the same conclusions about the same topic and in the 
same context.  
Therefore, in analyzing in-depth interviews a systematic approach, like that found 
in the grounded theory analysis, would add a theory-building value to this research 
where the analysis method will only be used to provide structure to the coding and make 
sense of the theories from the theoretical framework, in relation to one another. Barney 
G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss (1967) define the components of the grounded theory 
approach that disproves the dominant assumption that a qualitative methodology cannot 
generate theory (Charmaz, 2006). They also claim that the quantitative method is not the 
only form of systematic social scientific inquiry (Charmaz, 2003). In fact, the grounded 
theory approach is an attempt to qualitatively derive theories from a constant analysis of 
the patterns, themes, and common categories discovered in observational data (Babbie, 
2004). This systematic coding is crucial in achieving validity and reliability in qualitative 
data analysis. However, note that in this study, existing theoretical dimensions will also 




In the case of a grounded theory approach in in-depth interviews, sampling is 
conducted for theory building and not for population representativeness (Charmaz, 2006). 
Theoretical sampling is the process of ―data collection for generating theory whereby the 
analyst jointly collects, codes and analyzes his data and decides what data to collect next 
and where to find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges,‖ (Glaser & Strauss, 
1967, p.45). 
In this study,  only the coding method of analysis found in the grounded theory 
approach was used to systematically analyze the data collected. ―In grounded theory, 
coding is usually conceived within a particular analytic perspective,‖ (Dev, 2007, p.167) 
where categories are the ―conceptual elements of a theory,‖ (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, 
p.36).  While the categories emerge from a close engagement with the data, through 
constant comparison, the analysis can reach higher levels of abstraction for the purpose of 
theoretical elaboration and integration. Charmaz (2006) explains that the ―researcher 
constructs concepts that count for relationships defined in the empirical data and each 
concept rests on empirical indications such that the concept is grounded in the data.‖ 
(p.187) For example, media advocacy is a concept specific to the NGO media relations 
sector, as the interview analysis demonstrates that the main objective for an NGO in its 
relationship with the media is to advocate.  
In this study, the theories of relationship management, contingency theory of 
accommodation and dialogic communication theory act as the categories that combine to 
form a comprehensive theoretical foundation for media relations in the context of NGOs. 
There was room for other categories to emerge as the in-depth interviews could provide 
insights that the researcher did not anticipate.  
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Purposive sampling was used to contact NGOs specifically in Mumbai, the capital 
of the state of Maharashtra and media hub of India, to set up interviews based on the 
availability of the respondents. Certain respondents were approached through personal 
contacts while others were sourced via the phone book. The interview questionnaire used 
was semi-structured so that respondents were free to discuss several issues regarding the 
role of media relations at NGOs in India. Even then, the questions were organized based 
on the theoretical framework (See Appendix F for Interview Guiding Questions).  
Twenty respondents were interviewed face-to-face for approximately 45-60 
minutes. The interviews were setup over the phone and were conducted at the respective 
NGO offices in Mumbai based on the convenience of the participants. The respondents 
supported various causes such as cancer, child rights, and education, providing insight 
into the media relations of Indian NGOs (See Table 1 for Interview Respondent Profiles). 
Two organizations had media relations departments; two had communications 
departments; five organizations had personnel who handled media relations; in seven 
organizations media relations was supported by all members; and in four organizations 
there was no designated media spokesperson.  
A digital recorder was used to record the sessions, and transcripts were made 
post-interviews for each session (See Appendix G for Interview Transcripts). The 
transcripts were analyzed using open coding where themse and concepts were identified, 
labeled and categorized. For example, several respondents identified the celebrity focus 
of the Indian media. This then resulted in a situational variable being labeled, and thus all 
quotes based on the celebrity focus of the media were categorized under this. The 
respondents themselves will remain anonymous while their organization names will be  
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Table 1: Interview Respondent Profiles 




42 M Women‘s and 
children‘s rights 
Accountant 9 years 
Passage 55 F Cancer Co-founder 12 years 
Childline India 
Foundation 




Child Rights and 
You (CRY) 
30 F Child rights Communications 
Manager 
1 year 
Sunbeam 45 F Education for 
underprivileged 
children 
Managing Trustee 13 years 
Comet Media 
Foundation 
58 F Education and 
science 
communication 
Director 25 years 
Women‘s Weave 24 F Income generation 




Pratham 58 F Education Founding Trustee 15 years 
World Wide Fund 
(India) 
39 M Environment 
conservation 
Interim State Director 6 years 







Forum of Free 
Enterprise 
68 M Public education of 
economic affairs 
Director General 31 years 
V Care Foundation 58 F Cancer  Trustee 15 years 
Indian Epilepsy 
Association 
49 F Welfare of people 
with epilepsy 
Vice president 10 years 
Make a Wish 
Foundation 




National coordinator 10 months 
Harmony for Silvers 
Foundation 
34 M Senior citizens 
welfare 
Programme Manager 7 years 
Human Rights Law 
Network 
29 F Legal aid and legal 
awareness 
Senior Programme 





Society of India 
(ARDSI) 
65 F Welfare of Dementia 
and Alzheimer‘s 
patients 
Honorary Secretary 13 years 
Clean Air Island 67 F Environment 
conservation 
Founder 15 years 
National Association 
for the Blind 
59 M Welfare of the blind Executive Director 31 years 
Indian Red Cross 
Society 
71 F Humanitarian Aid Honorary Secretary 






disclosed in this study. IRB approval for this was obtained on 14
th
 May 2010 (See 
Appendix A for IRB Approval Certificate).  
6.2 Surveys 
An online survey was conducted on SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com) 
over a period of five months (14 May to 17 September 2010) in order to assess the 
general use of media relations by the non-profit sector in India. Systematic sampling was 
conducted on the master population list of 18,500 Indian NGOs, found on an online 
database (www.karmayog.org). Starting with the third NGO on the list with an email 
address, every fourth NGO thereafter was included in the sample. The master population 
list was thoroughly checked for any repeating pattern to ensure there was no periodicity 
and was alphabetically organized before the sampling took place. IRB approval for the 
study was received on 14 May 2010 (See Appendix A for IRB Approval Certificate).  
Emails were sent to 4,723 NGOs, out of which 3,234 bounced back, leaving 1,489 
to respond. Out of the 1,489 NGOs, 296 responded to the request to fill in the online 
survey, giving a response rate of about 19.8%. Two waves of email invitations (May to 
June 2010 and July to August 2010) were sent to NGOs to produce 296 completed 
surveys (See Appendix B for Sample of Email Invitation). The characteristics of the 
survey respondents can be found in Appendix D. 
The online survey questionnaire was prepared over a month, from 3
rd
 April 2010 
to 14
th
 May 2010, based on the contingency theory of accommodation, relationship 
management theory and dialogic communication theory (See Appendix C for Online 
Survey Questionnaire). The survey was divided into sections based on these theories and 
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took about 30-40 minutes to complete. A pretest was conducted with a sample of 119 
NGOs where 13 completed the survey.  
Surveys are a relatively old research technique that have now become a frequently 
used mode of observation in social sciences. They are excellent vehicles for measuring 
attitudes and orientations in a large population which is why they are an ideal method for 
an assessment of perceptions that volunteers and employees at NGOs hold of the Indian 
media.    
Surveys are primarily used for the objectives of description, explanation and 
exploration (Babbie, 1990). This quantitative method is applied mostly to make 
descriptive assertions about populations as to what the distribution is and not why it 
occurs. Others incorporate the objective of making explanatory assertions where ―an 
explanatory objective almost always requires multivariate analysis – simultaneous 
examination of two or more variables,‖ (Babbie, 1990, p.52). According to Babbie (1990) 
surveys can also act as a search device within a new research field where an exploratory 
analysis is adopted. This research makes use of all three potentials of surveys especially 
since there is limited or no literature on this topic in public relations.  
Surveys also provide a vehicle for the development of sophisticated and 
operational methods to better understand social phenomena (Babbie, 1990). The method 
itself is popular precisely because it allows the researcher to generalize the findings so 
widely (Baker,1999). However, ―survey research is generally weak on validity and strong 
on reliability,‖ (Babbie, 2004, p.275). Due to the artificiality of surveys (e.g. actual 
opinions are not generally in the form of strongly agreeing, agreeing, disagreeing, etc) 
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there is a strain on its validity in comparison to field research. Most of the time responses 
are to be seen only as approximate indicators. Nevertheless, in terms of reliability, ―by 
presenting all subjects with a standardized stimulus,‖ (Babbie, 2004, p.275) survey 
research eliminates issues of unreliability in observation by the researcher. Surveys also 
help in describing characteristics of large populations, making large samples feasible, and 
are a more flexible method, as many questions (why and how included) can be asked on a 
given topic.    
In terms of weaknesses, measuring social concepts (e.g. prejudice) is problematic 
in surveys as there is no ideal or clear conceptualization to work with (Babbie,1990), so 
interviews are used for this purpose. Furthermore, the presence of the researcher itself 
could affect subjects, as they could form opinions about latent issues on the spot, as 
opposed to divulging what they actually think. There is also the issue of self-reporting 
that could cause a degree of bias, where subjects answer based on what they believe 
researchers want them to answer (Baker, 1999). However, the combination of interviews 
and surveys in this study balance out the weaknesses. 
Sampling is the most important aspect of surveys, as ―survey methods are used in 
the study of a segment or portion – a sample - of a population for purposes of making 
estimated assertions about the nature of the total population from which the sample has 
been selected,‖ (Babbie, 1990, p.65). Sampling is also cost-efficient and saves time. 
There are several sampling techniques researchers use, including random, systematic and 
stratified. For this study systematic sampling was used, where every nth element in the 
total list was chosen for inclusion in the sample. This is a more convenient sampling 
method than random sampling. However, one danger in systematic sampling is 
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periodicity in the sample. If elements are arranged in a cyclical manner, a bias could 
result. Hence, the sample was closely examined to avoid this.  
6.3 Triangulation 
Through the use of surveys and interviews this research employs triangulation for 
an effective exploration of NGO-media relations in India. Triangulation is defined as the 
―combination of methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon,‖ (Denzin, 1978, 
p.291). In other words, ―the researcher gathers evidence from multiple sources to address 
the questions at hand from different points of view,‖ (Baker, 1999, p.255). 
It has been argued that more than one method should be used to validate the 
research, to demonstrate that variance is in fact within the concept and not in the chosen 
methodology. Hence, the agreement between two methods ensures that the results are 
valid and believable and not a consequence of methodological artifact (Jick, 1979). The 
researcher thus gathers comparable pieces of evidence to test whether initially reached 
conclusions remain valid as additional evidence is collected. This mixing of methods can 
also provide a more holistic view of the unit under study, as some unique variance can be 
uncovered. Thus, ―the effectiveness of triangulation rests on the premise that the 
weaknesses in each single method will be compensated by the counter-balancing 
strengths of another,‖ (Jick, 1979, p.604).  
The surveys in this context provide an overview of the role of media relations in 
Indian NGOs with respect to pre-determined factors, based on theories, that may affect 
this role. However, this study does not limit the possible factors. It uses in-depth 
interviews to bring in respondent observations and opinions outside the prescribed 
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categories. Lastly, it is important to note that this use of qualitative analysis to 
supplement quantitative data is common in the realm of social sciences (Baker, 1999), 



















The findings from the 20 in-depth interviews and 296 online surveys will be discussed in 
this section. 
7.1 Interview Analysis 
Twenty in-depth interviews were conducted in this study to qualitatively 
determine the state of media relations at NGOs in India. This included examination of 
perceptions of NGO members, an assessment of the NGO-media relationship and various 
other factors that contribute towards this relationship (See Appendix G for Interview 
Transcripts). 
The analysis of the interviews was conducted by forming categories and themes 
with the guidance of dimensions from the theoretical framework and is presented in this 
section. Open coding was first used to identify and label concepts based on the theoretical 
framework. These were then further categorized into relevant theory-based categories 
through axial coding so that the categories relate to one another. This will be clear in the 
analysis as the main categories are broken into subsections that combine to explain that 
category.  
7.1.1 State of Media Relations in India: Action Dimension 
Results related to RQ1 were analyzed first.  
RQ1: What is the state of media relations at NGOs in India? 
Respondents were questioned about their media relations activities, their knowledge of 
the industry and their overall media strategy. They engaged in varied levels of media 
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relations, ranging from simple interactions for coverage to full scale campaigns involving 
advocacy.  
Media Advocacy 
Media advocacy was a concept referred to by several respondents when 
explaining how they would conduct awareness programs. Reber & Kim (2006) claim that 
activists use PR to rectify undesirable conditions, thereby, engaging in media advocacy to 
make that change. In this research as well, the media were change-agents. While some 
NGO‘s have separate departments that specialize in media relations, others hinted at 
using the media for publicity of a cause.  
A respondent from an NGO that rarely dealt with the media divulged how his 
founder now recognizes the potential of the media as change-agents: 
―Before, he did not see media helping, but now he wants to use media in a 
way so that we can show what is happening to women and children and 
drug addicts, and then we can try and cut it all at the source.‖ (Bombay 
Teen challenge, personal communication, 14 June 2010) 
Even disclosing information regarding certain social issues through the media is a 
form of advocacy, as once these stories are in the public domain the government would 
be compelled to take action. Using the media to spread awareness about issues, causes 




―with these issues, the media will come in any which case. So it‘s better to 
brief the media on our side of the story before it presents a one-sided one.‖ 
(Human  Rights Law Network, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
The media can also help by applying the right kind of pressure in certain social 
issues. For example, the Human Rights Law Network was working in a village for Tribal 
Rights and the authorities there refused to register the case.  
 ―Then we put media pressure in the area and finally things started 
moving, and it was almost like a breakthrough because the talks were 
literally coming to a standstill.‖ (Human Rights Law Network, personal 
communication, 16 June 2010) 
Clearly, the media is used as a change-agent to inform the public, apply pressure on 
government regarding social issues and advocate a particular cause. 
Pratham does not have a media relations department but actively advocates for 
education through the media: 
―The new Fundamental Right of Education Act has come, so we‘ve put 
forth some questions [to the media] which they have taken into 
consideration. Because, I mean, our concern is education and so we will 
constantly engage in talks with government and ensure the right to 




This respondent referred to lobbying with the government through the media on the issue 
of education. Pratham encourages debate on education in the media to bring a change in 
the system. A professor of social work in India, the respondent also mentioned how 
NGOs would primarily use the media only to advocate, as there is no need to build a 
‗brand.‘ 
However, Reber & Kim (2006) also state that activists use PR to maintain the 
activist organization itself, which involves a certain level of brand advocacy. This was 
supported by a respondent from an NGO that is largely involved in media relations. He 
said that while media advocacy was one of the objectives of media relations at his NGO 
the other is: 
―to build brand equity for the Childline service, which is to make sure that 
more and more people know that there is a helpline which is available 24 
hours, which they can call for children in distress or children who need 
care and protection.‖ (Childline India, personal communication, 15 June 
2010) 
Only two NGOs, out of the sample of 20, claimed to use brand advocacy to 
further their cause. Both organizations had access to large amounts of funds and had a 
separate communications department to build on the cause. This is interesting as in 
contrast to Rounner and Camden (1988), these NGOs do have the sophistication and 
expertise to make an impact through PR.  
The respondent from CRY explained that media advocacy was used at their 
organization to ensure that the stances of CRY on child rights are communicated to the 
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public. Similarly, the respondent from Childline described media advocacy as ‗cause 
equity‘: 
―Cause equity is building equity in the media and, through the media, 
amongst the stakeholders, the government, the education sector, the 
healthcare sector, the general public about what child protection is all 
about. So it‘s an equity for the cause.‖ (Childline India, personal 
communication 15 June 2010) 
Both the aforementioned organizations translate the concept of media advocacy 
into action plans. CRY, for example, creates long-term plans, as changing mindsets 
regarding a cause takes time, even with the help of the media. If CRY decides to discuss 
education for five years, they breakdown the issue to form public opinion on different 
aspects every year (e.g. accessibility and women‘s education) through case studies. They 
have a team of five communication practitioners that interacts with the media regularly. 
The respondent also mentioned that media advocacy is a growing field in the social sector 
in India and is only just picking up.  
Childline India also finds the media to be very important to its work, as the media 
offers the primary method in sensitizing publics to the issues of child protection. The 
respondent provided the following example of media advocacy at the NGO: 
 ―For example, India doesn‘t have a child sexual abuse law. So we write to 
the newspapers with a detail analysis of current laws and how they impact 
child sexual abuse and what the gaps are…[T]his is information that might 
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not be easy for a reporter to access.‖ (Childline India, personal 
communication, 15 June 2010) 
As can be seen, Childline India also uses the media to lobby the government and 
to demonstrate the impact of the lack of child sexual abuse laws. They have become such 
vocal advocates for child protection that the media consult the NGO about certain issue. 
For instance, Childline India strongly opposes revealing the identity of victimized 
children in the media. For a particular case, the following occurred:  
―Let me tell you, Hindustan Times, one of the country‘s largest papers, in 
Bombay, wanted to take a chance on one of the cases of not putting the 
names of the child and the photograph of the child. For the similar case 
other newspapers put in the names and the pictures. So Hindustan Times 
readers wrote to the editor saying that, you know, why didn‘t you write or 
put in the pictures? She spoke to me and, you know, we gave her the 
information on what is the impact of exposure for the child, because 
people don‘t understand. Ppeople simply don‘t understand such things.‖ 
(Childline India, personal communication, 15 June 2010) 
The editor of Hindustan Times then replied to the letter stating the reasons given by 
Childline India. Childline India has thus been able to successfully appeal for their cause 
of child protection through the media. 
However, it is important to note that 18 out of 20 NGOs in this study still struggle 
with media advocacy itself and do not have resources to support brand advocacy. As an 
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alternative, as one respondent explained, smaller NGOs are using media for social 
activism:  
―Small NGOs may find it difficult to advocate but what has started to 
happen is … small NGOs of similar causes have come together on one 
platform and have created issue-based networks. … these networks then 
work for the cause together and build awareness, and do their media 
relations and publicity together.‖ (Pratham, personal communication, 7 
June 2010) 
 This pooling together of resources is a new trend and an interesting tactic, as it 
allows these NGOs to engage with the media and further their cause together. The 
respondent from Passage also mentioned how she collaborates with other cancer support 
organizations and that these networks enable them to engage in media advocacy.  
Clearly, NGOs use media advocacy in various ways: to build awareness, lobby 
governments or use media pressure to resolve social problems. It is a nonprofit-sector-
specific media relations strategy where the media is used as the change-agent. While 
media advocacy is crucial for the social sector, it is still not widely practiced by NGOs, as 
respondents have suggested, because they prefer to use personal networks rather than the 
media.  
Conventional Media Relation Tactics 
NGO respondents also indicated that they use conventional media relations 
tactics, where they invite media to their events, send out press releases, provide media 
with information and sit for interviews with them. These were not strategic tactics, as 
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NGOs would mostly take on a generic approach. When asked to describe their NGO‘s 
interactions with the media, one respondent said: 
―Ya, I mean we have someone who gets it done from our end, all the press 
invites and kits and all that for when it is needed. Then many journalists 
contact us as well … And this is quite regular.‖ (sic)(Pratham, personal 
communication, 7 June 2010)  
The respondent apparently understands media relations terminology regarding ‗press kits‘ 
and ‗press invites.‘ Sixteen NGOs in this study demonstrated this basic knowledge in 
media relations, while the remaining four apparently lacked it. 
One respondent took complete ownership of the organization‘s media relation 
activities:  
―We do media releases, we invite media, and then we tell them, look you 
have to talk about them [senior citizens], you have to interview them, you 
have to feature them and let people know what … work they are doing.‖ 
(Harmony for Silvers, personal communication, 22 June 2010) 
Including Harmony for Silvers, 12 NGOs in this study invited the media for 
events while, only six wrote press releases. This was primarily because those working at 
the NGOs apparently lacked the expertise. 
As an alternative to press releases, respondents said they created in-house 
publications that were circulated among the media. 
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 ―Our bi-monthly magazine goes to all the media houses. … Whatever you 
send to the media, you have to send for some purpose … You send them 
something generic, they won‘t take it.‖ (Human Rights Law Network, 
personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
Despite this understanding of the generic not being as impactful with the media, 
nine out of the 20 NGOs in this study created generic in-house publications that are 
circulated through the media. This generic approach demonstrates that the conventional 
media tactics used by NGOs are still not as targeted as those used by corporations. 
Press Conferences 
Press conferences were not a common practice among NGOs in this study, as they 
found it to be expensive and difficult to support with their limited capacities. There were 
a few NGOs, however, without media relations departments that claimed to have 
organized press conferences:  
―We organized a press conference with the help of the Press Club of India. 
… In fact they send [sic] the information to 300 over media houses… 
They were very cooperative, and it was at a very low cost.‖ (Indian 
Epilepsy Association, personal communication, 18 June 2010) 
This demonstrates that there are affordable options for NGOs with limited 
resources, such as the Indian Epilepsy Association, to engage in media relation activities 
in India. It also highlights the fact that NGOs recognize the change-agent potential of the 
media and the importance of that role toward their cause. For this reason, regardless of 
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capacity, certain  respondents in this study said they would still try to hold press 
conferences. 
On the other hand, the Red Cross Society in India organizes press conferences 
regularly due to the disaster-relief nature of their cause. They did so for their ‗Change of 
Emblem‘ campaign to ensure that the Red Cross Society‘s cross is not used by hospitals 
in India. The NGO found the media to be extremely helpful in bringing about that change 
and in building ownership of the cross. The Red Cross Society also holds press 
conferences for disaster relief training for the media to relay to the general public.  
Fifteen NGOs in this study do not use press conferences as a regular (more than 
once) media tactic. The reasons for this were found to be a sensitive cause (e.g. child 
abuse) that does not need media attention, limited budgets of NGOs and the lack of media 
knowledge or interest in the media. Other NGOs with a media relations department, such 
as CRY and Childline India, made use of press conferences professionally, targeting 
specific media, offering refreshments and compiling press kits.  
Media Training 
Interestingly, CRY provides media training to smaller NGOs as part of its 
communication program. The respondent said that CRY recognized that smaller NGOs 
struggle with media relations activities and wanted to encourage them to interact with the 
media.  
―See, basically, what we tell them is how to speak to the media. … We 
educate them on those skills, and we try to give them input into … what to 
see in the paper based on what kinds of stances are there. … so making 
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sure that they have the etiquette and ability to deal with the media.‖ (CRY, 
personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
Providing media training is a crucial activity for the nonprofit sector, as it will 
empower NGOs to increase their interactions with the media. While only one NGO in 
this study provides media training, support NGOs are a growing trend in India.  
Creative Media Activities 
Respondents that were heavily involved in media relation activities used the 
media in creative ways to further their cause. For example, Childline India participated in 
an MTV program called ‗MTV On the Job,‘ that features unusual career opportunities. 
Childline India was able to engage students to spread child-labor awareness through 
street plays. The NGO also produces films and videos regarding child protection that 
involve celebrities from the Bollywood industry. This NGO implements evidently 
sophisticated media tactics, demonstrating exceptional media knowledge. Only three 
NGOs in this study exhibited this level of maturity in media relations, by using broadcast 
media and new media to get the coveted attention of traditional media.   
Coverage 
Ten out of the 20 interview respondents in this study maintained a coverage log. 
One organization (Make a Wish Foundation) even employs a media monitoring service to 
ensure that they have records of media mentions. The remaining ten had a vague idea of 
the amount of coverage garnered and were completely unaware or indifferent towards 
media mentions.  
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In terms of coverage targets, only two NGOs maintain monthly targets: Childline India 
and CRY. CRY, for instance, aims to garner 30 pieces of coverage per month. As was 
discussed earlier, both these organizations use conventional media tactics and explore 
creative tactics (use of new media) to build the awareness for their cause. Clearly, the 
media relations at the two organizations is well planned and strategized to achieve these 
targets.   
Media Relations Through Partners 
Five NGOs in this study benefited from generating media coverage through 
partners. This was especially useful for the smaller NGOs with limited capacities who 
were not as active with the media. Sponsors, corporate partners and other larger NGOs, 
generally engage in media relations to garner coverage for the joint initiatives. 
Organizations such as Women‘s Weave and V Care then are able to get some media 
attention.   
However, it was observed in this study that it is common practice for 
organizations to also garner coverage through partners. For example, the respondent from 
Make a Wish Foundation said: 
―We had an event in partnership with the Yuvraj Singh Foundation. So 
there we got a lot of coverage and publicity because we were working 
with them, and they were doing a lot of media interaction.‖ (Make a Wish 
Foundation, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
The Yuvraj Singh Foundation is a charity sponsored by an Indian celebrity cricket player 
who is very prominent in the Indian media, implying that the organization would be 
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proactive in their media relations due to personal influence. Make a Wish Foundation is 
known to partner with several celebrities to fulfill children‘s wishes so they usually 
receive media attention by default.  
Similarly, WWF partners with certain corporate and voluntary bodies, and they 
too receive media coverage in this way: 
―because if they are partnering with us, they would also like to get some 
PR coverage, so they use their PR agencies and all that, and see to it that 
the event is covered.‖ (WWF, personal communication, 9 June 2010) 
The respondent from WWF also mentioned that NGOs would find it too expensive to hire 
PR agencies for their media relations and so getting coverage through partnerships 
worked best for WWF. Thus, NGOs also indirectly engage with the media.  
Personal Contacts 
Media relations involves a lot of networking with the media in order to build and 
maintain personal relationships with them. Similar to the influence of personal influence 
on relationships with the media in Croatia found by Taylor (2004), many respondents 
emphasized that any progress in any field in India requires personal influence. For 
example, the following respondent recognized that it is important to know someone in the 
media: 
―You need an individual in the media, a contact who you can liaise with 
and convert into your opinion. [sic] We have a few of these contacts but it 
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depends on certain issues and how hot they are currently to see if they will 
actually be covered.‖ (Pratham, personal communication, 7 June 2010) 
Personal influence is key, and communication practitioners at seven out of the 20 
NGOs in this study had built a set of contacts through prior experience with the media 
industry.  
“Thing with me is that I had worked in Mumbai earlier and had worked 
with the media, so I had some contacts, but otherwise it is very difficult to 
get contacts. So because I was working in that field I knew how it works 
and which person has which interest and how to contact the right person.‖ 
(Human Rights Law Network, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
Having a journalism background is always beneficial for media relations and that 
is how NGOs seem to be hiring their communication practitioners. However, there are 
other NGOs that cannot afford to hire someone with such experience and contacts. Four 
NGOs rely on their board members with personal influence, while two NGOs (Make a 
Wish and V Care) rely on their volunteer networks for media contacts. 
NGO Alternatives to Media Relations 
Interestingly, certain NGOs had alternatives to media relations that served the 
similar purposes of publicity and effective functioning of the organization. For example, 
Pratham supports the cause of education and prefers to build it‘s credibility through 
academic networks rather than through media relations.  
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―Academic networks and tapping into these groups of people that Pratham 
is related to, or is collaborated with, helps further establish that credibility, 
making Pratham more and more visible in the public eye.‖ (sic)(Pratham, 
personal communication, 7 June 2010) 
Considering the founders of Pratham are academics themselves, they look to education 
and academic platforms to further their cause.  
Similarly, Passage chooses to network with NGOs that work with the same cause.  
―The main way we publicize, is we network with other NGOs with the 
same mission, so we network with other cancer NGOs, … with various 
cancer organizations, all with the same purpose of helping out cancer 
patients.‖ (Passage, personal communication, 12 June 2010) 
 Several small NGOs have begun to do this, as it proves to be more sustainable and 
useful for them. Other than tapping into various networks, one particular NGO was so 
disenchanted by the media that they decide to produce their own publication. 
―It‘s a nationwide publication, the only [one] of its kind. I mean, there are 
a couple of them there in the market but not so upbeat, not so elite. So this 
is one of its kind, and we have a circulation of about 65,000. … It‘s a 
monthly magazine, and it‘s basically right now in English, but down the 
line we are planning to come out with different regional languages.‖ 
(Harmony for Silvers, personal communication, 22 June 2010) 
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With the changing landscape of the Indian media (to be discussed in section 7.1.2), 
Harmony for Silvers found creating their own publication more effective than interacting 
with the media.   
Hence, NGOs have other means through which they can publicize their cause, 
gain media attention and best use their resources to build credibility without having to 
engage in media relations directly. This may be why certain NGOs are not so involved 
with the Indian media, and why they do not feel the need to be further engaged in media 
relation activities. 
Lack of Organizational Need for Media Relations  
Besides having alternatives, many NGOs do not engage in media relations 
because of organizational objectives that don‘t require it, sensitivity of the cause and 
insensitive media, and a well established credibility that the NGO employees and 
volunteers believe does not require further boosting through media relations. 
Sensitivity 
The main reason why some NGOs choose not to interact with the media is that 
their cause is of a sensitive nature and their beneficiaries can be exposed to social 
scrutiny if the media are involved. Three out of the 20 NGOs in this study expressed 
sensitivity as the reason for not engaging in media relations. For example, Bombay Teen 
Challenge avoided media relations, as the issues they were dealing with involved 
children, and their founder refused to put them on display through the media. 
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―He [doesn‘t] want the children to be … a showcase … They are … 
normal people. Many people [from the media] come and … want to see 
the centers, want to see the work but …What is it … a zoo? ... We have to 
bring them [the children] into society, and if we put them forward then it 
becomes difficult for them.‖ (Bombay Teen Challenge, personal 
communication, 14 June 2010) 
In order to protect the identities of the displaced children, and to make their transition 
into society easier, Bombay Teen Challenge, like several other NGOs, chooses to not get 
too much media attention.  
Particularly, when NGOs deal with issues like HIV-positive individuals, sexually 
abused children, orphans, abandoned children or other sensitive areas, media interaction 
is avoided to protect beneficiaries from discrimination. As a result, NGOs deal selectively 
with the media, or avoid the media altogether, depending on the nature of their cause and 
the level of sensitivity that they need to employ.  
Objective 
Nine NGOs in this study were not keen on media relations as their main objective 
was the implementation of programs to further their cause, for which respondents found 
the media to be unnecessary. All 20 respondents believed their cause to be above and 
beyond everything else, and some did not want to become too involved with the media, 
fearing it may overshadow the cause at hand. 
―We don‘t want to get so much into publicity and the media that we lose 
sight of our cause itself. … As long as we can execute our programs well, 
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as long as the cause of education is being furthered, we don‘t need 
publicity or PR like corporations to get ahead. We are not competing with 
anyone, we are simply helping the government with the cause of education 
and bettering that in our country.‖ (Pratham, personal communication,7 
June 2010) 
Pratham would rather focus on making the change than becoming occupied with the 
media; V Care, Women‘s Weave and Sunbeam expressed the same sentiment.  
Credibility, Funding and Access 
Four respondents believed that their NGO had already established credibility in 
the sector, as well as awareness for the cause, and so did not actively build relationships 
with the media. For example, Make a Wish Foundation is more than satisfied with the 
awareness it has generated for the cause. 
―The awareness is already there. It‘s been established for 14 years. We 
don‘t really have or need a [media] strategy as such.‖ (Make a Wish 
Foundation, personal communication,16 June 2010) 
Similarly, the respondents from ARDSI, Women‘s Weave and Bombay Teen Challenge 
find their credibility to be well-established and so are not as involved with the media as 
other NGOs.  
 Interestingly, even though increased credibility and visibility through the media 
can increase the number of funders for NGOs, they prefer to maintain status quo.  
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 ―With more funders, what happens is that there are more voices we have 
to listen to and more demands to be met. … We want to continue being 
small and manageable. As it is we don‘t have enough people. So media 
attention can bring in more funding, but we are just not willing to handle 
so much at the moment when we have our own program to perfect.‖ 
(Women‘s Weave, personal communication, 8 June 2010) 
Organizations such as Comet Media Foundation and Sunbeam shared the same sentiment 
and preferred not to increase the number of donors through the media, as it is not in their 
capacity to support it.  
Women‘s Weave also mentioned that their beneficiaries did not have access to the 
media, so engaging in media relations for their benefit would be useless. 
 ―See, for the general public awareness we can, but for our beneficiaries 
we just don‘t need to. I mean, they don‘t even have access to these media 
outlets anyways, so there really is no point.‖ (Women‘s Weave, personal 
communication, 8 June 2010) 
Clean Air Island shared the same opinion, as getting slum-dwellers to develop pro 
environment habits requires one-on-one action, and no medium (literature or broadcast) 
would do this well enough. Thus, key publics‘ access to the media also plays a role in 





7.1.2 Perceptions of and Relationship with the Media 
In order to better understand the state of media relations at NGOs in India, it was 
necessary to examine NGO perceptions of the industry and assess the NGO-media 
relationship from the point of view of NGOs. This section, therefore, provides an analysis 
for RQ1a. 
RQ1a: How do NGO employees or volunteers in India perceive the media and their 
relationship with the media? 
Respondents were asked various questions regarding the Indian media and what 
they thought about the presence, or lack, of support from the media (See Appendix F for 
Interview Guiding Questions). Personal-experience stories provided ample evidence to 
support the findings that are examined here.  
Perception of Media  
The participants found the media to be too sensationalized and tended to perceive 
the media in a very negative light. At the same time, they recognized the potential of the 
media for building awareness and recruiting volunteers. Respondents also sympathized 
with the media and shared personal experiences of their interactions with them.  
Sensationalized Media Discourages Relationship Building 
Several interview participants (11 out of 20) claimed that the Indian media is 
primarily focused on ‗sensational‘ news.   
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―Once a media person also told me that the media needs ‗sexy‘ news, and 
education cannot be ‗sexy‘.‖ (Pratham, personal communication, 7 June 
2010) 
Similarly another respondent said:  
―they want some spicy news, and they want something which sizzles and 
people want to read.‖ (Harmony for Silvers, personal communication, 22 
June 2010) 
Evidently, NGOs perceive the media as wanting ‗sexy‘ and ‗sizzling‘ news 
stories, without which the media will give the sector minimal attention. This affects 
NGO-media relationships, as NGOs are unable to provide this sensationalized angle and 
will not bother to engage in dialogue with the media, let alone invest any resources in the 
relationship. Eleven out of the 20 respondents claimed to have personally experienced the 
media setting the agenda with sensational news, resulting in civil society stories being 
neglected. Thus, it appears the media are looking to build exchange relationships as 
opposed to communal relationships which NGOs are more interested in.  
Seven participants also repeatedly mentioned that the media have become 
synonymous with entertainment: 
―So the papers have become a form of entertainment and really when you 
speak of media advocacy you are talking about providing tips on how to 
be entertaining for these people.‖ (Comet Media Foundation, personal 
communication, 10 June 2010) 
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Perceiving the media as lacking credibility discourages NGOs from wanting to 
commit to a relationship with them. The respondent from Human Rights Law Network 
also claimed that the media no longer cover hard news, as such coverage would invite 
pressure from several socio-political groups. Clearly, the media have certain constraints.  
This perception further dissuades NGOs from trusting the media, as they 
perceive the media to their own agenda that revolves around entertaining news. 
This sentiment was also expressed by the following participant: 
―See with the media the focus becomes superficial. It‘s not the work but 
the name that comes into focus. … Now with page 31, tabloids, celebrities, 
media is about all that, not real hard news.‖ (Sunbeam, personal 
communication, 11 June 2010) 
The fact that NGOs have this perception of the media can be detrimental 
to any form of media relations that the sector attempts to develop. If the media do 
not demonstrate serious support for civil-society causes, NGOs will not commit to 
the relationship. Perceiving the media as sensational and for entertainment 
purposes diminishes the credibility needed to use the media as change-agents.  
Negative perception of Media 
Respondents predominantly expressed negative opinions regarding the media. For 
example, they found the media at times to be too volatile: 
                                                          
1
 Page 3 is an Indian tabloid that publishes stories on celebrities and socialites. 
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―Once again, media in Bombay city is very temperamental. You know 
they think they are king because they have so much to cover.‖ (Passage, 
personal communication, 12 June 2010) 
As is evident, certain NGOs find the media to be arrogant and unapproachable. In terms 
of the control mutuality dimension, the media place themselves above NGOs, resulting in 
an unequal relationship. NGOs would thus not want to take the risk in getting involved 
with the media. This is interesting, as perceptions and attitudes towards the other party 
act as determinants to the building of dialogue in a relationship.    
Other participants perceived the media as lacking sensitivity, and going to 
extreme measures to get a story.  
―They will do everything possible to get the truth out from you, including 
steal reports.‖ (Childline India, personal communication, 15 June 2010) 
This perception makes it difficult for the NGOs to trust the media, let alone interact or 
engage with them. Respondents believed that the media try to reap the most benefits from 
the relationship. The respondent from Childline India, heavily involved in media 
relations, argued that if NGOs recognize this media preference for exchange 
relationships, they can still negotiate with the media productively. He provided the 
following example of letting the media take control: 
―You call the media in that you are doing a raid on child labor [sic], and 
you let them photograph everything, let them photograph the hapless 
children, put them up for display, then you are feeding a monster in the 
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wrong way. You have to recognize that this can be detrimental.‖ 
(Childline India, personal communication, 15 June 2010) 
The respondent advised that an NGO needs to learn to be more in control when dealing 
with the media. NGOs need to be firm about when to say yes to offering information and 
when to say no. In other words, NGOs have to establish mutuality in the relationship. 
However, it was observed that NGO employees or volunteers were mostly intimidated by 
the media‘s negative qualities and said that the media usually takes more control in the 
relationship. 
Exchange Relationships: Awareness-Building Capacity of Media 
Participants identified the tremendous potential the media have in building 
awareness for their cause and acting as change-agents. 
―Like it is said, there are four main pillars of democracy, so without the 
pillar of media we can‘t reach out to the people or tell them about these 
issues.‖ (Human Rights Law Network, personal communication, 16 June 
2010) 
NGOs value the media as being the mouthpiece in building civil society and change-
agents for democracy. This establishes a certain respect for the media as being beneficial 
for the nonprofit sector  “to find more people to help, to build awareness, to find people 
to fund us.‖ (Passage, personal communication, 12 June 2010) 
While NGOs would practically engage in exchange relationships, by definition, 
their volunteering spirit requires them to engage in communal relationships. This is 
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interesting, as respondents continually indentified direct benefits of interacting with the 
media, and yet this was not reflected in their action plans. For example, this respondent 
emphasized the importance of visibility provided by the media: 
―Anyone that is looking after the underprivileged, if they do not get the 
exposure, if they do not get the visibility, people will not know what 
kind of activities they are undertaking.‖ (National Association for the 
Blind, personal communication, 23 June 2010) 
This directly relates to Reber & Kim (2006) who claim that activist organizations 
also need to use the media to maintain the organization itself (brand advocacy). Visibility 
is necessary for NGOs.  
Five respondents also recognized the media as having the potential to be a 
platform through which NGOs can directly engage in dialogue with their publics.  
―We need them in that sense because they help us maintain that dialogue 
with the people, because especially during disasters, the Red Cross needs 
to have a platform to maintain the dialogue with the common people.‖ 
(Red Cross Society, personal communication, 22 June 2010) 
This contextualizes the importance of the media in dialogue-building for an NGO such as 
the Red Cross Society. Here, the media aid in disaster relief and become an integral part 
of the development activities of the NGO.  
It is important to note that while participants acknowledged various benefits of the 
media, we will later see that they also found the media to be corrupt and interested in 
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bribes. The media‘s desire to seek exchange relationships with monetary benefits has led 
to NGOs perceiving them to be too aggressive. NGOs, on the other hand, prefer 
communal affiliations where the well being of both parties is a priority. Most respondents 
constantly emphasized that they are happy to help the media with whatever they need, 
and expect the same generosity in return, which they claim is rare. For a successful NGO-
media relationship, these differences would have to be resolved.   
Empathy: Media can be sympathized with 
Despite finding value in media relations, participants‘ negative perceptions of the 
media appear to outweigh the positives. Yet, respondents expressed sympathy for media, 
professionals:  
“They work so hard. Every day, especially if you are with a newspaper 
every day you have a column to write.‖ (Indian Epilepsy Association, 
personal communication, 18 June 2010) 
Respondents seem to understand that media professionals have stressful jobs that demand 
a lot from them. In this way respondents demonstrate the empathy dimension of a 
dialogic relationship, as they show their sympathy and support for the media 
professional‘s high-pressure job. Another participant also mentioned how media 
professionals are under tremendous pressure: 
―Maybe they are overworked. Maybe, previously, hardly five years ago 
actually, where reporters had to do two stories a day, today they have to 
churn out five articles or more.‖ (Comet Media Foundation, personal 
communication, 10 June 2010) 
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This respondent attributed ruthless behavior, aggressiveness and carelessness in 
reporting to the demands of the profession of journalism. Not only did participants 
sympathize with media professional‘s workload, they also seemed to understand why the 
media would sensationalize news: 
―Earlier, people did not have the Internet to go and find out about things, 
so now, if you don‘t sensationalize it, then how will the newspapers run?‖ 
(Red Cross Society, personal communication, 22 June 2010) 
NGOs are thus aware of media‘s being a business that has to be sustained. This 
combination of the mutuality and empathy dimensions creates a good platform for NGOs 
to build dialogic relationships with the media. At the same time, participants understand 
media competence: 
 “You know, media is not that dumb that they cannot understand a cause, 
because there are educated people there working in the media [sic].‖ 
(WWF, personal communication, 9 June 2010) 
This respondent expresses that media professionals are not incapable of doing their jobs. 
He attributed the apathy of journalists to political pressures and a media agenda that is 
not in favor of the nonprofit sector. Thus, having this empathy and an understanding of 






Journalists Impede Relationship Building 
Three respondents perceived journalists in a negative light due to bad personal 
experiences. For example, a participant explained how journalists in India needed to be 
pampered: 
“I mean, at a press conference once, journalists were very upset that we 
didn‘t serve liquor. They came to me and said, ‗What is this?‘ Then after 
that, regardless of if we like it or not, we started serving.‖ (Harmony for 
Silvers, personal communication, 22 June 2010) 
Maintaining good personal relationships with the media thus requires NGOs to 
pamper journalists which proves to be expensive. This pampering causes NGOs to lose 
respect for the media and, consequently, invest less in the relationship with them, as they 
would rather allocate the funds to activities for their beneficiaries.  
 Similarly, the Red Cross Society respondent found journalists be unreliable. She 
explained how the Red Cross held disaster-training sessions for the media, to educate 
them on how to help during natural or human disasters. The participant said that 12-15 
journalists may have agreed to come to the session but only two or three eventually 
showed up. If the media are not committed to the relationship, NGOs cannot trust them 
and will no longer commit to the relationship themselves.  
Respondents shared several other experiences where journalists had been rude, 
aggressive or arrogant. It was thus found that NGO respondents held increasingly strong 
negative opinions of the media precisely because of these experiences with journalists. 
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As a result, NGOs in this study were reluctant to fully commit, trust, or invest in a 
relationship with the media.  
Perception of Media Relations 
The popular opinion among respondents was that media relations is an added 
expense, or responsibility. The inability to invest in the activity leads to NGO‘s being 
unable to build dialogic relationships with the media.  
―See, you have to understand that all this communication, maintaining 
relations, press conference, etc., takes money that NGOs don‘t have.‖ 
(Harmony for Silvers, personal communication, 22 June 2010) 
This shortage of resources is a condition NGOs need to take into account when 
considering interacting with the media; so much so, that when NGOs have been advised 
to engage in media relations for better functioning, they don‘t find the expense worth it: 
“Many people have been telling us, you know, go to the PR agencies, or 
go to Moshe and put Pratham [NGO for education] there but the amount 
of money that goes there … would seem like a waste when our work can 
speak for itself.‖ (Pratham, personal communication, 7 June 2010) 
Therefore, certain NGOs prefer building awareness or gaining visibility through 
their credible work as opposed to media relations, which is too demanding for them. 
Participants also acknowledged that they lack expertise in strategic communication, 
resulting in them not fully benefitting from it.  
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 ―Media relations would mean getting one specialized person to work, 
paying for their work, paying for media treatment, and all that is 
expensive. … I guess media could help, but NGOs don‘t know how to use 
them effectively without it being a burden and an expense that adds to our 
list of things we have to get done.‖ (Sunbeam, personal communication, 
11 June 2010) 
Additionally, respondents expressed that if they spend their limited budgets on 
communication, they feel to be compromising on time that could have been spent on the 
actual cause.  
―…With NGOs, spending on communications means spending less on 
something else … or maybe even the main activity of the NGO.‖ (sic) (V 
Care, personal communication, 4 June 2010) 
Eight out of the 20 NGOs are unwilling to sacrifice the amount of attention they 
give to their cause for media relations. They also said that if NGOs do engage in media 
relations they have to be careful that their cause is not lost in the process. This was 
expressed by a participant, with reference to other NGOs opting for media relations. 
―See, if they want to, then great. They can go ahead. They can meet and 
mingle with the media, pamper them, invite celebrities and do the whole 
deal. But then they would have to balance out doing the good work as 
well. Sometimes in the media blitz it‘s so easy to get lost that the cause 




Despite these negative perceptions of media relations, respondents did recognize 
that, if they had more media support, they could have a fruitful relationship.  
―It‘s sad, because we have a huge media industry and lots of avenues that 
could be potential partners for NGOs, big or small. [sic] Yet there is no 
bridge, no relation, no connection, unless there is a big name involved. 
And there are umpteen causes about and so many newsworthy stories that 
get unnoticed by the media.‖ (V Care, personal communication, 4 June 
2010) 
Clearly, those with negative opinions of media relations were less able to get 
involved with the media, while those with positive opinions continued to invest in the 
relationship. As a result, perceptions held by NGOs are affecting their relationship with 
the media, as will be seen in the section that follows. 
Relationship with Media 
Respondents were asked to comment on their current relationships with the media 
and the relationship the NGO sector generally has with the industry. Interestingly, a range 
of NGO-media relationship types were observed. 
Love-Hate Relationship (Tilley & Hollings, 2008) 
NGO respondents articulated mixed feelings about their relationships with the 
media. These were in line with Tilley & Hollings‘ (2008) finding that journalists and PR 
practitioners have a love-hate relationship. For example, one interview respondent said:  
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 ―See, in some cases the media is helpful in highlighting issues, but in 
other cases the media is so uncontrollable, and unpredictable, that we 
don‘t know what angle or spin they will take on the issue.‖ (Human Rights 
Law Network, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
The media can aid NGOs, but they can also prove to be difficult to work with, as 
they have their own agenda. As mentioned in the previous section, because participants 
find the media to be uncontrollable, they refrain from interacting with them as much, 
limiting the potential for dialogue. Another respondent also suggested a similar kind of 
give-and-take relationship: 
―Sometimes it is very supportive. Sometimes it is not so supportive. It also 
depends on the media, on what other roles the media is playing at the same 
time. If they are preoccupied with something else, then they may not come 
because they don‘t think it is as important. So it‘s all about their agenda, 
and it is their call to make‖ (Red Cross Society, personal communication, 
22 June 2010) 
From these respondents‘ perspective, the media have the upper hand in the 
relationship and NGOs usually have to give into their demands. Participants mentioned 
that the media generally approach NGOs with enquiries and NGOs are more than happy 
to help. However, when NGOs reach out to the media, respondents claimed, the media 
would help based on their ‗mood‘ and ‗agenda.‘ This demonstrates an absence of control 
mutuality in the relationship.  
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―They come to us when they have their questions and need the stories and 
want a statement on a current education issue. And when we host certain 
important events or want to bring their attention to something, then we 
invite them or alert them and hope the media does their job.‖ (Pratham, 
personal communication, 7 June 2010) 
 While NGOs regard the media as potential contributors to the building of civil 
society, they also perceive the current media as not fulfilling this role completely. In the 
words of one participant: ―The media is good. The media is bad. It‘s a love and hate 
relationship‖ (Red Cross Society, personal communication, 22 June 2010) between an 
NGO and the Indian media. Yet there is an apparent lack of trust and commitment from 
NGOs, who perceive that the media does not reciprocate.  
Difficult Relationship 
Seven participants in this study claimed that their relationship with the media was 
more difficult than anything else. This was attributed to the changing media industry, 
which made it difficult for NGOs to trust and commit to the relationship. For example, 
one participant said: 
―Before we used to call and have good relationships. Now the journalists 
also keep changing, so we have to keep making that relationship again.‖ 
(Human Rights Law Network, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
With more journalists moving around media houses and becoming freelancers, NGOs 
have to constantly rebuild relationships with minimum resources at hand. Not only is this 
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time-consuming and expensive, it is difficult to establish trust, commitment, openness, 
involvement and investment in a relationship where participants keep changing.  
Another important development in the media industry was expressed by 
respondents as the need for personal contacts. NGOs generally do not have access to 
these contacts or networking opportunities with the media, making it difficult for NGOs 
to access the media. One participant expressed this difficulty: 
―Sometimes getting to know, getting in touch with the right person can be 
difficult, but ya, by and large, I find it useful.‖ (sic) (Indian Epilepsy 
Association, personal communication, 18 June 2010) 
Even though media relations can be useful, one needs to be well connected to 
engage in public relations, and NGOs struggle with making the right acquaintances for 
this purpose. There is a certain level of expertise involved in sourcing these contacts that 
not all NGOs have. One participant further shared her expert opinion, as a 
communications manager, on how difficult it is to get into the media market: 
―It‘s been a little difficult mainly because … the advertising space is really 
eaten up in the papers than before, so there‘s hardly any scope, so it‘s 
much more difficult, you know, to crack our way into the market.‖ (CRY 
Foundation, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
This respondent is strategically involved in media relations and was aware of the limited 
opportunities for publicity currently available for NGOs in the media. The respondent 
made it clear that the media is really not interested in stories from NGOs: 
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―If you are aware, media is not too keen on portraying the social sector. So 
what we have tried to do is create a platform wherein our stances are 
there.‖ (CRY Foundation, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
While this particular NGO respondent has the expertise and capacity to work 
around the difficulties of the relationship with the media, most other NGOs (11) are 
unable to follow suit. Without an NGO‘s demonstration of expertise, the media may not 
fully commit. Mostly, the relationship between NGOs and the media in India is full of 
obstacles for the former. Due to the aforementioned reasons: changing media landscape 
causing the rebuilding of relationship foundations, difficulty in accessing media 
personnel resulting in the absence of open communication channels and the lack of media 
interest in stories from the NGO sector. Consequently, the media are not ready to commit 
or invest in the relationship, while NGOs are unable to trust or become involved with the 
media industry.  
Noncommittal Relationships 
Besides perceptions of ‗love-hate‘ and difficult associations, five out of the 20 
respondents discussed an indifference towards the relationship. They claimed to not have 
fully committed, rightfully invested or become involved in the relationship. NGOs simply 
did the needful and expected nothing in return from the media.  
―Our job is to send them the invite. We do that. … Sometimes they come, 
and when they come, whatever information they want we give. We don‘t 
go to them and say, ‗You please publish this for us.‘ We don‘t do that. As 
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a policy we don‘t do that.‖ (Free Enterprise Forum, personal 
communication, 5 June 2010) 
While these NGOs invite the media and are grateful and supportive if they turn up, 
respondents made it clear that they do not plead for favors or coverage.  
―See we do not just sit behind the press and the media. We do a lot of 
[other] things [for the cause]. The only thing that we do [in terms of media 
relations] is we send three to four emails. It is just those emails, we don‘t 
sit and call up anyone [in the media]. So, you know, if they need any 
explanation or anything, they call us up and one of us attends to it.‖ 
(WWF, personal communication, 9 June 2010) 
Clearly, media relations is not given as much commitment, investment, involvement or 
attention as the other activities and tasks at the NGO.  
―We would just rather focus on our activities, our work, and the media 
comes in whenever. The media doesn‘t come in because we are offering 
them anything. They are being paid by their organization, and it is their job 
to cover, and if we do not work, what are they going to cover? So it is 
better that we work, you know, on the field and they get some material to 
cover our events.‖ (WWF, personal communication, 9 June 2010) 
This respondent believes in communal relationships where the welfare of both parties 
should be observed, as opposed to benefits being sought.  
Open and Committed Relationship 
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A minority of the respondents (three) claimed to having good relationships with the 
media. One participant in particular, claimed to be in an open and supportive relationship 
with them; so much so that the media would consult this NGO to portray the right 
voluntary sector related message.  
 ―[Journalists] call us, seek information, wait for us to give them 
permission. … You can actually shy away from the media. We don‘t. We 
are very open with the media.‖ (Childine India, personal communication, 
15 June 2010) 
Instead of avoiding the media, Childline India works with them on issues and have 
developed strong ties through open communication channels, heavy involvement in the 
relationship, investment of time and energy to maintain associations, and the building of 
trust by showing results. This gives them clarity in what they expect out of the 
relationship: 
―We go out of our way to cooperate with the media, give them information 
but we demand that the media give time to expose different sectors.‖ 
(Childine India, personal communication, 15 June 2010) 
Childline India maintains a mix of exchange and communal relationships with the 
media. While they give tremendous support to the industry, Childline India ensures that 
several aspects of their cause are covered by journalists. They are more proactive in the 
relationship and do not simply settle for whatever the media offer them. Childline India 
has also maintained a dialogic relationship with the media: mutuality through ensuring 
they get what they want from the media, propinquity via regularly communicating on 
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several child-related issues and commitment, demonstrated by the high regard for one 
another. This respondent also mentioned that the mutual respect and trust they share with 
the media, has a lot to do with their expertise in handling media relations.  
 Another respondent held the media and their relationship with them in high 
regard: 
―Now it is only because of the media intervention that we have been able 
to get this type of publicity where not only the general public, not only the 
government, but also people at the grassroots level.‖ (sic) (National 
Association for the Blind, personal communication, 23 June 2010) 
This participant was pleased with the media relations strategy at his NGO and was 
grateful for the support he received from the media. He repeatedly described their 
relationship as open and was hoping to continue this association for years to come, 
demonstrating commitment towards investing in the relationship.  
Most NGO-media associations discussed in this paper are short of one or more 
relationship dimension. In some relationships there is a lack of trust and commitment, 
while others lack openness and involvement. Due to the minimal resources at the disposal 
of most NGOs, they primarily struggle with investing in the media. As can be seen from 
the Childline case, however, a good balance of most, if not all of, the five elements of a 
relationship proposed by Ledingham et al. (1997) can result in a successful NGO-media 
relationship in the Indian context. As these basic principles are met, they can be taken a 




7.1.3 Predisposing and Situational Variables 
Having observed the perceptions of NGOs and the NGO-media relationship, it was 
crucial to examine the factors that would affect whether NGOs engage in media relations. 
This next section of analysis refers to RQ1b: 
RQ1b: What are the predisposing and situational variables that influence an Indian 
NGO's engagement in media relations? 
Respondents were asked what kind of organizational factors restricted them from 
engaging in media relations and what factors would encourage them to build relationships 
with the media (See Appendix F for Interview Guiding Questions). They were also asked 
if there were any external variables that affected whether they interacted with the media. 
The following section discusses some of the responses. 
Predisposing Variables: Organizational Factors 
A relationship with the media requires a lot of investment from an organization. 
NGOs tend to lack the resources and capacity to support the media relations function. 
This sentiment was expressed by 18 participants along with other organizational 
constraints and factors that restrict NGO‘s media relations capacity. These are clearly the 
predisposing variables proposed by the contingency theory of accommodation that affect 
an organization‘s overall stance. One respondent said: 
―We don‘t have the time, the funds, the expertise or the people to work 
with the media. It takes a lot to maintain any kind of relationship with 
them.‖ (Sunbeam, personal communication, 11 June 2010) 
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Based on several such responses, the three major predisposing variables, or 
organizational constraints, found in this study are shortage of funds, lack of and changing 
nature of manpower, and low levels of expertise.  
Funding 
NGOs typically lack funds to sustain their administrative activities, and in India 
they further struggle to support their beneficiaries. This makes it difficult for NGOs to 
engage in media relations, which requires a separate budget. For example, one respondent 
said: 
―Even though we have a corpus in the trust, it‘s not a very big corpus. It 
just enables us to meet our expenses. So we have got this financial 
constraints and we cannot employ more people because of that.‖ (sic)(Free 
Enterprise Forum, personal communication, 5 June 2010) 
  NGOs constantly have to make compromises when it comes to allocating their 
budgets, as their cause and beneficiaries must remain a priority. Media relations is too 
much of an expense for them to support. Even outsourcing media relations is expensive, 
and, although NGOs consider the option, they rarely go through with it: 
―We are a voluntary group, and our point of sales, as far as our fund 
raising is concerned, is that whatever funds come in ... for the 
organization, almost 100% or I would say 99% or 99.8% go back to the 
patient, for the patient‘s benefit one way or the other, because our 
administrative costs are almost nil. ... For us to employ a PR agency, pay 
and all, and give away that much money to a PR agency has been a tough 
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struggle. … We have not gotten really into doing that.‖ (V Care, personal 
communication, 4 June 2010) 
Twelve out of the 20 NGOs in this study expressed that they would rather utilize 
their money for helping beneficiaries than getting a mention in the media. For them, 
budget restrictions are a huge constraint, and so NGOs with very limited budgets will 
simply not value media relations. Clearly, the lack of funding is a critical predisposing 
variable that highly influences an NGO‘s willingness to engage in media relations.  
Interestingly certain NGOs have funds for basic media relations activities but are 
still unable to support large-scale ones.  
―Like other big organizations do large-scale media relations, we can‘t 
afford it. We can‘t do it. Especially since we are dealing with so many 
issues, and right now with so many cases, I have to help with the media 
monitoring and contacting so it‘s difficult to do anything large scale.‖ 
(Human Rights Law Network, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
Even with increased funds, five participants state that they may invest more in the media, 
while others would choose to allocate funds elsewhere.  
―Too much money creates pressure to expand and take on more 
responsibilities, because sometimes funders put pressure also that they 
want this, they want that, they want a report every week.‖ (Comet Media 
Foundation, personal communication, 10 June 2010) 
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Funding proved to be the most influential predisposing variable in this study. 
Most NGOs in this study prefer to assign their limited budgets to their cause and perceive 
media relations as an accessory or added expense that does not match their goals.  
Manpower 
Without funds, NGOs are unable to hire adequate staff to perform the different 
functions at the organization. Five out of the 20 respondents in this study referred to the 
lack of manpower as a restriction when deciding to engage in media relations. 
Interestingly, however, instead of increasing funds to increase manpower, NGOs prefer to 
focus on their beneficiaries and current tasks at hand. 
―We don‘t have the capacity ourselves to engage with the media. I mean 
its time consuming, and being low on staff and lacking time, we rather 
focus on the handloom product and getting it right for the women who are 
working so hard.‖ (Women‘s Weave, personal communication, 8 June 
2010) 
Most of the smaller NGOs in this study (e.g. Meljol, Sunbeam and Passages) found that 
increasing funds would be a burden. Even with more funds, these NGOs would not 
allocate a budget for media relations.  
In terms of manpower quality, the work ethic and volunteer culture have also 
changed, as fresh graduates, regular job candidates for NGOs, prefer to develop their 
skill-sets at NGOs before graduating to better paying jobs.  
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 ―If anything, they will come and work at a place like this for two years, 
three years, to build up their bio-data, and then they get a UN job, or they 
get something else down the road.‖ (Comet Media Foundation, personal 
communication, 10 June 2010) 
Potential volunteers or employees thus use NGOs in India as stepping stones 
rather than joining because of genuine concern for the cause. This has resulted in NGOs 
refraining from investing in new staff, thereby further diminishing media relations as a 
potential function. Further, NGOs are unable to support the kind of salaries, and perks, 
other corporations offer: 
―The graduate who comes with the knowledge today … will look for other 
jobs, with a lot of material benefits and we can‘t offer that.‖ (Free 
Enterprise Forum, personal communication, 5 June 2010) 
The fresh pool of graduates is generally more motivated by monetary gains, according to 
respondents of this study.  
Expertise 
Dealing with the media requires a certain level of expertise that most NGOs lack. 
They do not have access to communication practitioners interested in the development 
sector. The respondent from CRY, who manages media relations for various smaller 
NGOs under CRY, explained the problem as follows:  
―See, the problem is that the expertise required in handling the media is 
not there, especially because our [Indian] NGOs are very small. They 
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don‘t have the resources to employ somebody who has the expertise to 
deal with the media. But what is happening is that some NGOs, bigger 
NGOs are looking at hiring this expertise.‖ (CRY, personal 
communication, 16 June 2010)  
As many NGOs are now realizing that they need to start interacting with the 
media, they are beginning to source for individuals with the required expertise. Smaller 
NGOs with similar causes are forming networks and engaging in media relations as a 
group of NGOs in order to make it feasible for them (Passage, 12 June 2010). NGOs find 
the expertise to be critical, as media relations would become difficult to maintain without 
it: 
―Thing is, our people shy away from the media and are not confident in 
speaking with them. With the media you have to be careful what you say 
and what you reveal, and everyone doesn‘t have training in that, so instead 
they just shy away.‖ (Human Rights Law Network, personal 
communication, 16 June 2010) 
Having the expertise is another highly influential predisposing variable, as NGOs 
that had communication experts, such as Childline India, CRY, National Association for 
the Blind, were distinctly more engaged in media relations than others. A respondent 
from one of these NGOs said: 
―Look, once I came here, my experience in the media wasn‘t very difficult 
because I had my contacts in place. Yes, and apart from that, you know, 
it‘s more about self-confidence in the work and the values. You have to be 
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able to tell the media, ‗This I can give you, this I can‘t, believe me, this is 
the reason why I can‘t.‘ And then you have to generate that credibility and 
trust with them.‖ (Childline India, personal communication, 15 June 2010) 
This demonstrates the respondent from Childline engaging in dialogue with the 
media to negotiate what information can be revealed and what cannot be. The ability to 
do this well builds credibility of Childline in the eyes of the media as the respondent said 
the media listens to them. This expertise then builds respect for the communication 
function within the NGO:  
―See, with the expertise that you bring in, the respect comes automatically. 
When you have that expertise, you are able to look after the media, you 
are able to handle people. You have that education that is needed so it‘s 
much … easier to get the respect of your colleagues.‖ (CRY, personal 
communication, 16 June 2010) 
NGOs without the expertise lack the confidence to even try interacting with the 
media. Having media knowledge is crucial to being able to practice effective media 
relations, and if NGOs lack this capacity or expertise they choose not to deal with the 
media at all.  
Situational Variables: Changes in Media 
Respondents frequently indicated changes in media as being the primary cause of 
their inability to stay up-to-date with the industry. These changes prove to be strong 
situational variables in this context, as they result in NGOs being unable to be 
accommodative to the media or start a dialogue with them. They find the media to be less 
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accessible, constantly changing in terms of journalists covering certain beats, becoming 
highly celebrity-oriented, and commercializing to the extent that they allow for 
corruption and bias. These are all important issues suggested by the respondents that need 
to be considered in this study, as they affect an NGO‘s willingness to engage in media 
relations. 
Celebrity focus of Media 
The major change in the media in India has primarily been the shift towards a 
celebrity-focused agenda. All respondents referred to this situational variable in one way 
or another. One participant said: 
―Media, I think, has picked up in the last past few years with page 3 and 
stuff. But unfortunately in India, media coverage only comes with 
celebrities.‖ (Make a Wish Foundation, personal communication, 16 June 
2010) 
This respondent seems to believe that media relations is highly dependent on having 
celebrities as spokespersons. However, celebrity support can also be problematic.  
 ―Now, with celebrities and Bollywood, the problem is the media attention 
has shifted to all these things. Even when celebrities come to our events or 
galas, the media comes running to cover their publicity stunt with an 
NGO, and we get the small mention.‖ (Pratham, personal communication, 
7 June 2010) 
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The coverage generated through celebrities is not of value to most NGOs. Usually 
the celebrity is the focus of the story, while the NGO takes the backseat. Seventeen of 20 
respondents in this study believe that the media have begun prioritizing news, covering 
celebrities first and civil society values later.  
―It‘s just about how the celebrity came to the event, and the focus is on the 
celebrity and not the cause of the environment. You know we are working 
on a larger cause than the celebrity, and celebrities get associated only just 
because they can get added publicity and all, [sic] but the main thing is the 
environment message that needs to go out to the masses.‖ (WWF, personal 
communication, 9 June 2010) 
These NGOs are then less willing to engage in media relations as maintaining 
associations with celebrities, who are perceived as key entry points into the 
media, is costly. 
 Other respondents further discussed how unnecessary it is to invite 
celebrities: 
―It‘s so irrelevant and, you know, when the press asks the celebrity, 
Salman Khan or somebody, for a statement, the guy doesn‘t know what 
to say, and he‘s so embarrassed, and he‘s just there to have his photo put 
in the paper as a person who feels for the poor or something like that.‖ 
(Comet Media Foundation, personal communication, 10 June 2010) 
The celebrities don‘t show genuine concern for the cause at times, resulting in 
these NGOs being further disenchanted with the media and its celebrity focus. 
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Interestingly, those heavily engaged with the media (i.e. Childline India, CRY and 
National Association for the Blind) were in favor of celebrity endorsements.  
―How is that any different from a commercial organization like Videocon 
that ropes in a celebrity to use as a brand ambassador?... We need 
celebrities to endorse our cause, because they are noted by media and 
they become newsy [sic] events.‖ (Childline India, personal 
communication, 15 June 2010) 
Celebrities may drown out the cause, but they still bring in media attention. Whether to 
make use of celebrities is a decision NGOs have to make based on their capabilities 
(predisposing variables). 
By increasingly revolving around celebrities in India, the media are unable to 
garner trust from these NGOs, and because their main cause is overshadowed, the NGOs 
are unwilling to commit to a relationship with them. However, two respondents have 
expressed that if NGOs choose to partner with celebrities, they can benefit from media 
coverage. Quality coverage, however, would involve further strong advocacy and 
lobbying with the media.  
Change in Process 
One of the other major developments that respondents have noticed in the media 
has been changes in terms of media processes. The respondent from Comet Media 
Foundation was very vocal about the negative changes among the media. According to 
her, the media have increased the number of stories churned out in order to maintain a 
competitive edge. However, the quality of these stories has gone down. The respondent 
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claimed that the news values from 20 years ago do not apply in the current Indian media 
landscape. Seven respondents attributed the changes in media values to the pressure of 
their changing work conditions. 
―Journalists themselves are no longer curious or excited about their work. 
They are just churning out, because someone is assessing them based on 
how many stories they are producing. Even if they split one story into five 
stories, they are not catching that, they are just looking at if seven stories 
were produced or not.‖ (Comet Media Foundation, personal 
communication, 10 June 2010) 
This change in news values causes NGOs to invest fewer resources in relationships with 
the media.  
Three respondents also mentioned that interactions with the media now require a 
lot more effort than in the past.  
―In the past, we just had to send our little press release and get in a 
column, something about us. People used to flock here. Now you have to 
remind them, you have to motivate them, chase them up. Then they will 
see its priority. Then they will see what is the importance of the function‖ 
(National Association for the Blind, personal communication, 23 June 
2010) 
Additionally, certain respondents (e.g. ARDSI and Comet Media Foundation) 
complained that journalists keep changing their specialization or jobs.  
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―That day, Sanjana called me for a story, and then I had called her to tell 
her about some new program, and they say now she is not working with 
us. So that old format, where journalists stayed loyal to their publishing 
houses, is not remained [sic]. They keep changing.‖ (ARDSI, personal 
communication, 21 June 2010) 
This makes it difficult for NGOs as well, as they have to constantly keep track of who 
works at which media house. They also have to rebuild relationships with journalists, 
which NGOs cannot support with their limited resources. 
Respondents complained that along with moving journalists and changes in 
industry priorities, the media have also become increasingly corrupt.  
―You know, in the old days, if a textile mill gave a gift of fabric to all the 
journalists at conference, …they [would] say, ‗No we are doing our job. 
We are here to question and debate.‘ But now that culture has changed. … 
In the olden days not only were such gifts refused, because it means they 
are trying to influence you [sic] by showing you a good time, but the 
office would give you a scolding. Today the office tells you to take as 
much as you can, take every opportunity.‖ (Comet Media Foundation, 
personal communication, 10 June 2010) 
According to this respondent, work ethics and corporate culture have changed in 
the Indian media, and bribery for journalists has become widespread. This affects articles 
and news values as well, as respondents shared stories of how journalists come to cover 
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their events with celebrities and end up featuring the celebrity as opposed to the NGO in 
articles.  
Commercialized Media 
Six respondents further found the media to have become commercialized. As they 
have become more competitive, they are influenced by people with power and money and 
are prioritizing news based on commercial gains. As was earlier mentioned, the media‘s 
focus has shifted to celebrities, but there is also a commercial value to this shift. For 
example, one interview participant said:  
―The media has become a little commercial. Media would give more 
publicity to Shah Rukh Khan or Salman Khan
2
 than a person who has 
come out first let‘s say in flying colors on the SSC [secondary school 
certificate] exam, in his graduation, in his MBA.‖ (National Association 
for the Blind, personal communication, 23 June 2010) 
According to this respondent, the media will give media space preference to 
celebrities, rather than to human interest stories, where NGOs can contribute several 
articles. Giving celebrities media attention would allow for the media to partner with 
them for future events. This commercial tie up is thus preferred by certain newspapers 
over collaborations with civil society groups.  
 
 
                                                          
2
 Top Bollywood stars. 
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Furthermore, the media has increasingly become a marketplace:  
―Somewhere, by 2005 onwards, the newspapers themselves have become 
marketplaces. So there are newspaper groups where, when we build media 
partners, it is competitive. [sic] So if we give our story to paper A, paper B 
will say that, ‗No we won‘t cover your story because you sold it to paper 
A.‘‖ (Comet Media Foundation, personal communication, 10 June 2010) 
Different types of media require different angles on the story for exclusivity and 
to sell their product. This becomes difficult for NGOs as, not only do they have limited 
resources and time to spend on the media, but they also lack expertise in presenting 
different angles of a story.  
Five respondents also highlighted that the media is pressurized by people of 
power (political and monetary). The participant from Comet Media Foundation provided 
the example of a dam being built in a village in India where deforestation would displace 
several people. She said:  
―You will find newspapers who will cover this story because it is in the 
interest of democracy to cover different points of views. But today, as I 
said, newspapers are so sold out that some cement manufacturers and 
some government will put pressure on them [newspapers], saying ‗don‘t 
cover that story‘ because they want that dam to be built, because it is a hell 
of a lot of money that is generated.‖ (Comet Media Foundation, personal 
communication, 10 June 2010) 
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This respondent claims the media create partnerships with people of influence to gain 
commercially. This causes some NGOs to perceive media in India in a negative light, 
which then affects their trust and commitment levels in the relationship with them. 
 The participant from the Human Rights Law Network shared a similar case. She 
mentioned that when they were dealing with certain housing issues, the Indian mafia was 
involved in that area, but the media refused to cover the story: 
―When media should be unbiased and should be the spokesperson for 
these issues, the media also takes sides now to protect itself.‖ (Human 
Rights Law Network, personal communication, 16 June 2010) 
Hence, this situational variable also has an influence on NGO‘s engagement with the 
media in India by shaping negative perceptions that lead to NGOs being unwilling to 
uphold the principles of a relationship with them. 
7.2 Survey Analysis 
The first hypothesis examined in this study was: 
H1: NGOs with a more accommodative stance will have a more dialogic perspective 
of organization-media relationships than NGOs with a weaker accommodative 
stance. 
The online survey, which was sent out to NGOs all over India, had ten questions 
that contributed to the accommodation scale and 26 questions that were developed into 
the dialogic scale. Both are significantly reliable with a Cronbach‘s alpha value of 0.90 
(See Table 1a in Appendix E) for the accommodation acale and 0.89 (See Table 1b in 
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Appendix E) for the dialogic scale. A correlation test was subsequently performed on the 
two scales. There is a positive correlation between an NGO‘s accommodative stance and 
its dialogic perspective (r=0.23; p<0.05), supporting H1 (See Table 1c in Appendix E). 
This means that the more accommodative an NGO‘s stance is, the more dialogic their 
perspectives will be.  
The second hypothesis that was studied was: 
H2: NGOs with a more accommodative stance will engage in more media relations 
activities than NGOs with a weaker accommodative stance. 
In this study, the media relations scale was constructed with questions based on 
knowledge in media relations, media relations activities and purpose of media relations. It 
is a combination of 34 items and the scale has a Cronbach‘s alpha value of 0.94 (See 
Table 2a in Appendix E), indicating excellent reliability. A correlation test was 
performed on both the accommodative scale and media Relations Scale. The results 
indicate a positive correlation between an NGO‘s accommodative stance and its 
engagement in media relations (r=0.32; p<0.001). This supports H2; the more 
accommodative an NGO‘s stance, the more they will engage in media relations (See 
Table 2b in Appendix E). However, this may not always be the case as witnessed from 
contradictory interview responses.  
The third hypothesis that was examined in this study was: 
H3: NGOs with a more dialogic perspective of organization-media relationships will 




While the accommodative scale and dialogic scale are seen to have a positive 
correlation, just as the accommodative scale and media relations scale, it is not necessary 
that the dialogic scale and media relations scale are also positively correlated. This is 
evident in the non-significant correlation test results between the dialogic scale and media 
relations scale (p=0.07). This outcome rejects H3 (See Table 3 in Appendix E). 
Therefore, if an NGO has a dialogic perspective, it is not necessary that the NGO will 
engage in media relations.  
The fourth hypothesis examined in this study was: 
H4: NGOs with stronger organization-media relationships will engage in more 
media relations activities than NGOs with weaker organization-media relationships. 
The organization-media relationship scale was constructed using 29 items from 
the online survey. The scale itself has a Cronbach‘s alpha value of 0.95 (See Table 4a in 
Appendix E), thereby deeming it reliable. Thus, the organization-media relationship scale 
and the media relations scale are correlated. This test result demonstrates a positive 
correlation between organization-media relationships and NGOs engaging in media 
relations (r=0.71; p<0.001). This supports H4, indicating that NGO‘s with a better 
organization-media relationship will engage in more media relations. This correlation test 
has the highest Pearson‘s correlation value and significance value of all the statistical 
tests conducted in this study (See Table 4b in Appendix E).  
 The fifth hypothesis examined in this paper was: 
H5: Organizations that are more accommodative will have stronger relationships 
with the media than NGO that are less accommodative. 
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As was constructed in the theoretical framework, an accommodative stance can be 
inferred from a practitioner‘s willingness to engage in dialogue with a public (Reber & 
Cameron, 2003). It then follows that if an organization is more open and forthcoming 
with the media, they would have stronger relationships based on the organization-media 
relationship scale. This hypothesis was tested using a correlation test between the 
accommodation scale and the organization-media relationship scale. A positive 
correlation is found between the two variables (r=0.35; p<0.001) supporting H5; if an 
NGO‘s stance is more accommodative it can be said that they would have a better 
relationship with the media (See Table 5 in Appendix E). 
The next hypothesis is as follows: 
H6: NGOs with a stronger dialogic perspective of media relations will have stronger 
relationships with the media than NGOs with a weaker dialogic perception. 
Organizations with a dialogic perspective perceive dialogue to be central to any 
form of communication with a public. Similar to the accommodative stance, an 
organization that believes in dialogue can also be hypothesized to have stronger 
relationships with the media based on the organization-media relationship scale. A 
correlation test was performed on the dialogic scale and the organization-media 
relationship scale for this hypothesis. The outcome is a positive correlation between an 
NGO‘s dialogic perspective and its relationships with the media (r=0.33; p<0.001). This 
thus supports H6 (See Table 6 in Appendix E).  
The following hypothesis introduces the variable of the number of employees, meaning 
paid staff, at an NGO: 
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H7: The more employees an NGO has, the more accommodative the NGO will be.  
An organization that has more employees has more voices it needs to listen to, 
especially in the non-profit sector, as the organization is about building civil society. 
Thus, ideally, the organization should be more accommodative to its internal public. This 
then leads to the aforementioned hypothesis, as an NGO with more employees is likely to 
be more accommodative. A correlation test was conducted between the number of 
employees at an NGO and the accommodation scale, resulting in negative correlations 
being found between the two variables (r=-0.22; p<0.05). This does not support H7 and 
indicates that with an increased number of employees, an NGO may take a less 
accommodative stance (See Table 7 in Appendix E).  
The next hypothesis also considers the number of employees as a variable: 
H8: The more employees and NGO has, the more media relations activities the NGO 
will engage in.  
NGOs generally have fewer paid staff members and more voluntary staff 
members. In order for media relations to be effectively implemented, a paid member of 
the NGO staff would have to assume the responsibility. Hence, if an NGO has more 
employees, it can be hypothesized that it will then have the capacity to be more involved 
in media relations activities. In order to test for this hypothesis, a media relations 
activities scale was constructed using 17 items from the online survey. This scale 
demonstrates strong reliability (Cronbach‘s alpha = 0.93, See Table 8a in Appendix E) 
and was separated from the media relations scale as it focuses primarily on the media 
relations done by the organization. Unlike the media relations scale, the activities scale 
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excludes the knowledge and purpose dimensions. A correlation test was conducted 
between the number of employees and the media relations activities scale. A non-
significant result is generated (p=0.47), resulting in a null hypothesis for H8 (See Table 
8b in Appendix E).    
The following hypothesis brings in the variable of funding at NGOs: 
H9: The more funds an NGO has, the more media relations activities the NGO will 
engage in.  
One of the major organizational constraints found in the interview analysis was 
the lack of funding to engage in media relations. Thus, it can be hypothesized that the 
more funding an NGO has, the more media relations activities it will engage in. A 
correlation was drawn between the amount of funding an NGO has and the media 
relations activities scale resulting in a non-significant outcome (p=0.86, See Table 9 in 
Appendix E). Therefore, H9 is also not supported. Being relatively well funded does not 
necessarily imply an increase in media relations activities.  
The next hypothesis also involves funding:  
H10: The more funds an NGO has, the more accommodative the NGO will be.  
Cancel et al. (1999) had found organizational size to be a predisposing variable in 
determining an organization‘s accommodation stance, as a larger organization would 
have more visibility and thus its publics would hold them more responsible. Similarly, 
the more funds an NGO has, the greater capacity it would have to maintain better 
visibility, and would need to be held accountable to its publics. Therefore, the more funds 
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and NGO has, the greater capacity it would have to be more accommodative to their 
various publics. For this reason, it was hypothesized that organizations with more funding 
would have a more accommodative stance. A correlation was drawn between funding at 
an NGO and the NGO‘s accommodative stance. A non-significant correlation result 
(p=0.77) indicates H10 is not supported as well (See Table 10 in Appendix E).  
The next hypothesis examines the presence of a communications or PR department: 
H11: The more funds an NGO has, the more likely it is that the NGO will have a PR 
or communications department. 
As was earlier hypothesized, the more funds an NGO has the more media 
relations activities it will engage in. Thus it follows that the more funding an NGO has, 
the more likely it is that the NGO will have a PR or communications department. This 
hypothesis was tested using a t-test between the amount of funding an organization has 
and the groups of NGOs with or without a PR/communications department. The test 
generates a non-significant result (p=0.07), and so H11 is not supported (See Table 11 in 
Appendix E). The more funding an NGO has may not necessarily mean that budgets are 
allocated to a communications or public relations department.  
The next hypothesis examines foreign donors as a variable: 
H12: NGOs with foreign donors will have a more dialogic perspective of media 
relations than NGOs without foreign donors. 
The presence of foreign donors may require NGOs to develop good relationships 
with the media. As the concept of dialogic perspectives is still new to Asia, foreign 
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donors from the west may encourage NGOs to also adopt a dialogic perspective. 
Consequently, it was hypothesized that organizations with foreign donors would have a 
more dialogic perspective of media relations. A t-test was performed on the dialogic scale 
and the groups of NGOs with and without foreign donors. The test result was non-
significant (p=0.44). Hence, this hypothesis is also not supported (See Table 12 in 
Appendix E). If an NGO has foreign donors, it is not a given that they will have a more 
dialogic perspective. 
 The following hypothesis also involves foreign donors: 
H13: NGOs with foreign donors will engage in more media relations than NGOs 
without foreign donors. 
Reliance on foreign donors may require NGOs to have a certain level of media 
presence so NGOs with foreign donors can be hypothesized to be more engaged in media 
relations. To test this hypothesis a t-test was performed between the media relations scale 
and the groups of NGOs with or without foreign donors. The test proves to be non-
significant, (p=0.39) and therefore H13 is not supported (See Table 13 in Appendix E).  
Following the aforementioned two hypotheses that observe dialogic perspectives and 
media relations in relation to foreign donors, this hypothesis examines the same with the 





H14: The more foreign donors an NGO has, the more accommodative the NGO will 
be. 
Just as foreign donors can be seen to promote dialogic perspectives, or may 
require NGOs to be more involved with the Indian media, it can be hypothesized that 
NGOs would need to be more open, transparent and communicative with their foreign 
donors and that NGOs with foreign donors would have a more accommodative stance. 
This hypothesis was also tested using a t-test between the accommodation scale and the 
groups of NGOs with and without foreign donors. The result is non-significant (p=0.57) 
and H14 is also not supported (See Table 14 in Appendix E).  
The final hypothesis for this study was: 
H15: NGOs based in Maharashtra, where most of the media industry is based in 
India, will engage in more media relations than NGOs based in other states. 
The city of Mumbai, capital of Maharashtra, is the media hub of India. With more 
media available, it can be hypothesized that NGOs based in the state of Maharashtra 
would engage in more media relations. This hypothesis was tested using a t-test between 
the media relations scale and the groups of NGOs both in and outside Maharashtra. The 
result is non-significant (p=0.94), and H15 is not supported (See Table 15 in Appendix 
E). 
These results will be further analyzed along with the interview findings in the 
discussion section. The discussion will revolve around the theoretical framework of this 
study, examining how the interview and survey results have contributed towards the 




This study has brought about several insights into the media relations field in the 
non-profit sector in India. The discussion that follows will examine the research 
questions in detail. However, the first overarching research question, (What is the state of 
media relations at NGOs in India?) will be discussed towards the end to bring together 
the conclusions of this study.  
A Complex Relationship 
The first sub-question for RQ1 examined in this study was: 
RQ1a: How do NGO employees or volunteers in India perceive the media and their 
relationship with the media? 
This research question was crucial to examine, as the perceptions that NGOs have 
of the Indian media industry shape their willingness to uphold the principles of a 
relationship as proposed by Ledingham et al. (1997) and Hon & Grunig (1999). Just as 
Bruning et al (2008) find that relationship attitudes and dialogue positively affect 
intended behaviors towards a public, the lack of positive attitudes and dialogue would 
thus negatively affect NGO-media relationships. For this reason, NGO perceptions of the 
media, and their relationship with the industry, elucidates the extent to which the 
relationship is dialogic in nature.  
The interview analysis demonstrated that the overall perception of the media held 
by NGOs was predominantly negative, from sensationalized media values to 
commercialized media processes, and NGOs were unable to relate with the industry. In 
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the context of the relationship management theory, this then implies that NGOs struggle 
with trusting the media as an equal in the relationship, committing to a relationship with 
the industry, or investing scare resources in the relationship, and thus find it difficult to be 
open and involved with the media. In order to improve NGO-media relationships, these 
negative perceptions would need to be reversed. This then raises the question of whether 
the principles of the relationship management theory can be used to improve the NGO-
media relationship, a question that can be addressed by future studies. 
Moreover, this study found that NGOs not heavily involved in media relations 
look for communal relationships with the media, where both parties provide benefits to 
each other based on mutual regard for each other‘s welfare (Hon & Grunig, 1999). In 
contrast, NGOs with extensive media relations strategies, and the media industry itself, 
seek exchange relationships. Here, the NGOs benefit from awareness and advocacy, 
enabled by the media, and the media gain commercial value from the relationship. 
Evidently, in order to increase media relations in the non-profit sector, NGOs need to 
shift their outlook towards exchange relationships with the media, especially if they 
perceive the media as becoming increasingly commercialized. Interestingly, this implies 
that in order to build successful relationships with the media, NGOs need to act more like 
corporations or commercial organizations. Clearly, further research is needed on how 
non-profits can build dialogic relationships with the media and a deeper analysis of the 
historic adversarial relationship between NGOs and the media.  
The aforementioned shift in NGO outlook is necessary, because while NGOs in 
this study had negative perceptions of the media, they also recognized the civil society 
building and advocacy values of the industry. Therefore, this perception of the 
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democratic potential of the media needs to be strengthened. However, the question 
remains - if NGOs are more accommodative to the media, would this imply adopting the 
same values as the Indian media industry? Is it then possible for NGOs to build a 
successful relationship with the media without compromising on values? This would be a 
key direction for future research in nonprofit media relations. In terms of the relationships 
with the media, NGO responses were categorized into noncommittal relationships, open 
committed relationships and Tilley & Hollings‘ (2008) love-hate relationships. This 
demonstrates that different NGO-media relationships have different combinations of 
relationship management principles that have been successfully implemented. Based on 
this, a continuum can be proposed to map out NGO-media relationships in any context. 
At one end are ideal relationships where principles are upheld, and at the other end are 
relationships where none of the principles are applied (i.e non-relationships). Appendix H 
illustrates this diagram of the continuum.  
This continuum can also be extended to the dialogic communication theory, as 
Kent & Taylor (1998) had also referred to a monologic-dialogic continuum that can be 
incorporated into this relationship continuum. Furthermore the analysis also revealed the 
presence and absence of dialogic dimensions in the Indian NGO-media relationship from 
the NGO‘s viewpoint. Mutuality was definitely lacking, as most respondents found the 
media industry to be arrogant at times (e.g. Passage and Free Enterprise Forum). Only 
few found the media to be a mutually respectable public to maintain relationships with 
(e.g. National Association for the Blind and CRY
 
). Propinquity was seen in relationships 
with a selective few NGOs that regularly communicated with the media (e.g. Childline 
India and Human Rights Law Network
 
), often consulting and advising them. Most NGO-
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media relationships in this study, however, lacked propinquity. Similar to the relationship 
management principles, the question here too is whether the dialogic principles can be 
applied to improve relationships and how this can be incorporated into future research.  
Interestingly, there was a certain level of empathy present in most NGO-media 
relationships. NGOs appeared to sympathize with the demanding job of journalism. Risk 
was clearly a big factor in this study. NGO respondents recognized the unpredictable 
nature of the media industry and saw the relationship with the media itself as one 
involving tremendous risk. Finally, commitment was observed in the strong NGO-media 
ties of Childline India, CRY, National Association for the Blind and the Human Rights 
Law Network. The remaining sixteen NGOs demonstrated varied degrees of 
commitment, with several lacking it entirely.  
In conclusion, the NGO-media relationships observed demonstrated very few of 
the dialogic dimensions at a time. While respondents identified the need for dialogue, it 
was not translated into the relationship with the media. The relationship is clearly 
affected by several other factors that will be further discussed with the next research 
question. It can also be inferred that the NGOs‘ negative perceptions of the media led to 
the NGOs perceiving the need for a dialogic relationship as unnecessary. 
In terms of the theories of relationship management and dialogic dommunication, 
there is a clear overlap of the principles between the two. A combination of Kent & 
Taylor‘s (1998) dialogic principles, Ledingham et al.’s (1997) elements of a relationship 
and Hon & Grunig‘s (1999) relationship dimensions can be used to construct a dialogic 
relationship theory. This is especially so because in the context of this study, the 
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aforementioned dimensions and principles were repetitive and a combined set of 
elements would effectively enable better examination of relationships in public relations. 
The sixteen principles from the well established theories are thus compressed into ten for 
a dialogic relationship: empathy, commitment, openness, involvement, investment, 
mutuality, propinquity, exchange relationships, communal relationships and risk. Future 
studies examining relationships based on these ten principles can confirm their 
appropriateness and reliability in measuring dialogic relationships. 
Influential Factors 
The second sub-question for RQ1 that was examined in this study was: 
RQ1b: What are the predisposing and situational variables that influence an Indian 
NGO's engagement in media relations? 
The concepts of the predisposing and situational variables were developed by 
Cancel et al. (1999) as a refinement of the contingency theory of accommodation. In this 
study, the predisposing variables were the organizational factors within the NGOs that 
influenced their willingness to engage in media relations. The situational factors were the 
external variables that affected an NGO‘s motivation to build relationships with the 
media. The interviews included open-ended questions regarding these variables to enable 
respondents to divulge the context-specific factors, especially since the surveys focused 
on the recently developed accommodation measuring scale (Jin & Cameron, 2006) that 
was not created for the Indian or nonprofit context. 
A recent study by Shin et al. (2006) on the contingency theory of accommodation 
further categorized the contingency variables into internal and external factors based on 
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Cancel et al.‘s (1999) definitions of predisposing variables that already exist within an 
organization, and situational variables that add dynamics to the situation. Similar to Seo 
et al’s (2009) finding, the most important predictors (predisposing variables) of using the 
media for public relations was found in this study to be  funds, manpower and expertise. 
Most NGOs in this study lacked these and so were not as actively involved with the 
media. Furthermore, it was found that just like the Croatian context (Taylor, 2004), 
Indian nonprofit media relations also requires personal relationships which have been 
difficult to build.  The predisposing variables were further studied through the surveys 
where the factors of the number of employees, funding, foreign donors and headquarters 
in the state of Maharashtra were also examined. Interestingly, a negative correlation was 
found between the numbers of employees and how accommodative an NGO was (r=-
0.22, p<0.05). Furthermore, non-significant results were generated when testing the 
aforementioned factors in relation to the media relation activities of NGOs. This then 
indicates that it is not necessary that with more employees an NGO would engage in 
more media relations. Similarly, increased funding or more foreign donors would not 
confirm an increase in media relations at these NGOs, as the interview analysis 
demonstrated that media relations was not a top priority. Thus, employees, funding and 
foreign donors were allocated to more important tasks than media relations activities at 
NGOs.  
The NGO‘s headquarter in Maharashtra was examined as it is the most media-
savvy state in India. However, the interviews elucidated funding, manpower, expertise 
and beneficiary accessibility to media as factors that strongly influence an NGO‘s 
engagement in media relations. Clearly, there is a complex set of organizational factors 
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that influences the forging of relationships with the media. This needs to be further 
understood in future studies with an in-depth analysis of how much each predisposing 
variable influences the engagement in media relations by NGOs.    
 In terms of the situational variables, respondents identified the dynamic changes 
within the media industry as the main influential variable; this included a shift towards 
celebrity-focused news values, changes in the processes of the industry and a 
commercializing field of media. This is similar to Taylor‘s (2009) finding of Kosovo‘s 
nonprofits finding the media industry to be unreliable; however, the degree of perceived 
unreliability is less in the Indian context. These constantly changing aspects would then 
discourage NGOs to trust or commit to their relationship with the media, demonstrating 
situational factors as critical determinants of the NGO-media relationship. This set of 
variables also needs to be further developed to examine factors, such as the Indian 
government‘s stance towards the NGO sector, which may have a great influence on their 
activities. Although the government-NGO relationship was left out of this paper, in order 
to focus on the NGO-media relationship, the former may have an effect on the latter as 
well. 
Considering that the contingency theory of accommodation is being adapted to 
the Indian context for the first time, future studies will also have to rely on earlier 
accommodation scales to research context-specific variables without being limited by the 
categories of the new scales. This is precisely why the recently developed proscriptive 
variables (Cameron et al., 2001) were not incorporated into this study. They would 
restrict the context-specific factors to the pre-assigned categories. A new accommodation 
scale may thus need to be developed to allow for adaptation across contexts.  
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Accommodation, Dialogism and Relationships 
The second research question studied in this thesis is as follows: 
RQ2: How does an NGO’s accommodative stance or dialogic approach affect the 
use of media relations in India? 
To a certain extent, the discussion of the predisposing and situational variables 
explains the use of media relations in India. The perceptions of the media and the NGO-
media relationship further contribute towards answering this research question. However, 
the influences of these variables on an NGO‘s media relations activities needed to be 
further examined through surveys. 
This study generated several significant results in this area. It was found that the 
more accommodative an NGO‘s stance, the more media relations it would engage in 
(r=0.032, p<0.001). This was also evident in the interviews, as accommodating NGOs 
such as Childline India and CRY were heavily involved with the media. They had 
separate communication departments, maintained open relationships with the media and 
proactively engaged in media advocacy. However, there was also a contradictory case 
where an accommodating NGO (Make a Wish Foundation) was not as proactive in the 
media. While the NGO received vast media attention due to their celebrity partners, they 
did not have open dialogic relationships with the media as did the other accommodating 
NGOs. They attributed this to the nature of their cause (fulfilling wishes of children), 
which did not involve media advocacy. Thus, the type of cause an NGO supports may be 
critical in determining if it engages in media relations.  
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The correlation between an NGO‘s dialogic approach and media relations was 
found to be non-significant. NGOs in the interviews found that their relationships with 
the media lacked several aspects of dialogism (e.g. mutuality, commitment), and thus no 
longer held dialogic perspectives of potential relationships with the media. While this 
result was non-significant, it is still worth examining further in future studies as NGOs 
develop better relationships with the media over time. 
Nevertheless, a positive correlation was found between an NGO‘s 
accommodating stance and its dialogic perspectives (r=0.23, p<0.05). This is further 
supported by the examples of the dialogic relationships shared by the respondents from 
accommodating NGOs in this study (e.g. Childine India and National Association for the 
Blind.). This also supports the overall theoretical claims made by the contingency theory 
and dialogic communication theory scholars, as the accommodation-advocacy continuum 
has often been compared to the dialogic-monologic continuum (Kent & Taylor, 2008). 
Thus, it follows that the more accommodating an NGO is, the better its relationships are 
with the media (r=0.35, p<0.001), and the more dialogic the perspectives held by NGOs, 
the further improved are their relationships with the media (r=0.33, p<0.001).  
Finally, the results demonstrated that the better the organization-media 
relationships, the more NGOs would engage in media relations (r=0.71, p<0.001). This is 
quite straightforward, as even in the interviews, the NGOs that barely had a relationship 
with the media engaged in very few media relations activities (e.g. Women‘s Weave, V 
Care, Bombay Teen Challenge).  
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In conclusion, the accommodating stance and the dialogic perspectives of an 
NGO do influence its media relations. However, this study needs to be repeated and 
refined to further confirm these results in the Indian nonprofit context. The results of this 
study clarify the relations between the theories of accommodation, dialogic 
communication and relationship management. There is a definite link between the three 
theories that is strengthened by this study. Even though the engagement of media 
relations in the Indian nonprofit sector is complex, the variables needed to understand 
NGOs‘ willingness to build relationships with the media emerge from the aforementioned 
theories. This then brings us to the conclusion of this paper, as the state of media relations 
at NGOs in India is further discussed. 
Media Relations at NGOs in India 
The overarching research question of this thesis was: 
RQ1: What is the state of media relations at NGOs in India? 
Before discussing the contributions from the previously analyzed three research 
questions, this discussion section will first focus on the media relations activities that 
respondents in this study engaged in. It was determined, from the interview analysis, that 
media advocacy is the predominant sector-specific strategy in NGO media relations. 
Reber & Kim (2006) had claimed that activists use the media to set the public agenda and 
to convey legitimacy to the activists‘ cause. This was evident in the responses of five out 
of the twenty respondents in the interviews (Childline India, CRY, Human Rights Law 
Network, National Association for the Blind and Pratham
 
). While one respondent termed 
this activity as media advocacy, another called it cause equity – both refer to the building 
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of the cause in the media. The five advocating NGOs demonstrated that there is potential 
for civil society to be furthered through the media. Media advocacy should thus be 
studied further to determine how the strategy is implemented in different ways. This is 
especially because advocacy in public relations is primarily studied in health 
communications (Cameron & Lumpkins, 2010; Serveas & Malikhao, 2010), environment 
(Curtin & Rhodinbaugh, 2001; Keck & Sikkin, 1998) and corporate fields (Nelson, 1994; 
Botsdorff & Vibbert, 1994; Seltzer & Mitrook, 2008). 
While media advocacy was the primary nonprofit sector strategy that emerged in 
this study, respondents were also engaged in conventional media relations activities. This 
study adapted Taylor‘s (2000) research on NGOs by examining their perceptions of the 
importance of media relations, use of media tactics, media coverage and relationship-
building with the industry. In this study, nine out of the twenty NGOs wrote press 
releases for the media, six conducted press conferences, one provided media training to 
other NGOs, and only two engaged in creative media relations activities (i.e. television, 
on-the-ground campaigns, etc.). Two of the NGOs did not interact with the media at all. 
There is clearly a range of NGO-media engagement in India, from conventional media 
tactics to expert strategies, being applied in the field.  
The other interesting trend was that smaller NGOs have begun grouping together 
in order to advocate their cause through the media, forming their own support networks. 
A few NGOs (e.g. V Care, Passage, and Indian Epilepsy Association) mentioned the use 
of these networks to build awareness by strategizing collectively, enabling them to pool 
their resources together to reap the same benefits from the media as more established 
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NGOs do. Future studies should further explore this grouping of NGOs and their public 
relations activities, which is a more recent phenomenon.  
However, it is important to again emphasize that media relations is not a priority 
at most NGOs studied in this research, suggesting the necessity of  expanding the body of 
literature in this field that would result in practical recommendations. Respondents did 
not view media relations as part of their organizational objectives, which clearly 
demonstrates that it is undervalued. A few organizations also expressed that due to the 
sensitivity of their cause they avoid media exposure. Furthermore, a few respondents 
claimed to build awareness only through the aforementioned NGO networks, while the 
respondent from Harmony for Silvers said it had started its own national magazine to do 
what the Indian media would not - contribute to civil society. Thus, if NGOs cannot 
comply with the terms that the media puts forth for any interactions, they find their own 
alternatives to build awareness. The question that then arises is how can NGOs be 
persuaded to build relationships with the media, and why they should establish these 
relationships? 
This sense of the lack of value for media relations can also be gauged by the 
negative perceptions NGOs have of the media and the predominance of non-committal 
and love-hate NGO-media relationships found via RQ1a. This then brings us to RQ1b, 
which reveals the variables that determine whether an NGO will engage in media 
relations at all: organizational capacity and changes in the media industry. These are 
important to examine in order to propose recommendations that aim to reverse the effects 
of discouraging factors in the nonprofit sector. Finally, RQ2 attempts to further contribute 
to the understanding of the Indian nonprofit media relations field with the three main 
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results - - (1) the more accommodating an NGO is to its external publics, the more media 
relations it will engage in; (2) NGOs that are more accommodating and dialogic in their 
perspectives, have better relationships with the media; and (3) the better relationships 
NGOs have with the media, the more media relations activities are conducted by NGOs.   
Just as L.A. Grunig has argued, even in India, NGOs use the mass media in image 
building, public education and public opinion formation around their cause. Media 
relations in the nonprofit sector in India is currently an inexperienced field, where only a 
handful of NGOs have the expertise to engage successfully in it. A majority of NGOs still 
struggle to trust, invest, commit or become involved with the media, let alone build open 
and dialogic exchange relationships with them. However, it is a growing field that, the 
respondent from CRY suggested, would grow within the next five years into a more 
competitive industry. As this study has begun examining the beginnings of media 
relations in the nonprofit sector in India, it is hoped that future studies will further map 










9. Concluding Points 
9.1 Limitations 
In terms of the limitations of this study, the exclusion of the media perspective 
does not allow for a full picture of media relations practiced by NGOs in India. An 
assessment of a relationship is based on viewpoints from both parties, and thus a holistic 
understanding of the NGO-media relationship would require both. Future studies should 
incorporate this into the research. 
Furthermore, it was difficult to place NGOs on the accommodation continuum, as 
in several cases they were found to be accommodating and advocating, simultaneously. 
For example, Childline India is very open and accommodating to the media, but at the 
same time holds firm stances while advocating on certain child rights issues. Clearly the 
continuum cannot be applied in overall situations, only in particular cases to map out a 
real-time stance. Thus this theory needed to be further adapted in this study to suit the 
NGO context by mapping out various stances of the NGOs at different points in time to 
better understand the type of stance taken. 
Additionally, the overlap of the relationship management theory and dialogic 
communication theory resulted in dialogism not being fully explored in this study. 
Commitment, trust, mutuality and openness were repetitive principles, and so a greater 
integration of both sets of principles would better include aspects of dialogism in the 
examination of NGO-media relationships. Dialogism was also difficult to study as several 





Based on this study, the following is a list of recommendations for small NGOs in India 
who struggle with media relations: 
1. Make a list of media contacts that may be interested in the cause and regularly 
update this list. 
2. Produce a set of documents for the media about your organization: a 
backgrounder, success stories, information on the cause and its current landscape.  
This will help when the media call with queries. 
3. Maintain regular contact with journalists and provide them with the updated 
versions of the aforementioned documents. 
4. If you get coverage in the media, keep a record of it to demonstrate your 
organization‘s achievements. 
5. Monitor the media to understand the kinds of issues that are being discussed and 
which journalists in particular cover your cause.  
6. Approach a larger NGO or a support NGO for media training. This will build the 
skills required to communicate with the media. 
7. Invite the media to all big events with a press invitation. This involves a press kit 
where documents regarding the organization and the event are compiled for the 
media. A formal invitation with the necessary information will better convince 
them to cover the event. 
8.  Be cautious about making statements to the media. Ensure that the organization 
supports the statements being made and that they will not be misconstrued. 
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Thoroughly, monitor all communications that goes out to the media from the 
organization. 
9.3 Future Studies 
Besides the ideas suggested in the discussion section for further studies, there are 
several other avenues for research in this field. In the context of India, support NGOs 
have emerged that provide training, field visits and on-site consultations (Tandon, 2002) 
for other NGOs. An example of such an organization is the Society for Participatory 
Research in Asia (PRIA). Research can be conducted to examine how these support 
organizations handle media relations activities and whether they aid other NGOs in 
engaging with the media.  Furthermore, as suggested in the discussion, an in-depth 
analysis of the NGO-government relationship could help public relations researchers 
observe the dynamics of media advocacy and lobbying.  
Lastly, the current trend in public relations research is to explore online 
communications even in the field of media relations (Callison, 2003; Waters et al., 2009; 
Kent & Taylor, 2008; Seltzer, 2007). This has not been conducted in the Indian context 
and it was found in this study that most, if not all, NGOs have a web presence. Thus, 
further research should be organized to determine how NGOs are using online 
communication for media relations purposes in India, taking into account the dialogic 
communication principles for the Web. Since media relations in the nonprofit sector in 
India has not been previously studied, the field is open to several opportunities for 
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Appendix B: Sample Email Invitation for Online Survey 




I am a master's student from the National University of Singapore studying the role of 
media relations at non-governmental organizations in India. I found your email address 
from the publicly available website www.propoor.org. My field of interest is in public 
relations especially in the NGO sector as I am a strong believer of public relations 
enabling NGOs to be more effective and would want to request for your participation in 
my research. 
 
Indian NGOs have received very minimal academic attention especially in the field of 
public relations. With a thriving media industry Indian NGOs could really benefit from 
media relations and I would like to map out the current role media relations has to play 
among the NGOs. 
 
I am writing this email to request you to participate in my study by answering an online 
survey about media relations and your organization. If you are willing to do so please 
click on the following link http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/8MGPNQT and answer the 
questions accordingly. I request you to please complete the entire survey as your inputs 




Please also be assured that the information you provide will be used for academic 
purposes only. Your participation in my study is greatly appreciated. If you have any 
questions please feel free to ask me and I will clarify your concerns for you. I eagerly 




Masters Student (Research Scholar) 














Appendix C: Survey Questions 
Thank you for agreeing to be a part of this study. Below you will find a list of questions 
that you need to answer. Please do answer each question to the best of your ability. This 
survey should take you 20-30 minutes to complete. If you have any queries please contact 
the researcher. 
First we would like to know more about your organization. Please answer the following 
basic questions regarding your organization. 
1. What is the name of your organization? _________________ 





 Alcoholism & 
Addiction 
 Animal Welfare 




















 Gender Issues 
 Handicap & 
Disabilities 
Support 
 Health & 
Nutrition 
 Housing 
 Human Rights 
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 Micro finance 












 Spiritual & 
Metaphysical 
























 Dadra and Nagar 
Haveli 




 Himachal Pradesh 























 Tamil Nadu 
 Tripura 
 Uttar Pradesh 
 Uttarakhand 
 West Bengal 
4. How many people work at your organization‘s headquarters? 
 1-3  
 4-6  
 7-9  
 10 or more 











 More than 500 
 Thousands 
6. How much funding do you have to work with on a monthly basis (approximately in 
Rs.)? 
 0 – 50,000  
 50, 000 – 
100,000 
 100,000 – 
150,000 




 200,000 – 
250,000 
 250,000 – 
300,000 
 300,000 – 
350,000 
 350,000 – 
400,000 
 400,000 – 
450,000 
 450,000 – 
500,000 
 500,000 – 
550,000 
 550,000 – 
600,000 
 600,000 – 
650,000 
 650,000 – 
700,000 
 700,000 – 
750,000 
 750,000 – 
800,000 
 800,000 – 
850,000 
 850,000 – 
900,000 
 900,000 – 
950,000 
 950,000 – 
1,000,000 




7. Do you have any foreign donors? 
 Yes   
 No 
8. What type of organization are you? 
 Direct aid and services 
 Engaging in research  
 Advocacy 
 Monitoring and assessing effects of policies 
 
Now we would like to find out about the communications or public relations department 
at your organization. Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
9. Does your organization have a public relations department? 
 Yes  
 No (Proceed to Q.11) 




 6 or more 
(Proceed to Q. 14) 
11. Does your organization have a communications department? 
 Yes  
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 No (Proceed to Q.14) 




 6 or more 





 Public Relations 
 Liaising  
14. How many people at your organization engage in public relations or 











The next section of questions is about factors that might affect your organization‘s 
communication activities and perceptions of public relations held by you and your 
organization. Please answer the following questions based on the degree to which you 
may agree to the statements. (Dialogic Communications Scale Q15-Q40) 
(Strongly Disagree = SD, Disagree = D, Neutral = N, Agree = A, Strongly Agree = SA) 
To what extent do you agree with the following statements… SD D U A SA 
Bridge Building      
15. Public relations is a bridge-building profession where 
bridges are formed between organization and public. 
     
16. Bridge-building and generating dialogue between 
organization and public is always best. 
     
External Threats      
17. My organization is often unable to engage in dialogue with 
stakeholders because of government regulation. 
     
18. When faced with potentially damaging publicity I am 
unlikely to engage in dialogue with those opposed to my 
organization‘s stance. 
     
19. I am unlikely to engage in dialogue with a stakeholder 
whose position threatens my organization‘s reputation in the 
eye of our publics. 
     
External Publics      
20. The number of members in a group would be likely to affect 
whether I would engage in dialogue with that public. 
     
21. The degree of credibility the group has would be likely to 
affect whether I would engage in dialogue with that public. 
     
22. The level of commitment and involvement of the group‘s 
members would be likely to affect whether I would engage 
in dialogue with that public.  
     
23. I am more likely to engage in dialogue with publics that 
know of the organization and like representatives of the 
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organization.   
24. I am more likely to engage in dialogue with publics that the 
organization knows of and likes the representatives of.  
     
Organizations Characteristics      
25. I may be more likely to engage in dialogue with a public if 
my colleagues work well together at the organization. 
     
26. The age of my organization is likely to affect whether I 
would engage in dialogue with a public. 
     
27. The economic stability and capacity of my organization is 
likely to affect whether I engage in dialogue with a public. 
     
28. I am more likely to engage in dialogue with a public if my 
organization has an open and free culture where everyone‘s 
voices are heard. 
     
Public Relations Department       
29. The number of trained public relations practitioners in our 
organization would affect the likelihood of my engaging in 
dialogues with a public. 
     
30. I would be more likely to engage in dialogue with a public if 
public relations is represented in my organization‘s top 
decision-making structure. 
     
31. The experience level of the public relations practitioners in 
dealing with conflict would likely affect whether I engaged 
in dialogue with a public.  
     
32. The amount of resources, such as time, personnel and 
money, available for dealing with external publics is likely 
to affect whether I am willing to engage in dialogue.  
     
33. The position of public relations as a separate department and 
not under marketing or communications would likely affect 
whether I engage in dialogue with a public.  
     
Dominant Coalition                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
34. I am less likely to engage in dialogue with a public if my 
organization‘s management style is domineering. 
     
35. I am less likely to engage in dialogue with a public if my 
organization‘s management style is laid-back. 
     
36. I am more likely to engage in dialogue with a public if my 
organization‘s management has an understanding of public 
relations. 
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37. The frequency of external contact with publics is likely to 
affect my likelihood of engaging in dialogue with a public. 
     
38. The existence of ideological barriers between my 
organization and public is likely to affect my willingness to 
engage in dialogue with a public. 
     
39. I usually will not engage in dialogue with a public if doing 
so may result in economic loss for my organization. 
     
40. I usually will not engage in dialogue with a public if doing 
so may result in marring of employees‘ and/or stockholders‘ 
perceptions of the company. 
     
 
The statements that follow will require you to assess them based on your willingness to 
conform to the statements. The scale that is offered is from 1 = Completely Unwilling to 
7 = Completely Willing. Please do answer to the best of your ability. (Accommodation 
Scale Q41-Q50) 
 





2 3 4 5 6 7 
Completely 
Willing 
41. To give in to your public‘s 
demands regarding your services. 
       
42. To agree to follow what your key 
public proposes for you to provide. 
       
43. To accept your public‘s proposals 
and suggestions regarding your 
services. 
       
44. To agree with your key public on 
future actions, plans or procedures. 
       
45. To agree to try the solutions 
suggested by your key publics. 
       
46. To express regret or apologize to 
the public when they are facing a 
negative situation.  
       
47. To collaborate with the public in 
order to solve any problem at hand. 
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48. To change the position of the 
organization to suit that of your key 
publics. 
       
49. To make concessions with your 
key publics. 
       
50. To admit wrongdoing if your 
organization is at fault. 




Media Relations at your organization 
The following section attempts to assess the use of media relations at your organization. 
Please answer the questions to the best of your ability. (Media Relations Scale Q51-
Q84) 
To what extent do you agree with the following statements? 
(Strongly Disagree = SD, Disagree = D, Neutral = N, Agree = A, Strongly Agree = SA) 
It is important for your organization to… SD D N A SA 
51. Follow the deadlines provided by the media.      
52. Know the kind of angles of a story regarding your 
organization that journalists would use. 
     
53. Know how the media thinks.      
54. Have a database of journalist contacts.      
55. Know how to reach particular journalists for specific 
kind of stories (i.e. via phone or email) 
     
56. Provide quick responses to any media query 
regarding your organization. 
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57. Train members of the organization in media 
relations. 
     
58. Have good relationships with journalists.      
59. Make journalists key members of your organization.      
60. To use media relations to fulfill your organization‘s 
objectives. 
     
The following questions require you to show how often your organization‘s 
communications department or personnel contribute to the statements made. Make your 
selection based on the scale Never, Very Rarely, Rarely, Occasionally, Frequently and 
Very Frequently. Please choose the most appropriate answer according to you. (Media 
Relations Activities Scale Q61-Q77) 





Rarely Occasionally Frequently Very 
Frequently 







on and its 
cause 




































      
65. Send out 
press 
releases. 
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The following questions require you to assess to what degree you would agree with the 
statements.   
(Strongly Disagree = SD, Disagree = D, Neutral = N, Agree = A, Strongly Agree = SA) 
To what extent do you agree with the following… SD D N A  SA 
78. We use media relations to promote our NGOs image.      
79. We use the media relations for fund-raising.      
80. We use media relations to engage and interact with 
the general public. 
     
81. We use media relations to forge and facilitate 
networking with other NGOs. 
     
82. We use media relations to provide journalist with 
easy access to materials about our NGO.  
     
83. We use media relations to facilitate dialogue between 
our NGO and our various publics. 
     
84. We use media relations to build and maintain 
relationships with our publics. 
     
  
Organization-Media Relationships  
This final section tries to understand the relationship between your organization and the 
media. Please answer the questions to the best of your ability. 
The following questions require you to assess to what degree you would agree with the 
statements.  (Organization-Media Relationship Scale Q85-Q113) 
(Strongly Disagree = SD, Disagree = D, Neutral = N, Agree = A, Strongly Agree = SA) 
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To what extent do you agree with the following 
statements… 
SD D N A SA 
85. We treat the media and journalists as equals (i.e. not 
inferior or superior) 
     
86. When making important decisions we keep the 
media in mind. 
     
87. The media can rely on us to provide information 
regarding our organization and its services. 
     
88. We can rely on the media to publicize our cause and 
our activities. 
     
89. We rely on the media to help us reach out to our 
publics. 
     
90. When making decisions for our organization we take 
into account various opinions presented by the 
media. 
     
91. The media demonstrates that it is confident in our 
organization‘s abilities. 
     
92. Through our interactions with journalists and the 
media we ensure that we do as we say.  
     
93. Our organization and the media are attentive to what 
each other say. 
     
94. Our organization believes that the opinions of the 
media regarding our organization are legitimate. 
     
95. Our organization really listens to what the media has 
to say in terms of our cause. 
     
96. Our organization gives the media enough say in the 
decision-making process at the organization. 
     
97. Our organization is trying to maintain a long-term 
commitment with the media through constant 
interaction and exchange of information on our 
cause. 
     
98. We make a conscious effort to maintain relationships 
with the media by staying in touch with journalists.  
     
99. There is along-lasting bond between our 
organization and the media that we have been 
maintaining.  
     
100. We value our relationship with the media.      
101. The media is generally happy with our organization.      
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102. We are generally happy with the media.      
103. We and the media both benefit from our relationship.      
104. The media is relatively happy with their interaction 
with our organization (i.e. response rate, providing 
information and answers to queries) 
     
105. We are generally happy with our interactions with 
the media (i.e. journalists show interest in the stories 
we pitch to them, the media comes to our events, 
etc) 
     
106. Generally speaking, our organization is happy with 
our relationship with the media. 
     
107. The media is very concerned about the welfare of 
our organization. 
     
108. Our organization takes advantage of the services the 
media can offer. 
     
109. The media helps our organization without expecting 
anything in return. 
     
110. The media compromises with our organization when 
they know they will gain something in return.  
     
111. We help the media without expecting anything in 
return. 
     
112. We compromise with the media when we know we 
will get media coverage in return. 
     
113. The media expects something in return for their 
contributions to our organization despite our long-
lasting relationship. 
     
 
The following questions require you to assess to what degree you would agree with the 
statements.   
(Strongly Disagree = SD, Disagree = D, Neutral = N, Agree = A, Strongly Agree = SA) 
To what extent do you agree with the following 
statements… 
SD D N A SA 
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114. Our NGO uses press releases, backgrounders and 
other informative materials to inform our publics 
about our goals and objectives. 
     
115. Our NGO monitors the media for the opinions of 
our publics to make sure our goals and objectives 
are the same as or agreeable to those of our publics. 
     
116. Our NGO uses the media to inform our public 
about our services and get feedback from our public 
to work together to improve our society. 
     
117. Our NGO uses media relations and tactics (press 
releases, media conferences, pitching stories to 
journalists, etc) to show the public that they are our 
equals. 
     
118. Our NGO uses the media to consult our publics on 
our cause and organization activities. 
     
119. Our NGO uses press releases, pitches stories and 
provides information to the media to ensure our 
publics that they can voice their concerns. 
     
120. Our NGO uses media tactics to encourage our 
publics to be more involved in our activities. 
     
121. Our NGO makes use of press releases, press 
conferences, different types of media and other 
tactics to demonstrate support for our publics. 
     
122. Our NGO pitches stories to the media and sends out 
press releases based on our monitoring of the media 
to demonstrate that we listen to the concerns of our 
publics. 
     
123. Our NGO constantly uses media tactics (press 
releases, events, backgrounders, pitch stories, etc) 
to show our publics that we value them. 
     
124. Our NGO constantly uses media tactics (press 
releases, events, backgrounders, pitch stories, etc) 
to show our publics that we are committed to them. 
     
125. Our NGO monitors the media regularly to respond 
to current issues affecting our publics. 
     
126. Our NGO uses media tactics (press releases, 
pitching stories, etc) to emphasize the importance 
of the wellbeing of our publics. 




Finally before you finish we would like to ask you a few questions regarding your 
personal particulars. 
127. Name (optional): 
128. Age: 
129. How many years of formal education have you had? :__________  
130. What is your designation: 
 Volunteer 
 Manager 
 Communications Manager 
 Program Director 
 Communications Expert 
 Others: ___________ 
131. How long have you been working at this organization?: __________ 
Thank you for your time and patience. If you would like a copy of the final research 
paper do let the researcher know. If you have any further queries or concerns do let the 









Appendix D: Survey Respondent Characteristics 
The characteristics of the survey respondents are given in this appendix. 
Development Sector 
The majority of the participating NGOs supported displaced populations in India. 
The second most frequent cause was Cancer care while agricultural/rural and education 
was the third most frequent.   
 Development Sector Frequency Percent 
 Agricultural/Rural 20 6.8 
AIDS 9 3.0 
Cancer 22 7.4 
Displaced Persons 60 20.3 
Education 20 6.8 
Gender Issues 8 2.7 
Handicap & Disabilities 
Support 
7 2.4 
Political Awareness 9 3.0 
 
Funding 
The NGOs participating in the online survey had different capacities. Their 
monthly funding ranged from 1000 Indian Rupees to 50 million Indian Rupees. The bar 
chart also shows NGOs who did not disclose their funding information as having zero 
funds. However, a majority of the NGOs have a monthly funding of about 100,000 Indian 
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Rupees and most of the participating organizations fall in the range of 15,000-200,000 
Indian Rupees a month.   
 
Foreign Donors 
A majority of the participating NGOs did not have foreign donors while a few 
did. In terms of percentage, 72% did not have foreign donors and 28% did.  





In terms of the age of participating respondents, a majority of them were within 
the 30 to 50‘s bracket. Evidently, participants were of the older generation while very few 
youths participated in the survey. 
 




Most participants have had more than 10 years of formal education.  
 
Time at NGO 
Most participants had been at the NGO for up to 10 years while there were others 

















Appendix E: SPSS Tables – Survey Analysis 
The SPSS tables generated during the quantitative analysis are given below. SPSS 
version 16 was used in this study.  
 
H1: NGOs with a more accommodative stance will have a more dialogic perspective 
of organization-media relationships.  
 
 Table 1a 
Reliability of Accommodation Scale 





Reliability of Dialogic Communication Scale 







Correlation Between Accommodation and Dialogic Scale 










Sig. (2-tailed)   
0.01 











N 119 153 
Note. *. p < 0.05 
 
 
H2: NGOs with a more accommodative stance will engage in more media relations. 
Table 2a 
Reliability of Media Relations Scale 











Correlation between Accommodation and Media Relations Scale 


























N 103 112 
Note. **. p < 0.01 
 
 
H3: Organizations with a more dialogic perspective of organization-media 
relationships will engage in more media relations. 
Table 3 
Correlation between Media Relations and Dialogic Scale 
    
Media 
Relations 









N 112 88 
Dialogic Scale Pearson 




N 88 127 
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). 
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Reliability of Organization-Media 
Relationship Scale 






Correlation between Org-Media Relationship and Media 
Relations Scale 



























N 90 112 







H5: Organizations that are more accommodative will have a better relationship 
with the media. 
Table 5 
Correlation between Org-Media Relationship and Dialogic Scale 
    Org-Media 






















N 108 153 
Note. **. p < 0.01 
 
H6: Organizations with a more dialogic perspective of media relations will have 
better relationships with the media. 
Table 6 
Correlation between Org-Media Relationship and Dialogic Scale 












N 118 92 







N 92 127 




H7: Organizations with more employees will have a more accommodative stance. 
Table 7 
 
Correlation between Number of employees and the Accommodation Scale 

























N 132 153 
Note. *. p < 0.05 
 
 




Reliability of Media Relations Activities Scale 







Table 8b  
Correlation between Media Relations Activities Scale and Number of Employees 
    
Media Relations 





















N 103 260 
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). 
 
H9: Organizations with more funding will engage in more media relations activities. 
Table 9 
Correlation between Media Relations Activities Scale and Funding 
    
Media Relations 











N 120 109 
Funding Pearson 





N 109 273 
 
 




H10: Organizations with more funding will be more accommodative. 
Table 10 
Correlation between Funding and Accommodation Scale 



















N 139 153 
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). 
 
H11: Organizations with more funding will have a PR or communications 
department. 
Table 11 
Funding Means for NGOs With or without a 




    With Without t df 
Funding 1110603 552614 -0.97 271 
  2896187 5578269     
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). Standard 




H12: Organizations with foreign donors will have a more dialogic perspective of 
media relations. 
Table 12 




    With Without T df 
Dialogic 
Scale 88.67 87.7 3.66 125 
  (11.33) (14.59)     
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). 




H13: Organizations with foreign donors will engage in more media relations. 
Table 13 




    With Without t df 
Media 
Relations 
Scale 121.91 122.64 -0.16 110 
  (3.28) (5.56)     
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). 






H14: Organizations with foreign donors will be more accommodative. 
Table 14 




    With Without t df 
Accommodation 
Scale 36.47 38.41 -1.32 151 
  (8.36) (8.42)     
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). Standard 
deviations are in parentheses below means.  
 
H15: Organizations based in Maharashtra will engage in more media relations. 
Table 15 
Media Relations Scale Means for NGOs based in and 
outside of the State of Maharashtra 
 
Maharashtra 
    In Out t df 
Media 
Relations 
Scale 119.28 123.01 -0.68 110 
  24.71 20.86     
Note. This is a non-significant result (p>0.05). 








Appendix F: Interview Guiding Questions 
Hi, first I‘d like to say thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. I hope you have 
clearly read the consent form and have no further clarifications or questions? I also hope 
you understand that at any point if you feel uncomfortable or don‘t want to answer a 
certain question you can just let me know. I don‘t think we would encounter any such 
question but just in case. I am just here to talk about media relations at your organization 
and your ideas about media relations. So maybe we can dive straight into a little bit of 
information on you organization. 
Introductory Questions 
1. What does your organization do? 
Probe:  
 What cause does it advocate? 
 Which development sector does your organization work with? 
2. How long have you been working with the organization? 
3. What is your designation at the organization? 
Probe: 
 What are your responsibilities? 
Contingency Factors 
4. What factors do you think affects whether your organization has a public relations 
department or communications department or not? Does it depend on anything? 




6. Do the top management or founding members at your organization support 
communications? 
Probe:  
 Do they encourage interactions with media? 
 Do they encourage publicity? 
 Do they encourage dialogue building? 
7.  Does your organization conduct any research to find out opinions of the public of 
your organization? 
Probe: 
 Is it important to know the opinions of your publics? Why or why not? 
 Would you adjust your organization‘s activities based on your public‘s 
opinions or needs? Why or why not? 




 Do you see yourself on equal ground as your publics or are you 
advocators? 
Media  
9. Who are your publics? 
Probe: 
 Do you think it is important to maintain relationships with your publics? 
Why or why not? 
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 How do you communicate with them? 
 Would you use the media to communicate with them? 
10. Does your organization deal with the media at all? 
Probe: 
 Yes – In what way? 
 No – do you publicize your services, get queries from journalists, etc? 
11. What does media relations mean to you? 
Probe: 
 What do you think about media relations? 
 What is its purpose? 
 How can it benefit your organization? 
 Would it allow you to engage with publics? 
 Does media relations matter to NGOs? Why or why not? 
12. Do you use media relations at your organization? 
Probe: 
 How? 
 What do you use it for? 
 Why or Why not? 
 Is it important to your organization? 
13. Does your organization: 
Probe: 
 Write press releases on various services? 
 Organize press conferences? 
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 Prepare backgrounders to provide the media regarding your organization? 
 Provide photos and videos for the media to use to broadcast? 
 Produce any other press materials? 
14. What is important for you to know when dealing with the media? 
Probe: 
 Do you think that in order to deal with the media you need to think like the 
media? 
 Know media values? 
 Understand what story angles they may need? 
 Understand deadlines? 
Organization-Media Relationship 
15. Do you maintain relationships with journalists at your organization? 
Probe: 
 Do you have a database of journalist contacts? 
 Do you pitch stories to journalists regarding your organization? 
 Do you know which journalist to contact for which type of articles? 
16. Are Indian journalists supportive of your NGO? 








18. Do you think you need to engage in dialogue with your publics? Why or why not? 
Probe: 
 How can dialogue help? 
19. Do you think media relations can help you engage in dialogue with your publics? 
Probe: 
 How? 
 Would you want too? 
 Are there any factors that may affect your willingness to use the media to 
engage with them? 
Closing Questions 




 Can it be harmful for the sector as well? How? 
21. Do you have any last comments on media relations and NGOs? 
 
NOTE: Most of the sessions did not follow this exact format as the semi-




Appendix G: Interview Transcripts 
In this appendix you will find the series of transcripts for the interviews that were 
conducted from May to July 2010. They have been arranged in chronological order and 
will indicate the organization, date of interview and length of interview. Do take note that 
the transcripts are as per the recordings; the grammar and pauses have not been edited 
out. For easy reference you will find the transcripts arranged in the following order: 
 Meljol 
 V Care 
 Free Enterprise Forum 
 Pratham 
 WomenWeave 
 World Wide Fund (WWF) 
 Sunbeam 
 Comet Media Foundation 
 Bombay Teen Challenge 
 Passages 
 Childine India 
 Child Rights and You (CRY) Foundation 
 Make a Wish Foundation 
 Human Rights Law Network 
 Indian Epilepsy Association 
 Alzheimer‘s and Related Disorders Society of India 
 Harmony for Silvers 
 Clean Air Island 
 National Association for the blind 







Date of Interview: 3
rd
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 48 minutes 
INTERVIEWER: Could you tell me a little bit about Meljol and what its about and what you do 
with the organization? 
RESPONDENT: See, Meljol is…it basically deals with child rights education, making children 
more aware of their rights and  responsibilities through child rights education. Here the focus is 
on financial education and social education. So here we implement this Aflatoon child rights 
program where we teach children more about savings, more about how they can save money, how 
they can deposit money in the bank. How does the banking system work in India? So that later on 
in life they are not cheated somewhere down the line. Ok..we are looking mostly at children in the 
rural areas and tribal children and we are also looking at children in the urban areas. Umm..They 
are taught how to save money, they save money, they form school level banks, class level 
banks…ya…and they have a leader among themselves. They then utilize the money for different 
causes, for example suppose you‘re looking at 4th or 5th standard children…uh…your looking at 
them saving money and they buy stationary for themselves or they buy books for themselves at 
the end of the month or they go out for a picnic. So they would be using the collectively saved 
money. But suppose you‘re looking a t a 9th standard or 10th standard child it could mean future 
course in computers after completing your 10
th
 which in the rural areas means a lot. So maybe 
continuing your future education through the saved money. So the main focus is on financial 
education through the Aflatoon child savings program. But we also encourage children to take up 
social initiatives like anti-tobacco campaigns or anti-alcohol campaigns at the rural level. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok so what is your role at this organization, what do you handle? 
RESPONDENT: I am a resource mobilization and communications officer. My major role is 
fundraising, giving Meljol a presence in the media through blogs and social networking sites, 
building corporate partnerships, fund raising events as a means to garner resources…ya..fund 
raising events here would be marathons which is very popular right now in India for NGOs to 
raise money. Then I also assist in uhh…HR related activities. 
INTERVIEWER: As the communications officer do you have a particular plan or program in 
place? 
RESPONDENT: As in for fund-raising or communications? 
INTERVIEWER: Both. 
RESPONDENT: Both, ok. In terms of fundraising since I told you its mainly on financial 
programs we have a lot of organizations willing to partner with us because it makes a lot of sense 
for them, since its financial education the banks readily agree to cooperate and fund our 
programs. Our funders include Citibank, HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, Seby, RBI so we have a lot of 
backing from financial institutions from banks and also from the government of India. It 
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definitely adds credibility. In terms of communications, we are really not focused, as I said I am 
the first person and this is a newly created post…so I have just started off with getting a good 
website, creating new brochures, creating a good blog with our best case studies, getting a good 
documentary done. Presence on social networking sites, Orkut, Twitter, Facbeook. Whatever you 
have out there…So that‘s  the communications‘ plan, then we see how it goes. 
INTERVIEWER: So do you deal with the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: See when we have events we had local newspapers and journalists to cover 
them. Funders do come to our events, they like our programs a lot. Its very welcome. Right 
now..as a result of..we really good coverage, I mean I wouldn‘t say really really good but for our 
level its good coverage. 
INTERVIEWER: But is it the kind of coverage that you have invited journalists to come to or 
they have heard of the event on their own and have come? 
RESPONDENT: They‘ve heard of the event,..ya..sometimes we do invite. Uhh right now in 
terms of out outreach we directly impact around 5 lakhs children in India. So what we do is we 
work like this, we have a lot of partner NGOs in different states. We have partners in 
Maharashtra, Kerala, Orissa, Rajasthan, Jharkand, West Bengal and Assam. So we have partner 
NGOs in different states and we give them the technical know-how  to raise the funds and they 
use their networks to conduct the program. We monitor and evaluate the program, once in a year 
atleast, we see the program is running successfully, are the desired objectives met, everything has 
to be smooth so that‘s majorly done by us. 
INTERVIEWER: But your other partner NGOs do they also have communication officers that 
you liaise with or is it mostly here? 
RESPONDENT: Here..ya. Its more here. 
INTERVIEWER: So you have budgets for your communication activities?    
RESPONDENT: Ya we do have, when we uhh…when we implement a program in the particular 
state we have a funder for the particular state. So in that budget itself a certain amount is allocated 
to communications annually.  
INTERVIEWER: Going back to the media, do you send out press releases? 
RESPONDENT: We do but mostly in the local newspapers, Marathi newspapers. Because in 
Maharashtra right now we work in about 20 districts. So in terms of our coverage it‘s been really 
good. So our program is pretty popular in Maharashtra. On the national level also its picking up 
and we currently have a presence in 6 states. And Kerela and Orissa are doing really well. 
INTERVIEWER: Also are you planning to hire more people? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we will be hiring two people. 
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INTERVIEWER: But what do you look for in hiring people for your communications 
department? 
RESPONDENT: We are looking for people who can come in with different skill sets. Someone 
who can click pictures, who can go down to events and click pictures for us. Someone who can 
uhh…create a documentary for us. As in we are looking for people with different skill sets. Not 
only a fixed skill set, not only that you come in with a degree in marketing and you can do only 
fund raising. Nothing like that. So we want people who can assist in finance, who can assist in 
human resources. 
INTERVIEWER: So are you aiming to develop a team for your department? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, we will be having two now because we are expanding really quickly and 
our numbers have gone up big time in the past two years. Our national program has really picked 
up so we are looking at hiring more people specifically for this post. 
INTERVIEWER: So what other responsibilities come under the jurisdiction of this 
communications post? Are you in charge of publicity as well?  
RESPONDENT: Yes that does come under my role. What kind of publicity as in we have… For 
example we do marathons and we look at different events as a means of gathering publicity. 
Right now we are in the process of tying up with ICICI securities. They are having this event 
called a walk-a-thon and we are the official charity partner. So they have 5000 plus participants 
for that just in Bombay. So it‘s a way to get people to know..5000 people to know more about 
Meljol. 
INTERVIEWER: So a lot of publicity comes from your funders? 
RESPONDENT: Ya..ya..but it depends. You can look at publicity in two ways. One is publicity 
is to get funds and ones is publicity to raise awareness about the whole thing. In terms of 
publicity to raise funds I think in terms of funding we are pretty much sorted so publicity to raise 
awareness is what we are focusing on. As in Meljol should become not a household name but 
more people should know about it.  
INTERVIEWER: But you mentioned that you are focusing more on building a web presence? 
RESPONDENT: Ya we are monitoring traffic on our blog.  
INTERVIEWER: O you have a blog? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we have a blog. We monitor traffic on it. 
INTERVIEWER: So do you develop the content for it? 
RESPONDENT: Ya. Its mostly events that are coming up, its practices from different 
states…case studies from different states. That is majorly what we put up on sites. 
INTERVIEWER: And you have a website as well now? 
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RESPONDENT: We have a website and we are making another one. It should be up in a weeks 
time. So yet again we have our outreach, our partners are clearly mentioned on the website who 
we work with, financial as well as non-financial partners..uhh..our website contains all 
information about our programs we implement, what are the different programs we 
implement..and uhh..how do we go about implementing that program in different states. So our 
new website will be up in a weeks time. We have a blog, we are on twitter..uh..social media, you 
name it we are there. We are gradually trying to build awareness through these mediums but it‘s a 
long process..its not something that can be done in one or two months, it‘s a long process. 
INTERVIEWER: In terms of social networking sites what exactly do you do? 
RESPONDENT: We put up uhh..we have a youtube channel, so if there‘s a new video come up 
we reach out to people. If there is a new event we try to put everything  about the event, we put 
down photos, case studies, whatever.  
INTERVIEWER: And you said Orkut and Facebook and things, what do you do on these sites? 
RESPONDENT: Forums to discuss child rights related issues.  
INTERVIEWER: You have active profiles? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, yes, yes…you can check out our blog..i can give you the address later… 
we have profiles. We have our videos on our youtube channels. We are trying to get a new 
documentary…focusing on our best practices, latest best practices. There has also been an 
increase in social initiatives taken up by children, not only focusing on financial education but 
also on social initiatives. Like..anti- gutka (tobacco) campaigns, like I said anti-alcohol 
campaigns, cleanliness drives..so..so..we are trying to get that also into the picture. Although our 
core focus does remain financial education. 
INTERVIEWER: As a communications officer how important is your role in all of this? 
RESPONDENT: I mean all roles are important and so is this one. I think we need to focus…my 
role majorly is divided into fund raising and communications and communications is an area we 
need to focus more on. As of now the priority is communications. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you have any goals, plans or programs in place for communications? 
RESPONDENT: The immediate goal is to raise awareness about our organization…through 
different mediums of communications. 
INTERVIEWER: Anything long-term? Any particular mediums? 
RESPONDENT: We would like to increase visitors to our website which could ultimately be 
translated to online donation. Fund raising through our websites. Fund raising can be traditional 
fund raising where you go to the corporates and directly raise money or it can be other means of 
fund raising where you have online fundraising, I mean base fund raising or fund raising for 
events. So we are looking for non-traditional means of fund raising as well. 
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INTERVIEWER: At an NGO what do you think are the factors that affect communications being 
implemented at an NGO? Budget restrictions? Lack of manpower? Any others? 
RESPONDENT: Budget restrictions are a huge factor..uhh..i don‘t think lack of manpower is an 
issue because you can always outsource communications. In terms of getting a documentary you 
can get it done, in terms of designing a website you can get it done, in terms of…budget 
constraints are huge…we have to work with limited budgets. But that‘s the way NGOs function. I 
mean its pretty much the scenario everywhere. So its finding a good sustainable solution to 
overcome budget restraints. So that‘s the focus right now. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok, going back to journalists do you have certain contacts in place that you go 
back to or…? 
RESPONDENT: On our board we have Mr. Jaydeep who is a very reputed journalist. He‘s a 
freelancer…so he helps a lot with the communications part. So its really great to have a journalist 
on board. You see our board is a mixture of people from the business background and social work 
background..we have about 7-8 people on our board..uhh..there are people from the business 
world as well as there are people from TATA Institute of Social Scientists. We started off in 1991 
as a free action project. 
INTERVIEWER: So how involved do the board members get in your day-to-day activites? 
RESPONDENT: They are very much involved..i mean we have board meetings to quite 
regularly. The board sets the goals..and uhh..the goals are communicated to us, the objectives are 
communicated to us..and we work as teams to meet those objectives. Like I said I personally deal 
a lot with Mr. Jaydeep because he has a communications background and he gives lots of advice 
and a lot of requisition..uhh..whatever I feel I have to discuss I discuss with him. I deal with him a 
lot. The board members..similarly on the social work side, the program staff, they also deal a lot 
with the social work side of the board members. There‘s a lot of participation from the board, a 
lot of participation, they are well aware of whats happening at Meljol.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you have a lot of foreign donors or are the donors mostly local? 
RESPONDENT: Umm..donors are mostly local..what happens is we are implementing the 
program called the Aflatoon program and Aflatoon is an international organization based in 
Holland..so we are the implementing partner of that program in India. Ya..so..uhh..in terms of 
donors we are looking at mostly banks in India. But if you‘re..i mean..uhh…when we contact the 
CSR departments, the global CSR departments of a particular bank..ING for example is well 
aware of whats happening. 
INTERVIEWER: I mean you are dealing with a foreign partner so do you think your 
communication activities will need to be increased  because of this international connection? Do 
they dictate how you do your publicity and communications? 
RESPONDENT: No that is entirely upon us…I forgot to mention..we have a newsletter as 
well..we have a newsletter, our annual report comes out pretty much on time every year which is 
filled with what we do, our activities. 
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INTERVIEWER: And who are these publications circulated to? 
RESPONDENT: To partner NGOs, partners, volunteers…basically everyone on the mailing list. 
We come up with a quarterly newsletter. We just started it. It just contains all the activities of the 
charity conducted during those months…and uhh..its pretty much circulated to everyone..partner 
NGOs, other like minded NGOs, and uhh…funders, financial funders, individual 
donors..everyone. 
INTERVIEWER: Going back to the journalists, do you think media relations is more important 
or is it more important to build your web presence?  
RESPONDENT: I think both will grow here, because like I said we are expanding really fast so 
the need is to document our work..ya..there is a need to document our work, there is a need to 
show what we do and that‘s where documenting through the web as well as documenting through 
other forms of media becomes very important. 
INTERVIEWER: But do you see Indian journalists being very supportive of your particular NGO 
or NGOs in general? Are there a lot of supportive journalists who come and try and profile you or 
interview someone at your organization? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, yes..i mean NGOs in general, yes. Ya they do, they do..because everyone 
supports a cause and its news for them, its someone doing something good for the development of 
the country. So they are pretty much supportive.. 
INTERVIEWER: Have journalists come in to maybe interview board members or people from 
the organization? 
RESPONDENT: For interviews ya..ya..for interviews ya. As I said on board we already have a 
journalist so in terms of documenting our work we are still working on it we are still working on 
a good plan where we can document our work. 
INTERVIEWER: So when do you usually get media coverage?  
RESPONDENT: During events mostly. For example we have a Baal-anand Mela Varis..which is 
a mela thing (fair) where children will get together, the funders are there, they showcase what 
they learnt at the program. So at this kind of event we usually get press coverage, local press 
coverage. 
INTERVIEWER: So what kind of media do you usually get coverage in? 
RESPONDENT: Marathi newspapers..and other local newspapers. I mean if you go to see when 
we take part in our fund raising events…uhh like I said the ICICI thing..so then that‘s where our 
news partners are the Hindustan times so we get news coverage from then and being the only 
charity partner is really helps. 
INTERVIEWER: So as at NGO what are the characteristics of a good communications 
department according to you?   
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RESPONDENT: You should have a strong communications department where goals are set, 
priorities are set, mediums through which you are going to communicate are in line with the 
overall strategy of the NGO. I mean if you are small you can‘t look for news coverage you have 
to start right from bottom and right from scratch so..umm..it has to be..the communication 
strategy of an NGO should be in line with the overall strategy of the organization, that‘s the most 
important. And as you grow so shall your communications department and the medium of 
communications through which you reach out to people grows. That‘s one of the most 
important…And you need to have people with different skill sets who can write your articles 
when you require and who can go raise money when your require. Plus that‘s looking at when 
you have NGOs with limited resources but if you have all the resources you can afford to have a 
good communications department… 
INTERVIEWER: Do you see that there are more and more NGOs having a communications 
department? 
RESPONDENT:  Yes..i mean with the Internet coming in with the web concepts like the blog, 
blogging, social networking sites coming..its very important..because not only can these kind of 
mediums be used to raise awareness for the organization but also fund raise…which is an 
important aspect of NGO functioning..because online donations are becoming very important 
right now..now with social networking site even I can get, an Indian..in America to donate to our 
NGO it becomes quite easier..so because of that communications has grown..so the importance of 
communications at NGOs has grown. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok, just to reconfirm who are your target publics? 
RESPONDENT: Out target publics? As in the people we work with…children..the the group that 
we work with are children but the target public to raise awareness with is everyone and 
anyone…everyone and anyone.  When we look for funders its mostly financial institutions..but 
the people we work with are children. 
INTERVIEWER: How do you reach out to the children, how do you find the children you 
implement your programs on? 
RESPONDENT: We work through schools..its like..uhh..uh…we have partners NGOs in 
different states they use their networks in various districts and get to the schools and that‘s how 
we work. 
INTERVIEWER: Great, thank you…that‘s about it. If I have any further questions can I email 
you? 
RESPONDENT: Ya sure. 
INTERVIEWER: Thank you so much for your time, I really appreciate it. 




Organization: V Care 
Date of Interview: 4
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 45 minutes 38 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: Maybe you can start off by telling me a little about the organization and what 
kind of things you all do? 
RESPONDENT: Ok. V Care is an organization that works with cancer patients. We started about 
15 years back. And it was started by Vandana Gupta who is a cancer survivor herself. And when 
she was going through the treatment she felt there were a lot of gaps you know between doctor 
and patients. In the sense that the doctors were overworked, they don‘t have enough time to give 
to each and every patient to clear their doubts and provide emotional support and the right 
information. So..uhh..they..the doctors do provide information which is medical based but over 
and above that and so she felt there was a need for an organization that would bridge that gap. So 
we started..uhh..V Care started that way to basically provide emotional support to cancer 
patients…emotional support and information to cancer patients. But over a period of time we 
realized that..umm..that emotional support means different things to different people. I mean you 
know somebody who is in a dire need of finance and you say well you know don‘t worry and you 
need your treatment, its not going to help or that there may be some other thing that could be 
bothering them, it could be the pain or it could be you know the diet that they need to have or just 
the fear of what radiation is and what chemo is and they know that they have to go through it 
so..uh..emotional support really meant different things to different people...uh we started off with 
being at Tata Memorial Hospital to begin with because that is the largest cancer hospital in Asia I 
should say..uhh..but uhh..it is definitely in India. And we have a lot of patients coming from all 
over the country as well as the neighboring countries for the treatment. So the influx of patients in 
the hospital is very very..very very large. And considering that a lot of patients get a lot of 
financial help from the hospital and a lot of the treatment for the very very poor is done free of 
cost so the influx increases..and therefore the facilities become like you know..are overburdened. 
So its good for a organization to be around, to be able to form that bridge and to explain to 
everyone..to their patients and their families. Umm..we started off that way but now we are 
working with 8 hospitals in Bombay. 
INTERVIEWER: When you say emotional support what kind of emotional support do you mean? 
Do you go down and talk to patients? Have special talks? How does it work? 
RESPONDENT: Ya we are in fact…our volunteers are there..uhh..right now from morning 10 
o‘clock to 4 o‘clock in the evening and since we have been going to the hospital right from the 
beginning..uhh..we‘ve been very lucky..i guess its also because of the services that we provide 
that you know the hospital appreciated that…that we have access to all the wards and to all the 
patients. So..uhh..we..uhh..our services are on a one to one basis as well as on discussions and 
umm…they are totally free of cost. And the organization is also made up of only volunteers, we 
don‘t have paid members at all. So we are a group of 40 volunteers who come give off their time 




INTERVIEWER: What about the main administration of the NGO? How many people are 
involved in that? 
RESPONDENT: Well its uh..our organization has a very informal structure. Uhh..we have a 
board..uhh..of 11 members of which uhh..four of us are working volunteers..the doctors, the 
chartered accountants or other professionals. So we have a board, under the board we have what 
is called the core committee which is made up of about 8-10 volunteers. And the entire working 
of the organization is handled by the core committee.  
INTERVIEWER: So is this core committee also responsible for the communications aspect of the 
NGO? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, yes..but we do have..u know I mean..we assign say work on the basis of 
interest of the individual. I mean the basic is there that everyone wants to work with cancer 
patients and to provide all that but the additionally work is also since everyone is a volunteer and 
there is no paid employee then the other work gets onto the basic interest  like say some people 
will be interested in only working with children then they would you know become in charge of 
children‘s activities and some people are maybe only interested in working with adults or you 
know..with PR or with fund raising whatever. So whatever their interests are..uhh..we try to you 
know get every volunteer involved with their interest. So that you know the commitment and the 
interest levels are higher and that‘s how we work. So even though it is informal it is still kind of 
and then uh.. core working trustees kind of overseeing… 
INTERVIEWER: So are the decisions made by the trustees? 
RESPONDENT: No the decisions are taken in the core committee. There are certain decisions 
that the board has to approve, certain expenses the board has to approve. So those go to the board 
for approval but the day to day running of the organization is basically done through the core 
committee. Vandana is ofcourse the founder…(phone rings)..just excuse me for a second.. 
(2 min phone call) 
RESPONDENT: Sorry about that..i was talking about the trustees, in fact one of our trustees is 
very interested in the PR so she handles that. But its not..how should I say it..its not a very formal 
way of doing it..our work has been more by word of mouth..uhh..we tried to be professional  and 
you know get our events covered in the papers and in the TV..and its been on and off lucky 
enough buts its not as though we have a PR agency to do it for us. So we don‘t have that much of 
a push as if you‘d have a PR agency. Umm..the reason for that is that..uhh..we are, as I said we 
are a voluntary group and our point of sales as far as our fund raising is concerned is that 
whatever funds come in..uhh..for the organization, almost 100% or I would say 99% or 99.8% go 
back to the patient, for the patient‘s benefit one way or the other. Because our administrative 
costs are almost nil. And that has been our..our..you know our way of working. For us to employ 
a PR agency, pay and all and give away that much money to a PR agency has been a tough 
struggle…you know for us to consider that. But on and off yes we‘ve toyed with the idea but we 
have not gotten really into doing that.  
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INTERVIEWER: Internally do you have a budget that you have allocated for communications or 
related activities? 
RESPONDENT: We don‘t really spend anything on PR and marketing.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok. You mentioned getting your events covered in the press. Do you already 
have a database of journalists in place?  
RESPONDENT: Uh well we have..ya..Sandhya‘s been looking after our PR and she has a list of 
newspapers and some journalists in the newspapers we regularly try and send covers, press notes 
and..but..uh again like I said you need a tremendous push to ensure that it gets covered. Umm..we 
find it easier if there are some celebrities coming for the event because the papers are more into 
celebrities coverage rather than the organization coverage or rather than the event coverage. So 
however good the event may be..you know it never really gets covered because of the quality of 
the event it gets covered more because of the celebrity at the event. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you currently have a strong web presence as well? 
RESPONDENT: No we don‘t have web related activities. We do have a website. And we keep 
updating it  with our newsletter that we come out with every two three months and uhh…so we 
try and keep updating it. We do update our website with the events with the photographs 
whatever but we don‘t have..we haven‘t really seen or we have no way of knowing how many 
people get onto the site and how many are really getting in touch with us because of what they‘ve 
seen on the site.  
INTERVIEWER: But then in terms of media coverage that you get do you keep a record of it? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we do, we do keep a record of it. 
INTERVIEWER: And would you be able to say how often you get coverage? 
RESPONDENT: Depends on the event. Its not on a regular basis. Whereas we have activities on 
a regular basis you know we do a lot of activities with the children we do a lot of activities with 
adults. We have three major events in a year..umm..which..uhh…____ Bharti which is coming up 
now which we organize for the children and try and complete their wishes in terms of giving 
them toys and having a party for them having celebrity coming in and some entertainment 
program…uhh..we do something call share a celebration during Diwali time where we 
..uhh..interact with all the patients..in..uhh..who are admitted into the hospital. Because that‘s the 
Diwali time and we feel that they feel that they are in hospital and they‘re under treatment and 
they are away from home and away from celebration and rest of their family so it is our way 
of…(phone rings, 30 second call)…and uhh..thats the time we want to share great moments with 
them so that we can give them hampers, we talk to them you know we survivors coming in who 
also interact with them so that for another survivor it‘s a big thing. Uhh..and the third event is 
Cancer Survival day which we‘ve..celebrate..it used to be our annual day and we‘ve converted it 
into a cancer survival day…in fact this issue that you‘ve got is a cancer survival day special 
issue..umm..and around that week we have tons and tons of activities, the reason is to let people 
know you can survive that and that it‘s a myth to say cancer is cancer because some people say 
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it‘s a myth that you can survive cancer so you need to fight on and you need to reduce those 
thoughts..and over and above the..umm we started this about 10 years back we started the Victors 
Award for survivors who had gone through the treatment and have made something of their lives 
you know who‘s lives can be imbibed by others…and we give them a certificate..and it‘s a 
recognition not a monetary award, it‘s a recognition award. So..which helps further reinforce that 
cancer can be survived. These are our three main events, over and above we run a school at the 
Dharamshala..uhh..its an informal school that we are running at the Dharamshala..Dharamshala is 
a place where..which is very close from here..uhh which is meant for very poor outstation patients 
who come in to stay and get their treatment done at Tata. And the school is for children who are 
patients as well as patient‘s children who they cannot leave behind. And uhh we..so..it..the 
students vary in age so we cannot have a formal education but its an informal education in the 
evenings for 2-2.5 hours. The purpose is to keep them..you know..not get out of the habit of going 
to school while they are here and yet to cover a large base and have them learn through fun and 
activities..so we do that as well..We keep having outings for outpatients…uhh..every 2 months or 
every 3 months. We also have a lot of awareness programs on cancer which could be in colleges, 
or among ladies groups or senior citizens, wherever we get an opportunity…Rotary Club or Lions 
Club…so.. 
INTERVIEWER: You have so many various events and programs and things. So how do you go 
about doing publicity for these events like the victor‘s award? 
RESPONDENT: Ya but like I said we do do the sending out of press releases and we do approach 
some of the corporate heads to sponsor the event so its only through letters that we do any kind of 
publicity.  
INTERVIEWER: So otherwise its mostly for the community itself or for the cancer patients you 
deal with? 
RESPONDENT: Right but the awareness is for the general public…children or college 
children…or anyone. 
INTERVIEWER: Can you explain a little bit more about the awareness programs and how you 
go about executing them? What communication channels you use? 
RESPONDENT: We don‘t use any existing database or anything…we just have our volunteers go 
and approach maybe colleges or some clubs where they have some contacts and we tell them 
we‘d like to do an awareness program and then we have a tie up with the particular college or 
with that club or with a group of..i mean its again word of mouth really because if I know or if I 
am a member of say the Rotary Club I would organize an awareness program for the Rotary 
Club…you know that kind of a thing. So its really that. 
INTERVIEWER: So things like getting published in the media is not as important or a priority 
as.. 
RESPONDENT: No it is important but its difficult to make it our priority with our limited 
resources and our wanting to give back 99% of the funds to the cancer patients. It is important but 
we are unable to do it because we are unable to devote that much time and as I said that coverage 
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for media either you need to have a very strong PR agency or you need to have a professional in-
house who could do it and who would volunteer. As I mentioned we don‘t have paid staff, we 
don‘t take on volunteers you know with that in view. We try and get various activities covered by 
people who are interested so the professionalism gets implemented.  
INTERVIEWER: But do you plan to have people handling communications? 
RESPONDENT: Well as of now I don‘t know if we would go in for a paid PR…but ya we would 
definitely like to have people volunteer for V Care who could..i mean you they don‘t necessarily 
have to counsel patients, they could it up as their project for V Care or as their part of 
volunteering for V Care. 
INTERVIEWER: So but then do you think these communication activities would help V Care? 
RESPONDENT: Ya it would..you see there is a need for an organization like V Care, I mean all 
our services are free. Whether its our literature, or talking or counseling or giving information or 
holding an event…whatever it may be, all our services are free, we are not charging anybody for 
it..And so its very genuine..you know. And ..uuhh..so I think the need is definitely there for 
communications efforts and considering the Indian population the need is very much there.  
INTERVIEWER: If you had more funds and a bigger budget, would you consider incorporating 
PR or would you want to stick with 99% being given back to your beneficiaries? 
RESPONDENT: Ya see..that..i think that‘s a fight that‘s been going on for a long time because 
uhh..people who are donating are basically donating for the benefit of the cancer patient. 
And..uhh..i know that most NGOs have..you know..are allowed 33% of their collections to go 
into administrative cost but somehow we‘ve not been able to..you know..jolt ourselves to do that.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok, but in that case do you get a lot of journalists who voluntarily come in to 
profile your NGO, cover your events, maybe find out more? 
RESPONDENT: No, we mostly have to invite them.  
INTERVIEWER: So do you see journalists as being support of your organization or NGOs in 
general? Or is it simply like you said, there has to be a celebrity involved? 
RESPONDENT: I think ya..i think..you know unless they believe in the cause but there again I 
think, the oomph factor, if you‘ve read the papers…is always been a celebrity involved..And uhh 
this is for any of the events. There‘s always some celebrity or the other that they can associate 
with an event and then that gets covered. Rarely would you find…I‘m sure there are lot of NGOs 
in the country which have gotten the money to get it done but how many of them actually get the 
coverage you don‘t know. Here basically I think it‘s the celebrity factor that gets NGOs covered 
in the media, celebrity or a big personality, politician maybe.  
INTERVIEWER: So how do your target public contact you or get to know about you? 
RESPONDENT: Through the hospitals we work with. Well we have a helpline, we have our 
newsletter we have our 24 hour helpline. We have a newsletter which is picked up by..you 
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know..not only for the donors, we try and put it in the reading areas in the hospitals where people 
can pick them up and if they need us they can contact us right away… 
INTERVIEWER: Do you send them to the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: We are sending it to the media as well. And all the volunteers..ya..i‘m basically 
in charge of the volunteers..but ya we do try and get our volunteers to write some articles, and get 
the doctors to write our articles for the newsletter. 
INTERVIEWER: You‘ve been working with this NGO for a long time now, do you see other 
NGOs implementing more communication activities? 
RESPONDENT: They are spending a lot of money on the PR… 
INTERVIEWER: Have you seen a growth in that? 
RESPONDENT: Its possible..they need to have..maybe…but see with NGOs spending on 
communications means spending less on something else…or maybe even the main activity of the 
NGO. Of course communications is very important for raising funds or you know raising 
awareness. But it also depends on the NGO and how much they are willing to spend on 
communications as opposed to other logistic or immediate cause-related activities. Its always 
going to be a tough decision. 
INTERVIEWER: I see. But earlier you mentioned that there are budget constraints, are there any 
other restrictions for NGOs in implementing communications? 
RESPONDENT: Manpower, will always be a restriction..like I said to do a really good job you 
need an agency or a professional..as I‘ve said we work with 8 hospitals, in most of the hospitals 
we got twice or thrice a week. In Tata we are there 5 days a week. Uhh..we need that much 
manpower to cover it right, and Tata is huge. It‘s got lots of patients coming in so we need to find 
volunteers who can be there for a certain number of hours, and you need to understand that they 
are all volunteers so they are not really getting paid anything. So it‘s really a lot of their time that 
they are giving. And..uhh..manpower is always going to be a constraint. But uhh..most other 
NGOs do have a paid staff who does the administrative or the fund raising or whatever. So you 
know it‘s their full time job to do it. I think it‘s really rare that people would put that much time 
into these activities unless they are getting paid for it. Also I find that cancer itself is not 
comfortable for everyone. You would find a lot of youngsters, politicians or even corporates 
doing a little bit of volunteering or giving their time to uhh..children based organizations maybe 
like you know..with cancer it is as it is a taboo or not as comfortable a subject..so it‘s hard to get 
volunteers for this.  
INTERVIEWER: So it also depends on the cause of the NGO or the sector the NGO is in? 
RESPONDENT: Yes…it definitely depends on that. It‘s the same with fund raising. You will 
find that fund come much more easily if it‘s a children based organization and uhh..i think next 
would be women based you know and last is something like…uhh..blood cancer you know. 
INTERVIEWER: Talking about funding, who are your main funders. The hospitals? 
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RESPONDENT: No the hospitals don‘t fund us at all. Hospitals don‘t fund us at all. Its uhh..it is 
just uhh there..i mean it is through the network of volunteers and their friends and other 
contacts…and individuals who believe in the cause.  
INTERVIEWER: So is it mostly individuals or you have corporate as well? 
RESPONDENT: We have corporate as well but not as many as we‘d ideally like to have.  
INTERVIEWER: So more individual donors then? 
RESPONDENT: Yes. 
INTERVIEWER: So is that why there isn‘t that much of a focus on communications because you 
have your own network in place and a community you all directly deal with? 
RESPONDENT: See I wouldn‘t say communications is not important. Communications is very 
important. I mean today I think to raise more funds you need communications. You need people 
to recollect the work you need that primary. Communications to guide you through that is very 
important. It‘s just that we…we‘re so short on manpower that I don‘t think that we have been 
really able to give the full time and resources to the area as would be ideal.  
INTERVIEWER: So if you‘d have more manpower with the interest in it you would be keen on 
increasing communications at the NGO? 
RESPONDENT: Yes surely. If we had more manpower and those who believe in the cause then 
we‘d devote more time in this particular thing. 
INTERVIEWER: Any further comments on the media and its support for NGOs and providing 
coverage and maybe relations? 
RESPONDENT: It‘s not that surprising that the media nowadays would not be as supportive of 
the cause itself as opposed to the celebrity that comes for an event or that kind of glamour based 
news value as opposed to the cause. It‘s sad because we have a huge media industry and lots of 
avenues that could be potential partners for NGOs, big or small, yet there is no bridge, no relation 
no connection unless there is a big name involved. And there are umpteen causes about and so 
many newsworthy stories that get unnoticed by the media. But I guess they have their own 
reasons. I think media has just become so corporatized here that the original news values as per 
democracy and aiding civil society is just not there anymore. It‘s all about raising the ratings and 
getting people to buy the paper or watch the TV show as opposed to actual real news…so ya. 
Also for us we don‘t have fixed timings, volunteers come in when they can and help out when 
they can so that way it also becomes difficult to follow through with communications and 
administrative related work without paid staff. So there‘s a lot to consider and a lot yet to be 
done. 
INTERVIEWER: Right, right. Well I think that‘s about it for now. Thank you so much for your 
time and participation. If I have any further questions can I call you or contact you? 
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RESPONDENT: Yes sure, of course. I‘m very glad to help out. And if you could maybe provide 
a copy of the research or let us know how other NGOs are placed in terms of communications and 
what we can do would be really helpful.  
INTERVIEWER: Surely. Thank you.          
Organization: Free Enterprise Forum 
Date of Interview: 5
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 1 hour 3 minutes 2 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: Maybe, sir, you can start off with telling me a little bit about the organization? 
RESPONDENT: The organization was set up in July 1956. The main object was to educate 
public on economic progress. As the name suggests, it was mainly in the 50‘s where the 
government of India was mainly concentrating on socialistic or economic policies. There few 
people, very few people…who though that the free enterprise was the only way of developing 
India‘s economy. There were not many people who believed in it but there were Mr. A.D. Shroff 
and a few of his friends who thought that free enterprise can produce the results. At that time 
there were not many countries in this part of the world who were also free enterprises; Malaysia, 
Singapore, Indonesia, South Korea, they were all practicing socialism but they were much far 
behind India…but government of India did not delay…they pursued with nationalization, they 
nationalized insurance companies, they nationalized aviation, and much emphasis was put on the 
public sector. So the forum was started in July 1956 to tell the public what free enterprise can do 
and how it can help in the economic development of the country and also its close relationship 
with a democratic way of life..and uh…in fact we were the first organization in the country who 
talked only about free enterprise. And uhh…now whatever the founders said at that time has 
come true now because it was all the way in 1991 that the government of India turned its 
economic..they took a u-turn as far as its economic policies are concerned..they reorganized 
India‘s economy, as a result you can see the results now. And uh…but at the same time all other 
countries went towards free enterprise much earlier. The countries that I named earlier, they are 
all far ahead of India. So India lost quite a bit of time during this period. It took some 30 or 40 
years for the government of India to know what went wrong..and uhh..so because the goal was 
achieved with liberalization in ‘91 we are now concentrating on good governance and moral 
values, ethical values in various industries by educating the youth. We are trying to focus our 
attention on the youth by making them good, active and responsible citizens…and informed 
citizens…so what we do is arrange a number of activities for the youth like essay competitions. 
Last year we conducted an essay competition at an all-India level for the students. The subject 
was ―ethical values in business and the industry‖. Because there was a scam in a company called 
Satyam in Hyderabad, there was a huge scam. Because of that we thought we should encourage 
the students to write lessons from that scam and what went wrong and how it became like that 
and bring it back to values because at one time India was known for its uhh..importance given to 
modern values..ethical values. Then we conduct elocution competitions, again all on economic 
subjects. We conduct about uh 200 to 250 elocution competitions only on economic subjects. The 
idea is to encourage young people to think on economic subjects and learn the art of public 
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speaking. That is the main objective of this competition. In earlier years we used to educate 
people through public meetings we have arranged over 2300 public meetings since 1956 and we 
have published about 680 booklets, I can give you some of them, all on economic subjects and 
uhh we have had the privilege of having uh a number of outstanding economists, statesmen, 
businessmen…long before he got the noble prize Milton Friedman addressed an audience on our 
platform in Bombay and we have published about 4 or 5 of his booklets. We only have one of 
these here, we are a unregistered body an association of individuals, an association of persons but 
not a registered body and we go on a year to year basis, we do not have any corpus. Nor do we 
want to have a corpus because you know the founder A.D. Shroff believed in the philosophy that 
we should do good work and we should collect money and spend the money the same year, don‘t 
build a corpus because unwanted people will come and attack at the corpus. As long as you are 
doing good work people will support you, that was his philosophy. And now we are in our 54
th
 
year. We have a council of management, council selected…we have members about 2000 or so, 
membership goes up and down. It has gone up to 10,000 its come down to 500 and now it‘s 2000. 
The members elect a council of management every 3 years, the council elects among themselves 
the officers. The office can go up to 36 members but right now we have 30 members in the 
council made up of professionals, industrialists, executives…who believe in public education and 
they are all men of conviction. 
INTERVIEWER: And these are the members who handle most of the workings of the 
organization? 
RESPONDENT: They lay down the policies and then we have a small executive committee 
which frequently meet about 4 or 5 times a year to review the work done and what work should 
be done. 
INTERVIEWER: So do you all have a particular communications department? Or a person who 
handles the communications? 
RESPONDENT: See we are a very small organization. Apart from me we have got three other 
deputies of mine and then I have got a couple of other office assistants. We are only about 10 
people in the office. But we have all-India presence in terms of our activities.  
INTERVIEWER: So how do you go about publicizing for these activities? 
RESPONDENT: See we publish booklets every month…see this is on the former governor 
of…he was here exactly a month ago on the 6th of May, he delivered a talk. Now it has not been 
released yet, now I will be sending it all over the country for it to be distributed. Our booklets are 
not priced. We have published about 680 booklets so far. We have also sent about eleven hundred 
articles to the press. We send it to our members, members of parliament, various ministries, the 
government of India. Then we send it to our planning commission, we send to financial 
institutions, banks and others…chambers of commerce. The idea is dissemination of knowledge. 
We send it to the press, we don‘t go on and canvas about ourselves we leave it to the press. Our 
job is to bring it to the attention of the media by sending them these publications, by inviting 
them to our activities. Sometimes they notice sometimes they don‘t notice. But we don‘t go after 
them. Truly by word of mouth publicity.  
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INTERVIEWER: So even for your events because you have these events all over India how do 
you all publicize for them? 
RESPONDENT: You see what has happened is that we have come to be recognized as an 
outstanding NGO which has educated a large number of public and also the government itself. 
Now whenever I meet…I have met a number of bureaucrats, I have met a number of executives 
in business and the industry and other people businessmen and others. Many of them are aware of 
what we have done. Recently..uh..we are now planning to bring out a book on banking..not by the 
forum…see we manage the forum as an organization here..but after our founder passed away we 
started a trust in his memory called the A.D. Shroff Memorial Trust. That has got a corpus and we 
have one meeting every year under the auspicious of the trust on insurance banking or any light 
subject. Now next year it will be delivered by Mr. C.B. Bhave who is the chairman of Securities 
on the Exchange Board of India and I met him yesterday to finalize the details. And we also 
published that booklet incorporating the text of the lecture. He will deliver his first lecture in 
November this year and if you see the previous lecturers they are all outstanding people; banker, 
first chairman of ICICI, ambassador to America, chairman of State Bank of India, founder of 
HDFC, etc. 
INTERVIEWER: Is each lecture published into a booklet? 
RESPONDENT: Yes each lecture. We are on the 49
th
 lecture now.  
INTERVIEWER: How do you publicize for these lectures and the people who speak for your 
organization? 
RESPONDENT: We send the booklets to various government departments… 
INTERVIEWER: So these come out after the lectures have taken place. Do you invite people to 
these lectures or do they just come? 
RESPONDENT: We put advertisements in the papers. We also send invites to relevant people. 
For example we had a lecture on the housing department so we sent invites to all housing 
companies. We sent invitations to all financial institutions, then chambers of commerce, then 
uh..we also advertise in the newspapers…forum has got about fifteen hundred members in 
Bombay so we send them…we write to all management institutes, we write to all colleges. 
INTERVIEWER: Sir you mentioned you are a small organization and you don‘t chase after the 
media. Can I know why? 
RESPONDENT: See, we have got financial constraints. Even though we have a corpus in the 
trust it‘s not a very big corpus, it just enables us to meet our expenses. So we don‘t…we have go 
this financial constraints and we cannot employ more people because of that. We just…we 
manage. Whatever is possible by the small staff membership. But at the same time, see we 
have…I was telling you about our credibility. You will not find any…another organization where 




INTERVIEWER: No sir. 
RESPONDENT: He was known as the finest jurist our country had produced. He was our 
president from 1968 to 2000. He was also the director of TATAs, when we started the forum he 
was the director of TATAs. He was chairman of TCS, he was chairman of ACC…(phone 
rings)..just one second 
(phone conversation) 
RESPONDENT: We are no educating the students, tomorrow we have a career guidance session 
for students. We have experts come to talk to them about what are the opportunities in different 
disciplines art, science, commerce, economics, financial and engineering. This we do on a regular 
basis and we don‘t charge anything. And we get support from our own members from business 
and industry and those who think we are doing good work send us money. We don‘t take money 
from the government, we don‘t take any money from abroad as a policy. Now going back to what 
I was saying earlier, when Mr. Palkiwala spoke we were having the meetings at the Manmohan 
Stadium. The attendance was in the region of about 100,000. And every year we had these 
meetings on the union budget. And it is also recorded in the Limca Book of World Records. And 
he started in 1957 with an audience of 600. You know the Taj Mahal Hotel, the tall one? In that 
place there was a small hotel and we had our meetings there. When he first spoke in 1957 
December he was only 37 at that time and the meeting attendance was about 600. Then it went on 
till about 1960 when the attendance increased from 600 to 1000. We shifted to a museum hall 
where the capacity was less than 1500 and our attendance was rising to more than 1500. Then 
from 1965 to 1982 we had our meetings at this huge lawn where the capacity was much higher. 
Then the attendance went up from a modest 35,000..i mean a modest 3000 in 1965 to an excess of 
20,000 in 1982. Then we shifted our meetings to the main stadium and with the meetings held on 
the ground all the stands used to be packed and crowded with an audience of 35,000 in 1983. He 
last spoke in 1994 and in 1992,93, 94 there was an excess of 100,000 in the audience. The 
newspapers covered these meetings as there is no parallel anywhere in the world of such large 
scale meetings. In fact Milton Freidman was so happy he sent a letter that it was mind-boggling.  
INTERVIEWER: So it has a lot of your coverage and publicity has to do with the credibility of 
your organization? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, absolutely. Important people have attested our meetings. And uh..you 
name any of the important industrialists in India they all have supported us at one time or another. 
For instance now Tatas have been our supporters from the beginning. In fact AD Shroff Trust was 
started on a suggestion made by Tata himself. And when we completed 50 years, the forums 50
th
 
year, Mr Ratan Tata was the chief guest. And uh…Narayan Moorti, Nandan Vivekani, etc all 
these people have appeared on our platform or written booklets for us. And uh…only last month 
Dr. Reddy attested a meeting where we were involved in the sense we partnered with a consumer 
NGO and we give an award to a consumer activist or to anyone who has contributed to the cause 
and at that time Dr. Reddy was the speaker. And we have published booklets by Dr. Amartya 
Sen, we have published booklets by C.D. Deshmukh, we have also published booklets by 
Professor Colin Clark and Peter Bower was here more than once he was here from London 
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School of Economics and various people..Margaret Thatcher‘s booklet also we have published 
and we have a small council of management of 30.  
INTERVIEWER: With these well known industrialists coming to your organization and 
supporting you, you must be getting media coverage automatically? 
RESPONDENT: I wouldn‘t say automatically but little yes. 
INTERVIEWER: But has the media been very keen on covering some of your events? 
RESPONDENT: Depends upon their interest. You see their focus right now has changed. They 
are more interested in some kind of sensational news…(fiddle with books) Here you see these are 
all the speakers we have had. Now when Mr. Palkiwala passed away the government of India 
released a stamp in his honor and even the Prime Minister of India came to our organization to 
pay his respects. 
INTERVIEWER: You have such big personalities supporting your organization and journalists 
don‘t approach to interview these personalities related to your organization? 
RESPONDENT: No they don‘t interview these people…see we are not after the press. Our job is 
to send them the invite. We do that. And if they want to come up…many times in fact in 1994 
Mr. Palkiwala delivered his last speech and decided not to speak on the subject anymore and the 
press came to know. They came and asked me and I said yes because of health reasons, his health 
was failing so that was the reason…and it became big news because in India, although the budget 
is presented to the parliament, his talk became more popular than the budget meeting. Many 
companies used to have their own meetings around the time when he spoke on the budget because 
all the directors wanted to attend from outside Bombay. Many people, many members of 
parliament have attended this meeting and uh..it was mind-boggling. You cannot have that type 
of meeting anymore. And not only in Bombay he used to roam around the country to Ahemdabad, 
Delhi, Calcutta, Chennai, Hyderbad, Bangalore, and other places to speak on the budget. And we 
can also take credit for being the first organization to arrange public meetings on the budget. 
Until 1956 the budget used to be presented by the finance minister in the parliament and it used to 
be discussed in some chamber of commerce meetings but no public meetings. But AD Shroff, our 
founder, was the first to arrange a public meeting to tell the people that there is an instrument 
called the National Budget that is presented to the parliament and which has got implications for 
every citizen of the country. Then it became a regular thing..even today we arrange meetings on 
the budget and while then we had only one now we have about 8-10 meetings. The credit goes to 
this man for popularizing the budget. 
INTERVIEWER: In terms of journalists they don‘t come and approach you all on their own? 
RESPONDENT: Sometimes they come and when they come, whatever information they want we 
give. We don‘t go to them and say you please publish this for us. We don‘t do that, as a policy we 
don‘t do that. 




RESPONDENT: No see, on the organization they will not cover. They might cover in passing but 
the activities…mainly when we have talks on economic topics we call public speakers and the 
media comes to cover them. See…(shows annual report)…in any given year we have these kind 
of activities…this as I told you..umm..uhh..this about uhh..we published a biography on Ahmad 
he was sitting here at this seat, he was the secretary of the forum and he became the pioneer 
consumer activist of our country. Even Readers Digest put him on the cover with a cover story in 
95. And uhh…Mr. Palkiwala, Ahmad Bhai, AD Shroff they were all great builders of this 
organization. They were all free enterprises. So we gave an award in his memory and this is the 
award function (shows annual report article). Then these are all the lectures we‘ve held. We had a 
memorial lecture for AD Shroff and public lectures by chief of Mumbai, the Super Cop as some 
know him as, Maya Daruwala, she is the human right champion…and these are all the other 
activities. This is all for the public. Here you all find the all-India essay competition where 4 
students won from Bombay and we invited them for a small ceremony. These are all activities 
that are held all over the country but not of that much interest to the media. Your focus is on the 
media right?  
INTERVIEWER: Yes, in particular. 
RESPONDENT: So the media find these small activities uninteresting and they are looking for 
bigger and more louder activities to cover that is more sensational for them. They are not really 
interested in covering these kinds of things. But if we have an important person giving a lecture, 
sometimes depending on the celebrity and the topic of lecture the media does come to cover.  
INTERVIEWER: You mentioned essay writing competition. How do you reach out to these 
youth? 
RESPONDENT: Uhh see that is not a problem because you know the institutions, the education 
institutions they know that we are doing this and have been doing this for a while and so we‘ve 
had our ties with them. So it is coordinated through them and then we get genuine feedback from 
all of them, their students and professors and all of that. So see then we have elocution 
competitions. We hold this competition in Bombay in the memory of Ahmad bhai and in other 
various places as well, in Andhra Pradesh, Ahemdabad, Gujarat, in the South, Karnataka…these 
are the places these competitions are held.  
INTERVIEWER: You are already a very well established organization, so does that affect how 
you deal with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Yes I mean we don‘t need to chase after the media, we are satisfied with what 
little coverage they give us from time to time and are more concerned about our work at hand as 
opposed to getting exposure. Coverage might be more important for new up and coming NGOs 
that are not as yet well established. Here (flipping through annual report) I told you we also hand 
the Palkiwala Memorial Trust and we have got a very eminent board of trustees with a renowned 
Chartered Accountant, Industrialist, Businessman, etc. Now in 1973 Palkiwala was an 
outstanding advocate and he looked up all fundamental issues on the country and citizens and 
especially the rights of citizens. In fact during the emergency…well you weren‘t born during the 
emergency…but if you ask any elderly person who was there would be able to tell you about how 
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this man fought the emergency..in fact when Indira Gandhi declared emergency he was her 
lawyer. On the day emergency was declared he retired saying he will no longer advise…but still 
that lady had such respect for him that when she came back as Prime Minister again she consulted 
him, she invited him to join her ministry as Law Minister. He refused because he was not a 
member of the parliament. And although she said she will write him a letter he said no I will 
not…he wanted to be independent. Even Nehru had asked him to be the judge of the Supreme 
Court but he refused saying he will lose his independence. But all the same he was an outstanding 
jurist and so in his memory we give out 8 medals in universities in the country to recognize 
toppers. So here is a publication that he wrote in 1973 which we thought we should re-print and 
disseminate again... 
INTERVIEWER: So a lot of your work makes sure you have publications as a record of the 
lectures and works? 
RESPONDENT: Yes each lecture is made into a booklet as I said and giving these out is part of 
our spreading the word. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all do anything on the web? Do you have a website? 
RESPONDENT: Uhh..yes we have a website. But see now we cannot put all the publications on 
the net as for some of them we don‘t have the copyright but where we have the copyrights we 
have decided to put it on the net. We are doing it from time to time. I mean for lectures delivered 
56 onwards, you know the technology was not there, so now we are doing it. The problem is at 
the moment we do not have enough people in our office to do it regularly. Somebody actually 
helped us set up the website free of cost, being an NGO we have to source out for these things 
and rely on support from members and our well wishers. We don‘t have the capacity or ability to 
do it on our own. There are many admirers who do these kinds of things. 
INTERVIEWER: So do you have paid staff mostly? Not volunteers as such? 
RESPONDENT: Uhh we have volunteers who come in from time to time. If we want I can get. 
We were arranging Palkiwalas meetings at the stadium, this 10 people staff is not enough. I 
required 150 people and more than 200 people showed up to help. They will take leave or come 
from outside and one full day they will spend at the stadium…and they were all coming there for 
years they came. Getting volunteers is not a problem. At the moment we are doing it all ourselves 
without volunteers. See now most of our activities are for the youth and as a policy we decided to 
have many of these programs in small towns and cities because in places like Bombay and other 
big places, the youth have got more opportunities, they‘ve got exposure. In small towns if you go 
they don‘t have an exposure…we go to all these small places where youngsters don‘t get the 
opportunity to meet people from outside. 
INTERVIEWER: Even there you all work through the education institutions? 
RESPONDENT: There what we do is, we conduct leadership training camps and we also conduct 
these elocution competitions. Leadership training camps, uhh, what we do is..have interactive 
sessions on how to set goals, how to plan goals, effective communication, communication with 
oneself, communication with family members, communication with 
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others…and…communication with stages. Then teamwork, how to work in a team, how to lead a 
team…then uhh..time management..then self-esteem…these are some of the subjects on which 
they don‘t give lectures, they interact…and it has become highly popular. In fact many people are 
asking us to arrange on their behalf. So we do arrange, wherever we are capable of it we do 
arrange. Elocution competitions also..any college in the country can hold a competition. We get 
the companies to sponsor, the college tells us on what they want to have the competition and we 
get the competition organized. 
INTERVIEWER: And do these activities get covered by the media? 
RESPONDENT: Yes I mean, particularly now, when I go to small places, the TV people, the 
local newspapers, they come and talk to me. They do that.  
INTERVIEWER: However, you said you don‘t chase after the media. Do you think if you would 
the media could give you a platform to do more or help in some way? 
RESPONDENT: I don‘t know, see, I don‘t believe in going after them. But our job is to invite 
them, make it known to them. Then we leave it to their judgment. And of course they‘ve also got 
various other things to do. If they think this is worth covering they will cover it. Even in Bombay 
also they will come and talk after a meeting, even last month when Dr. Reddy came to give his 
talk he was surrounded by these people for about an hour. So they do come. They ask various 
questions and sometimes they call in and ask questions. They do..i mean it does happen. But in 
the beginning when the forum started in 1956, it was thought that…people though that ours was 
an anti-government organization. It was not so, but at the same time the media started giving 
attention because the people involved in starting the forum, they were highly competent and 
highly credible people. So because of that there was a lot of attention on us. Because nobody 
talked about free enterprise in those days like nobody talks about nationalization and socialism 
now. Where Singapore is a socialist country they practice free enterprise a hundred percent. So 
yes fortunately we have been recognized, people are aware, particularly in the field of 
education… 
INTERVIEWER: There is a degree of self-recognition? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, I mean see in many places these activities are going on and I don‘t need to 
be there. They are taking place under our organization as the umbrella but we don‘t need to be 
there. It‘s the spreading of the ideals and values and culture of our organization. There are so 
many individuals and organizations who help us in making things happen in those places that we 
don‘t have to be in. They feel it is their duty to do something for the society through the forum. 
So they are doing this and probably if we have more money we can have more activities. But see 
we have remained small. 
INTERVIEWER: Who are your current sponsors? 
RESPONDENT: Several banks sponsor us, companies will sponsor. There are so many who 
sponsor our various activities especially because they‘ve heard of us, they support our cause. So it 
is really not a problem getting sponsors. Very eminent industrialists also sponsor us. But we keep 
a low profile, we don‘t go and ask for publicity and endorsements as such. We don‘t go around 
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announcing that we have done this and we have done that. People will come to know on their 
own. Particularly the students, the colleges, they are aware of our activities. And like I said we 
are now reaching out smaller places as they lack opportunities there but it‘s not like we‘ve 
stopped activities in Bombay, we do have activities here. But we also have activities in Goa, 
Bangalore, Chennai. See our cause is important, our main objective is public education and the 
focus now is on good governance. But you see India is a vast country. What we are doing is a 
very very small drop in the ocean. And if a number of NGOs can do this and replicate what we 
are doing it will go a long way. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you think then that media support would really help the forum and other 
NGOs in general? 
RESPONDENT: You see I don‘t know, I don‘t want to enter into any debate about why they are 
not doing it. They may be having their own reasons because you know I find that they give 
importance if there is a minister coming or a political person coming…now in our case you will 
hardly find any political person coming to our activities. The people we invite are not because 
they are politicians but because they have done something important in their own fields. My 
personal feeling is that media has not given importance the type of work that we are doing for 
their own reasons. But if a political leader or party does something along the same lines they flash 
everywhere. But let them do it, our activities are not affected by it. So we continue with our 
activities, let the people decide. We‘ve had the right kind of support and our people will continue 
to support us. But I don‘t want to blame the media, but it is their decision. My job is to send them 
the invite, the very first invitation will go to them. In fact I have written to them also a couple of 
times. I‘m sorry you have missed a very important lecture, I wish you had come to cover it for the 
benefit of your readers. Of course they don‘t reply but I put it on record. But I don‘t want too…I 
will not personally go and invite…I will not do it. Companies will do it, when they have 
something to do they will go and gift and do all that but that‘s a different matter, we are not 
competing with them. But there are good…uhh..media is aware of our activities, there is no doubt 
about it. See we are doing what the government and the media should be doing, public education, 
good educational work and people are aware of that. The Indian public make a mistake as they 
think everything will be done by the government, when actually we should take the lead in doing 
what we want. Not that we will go against the government but we should be supportive. And 
unfortunately people have got their own agenda you see, even the media and other NGOs. There 
are many NGOs that have been set up to meet personal goals. They are not very transparent and 
even political parties have got some NGOs with an agenda of doing something for the citizens. 
But that is for political gains. Even a political party is holding a career talk and I admire their 
good work but it should stop there, they should not be looking for benefits. Even the media now 
does just that, they look for benefits and have their own agenda, their own reasons for covering or 
not covering our cause. We are very fortunate that way, any activity we do we get immediate 
response. You were asking me a question on how you get people to participate, it‘s not difficult at 
all. In fact for every program if we want 30 students another 30 will be waiting. Here these are 
some of the clippings (showing clippings from activities) from the small places. They all come to 
ask me questions because this doesn‘t happen in these remote areas. We have become very 
popular. We don‘t even charge them for everything. Fortunately the people who sponsor have it 
in their heart to sponsor generously and really show their support and they come down to see how 
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it all happens and are then assured of our quality programs. Every single participant gives their 
feedback as well and it shows through the letters they write to us. It‘s just that we are under-
staffed. With another 3-4 people we can do wonders. But we can‘t afford it and not many want to 
come work in NGOs. The graduate who comes with the knowledge today he will look for other 
jobs with a lot of material benefits and we can‘t offer that. So we do have to deal with a lot…ok 
Mallika all the best, I have to leave now.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok sure, thank you so much sir. I really appreciate your time.    
Organization: Pratham 
Date of Interview: 7
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 1 hour 1 minute 9 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: Ya ma‘am so can you tell me a little bit about Pratham the organization? 
RESPONDENT:  Pratham is working with education for every child. We are working with 40 
million children right now. And working on every child doing well, learning well and no child 
working. So our mandate has been that and we‘ve been working with the government. It has been 
one of our…our position has been that education is a fundamental right..a political freedom and a 
fundamental right..and uh..its the responsibility of the government. So it‘s a primary 
responsibility of the government, the government should be giving education to the children, 
people like us the civil society partners are actually supplementing the efforts of the government, 
that is substituting or running parallel. So that has been our mandate and we started in Bombay as 
a non-profit organization and started with pre-school. And in Mumbai we had almost 1.5 lakh 
children out of school when we started 15 years back and now that number has now come down 
to 22,000 children. This is not only because of us, basically government efforts. But we were I 
think able to bring the entire education..uh..education issue at the forefront on the agenda. So that 
has been our basic core. Within this what we do is we work with the poorest of the poor, we work 
with the slums of Bombay and the other cities. And now we are working with of course the rural 
areas. Where all over India see there is a 62% literacy level and if you look at some of the 
backward states then the literacy rates fall much lower. Women‘s literacy is standing only at 42% 
and children who drop out and don‘t even make it to 4th standard is almost 38% and children who 
are in school and don‘t know how to read and write is at 35-36% these are children who are in 5th 
standard and can‘t read 2nd standard books. And many of the out of school children are 
working..are..child laborers so that is what we are working with. And our core mission is to make 
sure that every child gets education because education is a fundamental right. And we have to see 
not only that they got to school but that he is sustained in school and he learns well. And just now 
in Bombay and in India the thing is that the poorest of the poor are wanting education, the poorest 
of the poor want their children to get education so there is a huge aspiration that my child should 
learn. So there is a demand from the bottom..from uh..the people‘s side and so the supplies should 
be from the school and therefore we‘ve seen that we must optimize this aspiration and now that 
the children are in school the efforts should be in how they get sustained in school and having 
come to school regularly that if anything by the end of the month…uh they are able to learn then. 
That is at the core of what we are doing and doing this for the last 15 years we have been working 
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with almost all the states and it is about 36 cities if I am not mistaken. And you can get more 
information about us on our website pratham.org. So the coverage is huge and everywhere we are 
working with the government. Now what we actually do is we‘ve got the mandate to work with 
every child so basically we look at it as we have three wings. We started off with 3-6 age group, 
preschool, and I think you must be knowing and I‘m sure you‘ve read that children who have a 
preschool background…uhh..you know adjust better in school. When it comes to the poverty 
groups you know which is different from you and me, at that age children don‘t go to preschool 
they come straight to school, whether in the village or in the city. And basically what happens is 
that you are not able to then transact education in the way you want to transact with these 
children, they are not prepared for school. So there are a lot of economic deficits and personal 
deficits that the children have. And also access to schools is not the best even in the cities. You go 
to the suburbs or if you go to Goregao or the Mill Colony there are huge tribal blocks right in the 
city but access is very very deficit. 
INTERVIEWER: So how do you all go in and give them this access to education? 
RESPONDENT: Ya so what we have done is 3-6 is one group we are working with and also 6-14 
age groups both in school and out of school. And we‘ve just started work with a little older 
children that is 14 plus which is vocational training and what we call a skill upgradation. Now 
when I say all this how do we actually work. In every village, suppose in the rural area it‘s a 
village in the cities it‘s the slums. So we go to the slum, we take a baseline survey and 
community map, try and see how many children are in school and not in school, ok? Category-
wise as I just mentioned to you and start a preschool program. The preschool program is a little 
different because we believe that while a preschool program is important you can‘t have 
everywhere an  island of excellence so we make do with people volunteers and volunteers in the 
community so that the children get an experience of behavior techniques of education with 
pleasure. And we have a community teacher, joined from the community, who teaches. It‘s a very 
simple model. So we have about 30 children and one teacher. Per month the expenses are about 
75 rupees per child and we pay the teacher. We pay them some amount for the teaching and we 
give training to them. So basically at one point in 96-97 we were at 4000 preschools. We have a 
large..we have a great capacity to replicate and work on a mass scale. And one of the reasons we 
work on a mass scale is because we feel that we‘ve got independence for 50 years and we really 
can‘t concentrate too much on small goals but we need to do big things and we need to change 
the country. So that‘s why we want too..we…the entire thing is scaling up. So the preschool 
program everywhere in the cities and all is on this model and finances come both from the 
community and the corporate. Community because the children themselves pay for the service 
and the teacher gets paid through there and training and teaching aid is given by us. And 
sometimes it also happens that once the teaching is free and the community becomes interested in 
the program they say will run their own Baalvadi (schools) and the costing and fees gets covered 
and they become self-sufficient. That has been our…one of our..cores to be maintained because 
we don‘t want them to be dependent on us..so let a thousand flowers bloom as the people 
themselves can do it. On a similar line ICD which is the Indian Children‘s Development Scheme 
by the government of India with the same roots that works with the same group..they have a very 
large group…large coverage..So wherever they are there we‘ve stopped the Baalvadi because 
children get their preschool experience. Because we believe that as an NGO we can demonstrate, 
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we can replicate to a certain extent but ultimately the practice has to be converted into policy. So 
that is as far as our preschool program is concerned. Now we have a resource center in Bombay 
for national training and you must have heard of Ignu, Indira Gandhi..so they do the certification 
for us and we are affiliated with them. So we run a training program for the teachers so they get a 
certification and then they can get jobs with us or on their own. That is as far as the younger aged 
children, the older aged children who are in school, we go into the community…uh you might 
know that Bombay, most of the country in fact, the primary education is the mandate of the 
municipal corporation. So in this city for example there are 700,000 children going to 1249 
municipal schools with about maybe 19,000 teachers with an education officer who looks after 
the entire empire and works on education. And here in Mumbai the enrollment is very high but 
quality is still a problem. Several children don‘t do very well in maths and science and English. 
So what we have done is that we work in the slum community and run different programs and 
also working with the school along with the teachers to help the teachers because many of 
them…they need a little bit of a push, not because of anything else because these children come 
from various backgrounds and they don‘t have any support systems in place. A teacher does not 
only a teachers job but almost a custodian‘s job. So we help them with the overall development of 
a child. We also have remedial education for those who lag behind so we are working with them 
and our volunteers go to the schools and work with these children. Our results are good, I mean 
wherever we have worked we make sure that the children can read, and can read with 
comprehension. So we‘ve been doing this program, we‘ve been doing a program of excellence 
also which is the Government of Maharashtra program which is called Scholarship. It‘s a 




 standard. It‘s a public exam. The 
government then gives these children certification and money. So we train these children because 
we feel this should be popularized so that children from these schools can also compete.  
INTERVIEWER: So you all are running so many various mass scale programs, how many 
volunteers do you all have? How big is the organization? 
RESPONDENT: We have about 10,000 volunteers and our core staff is about 130, we have a 
trust which is called the Mumbai Education Trust headed by the former municipal commissioner. 
Basically we are doing lots of work but we are a thin organization in terms of hierarchy. We don‘t 
have too many assets and we don‘t have cars and all that. And all are offices are in public places 
so we don‘t many offices but in rural areas we have bought offices where the staff also stay so it‘s 
a multi-purpose kind of a place. And we have..uh…this is the staff we are talking about so they 
are paid..then for literacy work we also have, working through 30 districts in Maharashtra..we 
have some 30,000 volunteers..where in each village they do community work. Our CO is Dr. 
Madhav Chawan, I‘m a co-founder with Madhav. We have the core 130 staff who execute and 
manage the programs. 
INTERVIEWER: Considering the number of programs you all have and you do a lot of 
awareness building for education, how do you do your publicity for your programs? Do you have 
a media relations program in place as such? 
RESPONDENT: No we don‘t have media relations but we have a Donor Management Team. We 
also have chapters in Dubai, UK, US so they do fundraising for us. Ya so we get the funding from 
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abroad. Lots of non-resident Indians are very fascinated by Pratham. Every year they have a gala 
there. 
(phone call) 
INTERVIEWER: Ya, so I mean Pratham appears to be a really big organization, so recognition 
wise… 
RESPONDENT: Yes we have gotten a lot of foreign recognition I mean for example MIT has 
done a case study on us and it was used in the business school at Harvard…we have a lot of 
academic ties and journalists also approach us. Also the other thing with publicity the thing is that 
we have various committees, so that helps to break down the projects and get them well executed 
and build awareness. And for child labor, we‘ve been doing quite a lot of publicity 
there..uh..Mumbai we have about 30,000 children working in zari industry and all. So we were 
able to free them 2 years back with the help of the government and successfully have 
emancipated them. If you see the city now there are children who beg but considerably that 
number has reduced…and the children who are there are those with challenges, it is a big 
challenge for them. So that freeing of working children gave us a lot of publicity and media 
attention for the past 2-3 years. It‘s when a lot of people came to know about us.  
INTERVIEWER: So you don‘t have any communications department as such? 
RESPONDENT: We have one in Delhi, they are more of a review committee who review the 
projects and the people, they are in-charge of communications.  
INTERVIEWER: So what kind of things do they do in terms of communications? 
RESPONDENT: They disseminate our reports regularly through the media through the 
news…(person walks in, and out)..so the media, our trustees of our own foundation, then all these 
chapters and there are a lot of people from the States and umm…UK and students like yourself 
who are interested in Pratham or have queries so we encourage them. Because in a way they are 
the ambassadors of our work. So we encourage a lot of students. And also they get a lot of 
exposure with our organization and that‘s why I wanted you to come there at the other office but 
today many of the interns are not there. Many young people come and they are from Harvard and 
Boston and they come down for 2 months sometimes 6 months and we encourage them a lot. A 
lot of students like you come down and intern with us. So that‘s one way of publicity where these 
students hear about us and come work with us or talk to us and go back and build awareness for 
us. Another form of publicity is through the galas that I mentioned which they have every year 
and they have the dinners and all that. This is abroad in Uk and US and they have chapters in 
New York, Chicago, etc. and Vahida Rahman used to be our…(phone call 3min) 
INTERVIEWER: But you all work with the government as well so that way you all must be 
generating publicity too? 
RESPONDENT: Ya there is a certain sense of self-publicity there. And with the government 
what happens is that it‘s a love and hate relationship. Sometimes they hate you and sometimes 
they get involved when they love you. So there is an ambivalent relationship with the 
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government. But for the galas we‘ve been getting our own ambassadors as well. We had Vahida 
Rahman, Anupam Kher, Aamir Khan, Abhishek. So we‘ve had these people and they have been 
our goodwill ambassadors. And basically publicity is there but its not all about money. Right now 
we had a lot of publicity for IPL, the Mumbai Indians where they had sponsored us and 
organizations like Akanksha foundation where we were given 50-60 tickets for every cricket 
match to take children to watch. This is a huge thing for the children. So that also adds to it so 
you see there is a lot of indirect publicity. We don‘t have any publicity in terms of…we don‘t 
have any retail fund-raising publicity. 
INTERVIEWER: But you all must be getting some media coverage through all your programs? 
RESPONDENT: Yes and no. We are not such a event kind of an organization. A lot of our work 
is in the rural villages, with children so there‘s really no time. But in terms of big publicity…I 
don‘t have a copy, maybe you can go onto the website and you can see Aser which is the Annual 





. And the Prime Minister and the Chairman of the Planning Commission has been 
releasing this report. And it‘s a very innovative kind of a report and it‘s not done by us it‘s done 
by the people of India. So we survey 633 districts in India and use random sampling and ask a 
child from the household 3 questions, those in school and not in school. We have a testing tool of 
finding out whether they know how to read and write, whether their mother is literate or 
illiterate…And the survey is collected over 2 months in record time and compiled into a report to 




 of January. So that has been 
the biggest publicity. Then this report is sent to all the states by the Prime Minister and Planning 
Commissioner because it is a state report. So how is Kerela fairing in state literacy and how is 
Maharashtra…and within Kerela and Maharashtra there are villages and so every village every 
district knows where they stand..so what we do is we translate the report into the local state 
languages…some states accept the report and make use of it, some don‘t like it or don‘t agree. 
Dor example Kerela is a very literate state but they have not performed very well so they are up 
in arms. Bihar is very good so this is one big publicity drive for Pratham as well. See with an 
organization like ours that works on a mass scale, our work speaks for us and as long as we can 
execute our programs well, as long as the cause of education is being furthered we don‘t need 
publicity or PR like corporations to get ahead. We are not competing with anyone we are simply 
helping the government with the cause of education and bettering that in our country.  
INTERVIEWER: But does this report get a lot of media attention? 
RESPONDENT: Lots of media attention. That report is releases in January and all of February 
there are editorials in the newspapers like Times of India the Hindustan Times the Economic 
Times, a variety of papers. But that media attention is for this report in particular and the status of 
education in India. It is again indirectly linked to Pratham so it is indirect publicity and awareness 
building and image building, if you want to call it that. With NGOs this is what happens because 
the cause is greater than the organization. Also because we are government affiliated to a certain 
extent the media covers the report extensively and us not as much. But somehow the report has 
made a huge impact and like I said it gives a little publicity for Pratham as well. Also 
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internationally it gives some attention, even Pakistan has started something like Pratham and 
South Africa as well.  
INTERVIEWER: When you do get coverage do you all keep a record of it? 
RESPONDENT: Not really, some articles are kept as a record but not all. We are not so 
concerned with collecting these things where our name is mentioned. We are too preoccupied 
with our work at hand.  
INTERVIEWER: But your organization is really huge and there must be some awareness of your 
organization due to its sheer size. But has this been built over time or is it recently? 
RESPONDENT: See a lot of it is our credibility. Definitely most of it. Because we have been 
functioning for 15 years now effectively executing successful projects where communities 
become self-sufficient in generating education opportunities for children. Then along the way as 
we became more affiliated with the government we get attention through there as government 
trickles it down to the public using the media. So it‘s all our work on the ground, we‘ve always 
believed that you work on the ground and the results will show. We have been criticized as well 
as being too reliant on numbers or we don‘t do small things but yes our credibility I guess is our 
biggest asset. And the fact that we work on such a mass scale because doing small things our 
problems with education will never end so might as well do big things. The other thing is that we 
have a very good, very excited young volunteer group. Right from the community if you see the 
preschool teachers, or the teachers for the drop-outs. They are very powerful entities and the 
children call them ―didi‖ and ―foi‖ and that is one level of empowerment. On another level it is 
managing them. We also have several networks in place, networks of volunteers, of people 
interested from abroad, so academic networks and tapping into these groups of people that 
Pratham is related to or is collaborated with helps further establish that credibility making 
Pratham more and more visible in the public eye. And the people come from such various 
backgrounds; from banks, or having done their PhDs or housewives. So I think that contributes to 
a part of Prathams success as well because we are all there from different backgrounds using our 
skills to really make Pratham work. I mean I‘m a professor for social work, Madhav is a scientist 
and a professor. And because of our work we get funding like for example ICICI came to us and 
said we‘d like to carry all your expenses…so corporate side we have really been able to tackle as 
such. We‘ve gone to the government for money, since we‘d have direct access. What we haven‘t 
done is gone to any religious organization as we rather not get associated with religion and keep it 
all on the state level. So that way..but I would say our administrative expenses is very low which 
attracts a lot of donor attention. I don‘t think we exceed 8 or 9%. 
INTERVIEWER: Is that also why you all don‘t engage in media relations or public relations so 
much since you try to keep your expenditure so low? 
RESPONDENT: See anytime you want to do any of these communication activities money goes 
into and a lot of it. Many people have been telling us you know go to the PR agencies, or go to 
Moshe and put Pratham there but the amount of money that goes there it just..it would seem like a 
waste when our work can speak for itself. Also we like to keep assets to a low at our 
organization..but recently as I said with one of our programs where after 10
th
 standard students 
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fail or drop out and they need certain skills and knowledge in work ethics and there is a mismatch 
between what skills they need and what they are being taught..so basically we thought we should 
do something with the corporate, with the companies where we would ask them what do they 
want and what they look for and so we have tie ups like for example with Barclays banks where 
we have financial workshops based on what they look for so we train these students and Barclays 
will hire them. And not just with banks its with cookery, agro products, etc. So we have 4-5 
groups of specialty courses that are doing really well and act like trading programs where we train 
these students based on what industries need and then effectively merge them into the industry. 
So I think that has been very successful for Pratham. I mean we started off as a non-profit 
organization but we call ourselves a movement and all these courses of offering computer skills 
and English skills and industry specific skills its really for a profit-making organization. So they 
have become separate entities, while Pratham remains the umbrella organization. So another thing 
to keep in mind is that even though we are big a lot of our activities are decentralized so there 
isn‘t any one particular team that does the overall media relations or image building for Pratham, 
it is basically done indirectly through the various independent programs that run under us and the 
hand of the government above us. Yet we remain very transparent in all our activities from our 
budget and everything.  
INTERVIEWER: But you all haven‘t felt that maybe more mentions in the media would help 
with awareness building or would help the organization? 
RESPONDENT: Yes and no. It requires a lot of time you know and we don‘t have that much 
time. Several of us work with Pratham part-time as we pursue our own careers as well, so its 
difficult. And with media also you need to constantly be in touch with them or you lose out on 
that contact or connection. Once a media person also told me that the media needs ―sexy‖ news 
and education cannot be ―sexy‖. So definitely the focus of media has changed. But you know for 
child labor as an issue they do cover and even the new fundamental right of education act has 
come so we‘ve put forth some questions which they have taken into consideration. Because I 
mean our concern is education and so we will constantly engage in talks with government and 
ensure the right to education for children in India. So media does come to us for those kind of 
statements. And if we hold a small program or something like that we call the press and they 
come. 
INTERVIEWER: So you all regularly invite the press to your events? 
RESPONDENT: Ya ya whenever we have we do. 
INTERVIEWER: And do you all have certain contacts in place? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I mean we have someone who gets it done from our end, all the press invites 
and kits and all that for when it is needed. Then many journalists contact us as well. We recently 
won an award from CNN-IBN for leadership so the press interviewed us. So they keep asking us. 
And this is quite regular.  
INTERVIEWER: and how would you describe your relationship with the media?  
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RESPONDENT: We have a decent relationship I would say. Its give and take really. They come 
to us when they have their questions and need the stories and want a statement on a current 
education issue. And when we host certain important events or want to bring their attention to 
something then we invite them or alert them and hope the media does their job. Now with 
celebrities and Bollywood the problem is the media attention has shifted to all these things. Even 
when celebrities come to our events or galas the media comes running to cover their publicity 
stunt with an NGO and we get the small mention. We don‘t need all this it just comes by default. 
We just need the attention of the government which we have. 
INTERVIEWER: You don‘t think you can use the media to also liaise with the government? 
RESPONDENT: Ideally that‘s what the media would or should do, but it just doesn‘t work that 
way in this day and age and especially in India with all the corruption and bureaucracy issues.  
INTERVIEWER: Well ma‘am you have a background in social work and I just want your 
opinion on NGOs and the India media and if you see a relationship there and what you may think 
about the relationship? 
RESPONDENT: See the NGOs have to be a little more creative in what they do and they have to 
be very alert in terms of the issues and I guess that‘s one way to build credibility and have a good 
relationship with the media. You can have talk shows like headlines where you discuss certain 
issues and make use of that avenue. Having NGOs engage in question answers so that‘s 
something the media can do. Encourage more ways for NGOs to be able to voice themselves. But 
NGOs themselves also have to get their act together. NGOs are not very good at marketing and 
all that and they do a lot of work but they don‘t know how to put it out. So that I think is our own 
capacity building.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you think that the media can help NGOs? 
RESPONDENT: You know the media can help NGOs but I‘m not very sure if they want too. 
Because media also has a lot of competition you know politically…they are always after 
something sensational and the work that we do is not necessarily sensational and sometimes the 
kind of work we do we don‘t want the media attention you know like child prostitutes. So it all 
depends on how you want media aid and at which stage. For example during our child labor raids 
we didn‘t call the media, we don‘t need them there. On issues that we do need their help yes 
media can help and they just need to be more helpful. It also depends on who are the funders of 
the media house, what kind of news agenda they have, what their news culture is like. Its hard to 
tell. Media theoretically can help the social service sector. But theory and practice is different and 
there are so many different factors that can affect this relationship or which the relationship is 
dependent on. There are a lot of dynamics there so its difficult to understand. I also think a lot of 
print media have taken stands and have been very consistent. But you need an individual in the 
media a contact who you can liaise with and convert into your opinion. We have a few of these 
contacts but it depends on certain issues and how hot they are currently to see if they will actually 
be covered. I mean I can definitely say we are not the best we can really do much more.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you all plan to increase your efforts with the media? 
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RESPONDENT: See we don‘t want to get so much into publicity and the media that we lose sight 
of our cause itself. So we will continue as we have maybe take on more opportunities to interact 
with the media but no plans as such. I mean we use or interact with the media main for advocacy 
not for publicity. So that is the difference. Media relations being used by the social service sector 
becomes more advocative in any case I mean otherwise why would you be using the media, 
there‘s no need to build the NGO name like a company brand? And small NGOs may find it 
difficult to advocate but what has started to happen is in Mumbai or even in Delhi small NGOs of 
similar causes have come together on one platform and have created issue-based networks; 
displaced persons or environmental group. So these networks then work for the cause together 
and build awareness and do their media relations and publicity together. Also for NGOs it 
depends on the organization and the issue at hand, where they get their funds, how much fund 
they have, how much they‘d be willing to give to publicity as opposed to the cause. These are all 
tough calls. So it depends on the types of NGO. Actually we at Pratham do small scale 
communications. We work in slums and things like that and have made child labor booklets and 
some reading books, so its more on the local level. We distribute it freely. We also have books on 
various acts and education rights which we circulate among police stations and certain media.  
INTERVIEWER: Do the media cover these booklets? 
RESPONDENT: No we don‘t get coverage from it we just distribute for information purposes.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok well that‘s all I need for now. If I have any further questions may I contact 
you again? 
RESPONDENT: Yes sure, thanks. 
Organization: WomenWeave 
Date of Interview: 8
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 47 minutes 18 seconds 
RESPONDENT: Are you doing this on your own? 
INTERVIEWER: Ya as part of a research for my masters. 
RESPONDENT: Oh ok.  
INTERVIEWER: Here you can read through the information. 
RESPONDENT: This is what your assignment is? 
INTERVIEWER: Ya 
RESPONDENT: Do you want to start then? 
INTERVIEWER: Sure. Maybe you can start by telling me about your organization? 
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RESPONDENT: We focus on providing income for rural women through handloom weaving. So 
we basically aim to generate income for women who otherwise wouldn‘t be able to as well as 
revive India‘s ancient craft. 
INTERVIEWER: And what is your position at the organization? 
RESPONDENT: I handle the marketing. I contact the stores to place orders and market the fabric 
that is made. I organize exhibitions to display the work by these women and to in a way get our 
name also out there. Also various media activities are handled by me like going for trade fairs or 
getting us onto databases and directories and things like that. See unlike other NGOs we are 
focused on sustaining these women which requires all these commercial aspects of retail. So the 
way we work is more hands-on. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but in particular when dealing with the media, could you elaborate on what 
kind of things you do? 
RESPONDENT: See we have not dealt directly with them as in I haven‘t given out a press 
release or a media kit as yet. Umm..but if people do enquire then we send out pictures and we 
have a small write up that we send out as well. But so far its always been an enquiry which has 
come in that you know for example there was this magazine called Hand Dye which is a craft 
based magazine in the US and so they sent us requirements about what they wanted and we sent 
them information and they wanted to interview our founders and get more information about our 
products and all that. 
INTERVIEWER: So this is a US based magazine? 
RESPONDENT: Ya and recently we had one of our actually its always been very connected to 
our buyers. One of our buyers is doing a documentary for Forbes History and so he came down to 
our production center and took photos and got more information and all of that and filmed parts 
of it as part of the documentary.  
INTERVIEWER: That‘s interesting so most of the time the requests come from outside.  
RESPONDENT: Yes. 
INTERVIEWER: And what kind of information do they request for? 
RESPONDENT: Usually the kind of work we do and the technicality of handloom weaving as 
there are many varieties and many dimensions to it. So the women we are engaged with and at 
what level we are engaging at and what is the kind of project we are doing. And what is our 
design philosophy. So..and also our founder Mrs Dholkar is umm she‘s been in the industry now 
for around 20 years. So she‘s always an expert so if they need an expert opinion on the sector 
then they contact her.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok well how do you all directly deal with the women? How do you all get in 
touch with them, maybe maintain contact and communication with them? 
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RESPONDENT: With the rural women? Well in 2002 when we set up we started in Maheshwar 
in a village called Maheshwar so we were working with traditional weavers who wer ein the 
region and in 2006 when we started our first training program we actually broadcasted it through 
the village networks, the local merchants, local weavers the village heads that we were interested 
in starting this program. So all the women who were interested applied  and they were 
interviewed by a council of local seniors to see who were the most need..most in need of the 
training and who were likely to benefit from it and that‘s how we had funding for limited number 
of people so then that was how it worked. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok so what about your funders? Can you elaborate on who they are if you have 
many? 
RESPONDENT: It‘s a mix of funders. Sometimes individuals, not as many corporate but mainly 
charitable trusts. Not a lot I guess, occasionally we get funding from outside, we are a really small 
NGO. But before I joined they used to do inaugural events where they would invite people but 
ever since I‘ve joined our focus has been more on training and the back-end processes. 
INTERVIEWER: Any reason for this shift in focus? 
RESPONDENT: Not really. I mean right now in handloom sector Womens Weave is fairly well 
known we don‘t really need to say much. I guess you can say we have been somewhat well 
established in the industry. Also from the funding point of view its more about your proposal and 
you know the knitty gritty of how well you work out your proposal rather than how well you are 
known. We are looking at you know what kind of impact you want to make. And also in terms of 
touchwood we‘ve got now a fairly well established buyer network so whenever we do new 
samples and things we just need to tap into this network and call our buyers and take it from 
there. 
INTERVIEWER: So do you have any events or programs as well or is it mainly this generating 
income and selling and marketing the products? 
RESPONDENT: We are planning for next February an exhibition in Delhi at a fairly sort of up-
market handloom store. That is going to take a lot of our time because we are working with the 
dye sector in all of India so at least our focus has always been on lets get our product right and 
events yes as and when we can manage them but it takes a lot of headspace to actually do an 
event and we are very small. That‘s why are focus has mostly been on engaging on a one-to-one 
basis with the women in Maheshwar and our buyers as that is our direct service of being the 
middleman. So we do as much as we can and interact with our buyers online.  
INTERVIEWER: You keep emphasizing that you are a very small organization. Exactly how 
many people are in it? 
RESPONDENT: Well its just the two of us here and another two in Maheshwar. And that‘s the 
management team and under them there are 3 production managers and we have 5 women 
working under us. These are the ones who do the weaving and spinning. And that is our in-house 
production and at the center that we work with we find partners to handle the production.  
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INTERVIEWER: Ok but as you mentioned you are planning to have an exhibition soon. How 
would you go about publicizing it? 
RESPONDENT: Umm it would be through newspaper advertisements and mainly through 
invitations to people who have bought from us in the past. Either online or through actual cards.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you all do a lot of work online? 
RESPONDENT: Ya. Mainly we do a presentation or an invite like an e-invite.  And we are also 
looking as in we are planning for the next 2-3 months to increase the updates online and increase 
the kind of activities we have on Facebook and we have a blog. We are planning to re-do that, 
right now its at a very basic stage it just gives very basic information and has a link to the 
website. We‘d want to do more there like even when we have exhibitions and things we could put 
up the invite there but make it more interactive and technically better. Right now its just whatever 
we can do in Photoshop and all that. 
INTERVIEWER: Right, and for these events do you all send out invites to the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: No. Not as yet. But generally in the exhibitions that we participate in are 
organized by a much larger NGO or trust so they always send out invitations to the media on our 
behalf. 
INTERVIEWER: But any reason as to why you all don‘t engage with the media directly? 
RESPONDENT: No I mean as I said our production and our product has to be perfect for us to 
present it to the public and a lot of these projects are very new projects that we‘ve started. Even 
though we started training in 2006 the product itself was only developed last year. Before that 
they were still in training. Its not like we‘ll put them in training and they‘ll develop a world-class 
product immediately. So I think that‘s why we‘ve still been very conscious of our product and in 
handloom what happens is that you have a lot of sub-standard products which hope to sell just 
because they are handloom and by women from rural areas.  So we‘ve never wanted to do that 
we‘ve always wanted to have a product which sells on its own. The story behind it is great but it 
should be a product that is marketable by itself. And we have buyers that we work with are at this 
present moment with us for our production capacity so we‘ve never felt the need to explore 
further. We have a few select buyers and we do a small production line and that‘s working well.  
INTERVIEWER: But would you want to continue at this rate or would you consider expanding if 
you had more funds and things like that? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I mean more that funds we need more manpower definitely, that is one big 
constraint. And I don‘t think we‘ll ever be you know sort of like a Fab India. Actually if you go to 
see even Fab India only started advertising in the last 3 years. Prior to that they never felt the need 
either. But in terms of volume I don‘t think we‘d ever be up to that level either. Our focus has 
always been on high quality high design product and therefore it is automatically a smaller 
section of the market.  
INTERVIEWER:  What about any publications as such? Do you all have any? 
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RESPONDENT: No but we are planning to start a newsletter for the ladies of our organization in 
Hindi a one page A4 size. Jus the things that are happening and the pictures. Basically for the 
village themselves to educate them on what we are doing and how we are doing it.  
INTERVIEWER: What about within these villages? Do you all interact with the media there? 
RESPONDENT: See in the village we usually go through the networks so at the most we put up 
posters and distribute our pamphlets at some of the guest houses and things there. And our project 
officer did a very sweet thing it‘s a village by the river so he had little boards with our name and 
logo put up on the board. But after three weeks the boards were being used for other things but it 
was a sweet attempt to get us out there. And those things we will continue to do its all part of the 
overall program. Actually any..Maheshwar is also a sort of touristy areas with visitors who come 
for pilgrimages etc so any tourist who comes to Maheshwar will see women weave somewhere 
along the way. Either at the shops, the local hotels, the boats or our hotel.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok. Can you elaborate more now about your online activities? 
RESPONDENT: Online well as I said we have a website and we have a catalogue of products 
which we send to our buyer. Very simple stuff like a pdf file with high resolution photos. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all do any awareness building then? 
RESPONDENT: For our products? 
INTERVIEWER: No your overall cause? 
RESPONDENT: Mmm well HSBC ran for the marathon on behalf of us last year which I think 
would be awareness building.  
INTERVIEWER: So do you all participate in activities of other NGOs? 
RESPONDENT: Ya like Concern India, or there is something called the Paramparik Karigar, and 
in Delhi there is something called Dastakar. So these are all big NGO craft centers where we do 
participate every year.  
INTERVIEWER: So through all this participation and your work do you all get any media 
coverage? 
RESPONDENT: See like I said these bigger partners do their media relations bit so by default we 
get covered as well. We don‘t have the capacity ourselves to engage with the media, I mean its 
time consuming and being low on staff and lacking time we rather focus on the handloom product 
and getting it right for the women who are working so hard. So when we do get coverage in 
passing we appreciate it but we don‘t record it as such we don‘t keep a log of it. Its not necessary 
for us. Even through our buyers you can say we get a little publicity here and there because they 
put us up on their catalogue and stuff. And basically the art sector the handloom sector is very 
well connected. There are several international organizations like Aid to Artisans who try to make 
handloom weaving into a global community so somewhere somebody hears about us through 
something or the other. And so we don‘t need to use the media as such to get through to them. We 
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have to use the networks, our databases, our contacts as opposed to media avenues. I mean the 
media is mainly for the masses and the people who need to know about us know, so there‘s 
nothing more we need to do really.   
INTERVIEWER: What about from your board of directors? There is no emphasis from them that 
you should publicize more, build more awareness or use the media more? 
RESPONDENT: Well in their individual capacities they do all this. But for example one of our 
senior board members is a graphic designer so she has designed our logo. So ya in that sense we 
are aware of branding, we have our logo and we have more or less a set look that we try and 
maintain through all our communication which is very subtle and neutral. So they ya in their 
capacity..another board member is a British textile designer. She on and off sends things out to 
London to buyers there. So but its more of marketing than media as such our focus is on 
marketing through direct contacts to buyers rather than through the media.   
 INTERVIEWER: And what kind of networks are you all a part of? 
RESPONDENT: Like for example AICA is a Delhi organization so they bring out an eco 
catalogue every year so we are on that. Then there is something called Sustainable Fashion in 
London so we are on that as well. So this way we are in the right buyers circles. And even our 
buyers sometimes if they are displaying a collection they will mention us and so it works out that 
way also. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok. And would you be able to estimate how many media mentions you may be 
getting on a regular basis or whenever? 
RESPONDENT: I guess this year we‘ve had about 3 maybe every quarter. Nothing too big just a 
mentioning in the passing.   
INTERVIEWER: And mostly you all get mentioned through your buyers? 
RESPONDENT: Definitely I mean another example is some fashion designer used our stole for 
something and we got mentioned on Style.com through that connection. We‘ve always had very 
large hearted buyers who don‘t mind saying that they have taken the fabric from us. 
INTERVIEWER: Right. But do you think media relations would help you in any way? 
RESPONDENT: It definitely won‘t harm us but you know also we are two small to handle the 
kind of interest that the media brings in. So it will be biting more than we can chew because we‘ll 
go in but won‘t be able to support it. I mean at the end of the day even for funding or selling our 
products if we don‘t give the results there‘s no point. And from the point of view of media 
relations giving us more credibility and things I think touchwood we have gotten our credibility 
well established so that‘s not a problem.  
INTERVIEWER: Would media relations help in bringing in more funding? 
RESPONDENT: Well we already get enough for our capacity and we know where to go to look 
for more funding and propose what we need it for. So its not really an issue. With more funders 
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what happens is that there are more voices we have to listen to and more demands to be met from 
above. We want to continue being small and manageable as it is we don‘t have enough people. So 
media attention can bring in more funding but we are just not willing to handle so much at the 
moment when we have our own program to perfect. You have to be able to deliver some result, 
you know, if you just keep getting donations and its piling up and you‘re not using it then there‘s 
no point for it. At the moment we do have funding and we would rather approach a trust directly 
whom we know and make a presentation to them directly. 
INTERVIEWER: Any other events that you all organize? 
RESPONDENT: Well being a women‘s organization we do have activities on Women‘s Day 
every year. Its just a small thing in Maheshwar for the women where there‘s a small song dance 
session and speeches and we have someone coming in to give them a talk on health or hygiene or 
microfinance and things like that. So..the events we do we actually do quite a lot in Maheshwar 
itself. Concerns of the community we do have at that level. In Mumbai to have a high-flying 
media event, we don‘t do that. 
INTERVIEWER: So you would say your main public are the women? 
RESPONDENT: In terms of who we directly benefit yes it‘s the women. But in terms of our 
buyers or the general public Mumbai would be the place to direct the activities and Delhi and 
abroad. Also I wanted to add that these events initially require a lot of funding which we don‘t 
have like a sit-down dinner or movie screening or something like that, we don‘t have that kind of 
funding at the moment.  
INTERVIEWER: So you wouldn‘t plan to increase media use either? 
RESPONDENT: See for the general public awareness we can but for our beneficiaries we just 
don‘t need too. I mean they don‘t even have access to these media outlets anyways so there really 
is no point. I mean unless we place something in their prime time TV serial that they watch every 
day, you know a Times of India article is never going to reach them anyways. So ya but of course 
if we had the ways and means to do it we would definitely love to deal with the media in the 
metros or internationally. See like I said earlier for most NGOs there‘s no concept of sale and 
customers like we have. And we hope in the next 3 years to be completely funded through our 
sales. So we want to reduce our dependency on funds from outside. So our focus is different and I 
guess it depends on what the NGO is focusing on and what their objective is and accordingly 
their relationship with the media would be evident.  
INTERVIEWER: Right. And do you all plan to increase the number of women working under 
you? 
RESPONDENT: Ya definitely we have training going on at the moment and in 3 months we will 
showcase the work and I mean we are trying to make each project independent in itself also. 
Luckily with Mrs Dholkars name and with the well established name of Women‘s Weave funding 
for these projects is not an issue and in the buyers circles we are known well enough. So its all on 
the right track to where we want to go.  
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Organization: World Wide Fund (WWF) 
Date of Interview: 9
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 58 minutes 4 seconds 
RESPONDENT: You are a media student? 
INTERVIEWER: Ya. 
INTERVIEWER: Maybe if you can start by telling me what is your role in particular at WWF? 
RESPONDENT: I work as both education officer and administrative director. So as education 
officer I am supposed to conduct education programs that concern the environment. We go to 
schools colleges and also reach out to the common man because we‘ve got subscribers who are 
associated with us so we have activities for the subscriber who is basically a layman who is 
interested in environment and we also have certain activities wherein we try to create interest 
among people and get them associated with WWF. So as far as environment education is 
concerned. Other than that I am also supposed to so administrative activities in the office. We 
have some programs where the organization is liaising with the government or corporate 
organizations. 
INTERVIEWER: Through all this do you all have a particular communications plan, committee 
or ways in which you publicize? 
RESPONDENT: It varies from program to program. Like if it‘s a school activity..umm..schools 
get in touch with us at the beginning of the academic year. So our communications goes out at the 
beginning that is somewhere middle of June to July we send out our communication. We also 
give out in the paper that we are having these programs for schools and colleges so the media 
comes in over there. But we have specific environment days and other activities where we come 
in to contact with print media and television media. So we had the World Environment Day on 
the 5
th
 of June where both the print and the television media came into the picture. Our event, we 
had a beach cleanup drive at Dadar beach where Doordarshan covered our activity over there. 
And that was on the news the entire day.  
INTERVIEWER: Did you all invite the press to this event? 
RESPONDENT: What we do is we have a press list so we make a press invite and we send it 
across to all the press. And the write up had also come up in 3 to 4 dailies Hindustan Times, 
Times of India, Mumbai Mirror, Indian Express and Mid-day. As well as in Marathi newspapers 
like Loksatta and Maharashtra Times. So we just send an invite, there‘s no forced effort that we 
do. And because it is an environment activity they do give it up, give publicity basically. We also 
have exhibitions you know like on 22
nd
 March it was the international year of biological diversity. 
So here in our office itself we had 120 photographs displayed. We changed the whole, we 
changed the entire structure of the office and we had 120 pictures displayed. The post-event 
publicity has come in today‘s Free Press Journal also. So that write up has come and is how we 
create awareness and all that.  
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INTERVIEWER: But do you all have certain contacts in place in terms of journalists you all go 
back to and keep more in touch with? 
RESPONDENT: Ya because of the activities we conduct. We have regular contact with some of 
the press people. So sometimes they need certain stories or they have a problem regarding the 
environment issues and all that so to get clarifications they do call us up. We do have contact with 
couple of press people also.  
INTERVIEWER: Is the reason you get so much attention from the media also because 
environment is a hot issue currently? 
RESPONDENT: Environment is never a hot issue. You know if environment were a hot issue we 
wouldn‘t be facing the problems that we are facing now. So environment is usually you know 
something that is a backstreet thing and it only surface when people like to have a glamorous 
thing associated with it otherwise it‘s a really sidey thing. You know in India environment and 
education are of the lowest priority. Environment is…education is slightly better because now 
people feel that people should be literate and then it can be given some attention but environment 
somehow is just on paper. Otherwise we wouldn‘t have so much of destruction, unsustainable 
development, unplanned development all affecting the environment.  
INTERVIEWER: So do you invite celebrities to your events? 
RESPONDENT: We do not go to invite celebrities. No we do not focus on that because then it so 
happens that it become a page 3 event. And its just about how the celebrity came to the event and 
the focus is on the celebrity and not the cause of the environment. You know we are working on a 
larger cause than the celebrity and celebrities get associated only just because they can get added 
publicity and all. But the main thing is the environment message that needs to go out to the 
masses, the children, the future generation or even the current generation and the older generation 
who have created a lot of destruction. Though we say children are the future generation they 
should be educated they can‘t do much, they are still very small to do anything at all. Students or 
school going students that is. But those people who are already working they need to be educated. 
If we are not able to educate these people who are working and are in position of power, they will 
just spoil our resources spoil the earth and destroy everything and what do you expect the future 
generation to have as leftovers?  
INTERVIEWER: I see but NGOs that I have spoken to thus far have mentioned how they are 
only able to get media attention through these celebrities. For WWF is it also because it is an 
internationally recognized NGO? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we are an internationally recognized organization but we also face 
problems with the media. Like I‘v been working here for the past 6 years. Thing is there are some 
events which you feel are very good and should reach out to the masses but the press or the media 
does not come because we don‘t have any celebrities. Like for example the earth hour event. It‘s 
an international thing and its held on the fourth Saturday of every year of March. In Bombay we 
don‘t have any celebrities. For the past two years we‘ve had the event and we‘ve not had 
celebrities. But the press has come. For the simple reason that this is an international event one 
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and the second thing is I have been telling them that this is a people‘s movement and the common 
man is the celebrity. Why do you need the celebrity to be there over there to dilute the cause? 
You know so that is how we have been focusing all our events and those who get convinced they 
do come. So that‘s how we have maintained our relationship with people who have understood 
this concept that if they are working or want to cover the environment or the cause that they need 
to focus on the cause rather than the celebrity. 
INTERVIEWER: So you all really try to convince the journalists one on one? 
RESPONDENT: Ya wherever we can. See when we call up or email regarding even invites this is 
how we persuade them to come. And after convincing there are journalists who have stuck on 
with us. While there are a few who say there is no picture value or story value to that we are ok 
with them if they don‘t come.  
INTERVIEWER: So then how do you see your organization‘s relationship with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Its good enough. I don‘t think it‘s bad as such because every month we send 
them some write ups so if they feel that they should give some coverage they do give it a 
coverage. 
INTERVIEWER: So you all send them press releases? 
RESPONDENT: We send them press releases, we call them for the events. Some of them do 
come and take pictures and they take interviews and all. So it‘s the common man‘s perception 
that goes over there rather than a celebrity‘s or something like that. There are things like, 
nationally WWF has organized events where celebrities come but that also does not serve much 
of a purpose. We had John Abraham come in, we had Vivek Oberoi come in, but that‘s about it 
you know not much. We even had Abhishek Bacchan as a brand ambassador for the Earth Hour 
this year but he was not present for the event anywhere so it was totally a people‘s movement. 
The common man present over there were the main celebrities and that‘s how the show went on. 
Whether it was that or the biological diversity day which has come before the exhibition as well 
as after the exhibition. This got covered on Doordarshan, on IBN Lokmatt. So its not just the 
national channel that focuses its also the other television channels who give you coverage and all 
that. 
INTERVIEWER: But when you have events with celebrities is your media coverage a lot more 
than usual? 
RESPONDENT: No it‘s the same. You do get certain people who would not come to your other 
events. But the day after in terms of the coverage it is the same as it would be without them. Then 
you see that in the papers, whatever coverage is there in the papers, it‘s the same whether the 
celebrity is there or not. So it just does not make the difference, we rather push the cause itself. 
You see the cause is the celebrity, the common man at the places are the celebrities. True 
celebrities have their value and all that but if they do not feel for a cause or feel for the thing we 
are working on then what‘s the point of getting them and not emphasizing on what you are doing.  
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INTERVIEWER: In the office how many people are involved in contacting the press and 
interacting with the media? 
RESPONDENT: In the Bombay office we are just 4 people. So all of us work with the press 
when needed. See we do not just sit behind the press and the media, we do a lot of things. The 
only thing that we do is we send 3-4 emails. It is just those emails we don‘t sit and call up 
anyone. So you know if they need any explanation or anything they call us up and one of us 
attends to it. So that‘s the way we go about the whole thing. 
INTERVIEWER: But what about when sending out press invites for events? Do you all all do 
that or is there one person? 
RESPONDENT: We have volunteers. So the volunteers do come in and help us in doing that. 
Like even now we have got a media intern from the Symbiosis School of Media Studies so today 
he‘s gone out. But he‘s been handling the World Environment Day program, the International 
Biological Diversity day. Plus he has been handling the media aspect. There has been no celebrity 
but he has understood that the environment is the cause and that needs to be focused and 
emphasized on and he‘s done a good job basically. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all get interns regularly? 
RESPONDENT: Ya like right now I‘ve got 3 interns working on 3 different aspects. Like the 
media intern is studying up media relations and all that and two other interns who are studying up 
on the National Park. So we do get interns but we do not take many, not more than 3 in a year 
because then they have to do their report writing and all and we‘ve got other issues to handle and 
activities to do so it‘s not possible for us to have many interns and do justice to them. If we have 
few interns we can do good justice.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok. With all this that you are doing are you all satisfied with the amount of 
media coverage that you get or would you want to push for more? 
RESPONDENT: No. You see across the country we are not pushing for media coverage or 
anything. Whatever we get is good enough. The thing is we are more focused on what we are 
doing on the field. You know if the results are there then the media will get to know about it and 
they will definitely put it across and if they don‘t give it then we are still ok with that because our 
main aim is to reach out to the people to conserve forest and ecosystems and all. And we‘ve been 
doing that. If we had the press and all the jingbang coming with us every time the thing is we‘d 
hardly end up doing anything. The main work would just remain over there and we would have 
people just standing for photographs and all that. So it‘s just a jamboree which we try to avoid. So 
there are our project sites and all that where we do not take press at all. Because otherwise what 
happens is that the actual work is totally overshadowed. 
INTERVIEWER: But you don‘t think you can use the media to build more awareness for WWF? 
RESPONDENT: You know there are certain places where there are some projects that are going 
on, it is better left the way it is without the media giving any coverage because if the media gives 
any coverage at all they will spoil the place totally.  
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INTERVIEWER: Can you give me an example of this? 
RESPONDENT: Like see there are certain tribal regions and all that which are not affected by 
modernization and all and if modernization and television and all goes over there, their routine 
lifestyle and livelihoods and all that gets totally disturbed. You know so you can have 
development for them and sustainable livelihoods and all for them but you need not focus on how 
WWF is doing so and so things for the tribal regions or livelihoods of those people. We can do it 
and upgrade them and still help them conserve and protect the forest without getting influence by 
the outside world. So it depends on the program. If it is a camp and all we don‘t mind like if it is 
an awareness camp or if it‘s a fund raising activity then we don‘t mind you know. Like the media 
comes on its own then good enough. There we can surely show some pictures that we have taken 
and if it suffices its good.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok. And do you all create any publications? 
RESPONDENT: We do come out with publications like we have our bulletins that come out. We 
have local newspapers also like we have a total of 60 offices across India. Divisional, project, 
state offices and all that. So we come out with local bulletins and newsletters which are circulated 
to subscribers, members, school and college students.  
INTERVIEWER: When you say subscribers what do you mean? 
RESPONDENT: Umm there is nothing like a membership for WWF. So when you come and join 
us we give you a subscription right like we give you an association or like you are a partner with 
WWF supporting the cause of the environment. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok, about the bulletins do you all circulate it through the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: We have certain complimentary issues that we do send to the media. So one 
does go to the media heads and all that. 
INTERVIEWER: How often do you all get media coverage? 
RESPONDENT: Across India every month we get at least uhh every month there is a coverage I 
would say around 20 articles we do get in a month.  
INTERVIEWER: And this is without you all having to push or anything? 
RESPONDENT: Ya, ya. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all have an active website? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we have got a website which is very frequently updated and people do 
access that so there‘s no problem with that. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all have particular information on the website for the media to access? 
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RESPONDENT: Ya. Its free for everyone to access so there‘s no problem because there is lots of 
information on our website as to what activities are going on and what we are planning or have 
done.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok and can I ask for your opinion regarding the media. Do you think the 
media‘s focus has shifted? 
RESPONDENT: You know I don‘t think so. I think somehow we NGOs have only created that 
thing that you have a celebrity the media will come. What about the good old days when there 
were no celebrities and the cause would sell? Why can‘t that happen now? You know media is 
not that dumb that they cannot understand a cause because there are educated people there 
working in the media. So in the picture why do you need a celebrity? See it depends also because 
the media has a set of priorities and all that so if your activities are good enough and are serving a 
particular cause then definitely. If you‘re activity is just a onetime thing and you are going to 
forget about it why will the media give you any attention? It is then that you need some celebrity 
to just highlight that cause. To give some backing to that celebrity that he is supporting that cause 
and that cause is never heard again so you know that‘s the thing that they would be right that to 
get into the papers they need a celebrity when you have a cause that is just one day old.  
INTERVIEWER: But do you think there are any restrictions as to what your organization has or 
what NGOs may have in general as to how much media relations they can engage in? 
RESPONDENT: We do not have any particular strategy or anything like that. We would just 
rather focus on our activities our work and the media comes in whenever. The media doesn‘t 
come in because we are offering them anything. They are being paid by their organization and it 
is their job to cover and if we do not work what are they going to cover? So it is better that we 
work you know on the field and they get some material to cover our events.  
INTERVIEWER: But do you believe that the media can help NGOS? 
RESPONDENT: The media can help if you know they understand the cause and they write about 
it in a proper way like positive negative aspects are there and highlight both because that will help 
us also improve on our activities and help people to understand and support more causes. So 
media is helpful it‘s not that it won‘t be helpful but in WWF we don‘t just come you know behind 
media for activities we believe that the cause is bigger than anything else. 
INTERVIEWER: Also being an international organization is WWF India independent or are their 
decisions that come from above? 
RESPONDENT: India is totally independent. All national organizations…this is an international 
organization but all the national offices are independent and they can take their own decisions. 
The international body is an umbrella body. So we have got a set of rules and regulations which 
every country follows. All the rules and regulation are circulated to the various offices in India. 
We in Maharashtra state office are independent to take our own decision but then we should fit 
into whatever protocol is there and whatever decisions or strategy is there internationally so we 
do not overstep that. 
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INTERVIEWER: but being an international body does WWF India get any coverage outside 
India as well? 
RESPONDENT: At times ya our activities do come our Indian activities are highlighted outside. 
There are some international press people also so they do cover it up. It‘s through that PTI UNI, 
newswires that such activities are covered so that is not a problem at all. So media basically is 
highly efficient it can spread the word very nicely. So it only depends on you know what is being 
spread. 
INTERVIEWER: But what about funding and things like that for WWF? 
RESPONDENT: We do not use the media because I don‘t think it would be possible for the 
media to help us in fundraising or anything. There have been events like there‘s this 
advertisement that has been running about the tigers to save the tigers. Airtel had done that and 
they were going to give some amount of proceeds from there to WWF for the tiger conservation 
in India. So in that place we did use the media and it has done good because we got not only 
funding but we got large numbers of volunteers across the country. More than the funding it is the 
volunteer base that we have managed to develop. So the cause got highlighted well. So more than 
the fundraising it is the actual physical support that has come in in large numbers. 
INTERVIEWER: But who are your main funders? 
RESPONDENT: We try funding through corporate bodies, through the government also, it 
depends on the project as well as individuals, people do donate. 
INTERVIEWER: So in your events do you have corporate partners as well? 
RESPONDENT: We do have corporate partners but that is not a fundraising drive. 
INTERVIEWER: Ya but do you get a lot of media attention through them as well? 
RESPONDENT: Ya they have their HR PR so…because if they are partnering with us they 
would also like to get some PR coverage so they use their PR agencies and all that and see to it 
that the event is covered so that is done. But as such we don‘t have any specific media coverage 
team or something like that.  
INTERVIEWER: But then being an international name it must be easier? 
RESPONDENT: I wouldn‘t say that because we are not so proactive and are not chasing after the 
media. Yes our credibility is there from the umbrella organization but activities and getting 
support for our cause is different to get media attention and branding and things like that. Also 
there are many international NGOS but the thing is since we do credible work that makes the 
difference. It‘s not that it‘s an international organization and it does one event and gets coverage.  
In a way we get self-coverage and I guess that is where we are slightly different to other NGOs.  
INTERVIEWER: How many events do you all handle in a year? 
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RESPONDENT: Well media related events we have about 8 in a year. That includes programs for 
school children, college and then the common man together. This is a minimum of 8 and 
otherwise we have camps and nature trails happen once every month where little media help is 
needed. 
INTERVIEWER: When you say media help you mean? 
RESPONDENT: More related to helping build awareness.  
INTERVIEWER: So on a final not you wouldn‘t want to increase media relations? 
RESPONDENT: The thing is more than us approaching the media they have approached us. So 
we‘ve never felt the need to go out and interact so that has been the difference. 
INTERVIEWER: What have they usually approached for? 
RESPONDENT: They‘ve approached to cover events, conditions and situations around us is 
there is environmental degradation and something like that then they would need our help they 
would need a story to find out what is the cause, rules regulations and if something is happening 
then if it is correct or wrong. So they ask for expert opinion. And once they call for that and if we 
have our activities and they are on our mailing list we willingly do it because they have taken our 
help and find it worth giving press or media attention. 
INTERVIEWER: But you don‘t think you could use the media for advocacy? 
RESPONDENT: No I don‘t think media can do any role in that. They can highlight those issues 
but I don‘t see the media doing any kind of advocacy. Rules, regulations, laws, they can only 
bring it out to the common man but decision making is not their cup of tea. People will be aware 
but how many of us are militant enough.  
INTERVIEWER: I think that‘s about it. Thank you so much for your time. 
RESPONDENT: Ya, thank you.     
Organization: Sunbeam 
Date of Interview: 11
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 42 minutes 55 seconds 
RESPONDENT: What exactly is your study about? 
INTERVIEWER: Well am looking at NGOs and the media industry in India and the relationship 
or link between the two and how one uses the other. 
RESPONDENT: But we don‘t use the media at all. 
INTERVIEWER: That‘s fine maybe we can just run through a few of my questions and we‘ll see 
how it goes? 
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RESPONDENT: Ok.  
INTERVIEWER: If you could just start by telling me a little bit about Subeam, what you all do, 
who are your beneficiaries, etc? 
RESPONDENT: We started in 1997 with 10-12 children of construction worker families. We 
basically took it upon ourselves to take of these children on a personal level. For the following 2 
years we carried on with the same construction workers children and eventually more children 
joined in from that site. We basically took on the responsibility of the long-term education of 
these laborer children. We hired part-time teachers to come in and teach them about basic things 
like hygiene. But in 1999 the construction site work completed and the children moved to another 
construction site and we went with them where there were many more children who wanted to 
move into our home. Because they are migrant workers it is very difficult for the children to 
finish their education. They get enrolled into school and they continue to come to us before and 
after school hours. That continued for 4-5 years. Then we moved on to little children of slum 
dwellers and these are all those who stay in Mumbai permanently for their education. A lot of the 
children from the construction site have moved into colleges also. Our duty was to keep their 
education going and instill the value for education so that regardless of being migrant workers 
children they can have a future with a good education. For the slum dwellers children these are 
those from the Worli Slums. Their parents are either domestic workers or drivers or security 
guards. These children we work with are the first generation to get education in their families, no 
one else in their family is educated. So for the parents it‘s a matter of pride. It‘s not just basic 
skills, its vocational training and getting them through school and if they want to go to college as 
well we try and fund some of their fees. By college they are empowered as well so they should 
give an equal share in their education so they get part-time jobs. Initially we had about 50 or 60 
going into colleges but that was because we had only a handful of children from various 
construction sites. But now about 100-120 move out of schools into colleges.  
(phone call interruption, 2 min) 
INTERVIEWER: You were saying 100-120 children move into colleges…      
RESPONDENT: Yes, usually we have to take care of their health, nourishment, hygiene, 
everything. Now all our nourishment programs have stopped, for health care we don‘t have to 
spend much because their parents take care of it through government aid and schemes. The 
parents ensure that the children get their nourishment and they are our equal partners in making 
sure that they get their education. At Worli we have been fortunate as the education department 
has given us a room there at a school. Also there is a huge are belonging to the community with 
some big hall and spacious rooms and they have given it to us at a bare minimum rate. In colonies 
the society people have given up rooms so that we can conduct the classes in their own area. 
..Now we have proper B.Ed teachers where earlier on we had social workers because we weren‘t 
working on formal education but now because we have moved on to formal education we need 
better qualified teachers to give that same level of education as a lot of the middle class children 
get. Also these teachers need to be trained in the vernacular medium because these are Hindi or 
Marathi medium children. Then we have English teachers because we recognize the importance 
of English and they need to as well. Especially if they want to move beyond schooling to colleges 
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English will be very important. So we have regular classes for English as a language. This is 
difficult because the students still don‘t truly understand the importance of the language but we 
are still trying. The other thing is the work of the community worker and the child councilor. 
They work hand in hand to try and make the parents understand the importance of education 
because it is not enough to just enroll them. You also have to sustain the education and relay the 
importance of it so that somewhere along the line the parents don‘t pull their children out of 
schools. Also children struggle with classes and keeping up to the level especially since there is 
no kindergarten training that teaches you how to learn. At our center we conduct two kind of 
classes, one is bridge courses. Bridge courses are meant for the slow learners and so we appoint 
special teachers. There are a few kids from each standard so the teachers bring them up the level 
in the language. You can say that earlier there were 60 to 70% in the bridge courses now there are 
about 5% so 95% are at the desired level.  Today we can say with conviction that they are at the 
optimum level. According to us about 75 to 80% do pass so about 20% fail. In which case we put 
them into our bridge courses and we work on them a little more. Very often they have their own 
set of problems which is not in our hands to solve. Sometimes they move back to their village for 
a month or so, there is emergency in the family, during the monsoons the slum dweller children 
attendance is low, earning member of the family passes away so they have to take care of house 
chores and help with the income. Early on child labor was a problem when we were taking care 
of the construction workers children. Now the only children who work are college goers who earn 
and learn so they pick up part-time jobs and for the rest of the time they are either in college or 
the coaching classes.  
INTERVIEWER: And what about your budget and funding for this project? 
RESPONDENT: Our budget is 50-55 lakhs on average every year for 1100 children. 10 years ago 
it was 5 lakhs for 200 odd children. Initially the employees were funding the project through their 
own pockets. But once the number of children we wanted to help increased we started asking 
family and friends for funds. Now primarily our project is funded by individual donors or 
corporate donors. Actually our individual donor network is such that it is primarily made up of 
family and friends and so when our budgets increase or we add more children to our project they 
automatically are ready to increase funding as well. So its not a problem.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok but do you all get any media coverage as such? Have you ever gotten 
mentioned in any media? And has that led to donors  
RESPONDENT: Once an article came out in the Outlook magazine on Sunbeam and actually 
that‘s when we got 40 individuals who approached us for partnering with us. Out of them about 3 
or 4 are still with us. They give us funds in the range of 2 lakhs to 10 lakhs. Our corporate funders 
are very few, you can see our annual report for those. Corporate donors contribute about 10 lakhs 
while trusts and clubs contribute about 10-15 lakhs. The thing is we have never approached the 
media for funds we‘ve always relied on our own networks of people and contacts. So we rely 
mostly on word of mouth. 8-10 years back when we had just begun some articles had come out 
on Sunbeam but after that we‘ve not had much media exposure. You see we are a very small 
team, we have a very dedicated team of staff and we focus on the work at hand and really let our 
work speak for itself.  
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INTERVIEWER: How many staff members do you have? 
RESPONDENT: Around 35 staff members. And see as the students move from secondary to 
higher secondary or to even colleges the teachers are not really needed as such. Their main work 
is primary to secondary. Its building that foundation in those early years. Plus we rather have few 
teachers and few children for a better focus so that we can give them the right attention and 
increase full education rates. Also many times what happens is if teachers get a better salary 
elsewhere they move on. Luckily now we no longer need to go home to home because in our 
earlier years we set the base we set our name so parents are empowered and the children are 
empowered. Then as students move to colleges or higher education the expenses increase and we 
no longer can full support so we help them find other avenues for funding. Because see around 
10-20% will definitely take specialized degree courses so instead of 2-3 thousand per year we 
may have to pay 30-40 thousand per year. So our budget will increase 10 times. But as I said the 
existing donors have upgraded their funding. A donor who was giving 35,000 would give 50, one 
giving 50 would give 3-4 lakhs. We send them a monthly update about our projects and our 
accounts are open for inspection. We are very transparent that way. Even corporate funders are 
given full expenditure details like even Mahindra donates for all the girl children. Then there are 
20-30 donors who can‘t sponsor more than one child but why not. So right now we have about 70 
or 80 individual donors, a few corporate houses and 10-20 high-value individual donors.  
INTERVIEWER: So in terms of media you all don‘t use the media or deal with them at all? 
RESPONDENT: No, not at all. See we only focus on our projects and getting funds for them. We 
are very small I mean you see our office we only have 2 people here. Everything else is on the 
ground. We don‘t have the time, the funds, the expertise or the people to work with the media. It 
takes a lot to maintain any kind of relationship with them. 
INTERVIEWER: But you all don‘t want to use the media? Why not engage with them? 
RESPONDENT: See we‘d like the results to speak for themselves. We are not interested in the 
whole world knowing about us, we are interested in getting our work at hand done. So might as 
well wait for a few of the batches of children to graduate and have a few success stories at hand 
which then we would circulate to acknowledge the work of our children. That way we can be sure 
that what we are doing is working and it is actually making some difference. I mean it‘s not just 
about literacy it‘s about moving from literacy to formal education and giving the relevant 
lifeskills that are needed. We have a lot more responsibilities you know we are working on their 
nourishment, health care, we want to stop child labor, stop the girl child from not getting access 
to education. I mean one girl has gone to college and was saying that you know all other girls my 
age that I know in the colony are married and have kids. And she is so grateful to be continuing 
her education. So that value is what we want to instill in the people. We don‘t use the media to do 
all this, we don‘t need the media to do all this. They would just be an extra responsibility. 
INTERVIEWER: You don‘t think the media could help you in all this? 
RESPONDENT: I think the personal touch with the parents and a small group of children works 
much better because we can put that pressure on them to educate the children. Otherwise they 
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would just send the children back to the villages to work. The media environment is as such that 
it would then add too much pressure on us and on our beneficiaries. See there are girls who are 
the only ones educated in their family, not even their brothers have gotten full education, and it is 
a matter of pride you know. So using these cases and speaking to parents one on one we feel we 
can sympathize with them and sensitize them to the value of education. It‘s better than having 
pressure from outside because the community workers and the teacher gel well with the parents 
and parents learn to trust them and they really feel these are people who care for their children. 
That personal touch vanished with the media because it all becomes for the masses. Now with our 
work the parents also stand up for their children and avoid society pressures of getting them 
married soon or making them work without studying.  
INTERVIEWER: But wouldn‘t having your success stories published in the media help you all 
more in funding? 
RESPONDENT: I guess it would but I would still say we‘d wait for a few batches to graduate 
and more success stories before getting into the media. We are still small, still growing, we might 
not be able to handle media attention. So we have to be careful. See with success stories children 
getting too much attention is also not good for them. Also we haven‘t been able to reach out to 
the street children who live on their own. We mainly reach out to children with families and 
provide them with emotional support and things. So I guess we just have so much to do right 
now, so much we want to do that its just not the time to bring in additional work with the media. 
INTERVIEWER: But you seem to be changing mindsets and values. Don‘t you think the media 
can help you mediate, help you reach out to the people? 
RESPONDENT: See changing mindsets is difficult. We don‘t change mindsets as such we try 
and show them the value for education and that can only be done on the ground level with one on 
one communication. How can the media help us? By publishing our stories? Giving us attention? 
Then what? Then after a little publicity here and there we are back to working itself. So might as 
well stick to working and getting the project done well, seeing the children go through proper 
education and ensure more children reach up to higher education as well. Fortunately we don‘t 
have to deal with drugs and alcohol and we can pre-empt these vices and making these children 
grounded from the start. See with the media the focus becomes superficial, it‘s not the work but 
the name that comes into focus. If the media were always sharing stories of NGOs and helping 
causes then it would make sense. But now with page 3, tabloids, celebrities, media is about all 
that, not real hard news. 
INTERVIEWER: So you believe the media focus has shifted? 
RESPONDENT: Definitely. I don‘t know if it was any different before I can‘t tell. But there were 
better quality stories before in the media but how media has been helping NGOs in the past I 
don‘t know. Honestly we have never sought any media relations as such and there has never 
really been a need. 
INTERVIEWER: But would you opt to start using the media more? 
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RESPONDENT: Maybe later, like I said once we are a more mature NGO with solid success 
stories of children getting good jobs then maybe. If we grow in terms of reaching out to more 
children and getting more teachers to work with us then we‘d need more funds and maybe our 
individual donors will continue to support us or we may need to get more donors. So we could 
work with the media there. In terms of publicizing about ourselves we are really not that 
interested. With bigger names people want to come work with us for the name not the cause. We 
rather have dedicated people supporting the cause. Then again like you rightfully said one article 
in Outlook got us a lot of donors, yes media can do that. But our networks are strong, we have the 
contacts we need, the support we need, we don‘t see the need for anything more. I‘ve always seen 
it all coming without any effort.  We have never gone out of our way to get funds and talk about 
Sunbeam, people have approached us, wanted to fund us and help us without our asking for it.  
INTERVIEWER: But your donors don‘t ask for Sunbeam to be more publicized? 
RESPONDENT: No since most of our donors are individuals they are closer to the cause. So they 
don‘t have any requirements for us to fulfill. We just send them a monthly report and annual 
report to show where we are using their money. But other than that they have always been 
supportive, even through their personal networks Sunbeam has become recognized.  
INTERVIEWER: You all don‘t send these reports out to the media? 
RESPONDENT: No. Maybe I can give them to you? 
INTERVIEWER: Sure 
RESPONDENT: I can just email it to you so if you can give me your email id I can send them 
over. 
(exchange email) 
RESPONDENT: It‘s a detailed report of all our work and the challenges we faced and the small 
success stories and what we are planning to do next. 
INTERVIEWER: Your donors don‘t have any media contacts they use to help you? 
RESPONDENT: No not as such. I mean like I said we don‘t have the need. Plus our expenses are 
such that we send them a breakdown and we rather have most of the money going to the projects 
than admin expenses. Media relations would mean getting one specialized person to work, paying 
for their work, paying for media treatment and all that is expensive. So donors specify what they 
would rather our expenses go into. So we have to be careful with that. Also our current lot are 
very bright and they are doing well in higher education. We‘ve made a good impact as they are 
the ones who take of the younger siblings to carry on with their education while they work for the 
family. We meet up with the child once a week and try and support them through the process and 
make sure they continue their education and that way are expenses are also low.  
INTERVIEWER: Any other thoughts on the Media and NGOS? 
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RESPONDENT: I guess media could help but NGOs don‘t know how to use them effectively 
without it being a burden and an expense that adds to our list of things we have to get done. There 
are more pressing issues to deal with than the media so our attention is on our projects. We are 
satisfied with how we have been operating for so many years and maybe in the next few years, if 
we expand we can consider using the media‘s help. But right now we don‘t really need it. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok, thank you.  
Organization: Comet Media Foundation 
Date of Interview: 10
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 1 hour 38 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: Could you tell me a little bit about Comet Media Foundation and what you do? 
RESPONDENT: We started as a single project. A group of people doing a project for the History 
of Science Foundation of India and that was in 1985 and we continued with that project and 
various offshoots of that project like language translations or a book and publishing the whole 
thing and converting it to DVDs so you know it just went on for a long time. From 85 to about 92 
was the period of engagement. Once we did that project we got ideas to do other things and the 
same of group of people said lets continue now that we have some sort of a set up, contacts and a 
network of support and so on. So that‘s the way we decided to register a society. Initially we 
weren‘t registered as a society. We began as a project at Nehru Center. Nehru Center gave us 
space to work from and we were there from 85 to 89. In 89 they said we can‘t spare the space so 
we shifted to this place. The municipality at that time had a policy of helping NGOs to get place 
when they didn‘t have place to work from. From 89 to 92 we continued on the same History of 
Science work but from this location. Then after that we went about getting our organization 
registered. So officially we were registered in 91 I think. No 92, 92. We work on various projects, 
if you go to our website you all see them all so I rather not go on about it and reiterate it here.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok but through your several projects, how much do you all actually deal with 
the media? 
RESPONDENT: Media meaning newspapers? 
INTERVIEWER: Newspapers, TV channels, online media… 
RESPONDENT: Depends on the project. If we want something to be written about we do get in 
touch but for instance we had one project in the past, not recently, which was in collaboration 
with a media advocacy organization. So they..we were partners with them and they wanted 
certain news..they wanted certain things to be talked about in the media. And uhh..so we took part 
in that project so in a sense that was our training also on how to advocate in the media because 
when you want something discussed or written about you can‘t just directly write a press release 
and host a press conference and expect that they will take it up. You have to go out of your way, 
you have to read the paper‘s yourself very closely, understanding which are the reporters 
covering these issues, contact them, tell them this is the problem, are you interested in covering it, 
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if they are not or if they have another angle on it and they try to project another story from that 
angle you know and so giving it a spin. So not telling lies or anything, saying what you want to 
say but you know if you think that a drug is dangerous for a human being and the reporter says 
tell me something to do with women don‘t tell me about this drug then you can speak to a doctor 
who is an expert and who can speak about the drug who may say ya this drug is bad for women as 
it can affect their capacity to have children, then you have to go back to the reporter and say yes 
yes its about women. It‘s about women, it affects women in their child-bearing. So something like 
that. When working with the media you must learn how to advocate with the media and give them 
the frame on the story that they require. You know even they are looking for stories constantly so 
you have to make sure you coincide what they want with what you want.  
INTERVIEWER: In terms of your organization have journalists been very supportive? 
RESPONDENT: Yes. In fact if you go to our website they‘ve put some press clippings and 
cuttings and all. We‘ve not gone out of our way to seek that but at times when we have had that 
occasion to do this then they have reported. 
INTERVIEWER: And do you all have certain contacts in place in the media? 
RESPONDENT: We‘d have a contact list but that is about a 10 year old concept. Lately no one 
sticks to one organization everyone is a freelancer and they don‘t even stick in the city of 
Bombay. They keep moving, keep moving, keep changing. So we have to keep reading the 
newspapers and magazines constantly to see who is the person. For instance in certain areas we 
are interested in children, education, women‘s issues, science communication so it depends on 
who are the people writing about this and keep a note of that keep a track of that. 
INTERVIEWER: And how many people are working on this at your organization? 
RESPONDENT: It depends, it depends on the season of the..it depends on the time at which 
you…generally if I have about 6-7 people at our organization but at the moment our population is 
down. 6 to 7 people who handle programs. Then there would be another 4-5 people for uhh who 
are support and admin duties.  
INTERVIEWER: But when it comes to dealing with the media is there a particular person who 
handles that? 
RESPONDENT: Dealing with the media as in handling the press and getting publicity? 
INTERVIEWER: Ya. 
RESPONDENT: It depends on the project. If somebody is doing X project or Y project then they 
will see to it that their project gets written up about. There is some collaboration of course in 
writing things for each other and stuff. 
INTERVIEWER: And has it always been this way. As in you all have been involved in media 
relations from the start or has it been recent? 
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RESPONDENT: No no this is just very occasional. Or if we are giving a workshop or something 
like that then we want everybody to know about it then we contact the media persons and ask 
them to write something about the subject. Not just the event of what the workshop is but write 
something about the topic. Then it becomes that the subject or topic is linked to our organization. 
So it‘s more of getting certain issues written about. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and what about your funders. Who are your primary funders? 
RESPONDENT: Well we have a few international funders as well as corporate.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you think getting publicity for your organization and having your projects 
written up helps with the funding. 
RESPONDENT: You know many organizations think like that. There must be something about 
us in the papers, we should be reported on all the time but there is a limit to what you can do with 
the money that you get so it‘s better to have a program that this is what we want to do and this the 
amount of money we need for it and get that money and work with it. If you keep thinking about 
that wave of publicity in order to get more money is also very distracting and you don‘t want 
more money that you can handle or how much work you can do. Too much money creates 
pressure to expand and take on more responsibilities because sometimes funders put pressure also 
that they want this they want that they want a report every week. 
(interruption, talking to colleague, 3min to get back to interview) 
INTERVIEWER: Ok, do you all have several internal publications as well? 
RESPONDENT: Internal publications…umm not very much, not as much as we‘d like too. We‘d 
like to be publishing a lot more. Again to do publications you need funding, you need people 
within the organization who are thinkers and originators so ya we have a few but not as many. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all send the few publications to the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: If it looks relevant yes. 
INTERVIEWER: And have you all conducted any press conferences? 
RESPONDENT: Yes I mean when we were doing that project for one year we were full active in 
conducting press conferences. But ya the person who worked here and who did that work she 
moved on she pushed off so you know it dried up a bit. 
INTERVIEWER: But did you find them useful for your organization? 
RESPONDENT: Yes possibly but press conferences don‘t work now. Again 5-6 years or 10 years 
ago press conferences were a great way to get people together and to have a discussion and you 
know not only would one person address but maybe two people will speak on two sides of a 
particular issue. But nowadays because information is so freely accessible people want everything 
pre-written. If you give them a print out or anything they say no no I want a soft copy, here is my 
email id here is my card send it to me. So then they just take your copy and they just change the 
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beginning and the end and they change where you know you‘ve written a long para they make it a 
short para with two sentences and that‘s it. And they rewrite the same thing and it is so 
embarrassing in the papers that everybody writes the same thing and they write your own words 
and you only gave the matter to them and they‘ve not thought about it or anything. And they 
write things like miss so and so was wearing a green t-shirt when she told us this (laugh) some 
rubbish to show that we were there and we are reporting. But they will not really put an effort. 
Maybe they are overworked. Maybe previously, hardly 5 years ago actually where reporters had 
to do 2 stories a day today they have to churn out 5 articles or more. So they are just sitting on the 
internet and copying stuff off. Also there is much more photography in the papers than there was 
before so a lot of the space is taken up by pictures. And sometimes their pictures are these big 
photos for presentation purposes only. So like yesterday there was a story in the papers about 2 
girls who ran away from home with a letter ot their parents saying we are going to get married 
and nobody should go after us because we will never come back to you because you will not 
understand what we feel and there was a large picture of two girls hugging and that was a photo 
for their presentation of lesbianism. So the papers have become a form of entertainment and 
really when you speak of media advocacy you are talking about providing tips on how to be 
entertaining for these people. Then they ask you for photos, before they used to send a 
photographer now they say now you only take the pictures and send them to us. Then you have to 
be careful not to give the same picture to all so that everybody‘s thing looks a little different. It‘s 
part of the wave of the saturation of information in the society. There‘s nothing right or wrong 
about it, maybe the people before were really lazy compared to these people. Not so full of 
initiative.  
INTERVIEWER: So have you seen a shift in the media focus? 
RESPONDENT: Shift in terms of both quantity and dumbing down of stories. See the number of 
items are more but they are all dumb articles. 
INTERVIEWER: What about celebrities? What is your take on getting celebrities to come down 
to your even and you getting media attention through there? 
RESPONDENT: We don‘t invite them as such and have made up our minds not to cooperate with 
this trend because a lot of the times you see with other NGOs that they call a movie star to the 
event and feeding them the data, making them cut a ribbon, pose with the children or whatever. 
It‘s so irrelevant and you know when the press asks the celebrity, Salmaan Khan or somebody for 
a statement the guy doesn‘t know what to say and he‘s so embarrassed and he‘s just there to have 
his photo put in the paper as a person who feels for the poor or something like that. There was 
once where an actress was invited to a home for cancer children and was made to play with the 
kids and it was clear that the actress was uncomfortable with these small little kids who had 
shaven their heads and were taking physiotherapy and chemotherapy for the cancer. She was 
shocked that such small children had to suffer from it, she was not briefed properly and she had 
been brought there for the photo opportunity. And she was afraid to you know they were saying 
take this child on your lap and hug the child and pose and she was afraid to hold the child. The 
child was so fragile and so thin so pale and all that. So it looks stupid, you shouldn‘t compromise 
yourself to grant the media in this wrong way of inauguration and VIP and all this. It dilutes the 
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cause also because it is equivalent to putting a pretty girl in a bikini on a book cover or something 
you know you are attracting it with the wrong attraction.  
INTERVIEWER: So is there a lot of what you all do with the media on your website as well? 
RESPONDENT: The clippings are on our website and all our programs we‘ve covered there. 
They are not primarily about the media they are more about the subject matter. It‘s more of all 
our work summarized really, making education more human and more approachable and more 
meaningful for the children and not this kind of uhh..were you studying in Bombay before NUS? 
INTERVIEWER: No I was in Bangkok. 
RESPONDENT: Ok so here it‘s the questions of mugging and by-hearting the material taught to 
children so a lot of our activities are about questioning these ways of teaching and education 
style. We‘ve collected books and toys from all over India from people with this viewpoint who 
are publishing books who are making toys and focusing on saving the livelihood of the poor 
because poor people can‘t buy wooden toys they buy plastic and the richer people buy toys from 
abroad, Barbie dolls and all. So these toys made in India are going to go and together with them a 
whole cultural input is going to go. Like you know pressing buttons or doing something on a 
screen is very different from spinning a top or doing a yo-yo that involves eye hand and mind 
coordination and you know your emotions, everything comes into play. Whereas playing a game 
on the screen is a little detached and illogical. So in these type of games also you compete with 
yourself. You keep on improving yourself. If your skipping a rope you keep on improving your 
performance you‘re not showing others down and getting a scoring of 80 on 100 you know, it‘s 
not a competition. Its your own, with yourself you‘re playing you know. So we try to encourage 
these games because we feel the ideology and culture involved is also something positive. So 
after you finish you can go and have a look at our collection it has in fact become one of our 
really big activities called the Learning Ladder and if you click on this on our website you will 
get access to all our information.  
INTERVIEWER: Since you are working with education do you work with the government as 
well? 
RESPONDENT: Some of our projects are funded by government agencies but directly with the 
government department of education no but then we‘ll hold a fair or a festival we‘ll call them and 
they‘ll tell teachers and students also to come. 
INTERVIEWER: do you all invite the media to a lot of these events? 
RESPONDENT: Not really. Thing is once we were very well known and we would but recently 
we are not into all this.  You see there are two aspects you need to see, one is the amount of 
money you raise and how much of it you can use for these activities and the second is people. 
Earlier it was easier to get more volunteers to help you. But the ideology of this kind of work has 
changed, now people are very commercial and they are looking to make money. If anything they 
will come and work at a place like this for 2 years 3 years to build up their biodata and then they 
get a UN job or they get something else down the road. So we have to struggle with that but its 
fine.  The work is also becoming more and more project based rather than long-term based. To 
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sustain the long term view the kind of money and the people preparation requires 5 years of 
steady-ness but now people just skip around one year 2 years 3 years. So there is more focus on 
doing the actual projects and on the immediate temporary short term gains because even your 
funders are saying how many people are working how many people are doing this how many 
people are you getting through to. So I‘m getting a bit disillusioned in that there should be scope 
for the imagination to play and for you to come up with new things but if everything is about 
some target and deliverables then theres no time to think. Small protest but we are still carrying 
on working I mean its out 25
th
 year. So its ok, life carries on. Just wish there was more scope to 
do experimental work without necessarily pointing towards deliverables. You know if you can 
give us so much money we will work with the problem and try and figure out a solution for it, 
allow us too.. 
INTERVIEWER: Even with corporate funding it is an issue? 
RESPONDENT: Even more because their whole management systems are done like that. Where 
if they hire a salesman they will say how many sales did you do? So they treat us like that.  
INTERVIEWER: But do they also demand for some kind of publicity or media coverage? 
RESPONDENT: Not with us but I do know of other people who get that pressure and they end up 
begging the journalists. 
INTERVIEWER: But that relationship of having media help NGOs to build awareness etc is no 
longer there?  
RESPONDENT: It used to be there, it was very much there in the 80s and 90s at least in my adult 
life I have seen it. But somewhere by 2005 onwards the newspapers themselves have become 
marketplaces. So there are newspaper groups where when we build media partners it is 
competitive. So if we give our story to paper A paper B will say that no we won‘t cover your 
story because you sold it to paper A bye. And there are certain other unwritten laws. Like for 
example lets say a group of people are protesting for the fact that there is a forest that is going to 
be cut down in order to build a damn..uhh not cut down but flooded with water to build the damn 
and so many 1000s of people will lose their livelihood and they will move to slums to Bombay so 
where will they go. They are promised alternative land but they are not given that because India is 
so over-populated you can‘t give alternative land. So they give compensations and the family is 
sleeping on the footpath in Bombay to find a foothold somewhere. So lets say you are some NGO 
that is protesting this and you are helping the people to organize to prevent the damn from being 
built. You will find newspapers who will cover this story because it is in the interest of 
democracy to cover different points of views but today as I said newspapers are so sold out that 
some cement manufacturers and some government will put pressure on them saying don‘t cover 
that story because they want that damn to be build because it is a hell of a lot of money that is 
generated. So the companies that take these contracts will all jointly come together to put pressure 
on the newspapers saying don‘t cover that story because damns should not be shows as being bad 
for people damns should always be shown as being good for people. So what if some people are 
unsettled, some people have to sacrifice for the good of all.  And we know its not for the good of 
all we know the damn will become useless in 20 years time and it will be filled up and it won‘t be 
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serving the purpose for which it was supposed to be. But temporarily in the period of construction 
some people will loot money, public money. But no newspaper writes about it where several 
years ago everyone used to talk about it. Something like the Narmada Damn was a big debate. 
Lawsuits collected with that, what did the lawyers say what did the judges say all that would be 
reported. Today there is an embargo on reporting that. They won‘t report the villagers taking out 
a protest they won‘t report the supreme court judge‘s judgment. They just wont report it. Its just 
an unspoken black out so this is censorship. Censorship that is practice by the commercial 
interests of the media. Again and again, not one but many many, to do with construction projects, 
to do with drugs, to do with pharmaceuticals, again and again the media does this. Even for drugs 
there are multiple tests done from dog and cat then finally to human tests. These are drugs from 
America and they are testing on human secretly in India by paying some doctors, private doctors. 
This is the drug, this is how you use it and the doctor just fills up the form saying it worked, 
didn‘t work, how effective it was. That reporting goes back to America and it shows about the 
drugs. This is illegal but the drug companies would have paid the newspapers not to report. So if 
health activists come up with these stories that doctors have tested on 1000s of women with no 
ethical grounds the media wont cover that side. The doctors will say I did it with the best of 
intentions, they were ill and needed help and I was told this drug was good so I said try it. He 
wont confess it was part of the study, he would say it was given to him free which it was and so 
he was distributing it freely but he wont say how much he was getting paid for each form he sent 
across. So this is not done in the first world but is done here in some rural area and not some big 
city. So when this news is released to the media they don‘t publish it because the drug company 
wont let them. Its not also just the money, many of the journalists are not trained, they are naïve. 
They‘ll say oh no such a big drug company why they would not do something so illegal. This is 
naïve you know and not being alert to the duty of journalism because there is such thing as 
responsibility also. 
INTERVIEWER: You have all this background knowledge of the media? 
RESPONDENT: Media people themselves have spoken to me about this. Even the working 
conditions in the media have changed. Earlier people had joined and they would have a job for 
life and when they‘d retire they would get a pension. Now they have a contract system where you 
sign a 3 or 5 year contract and when it is about to expire you are repeatedly told that it will not be 
renewed unless you do XYZ so they are put under a lot of pressure. You may be producing 6 
stories a day but a person with 5years experience that isn‘t enough you should be producing 10 
stories a day which means you are forced to copy form the internet rather than go out and produce 
stories. Even then people are working late hours meeting this one and meeting that one to churn 
out a story. Its very tough. And because they are not guaranteed..of course the short term pay is 
hire but there is no pension guarantee so finally when they reach the end of their life they are 
wondering I am 58 years old 60 years old what do I do next. So the working conditions have 
become tough so the journalists themselves are no longer curious or excited about their work they 
are just churning out. Because someone is assessing them based on how many stories they are 
producing even if they split 1 story into 5 stories they are not catching that they are just looking at 
if 7 stories were produced or not.  So people are forced to do these kinds of things. So all these 
things about the media being the people who convey the truth to the society..of course when there 
is some very bad news story they will write about it because its grossly bad its not like they have 
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lost their conscience. There is now an inattentivity to social issues but the minute a movie star 
lands up oh yes yes yes they are all set to go there. I don‘t know what it is. You know in the old 
days if a textile mill gave a gift of fabric to all the journalists at conference they would say no 
thank you we don‘t accept it. They say no we are doing our job we are here to question and 
debate. But now that culture has changed. Now they go for weekends to Mauritius also and they 
will say our chairman wants to address you but at a nice place so why don‘t you come to Sri 
Lanka or Mauritius or somewhere, have your meeting with them and he will leave you alone to 
have a good time and come back on Sunday so you don‘t miss any office time. In the olden days 
not only were such gifts refused because it means they are trying to influence you by showing 
you a good time but the office would give you a scolding. Today the office tells you to take as 
much as you can take every opportunity. So the whole thing has changed and has become so 
commercialized and of course they think the journalist is a smart guy so they give so many gifts 
you know. So corruption is at many levels. Somebody wants tickets to a football match or 
something you know so what kind of a journalist are you that you can‘t get front row tickets you 
know. So that has become the estimation of how smart a journalist he is based on getting front 
row football tickets. So you know there are a club of people and only they are given more 
coverage while others are ignored and all social things are explained in terms of a soap opera 
drama. For example the Ambani brothers fighting is more about what the wife did when she met 
the other brother and the personal relationships than the corporate moves. More on how the 
mother is torn, heartbroken has to stay with the older son but is more fond of the younger son. 
They keep on talking about the drama and not the commercial competition and all that. I think its 
ridiculous, the media is trained to write like that. That‘s what I meant by the dumbing down of the 
content. Earlier it was are these people right or these people and all that. Now it just doesn‘t 
matter. So these are all public concerns that the media no longer covers well enough. So I hope 
this was useful enough? 
INTERVIEWER: Yes in fact incredibly useful. Thank you so much for your time.  
  
Organization: Passages 
Date of Interview: 12
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 45 minutes 3 seconds 
RESPONDENT: How many interviews do you have to do? 
INTERVIEWER: I have to interview about 30 people. This is my 10
th
 one.  
RESPONDENT: And this is for what program? 
INTERVIEWER: Actually am doing my masters in Singapore so as part of the masters I am 
supposed to write a research paper. 
RESPONDENT: A masters in what? 
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INTERVIEWER: In communications.  
RESPONDENT: (filling in personal details) Can I just give you my card instead? 
INTERVIEWER: Sure but there are other details to be filled.  
(Filling in forms, participant passing brochure and name card to interviewer) 
INTERVIEWER: Can you start by telling me more about Passages and what exactly you all do? 
RESPONDENT: Actually it‘s all in the brochure, everything is there. Umm..so what is the angle 
that you wanted? 
INTERVIEWER: Actually am looking at how NGOs are doing their media relations, awareness 
building, publicity. And how you all deal with the media if at all? 
RESPONDENT: Ok so what we do is we hold a fund raiser maybe once in two years. 
Sometimes..it depends..sometimes we do one. And we do awareness camps for our trust. See we 
have 4 prong project currently. One is a volunteer project called give your time, one is a college 
program, one is workshop and forums for women. Usually we have an external panel that comes 
and talks to them and we have a topic and every month is a different topic. All the information 
about our various topics is in the brochure. The program with the charitable philanthropic slant is 
the cancer health program in which we not only have awareness camps we emphasize on breast 
cancer and so we discuss early detection and so we have awareness camps on that and all this 
literature and publications. We have a helpline which you can call and ask any questions. Then 
the thing we have is uhh we have publications we have a book and we have a medicine bank 
where we help financially needy patience. Now the main way we publicize is we network with 
other NGOs with the same mission so we network with other cancer NGOs we work with Tata 
Memorial Hospital we work with Vasectomy India Association then we work with Indian Cancer 
Society so we work with various cancer organizations all with the same purpose of helping out 
cancer patients. We take part in exhibitions. Usually there are in India we have these NGO Melas 
so we take part in those. In fact we are taking part in one this Friday Saturday Sunday at the 
World Trade Center. There will be 4-5 NGOs there so if you come there you may be able to talk 
to others.  
INTERVIEWER: And the timing are? 
RESPONDENT: Its 10 to 7. So we will be taking part in that. Now at this shop also we do a lot of 
brand building exercise. So we have these pink products for breast cancer. We have a lot of them 
so you know this is like spreading awareness. We had a big stall at a recent exhibition and we try 
and put up stalls at fairs and things like that. So this is the way we do it. We have we have a film 
we have a small short film which has been aired on television Doordarshan. We got it aired free 
of cost so we have a film. We are currently looking for sponsors to help us air it. So these are the 
things we do. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and you got the film aired through your own contacts? 
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RESPONDENT: Doordarshan yes through our contacts. The film has Mahima Chaudhry and 
Shilpa Shetty giving out the message, one in English one in Hindi. Our literature is in Hindi and 
English. We have a publication called a Spirit Book which is written by a patient survivor and 
that book is written in Hindi, English, Marathi and Gujrati. We are on the second edition of that 
publication, it is also on the net, uhh well the Title and the details are on the net. 
INTERVIEWER: And do you circulate these publications to the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: Yes whenever we have a fund raiser we do send it out. We make a press folder 
and give it. Wherever we get a chance you know thing is funding is always an issue with NGOs 
and since we have on one side a medicine bank for financially needy patients every two months 
or every three months we buy the medicine and give to cancer survivors. These are ladies who 
have breast cancer and have to take medicine for 5 years and this is after they remove the lump 
and undergo radiation and chemotherapy they have to take a particular kind of drug for 5 years. 
Many of the poorer people don‘t give this as much importance and they don‘t have funds for it so 
they just go away back to their villages and don‘t bother. So what we do is every 3 months we 
give them a supply. We identify about 100 to 150 patients and we give them a supply of that so 
that they complete their course. The other thing we do is that is our regular medicine then we 
have people who come in with appeals. Currently we are helping a child 4 year old with leukemia 
and uhh so it depends there we have helped people without breast cancer I mean we‘ve helped but 
we try to give funding we don‘t give the full amount so that we can help more people. 
INTERVIEWER: So you would be using the media to do what? 
RESPONDENT: To find more people to help, to build awareness, to find people to fund us of 
course. We would always want that, that‘s how we contacted Meghna because in October we 
branded because it is internationally known as a Breast Cancer Awareness Month all over the 
world. So every October we try to do some event or something that will give us media attention. 
You know media is, especially in a city like Mumbai, not will to look at you unless you do 
something different. So we do different things we try doing different things. That‘s how we 
publicize.  
INTERVIEWER: So you all contacted Meghna for this? 
RESPONDENT: Last year DNA the whole month of October DNA was writing about Breast 
Cancer so I know Meghna because she does paid publicity for my shop. So I told her you do this 
and put it in. So you know that‘s how.   
INTERVIEWER: Ok. So you said you do a lot of awareness programs for colleges and things 
like that. Can I ask what kind of things you all do and if you all use the media there? 
RESPONDENT: Ya uh.. we don‘t use media for that. We do two kinds of awareness for that, one 
is breast cancer for women and women‘s groups so we went to the Machiwadi Nagar, we went to 
the place at Cuff Parade, we‘ve done it at tea plantations for Konoor so wherever we get access 
and we‘ve done it in communities like the Kachi community so they contacted us saying would 
you like to do this. So even participation now see Friday Saturday Sunday there is a Bridal 
Collection exhibition but we were approached by Concern India who said would you like a stall 
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and they just pas it out you know. Plus because we are standing there we have a line of products 
to sell. So for colleges..that is for cancer awareness. Then the other awareness program is through 
our workshop for women where the woman is looking at herself so its an inner growth workshop. 
These are for women who are juggling various roles ok not necessarily economically 
underprivileged but women like you me who are juggling roles and just interested in self growth 
so that they can manage their day to day lives better. The third level of awareness programs is 
what we do with colleges and schools where we pick non academic subjects so uhh we did one on 
Cultural Difference because a lot of students go abroad so we did cross cultural communication 
then we did during the terrorist attack uhh after the attack we did a post-trauma stress for school 
children and adults so they could understand what were the sensations and the emotions they 
were going through. So that‘s a different level of awareness where you are working on the mind 
of the person. Then we do things like sexual counseling for students and you know nutrition 
hygiene so it depends on what the mood of the students uh the school is. 
INTERVIEWER: And you have to go through these schools to organize them? 
RESPONDENT: Yes of course so for example we tied up with HR college, the principal is a 
friend of ours so she supported us. We also helped her being the sheriff, we helped her with our 
helpline. 
INTERVIEWER: How do you all publicize the helpline? 
RESPONDENT: She‘s the sheriff so she does most of the publicity.  
INTERVIEWER: Also for the funding for your organization where does that usually come from? 
RESPONDENT: We do fund raisers. One of our directors is into Business Art so she organizes 
the fund raisers. Otherwise we get it from our donors. Again friends, individuals, well wishers 
you know. Somebody we‘ve help 10 years..2 years down the line they want to give back 30,000 
they want to give 50,000 they want to give a lakh. So we find out, we manage, n we manage with 
our products and we try to sell bulk. Corporate diaries and things like that.  
INTERVIEWER: So do you all have a list of media contacts that you constantly go back to? 
RESPONDENT: Mmm no we don‘t. We use personal. Once again media in Bombay city is very 
temperamental you know they think they are king because they have so much to cover. So only 
through personal contacts we can get through to them. (phone rings) 
RESPONDENT: I don‘t know if I am of any help? 
INTERVIEWER: No no of course you are you are one of the few NGOs that does a lot of 
publicity and raising awareness.   
RESPONDENT: We do a lot and also the founders we are three of us in the core team we are 
about 5-6 of us. The core team is constantly doing and we do a lot. We also have only one staff so 
in a sense we try and keep our administrative cost really low. We have a volunteer for I mean one 
staff for our cancer program and we are our own administration. So in that sense all our projects 
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are very close to our heart unlike larger corporate NGOs you know. So we are not corporate. 
Though we are registered we pay taxes we have ATG but we run like a close knit group. 
INTERVIEWER: Right also you mentioned you network with a lot of NGOs as well. When it 
comes to that do you all do joint events and things like that or? 
RESPONDENT: Oh yes yes we have done joint conferences with 5 other supportive cancer 
NGOs. In 2007 where it was a large international conference so we tie up and work with other 
NGOs. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and in terms of media coverage can I ask how often you all get coverage 
from the media and if you all proactively try and get coverage? 
RESPONDENT: Umm actually we don‘t proactively tried because like again I am saying media 
is very tough in Bombay. So when we have our event we publicize with them and we get it done. 
Uhh..other than that the helpline I‘m trying to put it in theatres and stuff but again the cost of 
advertising in Bombay is so high and I‘m always balancing and juggling. And once again I think 
we are more low profile and our emphasis is in making a difference rather than getting famous for 
what we do. So we are happy to get referrals for donations, donations through referrals we are 
happy to get. We‘d prefer getting donations by referrals rather than you know get bombarded 
with emails. 
INTERVIEWER: But otherwise have you seen that journalists are relatively supportive of your 
NGO or NGOs in general? 
RESPONDENT: No not at all. They don‘t really approach or try and cover a story on NGOs 
unless it‘s some scandal. Media stinks. I mean it‘s not you know..in a city like Bombay it‘s very 
difficult.  
INTERVIEWER: Is it also because the focus of media has also changed? Its no longer really 
about issues. 
RESPONDENT: Possible. Its more about sensational things, its more about glamour-struck 
celebrities. I mean you pick up our Mumbai Mirror I mean the entire newspaper should be called 
Bollywood News rather than Mumbai Mirror. At least that‘s how I see it. The first page always 
covers something scandalous. 
INTERVIEWER: Have you all used the media so much in the past as well or has it been recently? 
RESPONDENT: No I mean we are just 12 years old and we‘ve tried to use them off and on in 
different ways. Like I said if we know somebody then we use their help to cover for us you know. 
So we got covered in specialty magazines. You know now there are community magazines like 
there is a Gujrati magazine called being a Gujrati and there is a Sindhi magazine I mean two of us 
are Sindhis and so there is the Sindhian. So you know they cover us in different ways. Because 
they are our friends so they push it. And Indian Express has covered. So over the years..i don‘t 
have my folder of press clippings actually. 
INTERVIEWER: But you do collect them? 
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RESPONDENT: Ya ya actually that‘s a good idea I‘m going to tell my girl to get all our 
clippings and put it together. All of us have different things to do in our lives so we try and give 
time where we can but we don‘t have much of it. 
INTERVIEWER: So then when you all do deal with the media its generally through your 
personal contacts? 
RESPONDENT: Ya. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all plan to increase the use of the media? 
RESPONDENT: Well I would like to increase the use of media through the cinema, the cinema 
hall. I‘ve been wanting to make a Facebook page but again I am looking for a young volunteer to 
help me with that you know be the administrator and update it.  
INTERVIEWER: But then you all do want to increase online presence as well? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I think so I mean I think it‘s time for me to create a Facebook page. 
INTERVIEWER: And your website currently has information that the media can also access? 
RESPONDENT: Ya ya. They can and yes it has. It hasn‘t been updated for 6 months regarding 
our forthcoming events but yes it has. 
INTERVIEWER: And do you all get a lot of media queries as well? 
RESPONDENT: We get a fairly large amount but we don‘t get it as an NGO. Like I said one of 
our directors is a cancer survivor so she gets it a lot. You know as her cancer story…her name is 
there. Dr. Ranna Kuchandani and she‘s been featured in quite a few magazines and newspapers. 
Again its more because of the cancer surviving and how did she cope you know different angles, 
not about the organization only. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but do you think the media can be useful in any particular way for NGOs? 
RESPONDENT: Of course of course definitely. You know this has been my pet peeve and silent 
desire so to speak. But I wish..I‘m more than..very frequently I pick up the paper and say why 
can‘t they cover good work that we are doing instead of so and so rape and this one threw acid on 
so and so. You know these are good warnings and deterrents for the public but when it‘s only that 
then it‘s you know. But I think it‘s going to be a while before the media evolves as a community. 
You know the guideline and principles I don‘t think are…You know so I do feel that they can 
cover a lot and I personally umm work with a lot of different NGOs. And since the past 5-6 years 
iv been working with a whole gambit of NGOs. Starting from mentally challenged to the deaf to 
different various ones. I work with them in different ways you know I work with orphanages. So 
whatever the need is I gather my volunteers from here that is my gift your time program. I take 
our lady volunteers and set up programs in the orphanage or you just collect for example Shanti 
Avedhna is for terminally ill patients that don‘t get much funding so what we do is we ask them 
what they need. They say ok we need this this this. So I started a campaign through volunteers 
and my class my private class. We started a campaign so in 15 days we collect whatever they 
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want dal sugar milk things like that. And one time they wanted medicine so we collect medicine, 
money for medicine. So ya I do different things like that with different NGOs. But since Passages 
is mine I try and do most of it through Passages so that we get leverage out of it. I think I am my 
own media person. So we do a lot that. And each and every one of us 5 of us who are on the core 
committee do that so I guess we all have the likeness within us to help and be charitable. So 
whether we are doing it for our cancer program or for other NGOs it is still being done. 
INTERVIEWER: Right but now you‘ve worked across different sectors as well. Have you seen 
that media gives more attention to one development sector over others? 
RESPONDENT: Frankly the media gives only status related. So if today Katrina Kaif decides she 
wants to go to a Spastic Home and she decides she wants to do a publicity thing they will all go.  
INTERVIEWER: So it‘s not about the cause it‘s about the celebrity? 
RESPONDENT: I mean ya see like there was the movie Taare Zameen Par the media was 
covering autism and so I guess they are also groping for inspiration and how to cover things you 
know. But they are not then they will take the trouble to find out yes which is the NGO working 
for it. But to get the NGO that piggyback that this is the NGO working for this. There is a it‘s 
called Ear, they supply hearing aids and she needs publicity. So what I did with this club of mine 
is we did an NGO Mela. So we kind of picked on the names we don‘t know. I work with 
women‘s organizations where we do this. Again NGOs come with all slants, some that are 
philanthropic and some that are international. Which is the ladies group we are a part of. We just 
help whichever group comes in with a need. One of the targets is welfare so they invite 30 NGOs 
and they exhibit. So there‘s an awareness. So that seems to be the main way that they seem to be 
publicizing. They get more leverage through these NGO networks than the media.  
INTERVIEWER: But then if the media were to cover more on NGOs how would that benefit the 
NGOs? 
RESPONDENT: Well to start with funding and second the main of course is funding other than it 
will do the NGOs also sometimes you don‘t know there are people doing this you know. You 
don‘t know there is a place where you can go to get a free cataract or a free hearing aid. Now 
people like you and me may read the net and find it but you know others are clueless. The ones 
that don‘t get the benefit are the media. Because the media is just not aware. Media can influence 
what people read. When people are commuting 1 hour going home what do they do they pick up 
a newspaper and read. And if the newspaper were conveying this you know they can cover a 
different NGO every week. I mean if I were a newspaper I would do it.  
INTERVIEWER: Ya I mean you‘ve worked with so many NGOs and you‘ve seen such striving 
NGOs in Bombay especially and you see the media is booming here and yet nothing. 
RESPONDENT: Ya there is a disconnect and maybe one can leverage the other I mean the media 
can find so many issues at NGOs to write about, the media can also help out the NGOs with 
awareness and funding.  
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INTERVIEWER: But other than that do you think are restrictions or constraints on how NGOs 
can go about doing media relations? 
RESPONDENT: No no no. I mean if we need a PR agency like I can get Meghna you know.  
INTERVIEWER: But funding is also an issue? 
RESPONDENT: I guess I mean there are organizations who would rather not pay for a PR 
Agency but to get into the media you have too.  
INTERVIEWER: What about lacking in manpower? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I mean we have felt we lack it. I need people to man my stall on Friday 
Saturday Sunday. You know yes of course because how much can I tax myself. You know I ask 
please come and give us support, please give us donations, and come and sit here also. I mean 
there is only that much that one can do. I have you know 10-20 people or 50 people at the most to 
help me. Definitely it‘s not enough you know. You know am sure if media were to give us more 
time and cover us we could get more volunteers. Because there are a lot of women who want to 
help but they don‘t know where to go. Not necessarily those that are rich but those who want to 
help you know because there comes a time in your life where you want to just give back. It varies 
for different people you know to some people it might come at 25 to others maybe at 70 you 
know but the feeling comes. The underlying thing is there so. 
INTERVIEWER: I think I‘ve most of my questions, thank you so much. 
RESPONDENT: Tell me a little bit about yourself.  
Organization: Bombay Teen Challenge 
Date of Interview: 14
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 1 hour 4 minutes  
INTERVIEWER: Maybe you can start by telling me a little bit more about Bombay Teen 
Challenge I mean I know you all work with street children and things like that? 
 RESPONDENT: Means what exactly do you want to know? 
INTERVIEWER: Actually am looking at how NGOs do their publicity and how they do their 
media relations and things like that so how they do that in all their programs? 
RESPONDENT: See actually first of all we are not dealing with the media or anything till 
now..1990 we started this NGO by Mr. KK Devraj. Like we are not wanting the focus of media or 
any public things na. See we started with the drug addicts rehabilitation of the drug addicts and 
then slowly moved to rescuing the women from the red light area then we moved to rehabilitating 
the ladies we are rescuing and then we moved to rescuing their children. Before that mothers and 
child were there so that should not continue so we took out the girls from the red light area and 
then we moved to street children which started with only the night shelter because the things 
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happening at night in the red light area which is very horrible but children are there with the 
things happening. So we started this place called night shelter only for the children in that area. 
But slowly slowly we come to know that the parents are not bothered about them so we keep 
them with us and so it became a full day process. So night shelter become entire day and night. 
So ladies are also happy because their children are not doing anything wrong. So then we moved 
to street children. Like actually I approached the government for this beggars uhh this beggar 
project to start a beggar project but things are going haywire. The issue came in the paper na RR 
Patil and all these things happening that they started that suddenly they started picking up the 
children from the street. So this major thing was happening and suddenly na they were not 
comfortable with that so it was like our proposal was given to them the entire thing so we handled 
the 1000 of the street beggars. We stopped uhh what we told them that we see that there is no 
children at each of the signal in Mumbai, that‘s not possible. Then we started a shelter for the 
street children they come to Bombay na many times they run away from their homes in Bombay 
and in two days they become like na totally they change everything. So these children we rescue 
them and we keep them so right now we have that shelter also. Then we started the AIDS 
orphanage, orphans means their parents died of AIDS, their father their mother. So this are the 
children. Then some their parents cannot manage so like that so this are the children. So this are 
the other program that we have. The women, children, AIDS orphans. Durg addicts, then 
rehabilitating them.  
INTERVIEWER: But you have so many various programs do you have lots of volunteers to help 
you? 
RESPONDENT: Volunteers ya so different different. See maximum shelters are in Badlapur. In 
Bombay we have a night shelter then the street program and we have a center which is a 
counseling center with people who are 24/7. The Monday to Friday we have a feeding program at 
Viti Station so we providing the free meal to them and in that process we talk to them. We ask 
them are they willing to come out of this so are they willing then we can send them to our day 
care center which is opposite Nagpada Police Station. So they come there we counsel them, we 
call them every day. We cannot keep them there but when they go at night they have their places 
but morning we say you come there 9 oclock till evening 6:30. Then we come to know their 
willingness. If they are willing then we then slowly we admit them to our hospital then hospital 
medical treatment then we send them to our rehab center in Badlapur. So we take care of their 
education medical food clothing. See all this children who are with us their educations, their 
medical is taken care of.  
INTERVIEWER: And how many children are there? 
RESPONDENT: See at every center it‘s different. It‘s almost more than 400 or 500 children. 
INTERVIEWER: For each center? 
RESPONDENT:  No no no. All together. Womens are different because there are around 100 
girls are there. There are 60 girls in Bombay, 40 boys from the street, drug rehab is around 90 and 
around 70 womens. And the ladies who‘s girls have been rescued that are around 100. So all 
together total.  
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INTERVIEWER: And how many volunteers do you all have who help you out? 
RESPONDENT: See the volunteers is more than I think 75. 
INTERVIEWER: For all these projects how do you all get your funding then? How do you all get 
your support? 
RESPONDENT: Uhh support we approach we send the projects see it comes from the people are 
there means uhh local people are helping local people who are helping only for the drug rehab 
program. So that is you know we have a small company called Thousand Member Club which 
they can donate from 50 rupees to whatever. Some people donate, some donate for the books and 
so we tell them this is the effort for drug rehab. That is only for the eleven months. After the 
eleven months we check with the children are they will to go to the place do they know any 
address. So then we contact their families, their families are now willing to take them back 
because they are studying now and recovered. Somebody wants to study and we give them for 
their further studies so like that. And some are reunited with their parents so that is the local. 
Maximum fund you can say is coming from the US, UK.  
INTERVIEWER: But then how do these donors find out about you then? 
RESPONDENT: That is from the website or somebody is coming and telling them. People are 
talking to each other like you know speaking through word of mouth. Maximum that is happening 
with the work we are doing. Because we haven‘t approached anyone like you know publicity we 
don‘t have brochures till now. So that is where the work is happening. Mr. Devraj is more 
concerned is not that I am doing this give me all this his approach is not that way. He says am 
doing the work if you see the work that‘s it. Because now 20 years we will be completing. So till 
now he has been running based on faith. Till now he has been providing the vision because 
actually he was working in the Gulf as an engineer. He came here just to visit and he saw all these 
things and wanted to change it. Its like a one way ticket coming to Bombay India and after that he 
is here only. So that we he started with the small things.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok but you all don‘t go out to approach the media but does the media come to 
approach you? 
RESPONDENT: Yes the media came the media clippings are there. Sometimes they come, they 
want too..but we don‘t want to do much that is what Devraj thing is that. We don‘t want too much 
attention. We don‘t want like na that I am doing this I am the one we don‘t want. And he don‘t 
want the children to be like a showcase. That‘s the main thing. They are like na normal people. 
Same thing as our children are getting is na the same thing. Many people come and like na want 
to see the centers want to see the work but like they are not showcase you know. What is it like a 
zoo or what that you come and so he is not allowing that. So that‘s the thing. They are here, they 
are going to school, to colleges and things like a normal child. The publicity comes then they will 
take the photograph they will inform that the children are from here and their stories so that he 
said no. 




RESPONDENT: That to this year he is planning to do that. To go ahead with this to openly tell 
what we are doing. 
INTERVIEWER: It will also help with all your funding and? 
RESPONDENT: Mmm for him its not about the funding but to know to aware the people around. 
One is about the women and girl is being sold. Trafficking from Karnataka and Nepal. So this 
time he is talking about that. They are brought here and sold here and the children are taken to the 
Gulf. Let the people also know what is happening. India is a free country but still the police and 
these people are hand in hand and doing things which is very difficult. This time he said we are 
doing it but we cannot continue with that. Rehabilitating the women from the red light area is that 
they will bring they will drop it, it‘s like operation will continue it will not stop. It will have to 
stop from where it starts from there. So right now we are targeting Nepal, Karnataka about what 
is happening. We are doing that search of from where it is coming. So that is happening so we 
said we will go ahead with this. Instead of doing this we will stop there itself in Nepal because 
they are coming here because of more jobs. Because their areas are isolated areas where nothing 
is there so that area we are starting we can rehabilitate them. Providing them the necessities the 
basic things. Like if you see near the reclamation all the beggars, they are from 5 years to 6 years 
and we‘ve studied that. From 6 years they are there and they‘ve come from Ambavadi side which 
is Karnataka border and all those things. They are staying here, they are called the Parsis. They 
got the ration card voting card but still they are on the street for 5 years even. Some people say 
there is a 5th generation staying here. But what can we do. They are doing this stealing job, 
breaking the homes and all these things. But when we approach the villages we saw government 
give no facilities na no water supply or anything the education is not there. So we are taking that 
one one villages. We are starting the project now. Rehabilitating the villages. So that they don‘t 
come here and their children will not be a beggar and they will do work. So that generation will 
be there in the villages. So all these things are coming. 
INTERVIEWER: Right so then he wants to start using the media to build awareness?? 
RESPONDENT: Right now ya he says he will come with all these things like evidence stuff and 
show them the things like that. Because it is happening in front of us but still nobody wants to 
come forward. Thing is that here somebody will come and disturb everything. Because political 
parties are there see first thing we are not taking any aid from the government. But we approach 
government with the basic whatever procedures are there the rules and regulations we follow. But 
its like na giving the facility education facility he said no. Let them have the best education you 
only give us concession in you know water and electricity. That‘s what he asks for. But other 
things he says no problem. So nobody should point at the child from the ashram and say you 
know he is from that ashram. They are going to college, their career, whatever they select we are 
providing them. Some people want to do hotel management some right now is doing airhostess 
job so all these things are there. So what all these girls want we are getting. 




RESPONDENT: Some of the coverage are coming if you can read there the articles are there. 
Because sometimes they are coming to ask what we cover that we cover the red light area or the 
clinic that we have or the other thing is we have two clinics also in the red light area. One is the 
free dental clinic and one is a general clinic. The general clinic is providing anti-viral treatment 
for the child and women there, pre-medicines. 
INTERVIEWER: And for all these things mostly your funding comes from abroad? 
RESPONDENT: Ya and the local people. So they approach so some of them say they will 
provide feeding the entire meal for the month. 
INTERVIEWER: So but you don‘t approach the funders usually they hear about you and come? 
RESPONDENT: Ya, so they ask for this. So like UNICEF is there UNICEF came. Then UN 
grant came. So this is how they say that they are having the fund available so you can apply so 
just like that. So UNICEF came for like the child protection we have the child protection so we 
think of our girls, children, 100 girls are there we have told them so they were happy. 
INTERVIEWER: And also this media coverage you get it how regularly can you say? 
RESPONDENT: It‘s not regularly, sometimes, it‘s not regularly. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but you all have been getting it every year? Something comes out? 
RESPONDENT: Yes anything like a major thing or any political party comes or something like 
that like the MLA came. Now the AIDS orphans the opening was done by Harshvardan Party 
women and child so that time the coverage was there. And like some celebrity came to the Red 
Light area like Nagma came for the AIDS Day Program and so the media came so things like 
that. But we like hardly say approach. Because this time we had a big rally in the Red Light area 
for awareness things but we never told any media. 
INTERVIEWER: But did the media come? 
RESPONDENT: No we never informed them so the media never came. We actually covered the 
entire Grant Road Mumbai Central area walking.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok and what did you all do? 
RESPONDENT: Just telling about them like awareness about them.  
INTERVIEWER: So you all talked to people on the street and things like that? 
RESPONDENT: Ya ya.  
INTERVIEWER: But you all don‘t do any other publicity for your programs or…? 
RESPONDENT: No nothing like that. We have not done yet but we are planning to do it. 
Because in the past he was not thinking about this but this year 20
th
 May he was saying that we 
approach now we go forward with this.  
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INTERVIEWER: But before was it because you all didn‘t need too or you all had less people to 
help out with it? 
RESPONDENT: Not that way because his thinking is totally different. So it‘s his thinking that 
we work with. Now he is thinking let us go ahead with this. Before he did not see media helping 
but now he wants to use media in a way so that we can show what is happening to women and 
children and drug addicts and then we can try and cut it all at the source. 
INTERVIEWER: So now you will approach more? 
RESPONDENT: Not approaching really people are coming so now he is saying ok we will talk. 
INTERVIEWER: So you all will talk more, open up? 
RESPONDENT: Yes talk more, speak more about this. And previously like hardly ministers, now 
ministers are available like Baldev Khosla, Nitin Sarga..all these ministers know now so they are 
also telling come on move ahead with this. Because somebody has to come forward it‘s like 
others are because there are so many NGOs that are doing the same work ok but nobody is being 
able to stop this thing. Rehabilitating will continue this process of trafficking women and child 
from different states to Bombay and the process will continue. Raids will be made, children will 
be removed. Some put in the homes, women put in the rehab programs. It is very dangerous 
again. So the cycle will continue, recently we stopped the cycle from there and that is what we are 
trying to do. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but has the media usually been supportive? What kind of stories have they 
written about you all? 
RESPONDENT: Positive stories about the children. Like one of the cases was about a child at JJ, 
this child was there at JJ with a 5 or 6 year old means brother and sister. So the condition was so 
critical and the child was having AIDS and almost like in one month they said the child will die. 
And somebody from the hospital contacted our social worker from that area. They said this child 
is there, both the parents have died of AIDS, brother and sister are there in the hospital, sister is 
taking care of him, sister is also so small and like that. So then one of our volunteer went there 
and saw that so she felt so pained so she called Devraj. Devraj went there and saw the condition 
and he still will take care of then he met the JJ superintendent and he said hardly it‘s like one 
month and he said we will still take care of him. Then they said no if you take from here and 
then..we moved the child from JJ hospital after some medication and we moved to Nair Hospital 
where we have some doctors whom we know. There after that treatment, the bandage was there 
on his hand, nose, mouth everywhere so that bleeding was continuous. One of our staff took the 
child home because we can‘t put in the homes this is special case, have to give medicines and 
things like that. And that child is now going to an English medium school. And after that the JJ 
superintendent was so surprised. They said its one month but that‘s where..we work like that. I 
don‘t think it‘s a big huge story but we don‘t usually approach these kind of things but this time 
we did and it happens. I can show you the photos and things and it‘s like amazing. Medication 
was like God‘s hand upon the child because they had given up, it‘s like nobody is there, the small 
sister only going down getting feeding him and things like that. Doctors and nurses said just let it 
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go. But now both of them are there in our AIDS orphans home in Badlapur. Here this photos are 
there, this is the child, his name is Shreemohan. (1 min conversing with colleague)  
INTERVIEWER: So did the media cover this story then? 
RESPONDENT: No we have not given to the media to cover this story because like Devraj said 
no because they are some of the stories are so touching so he said no. Like there are two girls 
Mahima and Kiran they are also there and some boy was thrown in the garbage and things like 
that because of AIDS and right now he is also in the center and he is also going to school. Where 
they are giving hope there is hope for them so to speak. That‘s where Devraj is trying to do 
because many times they say there is no hope left. Even the girls from the Red Light areas who 
we rescue means her boyfriend came and sold her and that kind of things are there. But that girl 
never though she will come out of that cage, get married, have a baby girl. But that same girl 
went to USA where there was big conference on trafficking by George Bush. She spoke in the 
conference. So some of these stories are you know like amazing, these children are there that 
never thought they would come out and have gone there and came back.  
INTERVIEWER: But you have so many amazing stories you never felt like you should publish 
them in the media? 
RESPONDENT: No because he also wants to na protect them. Because we have to bring them 
into society and if we put them forward then it becomes difficult for them to stay. Now today 
around 15 boys are going to US. Means they are carrying a musical concert and things like that. 
These are children from the street and drug addicts.  
INTERVIEWER: You all do a lot of things abroad also, do you all get a lot of media attention 
from there as well? 
RESPONDENT: We have not done that media. But right now Hard Rock Café, they are coming 
with us. They are raising funds and those kinds of things through their concert.  
INTERVIEWER: So does this happen a lot where others or corporate try to raise fund for you 
all? 
RESPONDENT: Right now Hard Rock Café is the first at the corporate level that has come over. 
That‘s the thing. 
INTERVIEWER: And do you expect to get media attention from there? 
RESPONDENT: I mean we don‘t expect but it will come. It came in the paper after that. They 
had the show in Mumbai so that time media‘s coverage was there. 
INTERVIEWER: I mean you said you have a lot of funder in the US and UK so do people abroad 
write about Teen Challenge sometimes? 
RESPONDENT: They write on the website there, they mention there. 
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INTERVIEWER: So on your website as well you have all the information for the media to 
access? 
RESPONDENT: Yes all the information is there. The stories and all are also there.  
INTERVIEWER: And how often do you all update the website? 
RESPONDENT: Now we recently started doing that.  
(Colleague brings in booklet) 
RESPONDENT: See this is the boy and this is the sister. And we took them from the hospital that 
time. And then in the hospital she is taking care of.  
INTERVIEWER: And she also has AIDS? 
RESPONDENT: Uhh no. ..this is Mr. Devraj. It‘s like now you can see it doesn‘t look like the 
same boy. Nobody will believe it is the same boy. See. Condition as very bad, bleeding was 
happening so they cannot leave him like that also. But one thing this girl was having a smile 
every time and was taking care of him in the hospital. This is another girl Sabrina. She also has 
AIDS but we took care of her. See. See this. This is that Rahul I told you na was thrown at the 
garbage can. See this, he is also an AIDS thing. Like this one she was in the red light area, after 
she was having AIDS she was thrown on the street. She was in a dying condition with her two 
daughters. Somebody called us and we went there. Condition was so that she was having life only 
for her daughters. For 3 days they were on the streets of Mumbai. See these are the girls. When 
we approached them we told the woman see this is the thing then we shifted her to the hospital. 
After we shifter her to the hospital then for one day she was in the hospital then the next day she 
died. She was holding her breath for her daughters to see they were safe.  
INTERVIEWER: So it‘s like an orphanage also where they can come and stay with you all? 
RESPONDENT: Ya. See this is like a drug addict boy, same boy. This is outside Bandra, Bandra 
station. 
INTERVIEWER: That‘s what surprises me because you have such interesting stories.. 
RESPONDENT: And we don‘t approach the media. Because that is where he concerned about 
their identity. Like if the go on to work and where they work somebody says you are like that you 
know so that is the reason.  
INTERVIEWER: But then will you all start brochures and things like that? 
RESPONDENT: We are planning too but right now we have nothing like that. This is only for the 
government and our records and even for donors who want to see the photographs. But you can 
see the photographs and press clipping. And even on 25
th
 July when the rain floods happened we 
did the maximum relief with the police. We went to the police quarter because maximum things 
were happening in some of the police quarters in the area Ghatkopar, Chembur side, Borivali 
where police and their families need help. Even Gujrat relief we were there. So people are asking 
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why you are not doing it and we do and even in Orissa time people had asked Teen Challenge to 
go and help. Because we have to see you know, all the works are there, we cannot do all the 
things. Rain time, flood relief time we approached because you know we can and Badlapur was 
the worst part because bridge collapsed and getting the people to know about this the media. We 
took the media there to show what was happening and because you know the roofs you could see 
and the Bharvi Damn had opened. Because the gap between the bridge was broken. 
INTERVIEWER: But do you all have contacts in the media and things like that when you all 
need to call them? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I think Devraj has contacts like Times maybe. So he has few contacts. Even 
like Sheila Kriplani is there na so some of the board members are there who have their contacts so 
more than we they tell us what to do.  
INTERVIEWER: Are they usually very involved at the ground level also?  
RESPONDENT: Ya quite, they help a lot and tell us what to do and how to do na. Sometimes 
they want things done particular way. Media also using more depends on them. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok. Great, thank you so much sir for all your help. 
OrganizatioRespondent: Childline India 
Date of Interview: 15
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 1 hour 22 minutes 6 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: Sir this is just a little bit about my research if you would like to go through it? 
RESPONDENT: Ok. 
RESPONDENT: Are you going to share the findings? I mean once you finished the study will 
you share the report? 
INTERVIEWER: Yes of course. I will send you the results if you like. 
RESPONDENT: Ok that is the only requirement I have.  
RESPONDENT: What number do you want? 
INTERVIEWER: Your office number is fine. 
RESPONDENT: Should I just staple my visiting card, might be easier. (fiddling to find a stapler) 
INTERVIEWER: Maybe you can start telling me about what you do at Childline India and the 
programs? 
RESPONDENT: Ok. See Childline India Foundation is the mother NGO for the Childline service 
in India. Childline is a 4 digit helpline service. It‘s for free and 24 hours. It‘s what we call an 
outreach based telly-service. What that means is essentially that not only do we answer calls on 
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the phone and deal with the advice we have to give on the phone but if required and the situation 
demands it we reach the child within an hour of the call. We physically reach the child, provide 
the SOS attention and link the child to all the services that are available for the child‘s 
rehabilitation. Furthermore we make sure that the child is rehabilitated, that‘s the Childline 
service. Currently the service is in about 90 cities and districts in the country. We do about 2.5 
million calls a year and roughly about 40-45% of the calls are from children the rest are from 
concerned adults. An adult would call and say listen I saw a child begging at the signal. Children 
who call us are children who are lost, children who are in an accident, children who have been 
abused physically or sexually, children who have suffered violence, children who are in extreme 
predicaments either because of ailments, disabilities, exploitation uhh you know children who are 
completely hungry and severely malnourished so really all kinds of children call us. And the 
service is the single largest service in child protection and the first step in child protection in the 
country. We therefore work with various partner organizations in the country and the stakeholders 
which is the government, the judiciary, police, telecom sector, the media, health sector, issues 
sector so all these sectors. Talking about…um I need a break for a minute. 
INTERVIEWER: Of course, sure. Go ahead. 
RESPONDENT: Sorry. 
INTERVIEWER: No problem. 
RESPONDENT: That‘s the basic service, the Childline service. Roughly about 20% of the 
world‘s helpline calls land on 1098 which is in India. So the Childline service is possibly the 
single largest service of its kind, not possibly it is the single largest service of its kind in the 
world. There are about 10 million helpline calls made for children across the world and about 125 
countries that have helpline services. Childline is the largest.  
INTERVIEWER: So how does the media come into play, I mean you are the head of 
communications and things like that so what is your role in this? 
RESPONDENT: Ok. See in a very large country with great inequalities you know and nearly 
25% of the population below poverty level and children‘s population of nearly 43% of the 
country‘s population. The children‘s population in India at 43% is 443 million which is the 
largest group of children below 18 anywhere in the world, it‘s the largest population of children 
in the world. So you know we have this world‘s largest children‘s population 443 million, our 
own research over the years has shown and we have calculated now that 40% of this children‘s 
population, roughly about 180, 180 million are children who are marginalized for one reason or 
the other. Either because they are in child labor, they are exploited, commercial abused, they‘re 
trafficked or you know they have disabilities, illness, malnutrition so all these account for about 
180 million children. Now this is a very very large stat a very large group. Now if we were 
dealing with a really small and esoteric cause it might be possible for an organization like ours to 
do intervention all by ourselves. But when you are dealing with such a large percentage of the 
country‘s population you have to motivate the larger stakeholders that is the government to take 
ownership status for child protection in the country. So we have to address the needs of these 180 
million children who are marginalized and make sure they come through the gaps and come 
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through the crack and are mainstreamed. Therefore we have really two roles with the media. A is 
what we call cause equity. Now cause equity is building the cause of child protection. Now these 
concepts of child protection and child rights are not clearly understood by everybody. Ok. We 
couple of years ago we had somebody do a film you know a complete kind of film where we had 
camera parked on the streets and various locations and random adults were asked what they 
thought of child right and what they thought of child protection. And this was in the city of 
Mumbai. And we had people you know complete normal adults who said you know ―rights what 
right maybe children should have some rights but not so much rights‖. So the concept that the 
right of a child is the same as that of the adult in the constitution is not equally understood. And 
the fact the children can be especially vulnerable because you know their status as children as 
young people who are not economically independent or who can‘t act independent, the fact that 
they need protection that their rights need protection that their development rights their learning 
rights…(phone interruption) uhh sorry so their…they need their rights for protection, their rights 
for healthcare, their rights for development, their rights for education all of these things need 
protection. So child protection is very fundamental to child rights to making sure that children do 
grow up with all their rights intact and have access to their rights. This fact is not easily 
understood. If I had an adult ask me on the street you know what is child rights I could list out a 
few child rights. If he asks me about child protection I‘d have to say listen child protection starts 
with you. With the kind of environment that you provide at home and with the extension of the 
environment that you provide in the community with the institution the child visits for example 
schools and health hospitals and so on. So all those things you know there are many things in 
each of those things that can be, that can create a risk for a violation. So cause equity is building 
equity in the media and through the media amongst the stakeholders the government, the 
education sector, the healthcare sector, the general public about what child protection is all about. 
So it‘s an equity for the cause. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and how do you all do this through the media? 
RESPONDENT: Uh yes. That‘s the first thing the second thing is of course to build brand equity 
for the Childline service which is to make sure that more and more people know that there is a 
helpline which is available 24 hours which they can call for children in distress or children who 
need care and protection. So there are two distinct thing we need the media for. Media is also 
very critical for us..I‘ll come to how we do it..media is also very critical for us in issues of child 
protection. When I say issues I mean specifically issues like child labor, like child sexual abuse, 
like traffic children, child beggars, street children ok disabilities. In these issues the media is our 
primary method to sensitize public and stakeholders to what these issues are about and how to 
deal with them. You know people write to us about, people don‘t know for example a mother 
whose daughter is being exploited by her husband on who she is economically dependent does 
not know whether to report child sexual abuse or not. If she does chances are her daughters and 
her livelihood may be at stake. So what should she do? So how should we give advice how 
should she learn about what is the right thing to do? So for issues using media to sensitize public 
about what to do in such circumstances is very critical, ok. I mean in India for example it is very 
common among middle class people to offer their argument to proffer the argument that look if I 
don‘t let the child work in my house he will go starve in a village what can I do, so I keep him at 
home. So they sort of rationalize their option for child domestic labor without realizing the larger 
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implications for that you know. For example they don‘t have to ask the question how will the 
child stand up on his feet after 18 years of age with no skill. They don‘t answer, for them it is 
short-term. The child will starve so I feed him at home I make him work at home. So they 
rationalize like this. So how do we deal how do we open up the minds of people like this to the 
issues of child labor? Ok. Media is a tool for that. How do we work with media? We work with 
media in many many ways. A we brief media and we you know see the media feeds on the need 
for public need and curiosity in news. For us we need to be able to you know tacitly feed this role 
that the media plays which is to satisfy the curiosity for news and hunger for news for the public. 
So we give them support on cases. Cases about children whether it is child sexual abuse, children 
in labor or exploitation. These stories always make news, they are human interest stories. So we 
for us it is walking a tight rope. Trying to figure out what is in the best interest of the child 
without exposing the child to public scrutiny or media scrutiny. To make sure media gets 
information that it can use to satisfy their hunger for news among the public or population. And 
by doing so to make sure that the media starts reporting more sensibly and better and with more 
openness about issues. Over the last few years we have done this with child sexual abuse and 
we‘ve found that you know in both mainstream media and television and press we have found a 
lot of support in how these issues are reported. We go out of our way to cooperate with the media, 
give them information but we demand that the media give time to expose different sectors. So 
what we have done is I could show you for example these are the programs that we have worked 
with within the media. So this is something we do we provide information to media stories to 
media and in turn we get coverage. Now another thing we do is participate in media programs. 
Now just to give you an example, MTV is a popular media channel you know with music. In 
India the MTV channel primarily plays Hindi music which means that it covers a very large 
group of music listeners who like to watch pop music or Hindi music. They have a program 
which caters to career options unusual career options. It‘s called MTV On the Job. So just to give 
you an example what we did was we talked to MTV and said listen what about a job in the 
development sector with NGOs. It‘s such an unusual career choice and usually youngsters don‘t 
know about it. So the way On the Job works is they normally select a group of young kids, give 
them a task and a few of them the winners are selected to intern at the organization. What we did 
was you know why don‘t you give them the task of writing a street play and acting out the street 
play at a popular mall? So MTV liked the idea and called college students and formed them into 
groups and they were briefed by people from Childline, the groups wrote scripted a street play 
and performed it at a mall in Bombay Central and MTV filmed the entire thing live while they 
performed the street play. The street play was on child labor. Now this is a great way because 
after this program went on air we had lots of people who said they wanted to work with us. So 
here is a method working with the media which is building which is working through the program 
network. Similarly there are many you know popular competitive programs which are almost like 
real TV for example music and dance competition. One of the very popular programs on Star TV 
was a program on dance competitions. So what we did was we talked to them we said you know 
you‘ve got young kids coming and dancing for you. Why don‘t you let our children come into the 
student audience and why don‘t you compare and talk about Childline 1098 service and then ask 
audience to support it. It‘s just a one minute plug in the entire thing but basically these are 
children so you know we had the children and they agreed and they recorded them. This is a 
method in which we can work together. We don‘t you know we do not have public relations as a 
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white wash kind of thing. We don‘t run a shelter which has a major crisis coming up that we need 
to cover up we have no such things. We are in fact very very open. We are extremely transparent, 
we share information with the media. Many of us have very often been on forums in which the 
role of media on child protections comes up because the Juvenile Justice Act in India says that 
children who are involved in cases, their names and identities cannot be exposed. Even before the 
Juvenile Justice Act came we were stakeholders in developing the Juvenile Justice Act so we 
believe that firmly. So we don‘t expose our children who are involved in cases. So in many media 
forums you this issue comes up you know just to give you an example a 16-17 year old kid killed 
in a brutal murder in Delhi. I don‘t know if you know the cases but child‘s identity revealed by 
the police to the media including details of the Facebook, stories this that and doctor parents both 
parents are doctors are you know basically up for information grab everywhere. In Bombay this 
happened you know a student at Tata Institute of Social Sciences is drugged in a party and raped 
by people and the first information report filed which named the victim was released to the media 
by the police. So we are often at loggerheads with media on exposure of such details that may 
fundamentally affect the rights of a child. So we go on forums with the media and discuss how 
should media act on child protection issues. We believe the media is a potent part, there is 
certainly no question about it. And particularly when your target segment is so large. So we also 
do stories, we publish write ups, we publish papers in the media, we release papers in the media 
on issues that affect us. For example India doesn‘t have a child sexual abuse law. So we write to 
the newspapers with a detail analysis of current laws and how they impact child sexual abuse and 
what the gaps are. So this is information that might not be easy for a reporter to access.  
INTERVIEWER: Has Childline always been so active with the media? Why do you think other 
NGOs are not as active? 
It started as a field action project with the Tata Institute of Social Science then 2 years later it 
became an inherent NGO and then it grew across the country. I would say that it is really in the 
last 4-5 years that it has come in. I think for that you know in a sense it depends upon the people 
who are in the organization from time to time. We have always had development communication 
people with us who know things like what are the steps involved in a journalistic interaction. This 
doesn‘t go for ordinary public. Ok. So we‘ve always had communication people from the 
development sector who have had experience. I mean I came into this organization you know I 
came in with 25 years of corporate sector background and 15 years in the advertising industry. I 
know the media very well. So then I guess it opens up the media a lot more.  
INTERVIEWER: So it depends on the kind of people and the experience they have? 
RESPONDENT: Yes I mean it‘s a wish-list that you have all kinds of professionals but it is not 
possible to have a communications specialist in all NGOs. That‘s another thing you know. We 
provide all the information, we simply give, we give reports, all stats analysis we publish all of it 
on our website. That‘s another way we deal with the media because the media is often looking for 
background research and they use our websites they write to us look we are using your 
information. Many research institutes write to us that we need to use the information on your 
website so there is a way to reach out. You have to understand what their requirements are and 
you have to balance out, look we have 180 million marginalize children, 443 children, we have a 
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demographic cycle in India of 30 years in the structure of the population. Just now 2010-2040 is 
when we have a really young India. Now 22% of the population of China is above 50 and 43% of 
India is below 18. We are at such a crux in history you know because nowhere in the world is 
there enough youth, enough children to supply for young labor except India. So this is a good 
time to actually leverage media. It is a good time to show and the thing is we‘ve done it in the 
case of child sexual abuse in the last few years you know starting from we had a case called the 
Anchorage shelter in which two British pedophiles were arrested in a shelter called Anchorage in 
Colaba Bombay. And they were picking up children from the streets and offering the children a 
no option kind of package you know we give you a place to stay and they exploit them you know. 
For children on the street it is better to be fed and have shelter even if it requires abuse than to be 
on the streets. So we filed a case, a big case at the magistrate level, then at the sedition court level 
then at the high court they appealed and the high court let them go on the grounds that the current 
law on child sexual abuse does not make it a crime for a man to put his penis into the mouth of a 
child. Now on such grounds we campaigned with the media which shared all the information on 
child sexual abuse and the result was that we had a task we wanted to make sure that the word 
pedophiles occurred next to the Britishers all the time. In that we succeeded because we simply 
got the media to see what it really was and to see and understand the situation. Their passports 
have been suspended out here and we are waiting for a final. But the Anchorage case was in fact a 
very good way to open up the media on child sexual abuse. What is child sexual abuse, what is a 
good way to report it? When should you cooperate with us? So now we have media who call us, 
seek information, wait for us to give them permission. So it‘s a great way. I think it‘s a very good 
method. You can actually shy away from the media, we don‘t. We are very open with the media, 
we are very close to the media. Let me tell you Hindustan Times, one of the country‘s largest 
papers, in Bombay wanted take a chance on one of the cases of not putting the names of the child 
and the photograph of the child. For the similar case other newspapers put in the names and the 
pictures so Hindustan Times readers wrote to the editor saying that you know why didn‘t you 
write or put in the pictures? She spoke to me and you know we gave her the information on what 
is the impact of exposure for the child because people don‘t understand, people simply don‘t 
understand such things. Just to give you an example I told her about a story in Kerela which was 
presented to the media of four children from HIV positive families who when given the story 
were ostracized so badly that all the parents of other children in that school, they boycotted that 
school and said unless they are suspended we will not let our children in that school. So those 
children had to be taken out of school. So she wrote an editorial in Hindustan Times justifying 
what it was and taking a stance. I thought that was avery positive way to work with the media.  
INTERVIEWER: Because I mean I‘ve done interviews with other NGOs and they have had very 
laidback views of the media, claiming it is too commercialized, etc… 
RESPONDENT: Typical social workers tend to feel overwhelmed with the media hunger for 
newsy coverage and not enough you know I think NGOs want you know stories on media to say 
how the ENREGA scheme is not working. Now the media will do the story if it means news and 
if it means it satisfies their customers, their clientele. If it doesn‘t it won‘t. How else, if it‘s 
possible example to turn around and identify one family which has been negatively affected  
because the ENREGA didn‘t touch it then ok that becomes a human interest story. That‘s a good 
way to get a focus on that. What Megha Patkar did when she did the Namrata Bachao Aandolan 
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thing is she used the media in just the way they wanted it. What she‘s do was take the outraged 
action which is cutting down barbed wires and leading a riot which is a good enough method to 
get media attention then she would present a case in the media which is what it was. So it depends 
upon how you use it. Aruna Roy who developed the, who is the chief campaigner for the Right to 
Information Act. Now Aruna Roy is a former ISI officer who turned an NGO and runs an NGO in 
Rajasthan. I think she used the media extremely well in order to propagate to the media the 
concept of right to information. Similarly I think for example Center for Science and 
Environment in Delhi, Sunita Narayan used the media very well. You know CSE found out India 
doesn‘t have a standard for drinking water. That means there is no standard for saying what is the 
quality of drinking water. So this is 50 years after independence. She then actually measured the 
quality of water content and the quantity of pesticide residue in the popular soft drinks and she 
compared them to the same products in the US and they found that the US samples had virtually 
no residue of pesticides whereas the India ones had. So what she did was she went to the media 
and this became sensational. Overnight the parliament actually banned Pepsi and Coke overnight. 
They set up a parliamentary committee and in 18 months and set up a quality standard for water. 
Pepsi and Coke went to town saying it‘s not us it‘s the water and CSE said that‘s exactly what we 
are saying. But if it is the water why are your standards for India different than they are in US. So 
they used the media extremely well. Recently we had CSE using the media for a Tiger Campaign. 
So I certainly won‘t shy away from the media. I think if you allow it to be also for example you 
call the media in that you are doing a raid on child labor and you let them photograph everything, 
let them photograph the hapless children  put them up for display then you are feeding a monster 
in the wrong way. You have to recognize that this can be detrimental. Everybody in the media, 
the journalists, the clerk, the subeditors, the editor. Everybody may not have that social sensitivity 
that one person in the media has. So you have to recognize that and you have to realize how to 
deal with it. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all organize any events and things like that besides having this 
helpline? 
 RESPONDENT: Yes yes we went and bought approval from the Bombay Union for recognizing 
the Childline India program as part of the National Social Scheme the NSS scheme. Under the 
NSS scheme, children who are in college, when they volunteer time with NSS an organization 
with NSS they get benefit of certain marks 10-15 marks. So we went and got involved with that. 
We‘ve always had college students volunteering with us. We also have a big event in Bombay the 
children‘s party. We have a street children‘s party once a year. This is to celebrate you know 
Childline, you know Childline is what we tell them about but it is essentially to give them one 
evening of simple fun. These are street children and marginalized children about 1000-2000, so… 
INTERVIEWER: So these events are they also part of your brand equity? Do you all invite the 
media as well? 
RESPONDENT: Sometimes we do, sometimes we do. But we always invite the youth. College 
students are invited to volunteer regularly. I means that‘s..I mean I have seen you know 10-20 
kids from Xavier, HR College and other premium colleges come in and they are completely 
freaked out when they see children who are completely marginalized and having fun you know 
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we put up a band and we have music and all that so that street children can be happy. Children 
can be children. So college students always get freaked out you know oh these are normal street 
kids. Even if they are really poor they are normal children. So we always get a lot of college 
students.  
INTERVIEWER: According to you is it important to know about the media when dealing with 
them? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, most definitely. Look once I came here my experience in the media wasn‘t 
very difficult because I had my contacts in place yes and apart from that you know it‘s more 
about self-confidence in the work and the values, you have to be able to tell the media this I can 
give you this I can‘t, believe me this is the reason why I can‘t. And then you have to generate that 
credibility and trust with them. I think the best way to do that is simply to be open. Just to be 
open with them. You know I‘ve had media people I‘ve had newspapers calling me at 8 ‗o‘ clock 
in the evening saying you know we are a senior journalist calling and saying we have no story for 
tomorrow and we are out of headlines and we need some stories and at that moment we have 
given them a story that they have carried on the headlines. So there‘s the bond. They know they 
can rely on you and things like that. 
INTERVIEWER: In terms of media materials do you all send out press releases? 
RESPONDENT: We do. We send out press releases from time to time though typically the way it 
actually functions is that press releases go to a very blurry kind of newsdesk in the organization 
uh in the office you know. It‘s much better to call the few people you know in the media and ask 
them to come and attend or carry an article. The secretary of the department of labor in 
Maharashtra you know was interviewed by Laborer in Maharashtra. Maharashtra had and 
ambitious program, has an ambitious program that we wanted to abolish child labor in the 
country. Basically he said that we know the fact that there were so many issues and this and that 
and that these things could happen. I saw this entire interview, I spoke to the Marathi press and I 
have lots of people I know there. What we did was we called the senior journalist involved in that 
story and we said look here is a list of questions and here is a list of all the issues in child labor. 
Why don‘t you take these questions and ask these questions to the secretary and say you are 
doing a follow-up interview. And once you get their answers we will then give you the answers 
we think are from our perspective and you can run both by your readers and you can get your 
readers to generate an opinion. The publication did just that. The largest publication in Marathi 
did that. They got the briefing from us, took the questions, asked the secretary, published the 
entire thing on a full page article and next to that was an interview from us where we had our 
answers. The readers wrote into the publication saying that look it means that the Maharashtra 
government is not working very closely with NGOs and they need to open their eyes and 
understand that it is not intentions alone but implementation quality that makes a difference. Ok. 
It is good to say our intention is no labor so we are passing a bill on no labor. Passing the bill is 
intent but what about implementing? So that‘s how we work. 
INTERVIEWER: So you have to know about the media well? 
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RESPONDENT: Yes, yes absolutely. What they need, what stories they need. Ya but it works. 
There will be times when the media are can be exasperating. Uh I mean the Slumdog children? 
Slumdog children, uh one of the kids involved there was a public story about how there was a 
tussle between her father and her mother and the media was publishing this just after Slumdog 
released and the children were popular. The police in fact called us to do a home investigation on 
the child to determine what it was. We realized that the police had been asked by the court to 
determine what is going on. The police have no mechanisms to do social investigations, they do 
kind of do investigations parallely. So they were doing they were playing the game out, calling 
Childline, exposing the child to Childline and then you know using the information or planning to 
use the information to tell the media we have done social investigation. Not they were doing 
social investigation by calling in Childline. Since this happened, we had to strategize how we 
would approach this. So in fact we sent trained investigators to meet the child. And uh we did not 
submit reports to the local police. We submitted the reports to the police commissioner and we 
worked with the media and explained to the media what is the best interest of the child. Now in 
such a situation it can be very tough, the media will be extremely exasperating. They will do 
everything possible to get the truth out from you including steal reports if you know you have. 
These are the circumstance then you have to take a stand. It‘s easy then to go and say oh I hate 
the media you know but it‘s these times when you have to play it carefully, play straight and be 
firm in what is right and what‘s wrong. It works of course. Certainly, certainly.  
INTERVIEWER: Can I ask where you all get your funding from? 
RESPONDENT: Oh mostly about 40-45 maybe 48% is from the government and the rest is what 
we raise. We have fund raising initiatives. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but have you all been able to use the media for fundraising? 
RESPONDENT: Fundraising through the media is very tough for us because see the problem in 
mass media is that you know if for example I go to town and say Childline 1098 service this is 
what it does what happens is middle class starts calling us. We have children calling up and 
saying I don‘t want to go to school today because the teacher beats me. For us it‘s a process. It‘s 
issue, certainly it‘s an issue. But for us it‘s a different kind of an issue, it‘s a middle class issue. 
For us the toss up is what is more important, a child who calls and says my friend has fallen off a 
train and another train has run over her leg and has nobody in Bombay. Is that child more 
important or this middle class child and sometimes it is an unfair kind of choice to make and 
middle class children can suffer because we need to provide the service. But you know 180 
million marginalized children, for us that is the priority. So we can‘t completely be sure you 
know for example this child who called that doesn‘t want to go to school and the teacher beats 
this child, this requires counseling. Some of it can be tele-counselling but it requires sustained 
counseling over a period of time. It requires counseling with the child, it requires counseling with 
the parents, it requires counseling with people in school and making sure the school gives the 
issue enough attention. It may be beyond the reach of a typical emergency helpline like ours. 
That‘s not our main primary target. That‘s why mass media for this is very tough. We‘ve tried 
mass media for raising funds but you know this is a country where you have a plethora of media, 
media options and unless you are able to shout from a rooftop it is very tough to establish you 
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know even a salience in the media you know which can be noticed and supported. We just don‘t 
have the funds for it.  
INTERVIEWER: Is it also the lack of manpower that you can‘t use the media for fundraising? 
RESPONDENT: You know we‘ve always had more volunteering options, we‘ve always had 
more volunteers who have registered on our website and we can take on. So we always can take 
on. So I wouldn‘t say that is an issue. But yes certainly you can‘t get communication 
professionals in great numbers to join your organization because it is a limited career option. 
Unless there is some commitment to social sector, development sector or growth in that sector. It 
is very difficult for communication professionals to understand that what you do in this sector is 
exactly what you do in the commercial sector. The scale is different, the target audience are 
different but the work you are doing is the same. So you don‘t lose out on experience but it‘s very 
difficult to understand. 
INTERVIEWER: But other than that do you see any restrictions in how you can use the media? 
RESPONDENT: No not at all. No see we cannot expose the children to the media so that‘s a 
restriction that we have. 
INTERVIEWER: Other NGOs have said that the only way they can get media attention is 
through celebrities. What are your views on that? 
RESPONDENT: How is that any different from a commercial organization like Videocon that 
ropes in a celebrity to use as a brand ambassador. It‘s the same thing. So why should we 
complain? It‘s the same function. We need celebrities to endorse our cause because they are noted 
by media and they become newsy events. We use them all the time you know. We had Shahid 
Kapoor run the marathon for us. So he was briefed by Childline he came to our press conference, 
it took us some time to brief him, he said some words and that‘s good enough. If you know how 
to work it I think that‘s all that is required. See the nature of 24 hour channels is that they need 
content all the time. It‘s also the nature of 24 hour channels that they can never do long you know 
analytical features. Now NGOs have videos and information and things that is in the form of a 
documentary which they don‘t have time for they have 20 seconds or 50 seconds, 10 seconds and 
they want a byte more than anything. So in these circumstances you know there is a limited thing 
that they can do. Don‘t expect in a news story of 10 seconds, for the news, for the journalist to do 
an in-depth analysis of environmental crisis in India. That will not happen. That you have to 
expect in features in print media. That‘s where you have to go. So you have to understand the 
media well. Also you know our understanding even within the media, there are positions. There 
are some publications for example that are pro-establishment publications, there are some which 
are naturally rebellion they take an anti-establishment stance, there are some which are 
outrageously commercial stance. You have to figure out which is the media you will work with, 
what is their profile, and how to work with that publication or television channel. Something you 
have to take the pain to understand. That‘s one thing actually I give classes in NGO management 
at many places and next week am doing a session at the Tata Institute of Social Sciences and we 
discuss in our class. And I find that most of them use media like how they used to use Madrasi 
once upon a time to classify all south Indians, the same way they use media without 
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understanding that the media is many many disparate things. You know even the internet is 
media. We have a social network strategy you know we use Facebook we use Twitter w euse all 
these things. So we feel that this is media used.  
INTERVIEWER: So the NGO sector is lacking? 
RESPONDENT: Yes certainly, in particular lacking education and training on how to use the 
media. I mean you go to Nirmalaniketan the largest social service educational institute in Bombay 
and there is no exposure in two years in media management at all. It doesn‘t feature as a subject 
in the curriculum. So you know social workers come out with no concept of media management. 
You need to sit down analyze the media and look at what the publication does and what stories 
they publish and how can I work with them.  
INTERVIEWER: That‘s very insightful. Any final thoughts? 
RESPONDENT: I think the media helps us leverage on our cause and we are much better off 
compared to other NGOs. Ideally we would like to do much more but we are better off.  
Organization: Child Rights and You (CRY) Foundation 
Date of Interview: 16
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 1 hour 16 minutes 2 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: So it‘s a research project as part of my masters. 
RESPONDENT: So you are doing qualitative research? 
INTERVIEWER: Yes. 
RESPONDENT: And will you be sharing the results with us. 
INTERVIEWER: Yes of course, if you would like them. Once I am done I will definitely send 
you the copy. 
RESPONDENT: Ya, cool.   
(phone call interruption) 
INTERVIEWER: Ok so can you start of by telling me more about CRY? 
RESPONDENT: Basically at CRY we believe in umm do you need to know more about the 
organization or you need to know more about the function the communications function? 
INTERVIEWER: More about the function if you could? 
RESPONDENT: Function right, ok. Basically to begin with the organization is a 30 year old 
organization and it‘s a completely Indian NGO in the sense that we raise funds from abroad but 
all our investments are done in India. So it is a funding and implementing organization. So 
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basically we raise funds for smaller NGOs. So vis-à-vis you know, so it‘s like implementing 
NGOs are those that directly work in project areas but we do not do direct interventions. What we 
do is we are a funding organization that gives funds to implementing organizations. So when we 
say we have projects we have you can say project partners which are basically the smaller NGOs 
who can‘t raise funds for themselves and that‘s where we step in. So our function, the functions at 
CRY are basically RG that‘s resource generation basically the function of generate resources of 
CRY. This is a way of generating resources where there are individual donors, 80% of our donors 
are individual donors. So the individual donors would give to us then corporate donors would 
give to us. Then also we have a CRY shop, basically it‘s called CRY Shop which sells products 
and basically part of the proceeds come to us and that adds to the resource generation for us. So 
resource generation is one unit then the other unit is the developmental support unit. What we do 
in the development support function is basically disperse the funds. Basically it is responsible for 
looking at NGOs, monitoring them, ensuring that they get constant feedback from us, what 
should they do, what they shouldn‘t do. Vis-à-vis also exchanging of learning so basically that is 
the function. And another major function that is there is basically the Volunteering Action so 
basically volunteers as we have volunteers who want to come in. So volunteering action, so that‘s 
another unit we are handling. Then of course we have the support staff, the support staff are 
basically like communications. Basically in this view communications is the main function, we 
are looked upon as a support function. So what we are doing is that we are responsible for in 
communication we have two very diverse portfolio sides. One is brand advocacy so brand 
advocacy basically ensures that all the communication material is true to the brand identity. So its 
entrusted with the brand, basically they r custodians of the brand. Brand advocacy. So any 
communication material that goes out of CRY has to be looked at such as logos and things like 
that.  So people from there are normally from the advertising background. So they come from the 
advertising background, they‘ve done handling of brands, they‘ve done brand work earlier so 
they are the ones who run brand advocacy. On the other hand what media advocacy is normally 
all of us have journalism background. So basically we were journalists by profession earlier and 
we shifted or few of us directly come in to media advocacy but you have to have that core skill of 
writing, editing, you have to be articulate so basically all the things that are required of journalists 
are the same skills that we carry forward here. What we do at media advocacy is to ensure that 
whatever CRY wants to state it might not at times include the literature that CRY says this this 
this but basically the stances of CRY the issues that are important have to be covered in the 
media. So our function is basically to ensure that we are communicating what CRY wants to say. 
So we are basically you know the face of cry. So if there is any external communication that 
needs to happen it will go through media advocacy. External communications vis-à-vis whether it 
is the media or whether it is a big meeting where 200 people are there attending. So then we‘ll 
become the face. So basically we have to monitor everything that goes any communication that 
goes from CRY. And uhh we approach the media also at times when we formulate those things 
accordingly. So any literature that will go through CRY as CRY literature will go through media 
advocacy. And what we do is we try to create um because umm if you are aware media is not too 
keen on portraying the social sector. So what we have tried to do is create a platform wherein our 
stances are there. Whatever we want to say, whether you see the RTE the Right to Education 
being passed. So we are kind of you know we ensure that it becomes a talking point. So we put 
case stories in the media and say you know what is missing and then we will talk about what are 
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the solutions for this, then we talk about the act itself and variations that can mean, we talk about 
what is missing in the act. So basically we are trying to create an opinion around the cause. So 
that‘s what media advocacy does. It ensures that an organization what it thinks what it does, that 
opinion goes into the external world. So that‘s how we look at ourselves. To ensure that our 
voice, the CRY voice is heard outside. We create platforms wherein that is possible, we interface 
wherever possible, we try to get people motivate people to go into the direction that is the right 
direction to take media-wise. That is basically what we see ourselves as. 
INTERVIEWER: How many people are in this communications unit? 
RESPONDENT: Umm we are 5 of us. Currently there are 5 of us but actually currently there are 
4 but usually we are 5. Each region has 1, there are 4 offices across India. 1 is in Delhi, 1 is in 
Bangalore, 1 is in Calcutta and 1 is in Bombay and basically the 5
th
 one is the HO. Basically the 
HO is one who supervises the communications, so a helping hand kind of a thing. So all the 
regions have one one person, then there is an HO which looks after any communications that has 
to go out as a whole. 
INTERVIEWER: And most of you have a journalist background? 
RESPONDENT: Yes.  
INTERVIEWER: And when you all do media advocacy do you all use certain contacts you have 
been in touch with before? 
RESPONDENT: Uh we do, we do actually. See an ideal candidate for us is somebody who is 
good at it and an ideal candidate for CRY would be someone who had been a journalist for 5 
years or so, who has those contacts in place that can be used at CRY. But that‘s not a necessity. It 
depends on the conditions. A lot of people can be good at writing so that is an asset as well. Its 
preferred that you come from journalism because all your credentials are set. You know it comes 
as a package. If I know you are a journalist then you must be a good writer, you must‘ve done a 
journalism course, you would know how to pitch stories. Because you are catering to them so 
obviously if you know them already it should help. 
INTERVIEWER: So is there a particular budget that is allocated to the communication function? 
RESPONDENT: Ya ya. We do. We uhh we allocate budget uh yearly budget. But visibility as 
such there is nothing. That is media advocacy per say we don‘t buy media space at all. But uh to 
hold events and like I was saying to have platforms for the issues we have budgets for that. A so a 
limited budget, being an NGO we don‘t have the luxury to have a big budget. 
INTERVIEWER: How much percentage would you say? 
RESPONDENT: I would not be able to give you a number but very little, very very little. In 
comparison to other units very very little. It barely covers our salary and some of the stuff. That‘s 
because we are an NGO and working with the media and with a lot constraints you know. If you 
look at an international organization an NGO which is international in character obviously they 
have the budgets and they have more funding. We really don‘t have that kind of funding. And 
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plus what happens is that we are very accountable to our donors. So we in our country itself know 
every individual donor who gives us money, we have our offices in India, it‘s all there in front of 
us so accountability-wise we are very high. Anyone can pick up the phone and make a one rupee 
call and ask where all the money went and all that. And our entire financial board is displayed on 
our website. So every year we upload that, so we are very transparent so we can‘t have too much 
of money spent on communication. But what has changed is that even our donors realize the need 
for doing our communication. Till last year we didn‘t have media advocacy as a separate 
function. We had people doing brand advocacy and media advocacy together. So the kind of 
specialization has come in now is acceptable and has become acceptable. Earlier it wasn‘t that 
acceptable and to our donors especially we have to explain what is the need for communication 
and at the end of the day you are taking money away from development support for that money. 
So media advocacy per say is very new but what has changed the scenario in India in recent years 
is because a lot of foreign NGOs have come in and they have introduced us to somebody who is a 
media advocacy specialist, somebody who is this specialist, that specialist. So now it‘s become 
more acceptable. Even NGOs because we completely Indian. So this contact has come in wherein 
we need to invest in communications to utilize the power of media. So that has changed. So even 
smaller NGOs have become a little savvy like when we approach our partners who are barely 
there and they have budgets of 4-5 lakhs a year they are not really with these kind of people but 
they also realize the power of media. So they also approach us and we help them. 
INTERVIEWER: You all help them with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Ya ya. We obviously have a plan and we have a longer plan because of our 
capacity so we are able to sustain ourselves longer. So in terms of planning we do help them out. 
And anywhere it is not necessary that any CRY communication that goes out has to have the 
CRY name on it. We normally say that even if you carry the story without giving us the credit it‘s 
fine as long as you carry the story. So the entire advocacy concept, not, umm its very different 
from brand advocacy. Ensuring that your story goes out even without mentioning the name so 
that‘s not important that the name gets mentioned. It‘s important that the issue gets covered.  
INTERVIEWER: IS brand advocacy more focused on internal publications than the media? 
RESPONDENT: Ya they do only internal, they don‘t do external. 
INTERVIEWER: But do they send out these publications to the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: See it depends like our posters or our communications like say a campaign that 
we are doing within the house so they are responsible ensuring that all the art work all the work 
that entails creativity will be handled by them. We might choose modules of it for our press 
release let say a logo of a particular campaign that they‘ve designed so I pick up that logo and I‘d 
send it across to the media houses. But that is my discretion as to what to send to which media 
house. So anything that is in the external state is worked on by us. Internal everything is looked 
after by them. Internal communication or campaigns or you know if the RG associates feel that 
they want to pitch to a particular client an entire idea they‘ll take the creative help from them. 
Their logo for the campaign or anything else then they can do. Something as simple as let‘s say a 
marathon, the Mumbai Marathon happens every year. What cry does is basically we also 
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participate in the Mumbai Marathon and basically its raising money. With every runner the 
proceed goes to CRY. So everything that would happen there brand wise creating for the Mumbai 
Marathon, planning for it as in how will the Marathon be conducted, what kind of experience you 
want people to have with CRY all that will be designed by brand advocacy. But the press release 
for the event will be settled by us. If there is any media interaction that needs to be done it will be 
done by us. There are major announcements to make, it will be done by us. Done by media 
advocacy. Radios, TV‘s, magazines, anything that needs to be handled by us. So that‘s how we 
approach it. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and with media advocacy do you have targets every month? 
RESPONDENT: Ya we do we do, we do have targets per month but that is region wise like 
Bombay uhh we‘ve been well established in Bombay like we area known organization, we started 
form Bombay so that way the media is much more we have a relationship that we have built. So 
we have high targets in this region. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and you all get coverage regularly? 
RESPONDENT: Ya we have weekly coverage, weekly coverage in the sense we should 
have…we‘ve taken these targets ourselves. These are internal targets that we have taken on 
ourselves and we take it monthly. We take it month wise. 
INTERVIEWER: And have you found the media to be supportive? 
RESPONDENT: It‘s been a little difficult mainly because uhh the advertising space is really 
eaten up in the papers than before so there‘s hardly any scope so its much more difficult you 
know to crack our way into the market. And you know it‘s not like we have 1 rupee to offer. Its 
not like you say we have 10 rupees to offer and you say ok because we are an NGO so you charge 
less. We truly have no money to work with. It‘s entirely based on the goodwill of the reporter the 
journalist. And uh what has happened in India is that there are a lot of NGOs that have come in, 
its opened up, which is a good thing but then you have a lot of causes coming forward and you 
can warn better and all that but the problem becomes that there are too many voices. Then media 
advocacy becomes..it‘s not difficult I won‘t say it‘s difficult or anything but slightly umm slightly 
it‘s become difficult than what it was 10 years back. I mean 30 years back everybody knew CRY. 
Today also they know CRY but you know there are so many other NGOs also that they know. 
They know what a UNICEF is earlier that was not the case. Even though we have established 
credibility that‘s also the problem that many NGOs have established their credibility. So now you 
are competing with people. We don‘t look at it as competition but then at the end of the day you 
are competing for the same space. So it becomes but it‘s the difference is that the cause because 
of the cause and the kind of things that you‘re exposed to because of the kind of stories that you 
are saying and the kind of issues that you are raising, its relatively easier than a cloth brand or 
paper or anybody else you know. If you look at PR people they have a tough time because they 
have to say things that they might not believe in themselves. So in media advocacy the advantage 
is that it‘s so internal to you that it kind of comes naturally so that‘s much more easier for you and 
a lot of people are sympathetic to the cause. So you know editors may not participate but 
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reporters can be very encouraging and say a lot of positive things for you so then they give you 
that recognition. 
INTERVIEWER: I‘ve met a lot of NGOs and they have said that they find the media to be a bit 
more sensational and more drawn towards celebrities and things like that. Do you see the same 
thing? 
RESPONDENT: Ya having a celebrity is definitely help in promoting the cause. But the problem 
is..it‘s a call every organization needs to take whether they want it to be about the celebrity or 
they rather have 5 people write about them and say the things that they want them to say? And at 
CRY we have been very very aware because we‘ve had a lot of experience with celebrities we‘ve 
realized that they might be very helpful but you‘d rather not have a celebrity take over the cause 
completely. You know like talk about his movies and talk about their projects and all that because 
any which ways that will not help your cause. So we rather like in our Education Campaign 
which was our biggest campaign that we did last year this was basically a ―Sabko Shiksha, 
Samaan Shiksha‖ Campaign that came basically right after the Right to Education act which came 
to India. So basically we were appealing to masses, talking about how they should include in the 
act 0-14 years 0-18 years of age. So the education should be right from 0 to 18. Right now it is 6-
14 only. Then our second demand was that all children should come under the campaign. So what 
we did about this was we just hired a BEST bus and we actually went down to all the slums and 
colonies everywhere and we spoke to people and we took signatures throughout. So we collected 
about 7 lakh signatures. We realized that that works for us because you know NGOs stand up for 
the cause but for a change you know a common man standing up for his rights, what‘s a better 
story to tell? So it‘s basically that you know sometimes working with a celebrity works 
sometimes it does not but I guess sometimes the best deal is to work with what you have already. 
INTERVIEWER: That‘s really interesting that you all actually went down right to the people to 
get the changes made in the act. 
RESPONDENT: Right to the people yes and because you know we have a good donor base so we 
have the resources available to us so it‘s easier to talk to people and campaign and CRY is known 
brand and a known NGO so that way people were more approachable. So there are a lot of factors 
that definitely work in our favor. But we realize that also people want to be counted saying that 
I‘m doing my bit for the cause and at the end of the day it‘s about them because we are the ones 
appealing to them and saying that you vote and you are the one that makes the difference. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and with media advocacy every month you all have a particular issue that 
you all tackle? 
RESPONDENT: Ya what we do is throughout the year we have microplanning. Throughout the 
year we have one topic that we take, after that we decide on what our approach will be throughout 
the year because these are very long-term issues that we have at hand so ok maybe next 5 years 
we want to talk about education when we feel that‘s a necessity but that‘s an organizational call 
to take. We say that ok in our projects we‘ve realized that education is what we want to keep with 
all children in the next 5 years. So within that 5 years scope we say that this year what we want to 
take. So this year we say that accessibility is really important to us or we‘ve realized from our 
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projects that that is something that needs to be questioned and are there schools for children to go 
to. We keep saying go to school go to school but are there schools they can go to. So then we 
decided that for the year we‘ll work on the accessibility issue. Then within that accessibility issue 
what are the stories that we will be doing per month? So anything that we do, say we are doing a 
campaign on the girl child or whether we are doing a campaign for the literacy day, we talk about 
accessibility. For the girl we may pick up a case study of a girl who does not have access to 
school. Or maybe lets say disabled child‘s day then we pick up a disabled child who can‘t go to 
school. You know so everything would revolve around accessibility. Like today our head is CRY 
says this this then tomorrow should be the same line and then the third day. Because then it 
becomes a campaign in the literal sense. If you keep talking about 10 different things there‘s no 
point. So we have consistent messaging throughout the year. 
INTERVIEWER: And all these stories are written by you all? 
RESPONDENT: Ya. What we do is we normally approach our RG partner and we tell them we 
are looking at this let us know what can be picked up. They tell us, we visit, we go, we talk about 
it so by the end of the day our readymade press release can be carried in the paper. And then 
whether the journalist wants to go then we accompany with them and do these things. Then if 
journalists don‘t want to go and they just want to pick up on your press release they do. Then if 
they want something related to your story then they ask you for that. So you know basically 
following up on the entire press releases and seeing what can be don‘t with it.  
INTERVIEWER: But then you all have a very hands on relationship with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Ya we are in constant touch and we have to because it‘s not easy when 
advocating the cause because even though they may be open to writing about it we have to make 
sure they have a child sensitivity. Because our organization is very child rights sensitive so we 
just want them to be child rights sensitive. To actually convert a journalist who can advocate for 
child rights is like you are pushing in that direction you know so it takes time.  
INTERVIEWER: So you‘ve been here for a year now have you seen any changes?  
RESPONDENT: See because we are much more focused now in handling a lot things on our 
plate, so now that we are more focused we are able to deliver better as a team, as a unit, you know 
in ensuring that because obviously if you have only this on your plate then you will put in all your 
time. There‘s a much more focused approach, much more clarity as to what kind of things are 
needed. So that way obviously the performance has changed. 
INTERVIEWER: And you work with a lot of partner NGOs as well, do you all do media 
advocacy for them too? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, yes we do. 
INTERVIEWER: Do they come and ask you for tips and things like that? 
RESPONDENT: Ya they do approach us for help and we offer training if required. We also have  
INTERVIEWER: What do you do in this training? 
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RESPONDENT: Ya, what we do is we basically try to (colleague interrupts) See basically what 
we tell them is how to speak to the media. So basically we educate them on those skills and we 
try to give them input into what are stances and what to see in the paper based on what kinds of 
stances are there. Covering public policy through the media.. So making sure that they have the 
etiquette and ability to deal with the media..and then we try to give them a brief on what the 
media is looking at, so how to approach media and how to talk to journalists. We try to cover all 
of that, and we have a presentation that we do for this also. What we normally do is that we try to 
create spokespersons out of them so tomorrow if somebody approaches you, you are able to 
convey what kind of things you want to say. It ,might be in any language, but then it really helps 
them out and the basics are covered. 
INTERVIEWER: And what about contacts? Do you all help them with media contacts as well? 
RESPONDENT: We do but we try too as far as possible because they are connected to us we try 
to be the go-between kind of thing. So you tell me you want this issue covered I will approach the 
media and say this is the issue are you interested. Just to see that you know because these are all 
contacts that have come from CRY so to kind of be sure. (colleague interrupts) So basically we 
try to monitor as much as possible because we are aware what is going on in their 
communications because there is a certain way to cater to the media and you don‘t want to be 
frowned upon, or quoted wrongly, or misquoted and things so you have to be careful. 
INTERVIEWER: And the partner NGOs also support the same causes? 
RESPONDENT: Ya that‘s why we fund them ya because they support the same causes. 
INTERVIEWER: I‘ve spoken to so many NGOs who have not developed this media unit or don‘t 
even plan to, why do you think that is? 
RESPONDENT: See the problem is that the expertise required in handling the media is not there 
especially because our NGOs are very small. They don‘t have the resources to employ somebody 
who has the expertise to deal with the media. But what is happening is that some NGOs, bigger 
NGOs are looking at hiring this expertise. At CRY we had very early on learned this lesson so 
you can see that even in our RG team we have people who are from the marketing background. 
So we are picking up professionally basically right from the beginning we have picked up 
professionals from their own field. So say if they picked me up it was because I had a journalism 
background.  So that way they try to bring in people who have expertise in that core skill set so 
that we can use that. And now we have a lot of applicants who are men and say that I want to do 
this.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok and what about backing and support from your board members? 
RESPONDENT: Ya see with the expertise that you bring in the respect comes automatically. 
When you have that expertise you are able to look after the media you are able to handle people 
you have that education that is needed so its much more easier to get the respect of your 
colleagues. Because at the end of the day they have to trust you, we are the external people and 
every function because they are the only ones who mark…face the outside world while RG will 
only face the corporate, development support will only face the partners. So everybody has 
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actually taken on their own stakeholders and in media advocacy the stakeholder is the entire 
universe. So basically your unit has to trust you and so that is hard to acquire but because of your 
expertise and backing that you have you automatically kind of inherit it.  
INTERVIEWER: Have the training sessions proved to be helpful? 
RESPONDENT: Ya ya it does help because first of all its very fumbling for people to actually 
you know to read the paper you know because there is a lot of politics involved in the media. It‘s 
not easy to pitch to them or to understand what motivated them to talk and all that so it‘s a little 
difficult and it requires these skills. So its easier once they acquire our expertise like we‘ll say 
look at it from this angle you know because they always see the media as power hungry and they 
want sensational news and they want this and all that. That is true, that is very very true, but you 
have to work around it. So once you‘re on the other side it‘s easier to understand their motivation 
and obviously they also need money because they are publishing papers, paper costs money you 
know everything they also have to look after their advertising resources. So you need to know the 
media to be able to work with them because you have to work despite everything. So you have to 
see their interest, what will interest them, what will interest their readers because at the end of the 
day it is actually about what is appealing to people. So whatever appeals to a normal regular 
individual with 9-5 work is something that will appeal to my journalist also because he wants to 
get a hold of the same person. So we keep like we talk to him in that language as our partners. 
Don‘t think that this is some guy with a laptop sitting in his office, he is targeting the same people 
you are targeting you know. He is talking to the same people. So that way it‘s not that difficult 
and they go through these sessions to learn this. And we try and make them sensitive also about 
the media saying you know it‘s not only negative, it‘s not an enemy it can be a friend. So to tell 
them you know it is important to talk to the media. You can‘t clamp up and say this is my issue 
and this is how I will cover it and I don‘t want any interference you know. So it‘s very important. 
So at this angle we try to play with both sides you know it‘s not just one goal. You need to play 
with your organization and say that it is important for you to talk and you have to play with the 
media and say my organization is available let‘s talk. So at that end you have to ensure that both 
of them understand the value in that relationship. That‘s all with the new management. It all boils 
down to expertise. Like I don‘t know any NGO which has 5 media advocacy people. I think we 
are one of the few with the biggest group so far. But all the other NGOs like the bigger ones will 
have 1 per region as in 1 person for India, these are the international ones that I am talking about. 
So India as a region would have 1 person. So I feel that at this point time I feel that NGOs are just 
getting it that media advocacy is important. Its just started, its very early. But it will pick up really 
fast because they see the value in it. Like see in CRY also we do 30 articles, not 30 actually in 
Bombay alone we do 30 articles per month for CRY. That‘s a lot of value you know, ensuring 
that your voice gets heard. Its making sure that every that that CRY says makes an impact so they 
are keen now. A lot of NGOs are keen on that we have to be heard. I have to be heard I have to 
speak about it because whatever good work you do at the end of the day you have to talk about it. 
Otherwise how will people know, how will people enlist. Simple reason that you want people to 
actually join your movement so its very important to talk to these people as opposed to talking to 
one donor and talking to one corporate and one partner you talk to them as a whole. So they see 
the value in this and they see that it is growing you know and they haven‘t really seen the full 
effect that it can have. You want to join media advocacy at the end of the day? 
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INTERVIEWER:Uh I would like too which is why I am studying it? 
RESPONDENT: Because at the end of the day I feel like you know nobody is telling the right 
story. You see it also you know, you see the story that is dying to be told and nobody is writing it. 
INTERVIEWER: Exactly which is why I am studying this because there are so many NGOs in 
Bombay and nobody really gets the media attention they are seeking? 
RESPONDENT: But this is true also that they don‘t know how to tell a story and I don‘t want to 
say it like this but it is that way. They don‘t have the expertise, they don‘t know how the media 
works so they are scared to approach them and think of them as an extra burden, they think only 
celebrities have media value. One thing is that this is the kind of thing that requires skill and 
requires that you know expertise, you can‘t do without it. And the problem is even if you hire 
somebody and you tell them ok you do media advocacy there is no point because that person will 
not be able to survive. They have to know the language, they have to know the medium, they 
have to understand how to value the medium and how to be a spokesperson; it‘s something that 
requires expertise. But its good to know people are interested in this field because I did my 
masters in mass communication and was a journalist for 5 years. Then after that I did a masters in 
social work and then came here so getting the background in both domains. I‘m sure you are also 
getting that mix in media advocacy? I mean it‘s still growing, the field will grow and it will take a 
little time but it is the right time to enter the field because at this point in time it is all about you 
know its not about the cut-throat competition, its not about doing and undoing each others work 
you know because at that stage once the industry becomes overcrowded you have people 
competing with each other and talking to each other and asking for their job. Right now people 
are not even seeing the value of it they are just experiencing it now. So now it is the right time to 
come into the field. I mean with such a hug media industry that is going out of control there are 
lots of opportunities for NGOs to work because everyone is looking for that content but then there 
is also advertising and sold off first pages and its becoming very commercialized. But it is the 
right time to come in and say ok its break time now lets talk. There are journalists who like to 
listen to our stories and its nice to know there are people out there you know but they have their 
restrictions and deadlines and orders from above but you push you know, you push together and it 
changes. 
Organization: Make a Wish Foundation 
Date of Interview: 16
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 44 minutes 2 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: So if you could start by telling me a little bit about Make a Wish and what you 
do? 
RESPONDENT: Well Make a Wish started in India in 1996 while in the US it had started much 
earlier in 1980. So we are part of this international fraternity.  We have 35 affiliates around the 
world and what we do is we fulfill the most cherished wish of a terminally ill child. So for 
example Chris wanted to become a police officer so we got in a police officer from the local 
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police force to talk to him about how to be a police officer. And the officer got him an actual 
police hat and things like that. So basically we have fulfilled 18,000 wishes in India. And these 
wishes range from children wanting to have something like a toy or a cycle or a water purifier to 
wishes where they want to meet someone like a celebrity or president or prime minister. It also 
includes wishes where children want to go somewhere to see a special place of they wish to be 
someone like a police officer, space traveler or doctor for a day and we bring in professionals 
from these fields to talk to them and take them around their workplace for the children to feel like 
their aspiration. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and how do you all do your publicity for your organization? 
RESPONDENT: Well we mostly do it through our events that get covered in the media and 
through celebrities that are associated with our organization or have come down to fulfill certain 
wishes. For example, in terms of events, we had the Wishing Well Event recently at Phoenix 
Mills where people pay 50-100 rupees to throw in a coin into the well and the proceeds go into 
fulfilling the wishes of our children. So that was a big event for us and marked an anniversary for 
Make a Wish as well so the media comes to cover that. Then we had an event in partnership with 
the Yuvraj Singh Foundation so there we got a lot of coverage and publicity because we were 
working with them and they were doing a lot of media interaction. Also celebrities give us a lot of 
attention because they also enjoy fulfilling wishes of our children and they also get publicity out 
of it so they generate a lot of publicity for us. For example, Sachin Tendulkar had come in to 
fulfill a wish and he was so impressed with one of the children that he Tweeted about us and the 
boy. 
INTERVIEWER: I see but do you all invite the media or approach the media yourself or is it 
more from their side? 
RESPONDENT: Sometimes the media comes on their own and sometimes we call them. We 
don‘t openly publicize like branding or anything. We just invite them to our events and as it is if a 
celebrity is involved in fulfilling the wish the coverage comes automatically. See for regular 
events yes we invite them but when we are dealing with HIV positive children we try to avoid the 
media because see we have to be sensitive to their identities. They should not be further 
discriminated against they are just children. So you know things like that like even our children‘s 
homes we try to avoid the media. But then we have major events like the World Wish Day and 
we have 9 divisions in India and there were programmes happening in all those divisions. 
Because of all the activities we were doing we of course wanted to keep the media informed and  
celebrate the day with the masses so we invited the media and sent them press releases about our 
programmes and we got decent coverage in local channels, newspapers like DNA and Times. 
Then otherwise the media comes to us like for Mothers Day, Times of India wanted to write an 
article on volunteers at Make a Wish who are housewives and so they wrote a very big article 
about our volunteers and they had come voluntarily to do this. So you know that way Make a 
Wish and our work also gets publicized along with our people. 




RESPONDENT: No we don‘t do any of that. We don‘t really pitch stories as such. See our 
organization focus is on fulfilling wishes now what would we need to deal with the media for. 
Basically if the international headquarters requires it from us, like for the World Wish Day they 
wanted to make sure there was some coverage, then we do pitch to print, radio and television. 
Otherwise media is not needed in fulfilling the actual wishes of the child you know and since we 
have a good name already as an NGO we have our ways of fulfilling the wishes through our 
networks.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you all work with a lot of partner NGOs? 
RESPONDENT: Yes definitely like with Give India we were involved in a project together and 
for that event there were Tweets going out and there was a Facebook page and so other 
organizations do help with the publicity. Then through that we have set up our own Twitter and 
Facebook accounts you know so we get those ideas of making sure we have a presence online 
because people are looking out there to help NGOs and then maybe they want to fulfill one of our 
children‘s wishes. Then we have corporate partners also. Like one child wanted an Xbox and so 
we contacted Microsoft and they gave a free Xbox but then the games came in through donations. 
We set up a Facebook page and people donated games and so we have a lot of social media 
activities. But it is not direct publicity for Make a Wish as an organization, as you can see it is 
more of our cause of fulfilling wishes. 
INTERVIEWER: Why do you think you get so much media attention? 
RESPONDENT: See because we are very well established, everyone has heard about Make a 
Wish and we are part of an international network of organizations so you know it means 
something to people. It‘s not a local organization that sometimes people can‘t trust because they 
don‘t know what the organization really does. Also we have a very unique and genuine cause and 
our international headquarters helps us a lot and so we get people‘s support. Actually the Wishing 
Well Project we did a collaboration with the radio as well, all free of charge but they helped talk 
about the Wishing Well and Make a Wish and encouraged people to come down to fulfill a 
child‘s wish. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all have journalist contacts in place then? 
RESPONDENT: No not any real list of journalists as such not many but maybe a few we are 
familiar with. See some of our volunteers have their contacts you know so again we use our 
networks. They contact the media and the media comes running. So we have pockets of contacts 
here and there. Also when it comes to partnering with corporates and hosting a corporate event 
then the corporate organization only takes care of the media relations so we are not lacking as 
such. So you know usually our partners cover us so we do not need to put in any effort really. 
Then like I said our volunteers have their contacts? John Abraham‘s mother is a volunteer with us 
so you know he comes in a lot to help fulfill wishes and bring attention. He then by default 
becomes like an ambassador for us you know. Then he was also interviewed about Make a Wish 
and it came on the TV so that kind of media attention further helps build our reputation. He also 
ran the Mumbai Marathon for us and you know having a celebrity like him at the marathon to 
represent us gets us a whole lot of attention. So that we have a lot of spokespeople for Make a 
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Wish and so we have a lot of videos for Make a Wish to be displayed during our events and 
things like that. 
INTERVIEWER: I see and do you all make these videos in-house or? 
RESPONDENT: Not its all through voluntary pro-bono sources. But like at the Wishing Well 
event we had a TV so it would be played over there.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok and so with all this that you all do, do you all get a lot of support through 
the media? 
RESPONDENT: Umm no see our cause is not sustainable right , its not a project as such we just 
fulfill a wish and that‘s it. We make a lot of difference in the lives of the child definitely but 
because we don‘t exactly follow a particular cause as such so I mean we get support definitely we 
have the international headquarters helping us with their contacts. Like internationally they have a 
tie up with Disney and so we have that in India also you know World Disney. So you know ties 
up with Disney is worldwide you know so  all these are global tie ups. So we get money you 
know in kind donations otherwise we have to approach them you know. People support us we get 
money but we just have to work harder you know. 
INTERVIEWER: But these donations you all get from people as in your contacts through your 
networks or? 
RESPONDENT: We go out sometimes, sometimes they come to us, sometimes through contacts, 
through all those various means. 
INTERVIEWER: So sometimes having the media attention must help in the sense that corporate 
would know about you? 
RESPONDENT: Awareness is already there there is no doubt about that. It is there in abundance. 
So the credibility is already there and people know about us. Otherwise no one knows about you 
right and nowadays NGOs are constantly under the scan of people you know as to how authentic 
is your NGO. 
INTERVIEWER: And how has media relations helped you all as an NGO? 
RESPONDENT: It has helped us get so many volunteers. 
INTERVIEWER: How many volunteers do you all have currently? 
RESPONDENT: Pan-India we have about 160 plus volunteers. See volunteers only go into the 
hospitals and identify the children and their wishes. They are the ones who do it and they all are 
working housewives most of them. Retired men are also there but not many. Less than 10% are 
other volunteers but 90% are housewives because they have to go during the weekday. 




RESPONDENT: We do. Like in Wishing Well we did that. We had a press release and we had 
volunteers who went to a lot of the media houses and disseminated it there. 
INTERVIEWER: And these are all written in-house? 
RESPONDENT: Ya sometimes one press release like the corporate helps us otherwise we write it 
in-house. 
INTERVIEWER: So you all have never found the need to approach a PR agency or do proper 
media relations? 
RESPONDENT: No because we really don‘t need you know. A lot of PR guys have approached 
us but we don‘t need. Make a Wish foundation India doesn‘t need PR you know, everyone 
knows. The awareness about Make a Wish is really really high. If you consider like an NGO like 
Akanksha that is also good and well heard of and then there are so many other NGOs who are 
also doing good work but are not heard of.  
INTERVIEWER: But that is so interesting, when and how did Make a Wish foundation establish 
its credibility and get so much media attention? 
RESPONDENT: I haven‘t been here for that long so I can‘t really tell you but if you ask one of 
the seniors they might be able to help. I can tell you my experience of the last one year right.  
Mrs. Saddaff: See initially like any other NGO Make a Wish did not have it easy. Generally our 
volunteers went to the hospitals to collect wishes and that‘s it. So initially they were the face of 
Make a Wish at these hospitals. Media I think has picked up in the last past few years with page 3 
and stuff. But unfortunately in India media coverage only comes with celebrities. So that‘s the 
thing in India even now its there. If you give them a press release for an event they will not turn 
up certainly but then if you given them the name of a celebrity on the press release and a known 
name they will come. 
INTERVIEWER: But you all have so much celebrity support also? 
Mrs. Saddaff: Celebrity support is not in terms of volunteering or spending their time. When they 
do come down some of them do spend quality time some of them do not. Sometimes the kids 
clam up because they are intimidated. And sometimes we call celebrities to our events and like 
the Wishing Well event no celebrity would want to come there because there is a higher 
likelihood of them being attacked by a mob. Even a lesser known TV artiste had come down and 
even she was being attacked. So these are the issues we have to take into account.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok but then what about the wishes that don‘t involve celebrities and are not so 
high profile? Do they also get covered in the media as special interest stories? 
Mrs. Saddaff: See it depends and there has to be a sensitivity in terms of the coverage. Like 
sometimes the corporate body will say see we are helping you with this we would like the 
photograph of the child to put up on our site. Then we always have an authorization from the 
parents because we have to protect their interests. Most of the time we do protect the children as 
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far as we can. Today Make a Wish more than awareness needs funds. Awareness is pretty much 
there, especially in Mumbai. 
RESPONDENT: Actually in our other areas also like in Hyderbad there is a lot of celebrity 
involvement from the south Indian stars. 
INTERVIEWER: But do journalists come and cover the other unique wishes that you all have? 
RESPONDENT: Ya because especially on World Wish Day lot of write ups on these unique 
wishes occur like a child wanting a sewing machine, or a cycle or something. So ya they do have 
unique wishes and they do cover you know depending. In the sense that when they write about us 
they write about these wishes. Like that article in Times of India about the volunteers, they had 
mentioned these unique wishes as a regular feature. 
INTERVIEWER: And when you all get coverage do you all keep a copy of the coverage? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we keep a scanned copy we keep a hard copy, we do keep a record. 
Sometimes you know there is this organization called Gold Monitoring so whenever we have 
these things on TV some channel or new channel and all. We just tell them and they monitor all 
these things and all. So you know we just call them and they give all the clippings of all the 
media and that‘s how we get the media clippings. So we know that it has come on the TV or 
something and we just call them and they give it to us. (takes a break) Actually we have a lot of 
divisions other than Mumbai. We have one in Delhi, Ahemdabad, Hyederabad,  Bangalore, 
Koimbatore, Pune. 
INTERVIEWER: Other than that do you all use the media for any sort of fund raising? 
RESPONDENT: For fundraising no. Unless it is pro-bono support we don‘t use the media to 
raise funds. But otherwise like we have corporate partners right. So once with Cadbury we had 
some advertising with our collaboration. We had put in a TV ad together and it was all covered 
by Cadbury. So it was because of them so we don‘t go out and publish it or things like that. 
INTERVIEWER: So you all don‘t have any particular coverage targets or things like that? 
RESPONDENT: No unless our headquarters tells us clearly that we want media for this particular 
event like World Wish Day then we do what we can and there is a target there. But on a day-to-
day basis no nothing as such. But for very very regular stuff no. For example then we have a child 
who wants to go on to Boogie Woogie. It is still in process but that way if the child is on air that 
is publicity for us right. Same way Sachin went and spoke to the media about that boy he was 
impressed with, we didn‘t do anything.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you all have any other publications in-house? 
RESPONDENT: We have our quarterly newsletter, our brochures, our website. 




INTERVIEWER: Do you all put in press specific information on your website like the press 
releases? 
RESPONDENT: No that we send directly. 
INTERVIEWER: And for events you all send out press invites? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we do that. You know like on World Wish Day we had programs all across 
India. Usually we used to have a small program and call our corporate donors and the media and 
that time yes it used to get covered. So yes we also make an effort to call them you know its not 
like we don‘t. If the opportunity is there then why not. But when the awareness is already so 
much there we don‘t need much more. Plus in the past one and a half month we were already 
covered twice in the print media and in the radio.  
INTERVIEWER: But I mean in the organization how many people handle things related to the 
media? 
RESPONDENT: This happens in the national office. 3 people or something. On the divisional 
level also it happens where the programme directors handle it as he is the decision maker. Like in 
Bangalore I‘ll tell you for example, there was this child with a life threatening illness. One of our 
volunteers found the child and identified the child‘s wish of wanting to be on the radio. So then 
the programme director took the child to a radio station where the child was interviewed live you 
know about his experience and why he wished for that and how Make a Wish fulfilled his wish.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you all get media queries regularly as well? 
RESPONDENT: Not very regularly but recently you can say we had 2-3. One was on the 
Mothers Day article and like that. Ya from time to time they do call us wherever they want a 
feature somewhere. But see because the awareness is already there it‘s been established for 14 
years we don‘t really have or need a strategy as such. We need to raise funds more than anything 
because awareness is already there. Make a Wish international is also big you know so their 
credibility is also very huge. So that also helps. (colleague interrupts) 
INTERVIEWER: So there‘s nothing like we set aside a budget or something for the media?  
RESPONDENT: No when we require it we allocate the appropriate funds but otherwise no we 
don‘t have a budget.  
INTERVIEWER: But do you find the media to be helpful to the organization? 
RESPONDENT: Completely, yes. Its helped create that image and credibility for us and build 
awareness for us. 
INTERVIEWER: So how does the actual wish work? 
RESPONDENT: So like in Bombay we have a lot of tie ups with hospitals and volunteers go to 
the hospital twice a week and they meet the children there and they fill a form. We ask for the 
child‘s name, age, address, wish. And while identifying the wish the volunteer tries to make sure 
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that it‘s the child‘s wish not the parent‘s wish. So you know there are always two volunteers 
identifying the wish. Then they send the form to the office and then we fulfill them. Sometimes 
volunteers help us fulfill the wish otherwise we source out for it. 
INTERVIEWER: And this is usually it is for terminally ill children? 
RESPONDENT: We don‘t use terminally ill we say life threatening. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and you said you all work with children‘s homes as well so do you all go 
down to orphanages? 
RESPONDENT: Not orphanages but mostly HIV homes. We only fulfill wishes of children with 
life threatening conditions. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok so then do you all do any awareness building for HIV and all that? 
RESPONDENT: We don‘t discuss the issue with the press or anything. See HIV is a very very 
sensitive thing so we don‘t talk about it we just fulfill the children‘s wishes. 
INTERVIEWER: So no such thing such as issue advocating?  
RESPONDENT: No see we just fulfill the wish. It‘s nothing else besides that. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok. Thank you so much.  
Organization: Human Rights Law Network 
Date of Interview: 16
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 38 minutes 5 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: If you could start by telling me a bit more about the Human Law Network? 
RESPONDENT: For 14 years we have been dealing with child rights, human rights, civil rights, 
rights of disabled people.  We are also part of several social programs like Barclays. So we 
provide legal aid in various domains like right to school, housing, right to food, etc. Basically we 
are a group of lawyers and social activists who further human rights through the legal system in 
India. We have various initiatives where we provide legal aid. Dalit rights are there, then human 
trafficking rights, domestic violence is there. Then we provide legal training especially in 
criminal justice rights in terms of the child. We also do crisis response and fact finding where we 
deal with the media. So basically we provide legal based support. See I myself have done 
Journalism from Xaviers so along with the program I also coordinate with the media. So 
whenever we have public meetings or workshops at the national level we call the media and like I 
said with crisis response and fact finding also you have to deal with the media. So like in RK 
Colony we had a housing issue where the media also came down and they very well supported us. 
It was to do with tribal land rights and the media helped us with that and the issue was quite 
highlighted. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and do you all usually call and go out and contact the media? 
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RESPONDENT: Ya we used to contact media houses and be in touch with them but now 
journalists have specialized interests so you have to find the right one to support your issue. So 
we know who would write about housing or who would write about trafficking and who will 
write about Dalit rights. So we contact them. Before we used to call and have good relationships 
now the journalists also keep changing so we have to keep making that relationship again. Now 
fewer media houses are interested in such issues because the media house has become very 
corporate.  
INTERVIEWER: And have you all always been involved with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I mean we have too. As legal aids we need to bring public attention to the 
issues then only legally also some pressure will be put.  
INTERVIEWER: How old is this organization? 
RESPONDENT: More than 15 years it started in 1997 but even before that they were working. 
They weren‘t working so proactively with the media then as we are now. 
INTERVIEWER: So then when did the real media use begin? 
RESPONDENT: Not before 5 or 6 years, that‘s when it really increased. We also need visibility 
for our issues. Problem is the media themselves don‘t know the issues that are going around, what 
issues there are what happens? Then there are issues that the media have pressure not to cover 
and with a lot of our issues that becomes a problem as other parties have pressurized them not to 
cover the story. What we do with issues is that we keep the material ready for the media to take 
up. A lot of the times they don‘t understand the issue and we have to give them that information 
and that understanding. With issues being suppressed for example if there is a big incident that 
takes place or like in Bandra there were some murders or fighting then because it is underworld 
related it gets suppressed. Then from conflict areas a lot of the news doesn‘t come out. So I mean 
when media should be unbiased and should be the spokesperson for these issues, the media also 
takes sides now to protect itself. Then for issues like caste or religion also like for Muslim issues 
the media is hesitant to cover and a lot of the times they don‘t even give Muslims and sympathy 
in their coverage. So it becomes about bargaining power and whichever party has more 
bargaining power the media will lean to that side and offer more coverage.  
INTERVIEWER: And what about contacts in the media? Do you all have certain contacts in 
place? 
RESPONDENT: Thing with me is that I had worked in Mumbai earlier and had worked with the 
media so I had some contacts but otherwise it is very difficult to get contacts. So because I was 
working in that field I knew how it works and which person has which interest and how to contact 
the right person. 
INTERVIEWER: How regularly do you all contact the media? 
RESPONDENT: Depends on the issue, quite regularly mostly. Like when we had the Bandra 
issue the media had come, then when there was that housing issue the media was helping us so 
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now with our issues more and more we have to work in line with media. See especially because 
with these issues the media will come in any which case so its better to brief the media on our 
side of the story before it presents a one-sided one. So all these things we must keep in mind.  
INTERVIEWER: And do you feel the media has changed? 
RESPONDENT: I guess you can say that I mean editors are now looking for masala and in our 
sector you won‘t get masala that‘s why it becomes difficult. Editors find that something is 
missing. Mostly I mean now they create stories and create news as opposed to cover the actual 
cause. Like even the Bandra issue, the media took such a spin on it that the angle was only 
different and was no longer about the underworld incident. They are looking for sensational news 
to cover not real news because now with real news they have prices to pay. Like I said earlier 
media has become very corporate. That‘s why in bigger cities it is harder to get coverage but in 
smaller cities it is easier. In smaller cities the media integrity is still there, there is still a 
dominance of news coverage. In bigger cities, in Mumbai, everything is sensationalized. See the 
media is looking at high profile cases, class, caste and religion in that order. And the high profile 
cases and class is mostly to promote those cases and sensationalize them not to criticize unless it 
is clear they should then they do. A lot of the important issues that get left behind and are taboo 
issues for the media. I mean whatever incident it is, if it rains in Mumbai, the media in Mumbai 
will write about the rain and not the issue. Especially after 26
th
 July floods they keep finding these 
stories and like I said they just create stories even if there is nothing there.   
INTERVIEWER: I see and are you the only one who deals with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Ya mostly if I am there I do the calling up, the following up. Now it‘s more 
about fast communication so sms‘s also I send out, emailing to the media all the issues and the 
material. Phone calls have become very less now, they don‘t have the time to sit and listen to us. 
INTERVIEWER: But you all have so many different cases here and potential news stories and 
still you don‘t get that much attention? 
RESPONDENT: We don‘t go to the media for all our cases you know some cases can be very 
sensitive and that we have to deal with in our own ways as in through our lawyer networks and 
through the government and the legal system and all. So we wouldn‘t want the media in those 
situations. See in some cases the media is helpful in highlighting issues but in other cases the 
media is so uncontrollable and unpredictable that we don‘t know what angle or spin they will take 
on the issue. (phone call interruption) 
INTERVIEWER: How long have you worked at this organization? 
RESPONDENT: 5 years. 
INTERVIEWER: And you‘ve been working with the media since? 
RESPONDENT: Yes. 




RESPONDENT: You can‘t really say. It depends on the issue. We don‘t give targets as such but 
we say that this issue should get more visibility and things like that. Generally we get more 
coverage in sexual harassment cases, disable rights cases, prison rights, Dalit rights and in 
upholding law for the freedom of press. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and online also do you all have a section for the media? 
RESPONDENT: Yes if you see (opens site to show) see here there is a section for news. Here we 
compile the media reports which are the clippings you can say that we put on and the press 
releases. The Mumbai press releases are usually written by me. 
INTERVIEWER: Do all units or branches across India have a media person? 
RESPONDENT: No right now only Mumbai, Delhi has and Bangalore. 
INTERVIEWER: Strange you said bigger cities this is harder to do? 
RESPONDENT: Yes but the thing is the bigger cities need to pay attention to these issues 
because they are developing cities that are losing sight of these issues. So we have to keep 
pushing for media coverage and attention there. In smaller cities though it is harder to change 
mindsets we are able to get exposure and coverage for our issues and so basically we all take on 
regions in India like I basically cover Maharashtra by tapping into the Marathi press and things 
like that which is circulated all over Maharashtra. Also in rural villages you have political 
affiliations of news houses which then affects the news coverage so that we have to be aware of. 
The thing is it is all about the media angle, they take weird angles sometimes. Nowadays 
astrology, numerology and things like that work more than anything. 
INTERVIEWER: What kind of press do you all get coverage in and do you all keep a copy? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we keep soft copy records. We used to keep hard copies but now we barely 
have space as you csn see. We have gotten coverage in CNN-IBN, Zee TV, Indian Express, 
Hindustan Times, Loksatta, Marathi Samachar and lots of press. 
INTERVIEWER: So television and print? 
RESPONDENT: Ya in both we have gotten exposure. 
INTERVIEWER: Have you all felt there are restrictions to how much you can do with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Yes of course. Like other big organizations do large-scale media relations we 
can‘t afford it, we can‘t do it. Especially since we are dealing with so many issues and right now 
with so many cases I have to help with the media monitoring and contacting so it‘s difficult to do 
anything large scale. Of course we have been around for so long and Human Rights Law Network 
is quite proactive and known for being so we don‘t have issues in other areas like funding or 
volunteers. Media it is difficult even if you are a well established NGO. There is always a 
struggle for NGOs when dealing with the media because you have to know the media well to get 
any kind of exposure. Earlier when I first joined we usually had our meetings at the YWCA or 
YMCA in the evening 6 or 7pm. The press wouldn‘t come because they had their deadline at 
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6pm. So then I had told them that we won‘t get any press at that time. Then I approached the 
Press club and we did it there. So with a change in the venue and the timing the coverage 
increased. We made it easier for the media to follow their deadlines and take the time to come to 
our meetings. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok. Can you give me an example of when using the media has really helped? 
RESPONDENT: Ummm I mean like we were working in a rural village on tribal rights and 
things like that and the authority there was not ready to take our case. They were not ready to 
listen to us. Then we put media pressure in the area and finally things started moving and it was 
almost like a breakthrough because the talks were literally coming to a standstill, there was just 
no room for any negotiation. But with media pressure we were able to get through. First they had 
said if we don‘t get out of the way they will take some action. Then we contacted the media and 
the media called them and printed some stories to put pressure and then the case was filed. 
INTERVIEWER: So does the media show you a lot of support? 
RESPONDENT: See sometimes they support us or sometimes we support them. Like I said there 
are cases where when they have put pressure it has worked in our favor. Then the media also 
needs information on certain cases or help with statistics and things like that. So we also help 
them out. (phone call interruption) 
INTERVIEWER: So when you all deal with the media do you all mostly push only for the issue 
or you all push the organization name as well? 
RESPONDENT: It depends where it is our initiative our name goes out with the story but when it 
is a collaboration of some sort then it is the collaboration that is highlighted. Like sometimes 
some of our people give a byte to a TV channel like this one long show that was done and so 
there then our name goes that this person is working for this organization. Other thing is our 
people shy away from the media and are not confident in speaking with them. With the media you 
have to be careful what you say and what you reveal and everyone doesn‘t have training in that so 
instead they just stay away. So mostly we give information to the media that the organization is 
confident about. We don‘t give out information that is a speculation or a guess or anything. 
INTERVIEWER: How important then is this relationship with the media for you? 
RESPONDENT: Very important because there are some issues where if you don‘t put pressure 
from both sides like we have a legal network so we have legal pressure, then through our network 
we have social pressure and in today‘s world if you don‘t apply that media pressure your work 
doesn‘t get done. This has been our experience. So when all three are applied then it makes a 
difference. Like it is said there are 4 main pillars of democracy so without the pillar of media we 
can‘t reach out to the people or tell them about these issues. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and do you all have any publications here? 
RESPONDENT: Well our website is one and we have lots of our reports and things on there. We 
have posters and a bi-monthly magazine. 
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INTERVIEWER: Do you all disseminate these to the media? 
RESPONDENT: Depends on the issue the media is covering. If there is something we have that 
matches with the latest current issue then we send it over for their use.  If there is a new 
publication that has come then we send them. Our bi-monthly magazine goes to all the media 
houses. It goes to the name of the editor. Also whatever you send to the media you have to send 
for some purpose you know. You send them something generic they won‘t take it. Like I said 
they are very particular now so sms and emails work but then you have to send them something 
with an interesting point, a tagline, a high resolution photo if you have and something different. 
Organization: Indian Epilepsy Association 
Date of Interview: 18
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 46 minutes 7 seconds 
RESPONDENT: So what are the online surveys? 
INTERVIEWER: That is separate to the interview, it‘s a concurrent survey that is run online. It is 
sent to a lot of NGOs across India not only Bombay. But I am interviewing only NGOs in 
Bombay. 
RESPONDENT: You are from Mumbai? 
INTERVIEWER: Ya. So if you could just fill this form. 
RESPONDENT: Can I put a sticker on it? 
INTERVIEWER: Ya sure. 
RESPONDENT: So here at center we have support group meetings. We have Yoga, we have 
counseling, we have special education. And then we conduct, we have a rural camp which we 
conduct in Pain in the Raigad district once every 8 weeks, 6-8 weeks. Then we have a school of 
LS projects where we go to the schools and talk about epilepsy. This began in November 2007. 
Then we also have the World Epilepsy Day which is on 17
th
 November where we have awareness 
programs. The press, through the press, we got all those, that board is full of clippings and that all 
came last year during the World Epilepsy Day. 
INTERVIEWER: And how did you‘ll get these clippings? Did you organize a conference or did 
press come on their own? 
RESPONDENT: We organized a press conference with the help of the Press Club of India which 
is in town. In fact they send the information to 300 over media houses. They will send the 
information to the media. They were very cooperative and it was at a very low cost. They helped 
us organize the conference and they sent the press invites. It‘s done on contract basis. So they 
book the hall, their hall. Then they ask whether you want them to send the information to the 




INTERVIEWER: Who spoke at the event? 
RESPONDENT: We had Dr. Praveena Shah, she‘s the honorary secretary. Then we had Dr. 
Sangeet Ravat from the head of neurology at KEM. Then I had spoken.  
INTERVIEWER: And this happens every year? 
RESPONDENT: Every year ya from last year the Indian Epilepsy Association decided to have a 
theme based event. So last year‘s theme was prevention of epilepsy so all the chapter in India was 
supposed to do it on that particular theme. This year it is on women with epilepsy. 
INTERVIEWER: So this year you‘ll will do something similar? 
RESPONDENT: No last year we also had a program for GP‘s and this year we are planning, see 
the problems associated with women, that normal gynecologists know. Its not some awareness 
thing which you want everybody to know. So we plan to have a program for gynecologist and 
pediatricians for this particular theme. Last year we had a program for general practitioners. 
INTERVIEWER: Last year was it more general because of the theme? 
RESPONDENT: Yes it was because it was more about prevention and so was for more the 
general public.  
INTERVIEWER: Through any of your other programs do you‘ll interact with the media? 
RESPONDENT: See we invite them but they rarely come. Like for the fundraiser. I found that 
the press club was most successful. If we have a conference in Mumbai and we invite then 
journalists come down and it‘s a more central area also so it‘s convenient for them. You have to 
look for media convenience you know and we just don‘t know how to or we don‘t have the 
capacity too. So the Press Club was really helpful.  
INTERVIEWER: And how often do you‘ll get coverage? 
RESPONDENT: Mostly during this big event as in the World Epilepsy Day when we have a big 
program and call the press. I think we got a lot of coverage like the whole page in the Times then 
4 or 5 pages in here and all. We had a corporate sponsor also but the press thing was entirely ours.  
INTERVIEWER: And do you‘ll have a lot of corporate sponsors? 
RESPONDENT: Pharma companies ya they would donate and support. We have like 10 pharma 
companies. Otherwise they normally generally just help wht the doctors. Like now the Indian 
Medical Council also sponsors so they help us a lot and show lots of support. Otherwise directly 
corporates will give us small donations. But when we have a fund raiser it‘s mostly private 
donations. Through contact from Dr. Shah or something.  
INTERVIEWER: And you‘ll have private fund raising events? 
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RESPONDENT: Ya, private, private. This is totally through contacts we are not government 
funded.  Most of our fund raisers are private we don‘t get any government funds. Generally we do 
it ourselves we don‘t do it through any outsider. 
INTERVIEWER: Has the media helped in any way? Do you think it is helpful for the 
organization? Is it important? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I mean I found it helpful. Sometimes getting to know, getting in touch with 
the right person can be difficult but ya by and large I find it useful. You get their contacts and 
email contacts and all. I have their emails so then as and when I can send them information. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you‘ll get any media queries? 
RESPONDENT: The media on their own, umm no. We usually contact them.  
INTERVIEWER: Why do you think that is? 
RESPONDENT: Uhh I don‘t know. We are a small organization so maybe we are not so well 
known that they can come and approach. Or maybe epilepsy is not that much of a priority as a 
topic or issue to discuss in the paper so they don‘t come to us. We have to push from our side but 
that also we don‘t do much.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you find that the media is necessary for the Epilepsy Association?  
RESPONDENT: Of course. To spread awareness you need the media. Especially for awareness 
for the general public you have to use the media otherwise how do you reach them? There is not a 
lot we can do as a non-profit organization but we can try and use the media to make people aware 
you know. And school awareness is being done because there are lots of stigmas against epilepsy 





 standard students. 
INTERVIEWER: What kind of things do you‘ll do? 
RESPONDENT: We make them a quiz sometimes, we make a power point, depends on the time 
available. 
INTERVIEWER: Does the media ever come for these things? 
RESPONDENT: They are too busy. They don‘t come for these small things, they are very busy. 
And like through this Press Club they had called Doordarshan and they had come here to our 
office. And though they won‘t air it in major cities they do air it in villages and in fact they did air 
it in a village because we got phone calls from there. But so they actually came. It was the first 
time that we did this Press Club thing and it was suggested by someone from Times of India. 
Each of their newspapers have one person in charge of medical stuff so she was in charge and she 
suggested having this. She came, spoke to us, told us how to go about it. Then we have experts on 
our board also like Dr. Shah is there that the media can speak to so. Actually initially their offices 
were very open and you can walk in freely and speak to the media. But now after the terrorism it 
has become very difficult, in India especially so.  
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INTERVIEWER: Have you‘ll ever had any celebrities come in for your events? Does that help 
with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Celebrities pull the media, definitely. But we‘ve never had any. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you‘ll use the media for advocacy? To shape issues or to discuss epilepsy? 
RESPONDENT: Not so much, not proactively but we want too. Definitely through the years 
sporadically it was being done. Last year we had a theme and stuff so it was done in a very 
structured way. Otherwise normally through National Epilepsy Week all chapters come in the 
media or come on TV or they do something. So that way the use of the media for awareness 
during that time has become a trend. 
INTERVIEWER: So you mentioned you would have a program for gynecologists what would it 
be like?  
RESPONDENT: Like a conference or a talk where they discuss epilepsy and preventative 
measures for women and new research, etc.  
INTERVIEWER: And you‘ll plan to get coverage for that as well? 
RESPONDENT: Of course if media asks us we will tell them what it‘s about. Dr Shah will use 
her contacts and we will invite the media. But the other thing is also that if one newspaper covers 
your story the other newspaper will not cover it because they are all competitive. So then 
different aspects on your issue you have to propose so that the stories will be different. 
INTERVIEWER: So you have to know these things about the media to deal with them? 
RESPONDENT: Ya ya of course you have to know these things. 
INTERVIEWER: How has your experience been in interacting with the media? 
RESPONDENT: That way I have gone to their office. Over the years we‘ve had cases where 
people with epilepsy have not come forward for help and things like that. So it has taken a while 
to open up the society to it and even now it isn‘t so open. I have been interacting with the media 
over the years but not I mean this year we went to do it on a big scale. Contacted various people, 
normally we go to one person and they write it up and that‘s it.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you‘ll plan to increase the use of media? 
RESPONDENT: See it will depend on our theme that we are working with and then if we have 
something to share with the media then we will see now. We are having a fund raiser this year, 
we haven‘t had one for the last three years. It will be a screening of a Bollywood film, so 
something different. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok will you‘ll get media attention for that you think? 
RESPONDENT: Ya I mean especially if somebody in the media knows somebody with epilepsy 
they will be more interested in talking about epilepsy. You have a celebrity you will get more 
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people from the press coming in. Also we don‘t know everything about all the media houses so 
unless we have contacts or know enough to know who to go to, it‘s difficult to get coverage. Also 
then coverage has to be one of your objectives which for us it is not. For us our activities, our 
work is more important. Generally people know that epilepsy is a cause and we are doing work 
on it but that‘s all they know about it. They don‘t know what it is, what to do, why not to be 
afraid so you know all these things even media is not sensitive too because even they don‘t know 
much about epilepsy. If they have the time on that day and no other news important event to 
cover then they will come.  
INTERVIEWER: But do you‘ll send out press releases or anything like that? 
RESPONDENT: During the epilepsy week ya but now I find emails help. Earlier you make a 
press kit and give gifts and all that. That we don‘t do. It‘s all just emails.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you‘ll do press kits? 
RESPONDENT: For a conference we had we had done it, then the Press Club had helped 
compile a press kit for us. 
INTERVIEWER: You have a blog as well? 
RESPONDENT: Yes I have a blog as well that gives information on current programs and 
upcoming events and things like that. The blog is more interactive while the website is very static. 
Also a blog I can manage on my own I don‘t need the web expert for it or the designer which is 
the whole process by which by the time you post it the event is gone. 
INTERVIEWER: You do all the content for the blog? 
RESPONDENT: Ya mostly for the website as well I do it with help from volunteers here and 
there. 
INTERVIEWER: Then in relation to NGOs in India what is your opinion on how the media can 
help NGOs? 
RESPONDENT: If their contact numbers are freely given then it might be easier. They give email 
addresses often but at times its not there. Plus what I find very helpful is that they have a current 
event column in the papers where they have events happening in the city and we can put in 
information and give in a write up for our events. Ya so they have been very helpful in that sense. 
Very often their inboxes are full but they reply to you so that‘s a good thing they have done. And 
uhh I mean it depends on our events also like NGOs have to know how to showcase themselves 
and have to make that choice of wanting to showcase themselves. We had interesting programs 
during epilepsy week where we hired a bus and went from Gateway to Bandstand and we had 
epilepsy group members and it was an awareness stunt. So that creative approach then gets picked 
up. A lot of our focus is on our fund raiser, we don‘t give it to any outside agency, we do it on our 
own. We are a small organization you know so we don‘t have a separate PR department for media 
relations and all that. We are a very small organization who are more interested in doing our 
work. I think a lot of NGOs, I‘m not sure but I think a lot of NGOs don‘t have separate 
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department or person even, forget about department, one person is also not there just working for 
the media. We‘ve done quite a lot of events and you know media doesn‘t always come.  
INTERVIEWER: Do you think if Indian Epilepsy Association is more in the media then people 
will know more about it and show more support? 
RESPONDENT: Interestingly Dr. Shah was more active with the media earlier. But now it can 
also work in negative ways because there is too much information out there and there is a little 
fear also when dealing with the media. It may not always be positive. Like ok think about 
problems in relation to epilepsy. There are certain things where you say too much also about 
epilepsy then it can create a kind of fear among the general public. So you want to keep it subtle 
and make people aware but not bombard them with messages about epilepsy because then it 
might have that negative effect where they are then fearful. See especially in epilepsy there are 
those who are very well behaved very normal and those with high IQ also. Like there is this very 
famous cyclist who has epilepsy and who has seizures. So there are those are very high 
functioning people then there are lots in the middle and then a lot who are not that well 
functioned who are definitely disabled by the disease. They have to take very many medications, 
seizure may not affect them so much as opposed to the supplement side effects to the brain. But 
see those are the people the public see because they are the one with seizures while others are so 
normal you can‘t tell they have epilepsy. So there is stigma that you don‘t want to get, you 
perceive that stigma even if they are normal. For people to see people that our poorly functioning 
and who get seizures start to associate them with all people with epilepsy but its all different case 
by case. Your mind, public‘s mind, everybody‘s perception of epilepsy is like that that we see it. 
But if we can use the media to have certain spokespeople maybe even celebrities to come out and 
talk about it. That would be great. Or some talk to clear the doubts. It‘s a disorder where your 
senses are shot through and so you know people need to know this. 
INTERVIEWER: So you would want to use the media to change that perception? 
RESPONDENT: Ya we have been I mean if you see the articles they are all on epilepsy and the 
details of the disorder provided by us so that people know what it actually is and not to be afraid. 
In fact we would like to use the media not just for general public but for people with epilepsy to 
also know about our organization so that they can come and be a part of our activities.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok, how many people with epilepsy do you‘ll help right now? 
RESPONDENT: I don‘t know because we go to various hospitals and speak to various doctors 
and people find us through hospitals. Then people are free to come down to our center and join 
the activities. Also its difficult because of the stigma that people may not be willing to come here 
so we need the media to help eliminate the stigma which is very idealistic. It would also be 
difficult to get celebrities who have epilepsy who will not want to come out and talk about it and 
there are celebrities. One of the fundraising ideas we had was a dinner at a 5 Star and to get 
families to come down for dinner and to sell tickets but Dr. Shah was saying celebrities and 
influential people would just not want to be associated. It‘s not like a children‘s charity or a 
women‘s organization that people openly support you know. There is stigma attached here. But 
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from time to time we have supporters like Diya Mirza came for our program, Jaya Bacchan has 
come for our conference. 
INTERVIEWER: So when they came did you have media coverage. 
RESPONDENT: Yes we got media coverage then. In 2008 we had a conference which was a 
national conference so we had the media come in for that and we had created CDs with 
information, photographs and things like that. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and that was circulated to the media as well?  
RESPONDENT: Ya it would have been in their kit. 
INTERVIEWER: But none of them has used it as such? 
RESPONDENT: No not that I know of I mean they are very busy. They work so hard. Every day, 
especially if you are with a newspaper every day you have a column to write. So unless you are in 
the heal treated department we wouldn‘t really be noticed as such. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and you‘ll have certain contacts in place? 
RESPONDENT: Ya we do and actually having the Press Club event helped us with more 
contacts. You know at the end of the day we have to put in more effort, we know that. To have 
more programs, to put that information out there for them. We have to put in the effort which 
right now I think is lacking. Right now there is still a this cultural taboo of an evil spirit 
associated with having epilepsy and because of that which is centuries old it is because epilepsy 
was very easily associable to evil spirits because the person falls down and is unconscious and 
starts convulsing and they look possess at that time. Then the demon leaves and the person 
regains consciousness. So that was the thinking when there was no medical based evidence. Right 
now what we want media to say is that it is a treatable disorder and not associated with evil 
spirits. 70-80 % can have their seizures under control, surgery is also available. There are very 
well functioning people with epilepsy and unfortunately the stigma is still there. Whether you join 
a office or anything as soon as you say you have epilepsy they have formed an opinion about you.  
So we have support groups and there is one in Thane. I mean people with epilepsy are not 
immobile they can come for programs, we have picnics. They usually come approach us or we 
approach them at hospitals or doctors refer them to us. So you know at the end of the day the 
media can really be helpful in helping change the perceptions around epilepsy and we can do lots 
with the media. Problem is the effort should come from us and the media should have the time. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok great, thank you so much. 
Organization: Alzheimer‘s Related Disorders Society of India (ARDSI) 
Date of Interview: 21
st
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 37 minutes 55 seconds 
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INTERVIEWER: Ma‘am maybe if you can start by telling me what kind of awareness programs 
you all have and what you all do at ARDSI? 
RESPONDENT: The main aim or objective for this organization was established in the year 
1995, the first chapter. Our head office is in Kerela. And we had to do public awareness because 
at that time forget about the general public and the government, even the general practitioners 
were not aware of this disease at that time. What is Alzheimer‘s disease? So we did public 
awareness by way of publishing articles in the newspapers, in magazines. Then at the second 
stage we started doing awareness through clubs like Lion‘s Club, Rotary club and other NGOs. 
Then at this third stage we started this memory clinic. That‘s another way of helping the people 
and we have our memory clinic in our office itself which is at the BMC school. Every Saturday, 
I‘ll tell you more about it in a little bit. And another tie up we had had was with Manav Seva and 
there it was supposed to be there every Thursday, once a week. Then another tie up we had was 
with Maharashtra State Women‘s Council. They run a clinic and there it is once a month. So 
that‘s the memory clinic. The third thing that is important and that we do is counseling. 
Counseling for the patients is important because patients have a lot of questions and problems so 
we guide them. But mainly its to help them with where to get medical help if necessary or if there 
are day care centers or availability of homecare giver and most of the times earlier the people 
used to come from Vilaasnagar and Borivali to come to our office but they find it very difficult 
because it is at that municipal school. And people travelling up and down they find it very 
difficult. Even sometimes I used to go down and do the memory test in my car you know. So in a 
way the counseling has reduced in its own way you know. They call me up most of the time. 
Counseling is done by me at home mainly. Very important thing that we did which was largely 
not available was the training of homecare givers for Alzheimer‘s patients. The first year it was 6 
months and the criteria was you know 9 or 10
th
 grade fail students who were not getting anywhere 
and domestic labor would be their only option. Those who had an aptitude would then be trained 
and they were also very happy at the end of the course. Then the second course we had also was 9 
months. We 3 months extended it for having an internship. And you know in this course they 
were given the basic idea not the details about the physiology, the anatomy about the disease, 
about how to look after the patients, about the memory tests. Even the second course was 
successful. Even failed students went and worked and have a more decent life than a domestic 
worker. Even a retired worker from Reserve Bank joined the course and helps out. Third course 
also was there but after this you know what happened they didn‘t want to continue the courses 
because then they will get picked up by the private firms, but ultimately that happens in any case. 
They were in demand and they are still in demand but then what happens is that the patient dies, 
the disease is not curable so ultimately the patient dies and then they need to look for another job. 
Then many times you know people approach them and don‘t realize that they are only for the 
patient, then they make them do housework and all that. Earlier we had registered them with a 
Nursing Bureau for their employment so that they would get placed. So that is a setback now that 
we don‘t do that. Now we are planning to we have gone and done memory clinic also wherever 
anybody wants you know. We‘ve gone and done it in the Mahalaxshmi area, then at a old age 
home, then another home called Sharan. So there we go and give a talk and help them understand 
what it is so they can catch it early. So we have done all these things. And I would not mind even 
going to JJ Hospital office if there are patients coming. Now you know there is enough of public 
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awareness so they know what is it, they don‘t want to go. And now even general practitioners 
know. So in a way we have done is good. I am not unhappy that they are not coming to us why 





Many times also they have picked up that my grandma is behaving very different. So they are the 
people who can detect the earliest and for them managing the patient will be much more easy. 
One more thing is you know they are the patient and nobody wants to consult the doctor, 
sometimes the children want to look after the patient, then there is also the matter of the will as it 
has to be written before the patient is completely taken over by Alzheimer‘s. Very important 
thing whenever we give a public awareness talk, we tell them two very important areas firstly we 
tell them that it‘s a sporadic disease. The inheritance of the genetic part of it is only in some 
patients. In a family if there is someone with the disease there is only a slight chance that the 
children will get it. So we try to put this in their minds because otherwise what happens is that 
there is a stigma. They will not take the patient to the doctor, they will isolate themselves as a 
family and do all these things because of the wrong impression that it can be inherited by them. 
Second thing you know like when daughter-in-law is the care taker. Many times you know even 
if they have given the food, the patient forgets that they have eaten the food and the daughter-in-
law thinks they are doing it purposely. He is just doing because whatever he has done the brain is 
forgetting . So we all train them or tell them that they will forget a lot to the extent that they will 
forget where they are from. So all these things we try to explain and I think it helps it definitely 
helps through all this counseling. Otherwise they are very unaware. We try to have a support 
group at the beginning. We did by calling them the caregivers. Once or twice they came for a year 
then they say what do we do by coming, our time with our patient is less? Then I thought of the 
idea of let‘s do a building-wise support group. So now most of the times there are you know 
lower middle-class people don‘t want that. High middle-class and upper class they don‘t need to 
come they have 10 servants in the house. So even that way we haven‘t been able to be successful 
in attendance. We even started with the Hinduja Hospital as I knew a doctor there very well so we 
had a tie up with the hospital. There also it faded. First time maybe 30-20 people came then next 
time only 10 people came then eventually nobody came. So then that‘s the problem. 
INTERVIEWER: How do you all use the media at all to do your public awareness? 
RESPONDENT: Media like you have taken interview like that Aakashvani in Delhi has also 
taken interview, then we have given a talk on Aakashvani Mumbai as well in Gujrati, Hindi, 
Marathi and English. Then sometimes we have done with musical programs where we have an 
interview in the middle of the musical program. So we have tried to do multiple things and I think 
have you spoken to anybody in the head office? Now you know in the last year, 2009 and 2010, 
we had a meeting for the 4-5 metro-cities. The main aim was to collect ideas and make a record to 
be submitted to the government in Delhi because I think the government has hardly done 
anything for this cause or NGOs besides providing limited funds for our programs. So I mean 
here they are mentally handicapped so they should get the same benefits as physically 
handicapped. So there should me more benefits for them. 
INTERVIEWER: So in terms of media you all keep inviting them to your lectures or programs 
and things like that? 
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RESPONDENT: See, ya, if we have some program we tell them you know. We even have that 
walk you know the walkathon. This year‘s theme was Dementia Awareness Day. During that 
week we try to do a lot of programs. 
INTERVIEWER: And you all invite the media? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, yes, I am in touch with the media regularly. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and do they approach you a lot of the times? 
RESPONDENT: Ya, ya. Now even the media you know with the internet, the media knows 
everything. Beginning time it was a different era itself. Nowadays I don‘t think media needs to 
ask. Even general public don‘t need, all the information is there. So its very different. The 
approach and the needs are very different. Most of the times now the only real need from us is 
where can I get a homecare giver and if they are available or not. And you see I cannot vouch for 
a homecare giver, I can‘t say how exactly they will be.  But those from private companies are 
certified and you can complain there. Many times there are complaints you know where the 
caregiver slaps the patient or doesn‘t give food to the patient. And all these things cannot be 
controlled by me. What is the need of the day is day care centers and we haven‘t been able to 
open one but like Dignity Foundation is there. Dignity Foundation is the only place where there is 
a day care center. I tried to but couldn‘t open. I am actually a neuropathologist. Then there is 
another NGO which looks after senior citizens and ladies mainly and so I requested for two 
rooms you know so getting the place in Bombay is always the problem. Now the office we have 
we don‘t have much room. Now BMC has said that only NGOs engaging in education activities 
can get the place at municipal schools so that also becomes  a problem. Then another thing we 
want to do is you know have an institute where only Dementia and Alzheimer patients can be, 
where they can be entertained and it can run as a no-profit organization with a small research 
center you know something like that. Then have a general ward you know like A class B Class. 
INTERVIEWER: And what about funding? 
RESPONDENT: You know funding may not be so difficult in Bombay. Even the Indian 
government will give fund for a day care and if you go to other NGOs who do funding then that 
also helps. Touchwood our NGO has a good name so it makes a difference. But you have to have 
a place, government won‘t do that. They will say you find a place, you give us how much money 
you need and how you will use it. So that. In New Bombay we could have a place but see it‘s too 
far. Having a place near the city and near the hospitals is better also, even for the public. Even an 
institute has to be full-fledged with an ICU and medical doctors attending and everything. Earlier 
you know youngsters would be available to help out now everybody is working. We were trying 
to involve you know the medical students for another request as part of academic study because 
we don‘t know how many people have Alzheimer‘s or Dementia in Bombay or in India. So you 
know to get medical students to volunteer, help out to find this out. So we wanted to do this in the 
JJ Hospital B ward area and we had tied up with Indrani Medical at a department and they said its 
fine you know students continue studying and do this also. Then we needed the place and funds 
and that time we were getting 8 lakhs. Then also we were trying to involve interns but see interns 
also are not ready to openly go meet people they rather stay at home and work. So there are so 
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many constraints to open an institute. In any NGO there are ultimately only 4-5 people working 
even if they have 1000‘s of members you know. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but in this NGO is there one particular person who handles the media? 
RESPONDENT: Most of the time you know media handling is done by me. 
INTERVIEWER: So then for events and things you send out the invite to the media? 
RESPONDENT: Usually we put it in the newspaper for the program then they approach us. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and you have your own contacts in the media already in place? 
RESPONDENT: Well I think see even media people keep changing you know. That day Sanjana 
calls me for a story and then I had called her to tell her about some new program and they say 
now she is not working with us. So that old format where journalists stayed loyal to their 
publishing houses is not remained, they keep changing. Then again they have hierarchy even. The 
editor or subeditor or junior editor is not going to come. 
INTERVIEWER: But otherwise has the media been supportive of ARDSI? 
RESPONDENT: They are quite supportive. They‘ve given a lot of information. The other day 
one journalist from Mint in Delhi, she interviewed me about the social problems of these patients. 
So that way I think they are quite supportive and ready to write stories like these for the public. 
INTERVIEWER: So they have been supportive? And do they come to your events and things like 
that? 
RESPONDENT: Yes they do come. 
INTERVIEWER: But do you all invite celebrities to your events? 
RESPONDENT: I actually haven‘t tried because umm well you are recording it so. Thing is there 
are celebrities who are affected by Alzheimer‘s and Dementia but they will not come forward. 
They don‘t want the public to know. Lots of famous stars See first of all they will not come on 
time, they will be one hour late or something. And probably they will not know the subject. Well 
I think you want to get some funding or something from them you can approach them but I 
haven‘t done these things you know. For this thing you the programs we‘ve done in September in 
Delhi and we can meet a lot of the ministers and people in the upper class to get funding and talk 
about ARDSI. Now it‘s very difficult to go to the Mantralay, earlier we could walk in and talk 
and get support or help. In my time before 2003 you can go anytime. You did not need an 
appointment or anything. I am now not ready to wait and wait and face these corrupted officials, I 
just can‘t anymore. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok, actually am asking because I have met a lot of NGOs and they feel they 
need to have celebrities to get the media? 
RESPONDENT: Many NGOs feel that way you know o celebrity celebrity! There are many 
celebrities who I said have Alzheimer‘s and all so certain celebrities come like Anupam Kher. 
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But somehow or the other I am anti-inviting celebrities. Somehow they drown out the cause and 
it‘s just a hassle you know. We NGOs don‘t need them to function we can do our work without 
them. So you have to get around these things. And without celebrities we have had media 
coverage and unlike other NGOs we haven‘t publicized ourselves, we haven‘t done publicity. But 
I feel myself that I am doing enough. I‘ve already said in the interview that there are three things 
that are there one is the day care center, one is the awareness and one is the institute. So till I am 
alive if I can do this. 
INTERVIEWER: Otherwise do you feel the media has been helpful for your NGO? 
RESPONDENT: For basic awareness yes, they are the ones raising the awareness because 
newspapers approach different people also you know like they may approach a neurologist and 
not that only I can speak on it.  
INTERVIEWER: Other than the government where do you all get your funds? 
RESPONDENT: From individual we do get. You know through social groups and communities 
like the Parsi Community and then people who know those suffering from Alzheimer‘s. Then 
ladies clubs also. So whatever small donations we get we accept. Then we also had the ARDI 
Annual Conference in 1999 and here also we collect money and things like that. Then we also 
save money and keep expenses low because we do not get regular income, otherwise my outgoing 
is regular. Then office boy, clerk whatever, electricity bill, water bill. We don‘t take any fees or 
anything we all pay from our pockets. Like our treasurer comes from Thane and another lady 
comes from Dadar so we all have to come down.  
INTERVIEWER: Has the media helped in building credibility for ARDSI? 
RESPONDENT: Maybe you know like we have a helpline as well. Many times I tell the media 
you know publish this helpline. But for some reason they don‘t print it maybe there is a legal 
point of view or something no idea. But otherwise they publish the articles, when they interview 
they publish the articles. Many times they interview me and I say don‘t put my name put ARDSI 
you know otherwise people will think I am doing it for my own publicity.  
INTERVIEWER: But then sometimes do you all push some articles or anything?  
RESPONDENT: For national Dementia awareness we do in September we do approach them and 
try to get articles in the papers. Then mainly radio interviews help like Aakashvani in different 
languages and things like that. That reaches to the common people which is important. Here we 
put in Times of India or other vernacular language which does not reach to the common man. So 
radio reaches more to the common man. 
INTERVIEWER: And do you all keep a record of all the articles that get published? 
RESPONDENT: I had kept it. See se have acquired the office with the BMC only in the last two 
years. Earlier whoever was the secretary we would use their home or office. So I had a file that I 
had given to them but now they can‘t find it but I can tell you all of them we don‘t have but we 
do collect them. 
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INTERVIEWER: And do you all make a lot of internal publications also? 
RESPONDENT: Ya like that brochure and things also, whenever we have a talk with any club or 
anywhere we taken them and distribute. Then we also say that you know take one for your friends 
and send it to them also and do your part you know of raising the awareness. Because see for this 
also we have to get advertisements to get sponsorship. These books are costly so we have to get 
donations and things to get them done. 
INTERVIEWER: And you all send these to the media as well? 
RESPONDENT: Ya wherever we can, if we meet them for an interview or anything. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and how effective do you think the media has been? 
RESPONDENT: But why all the time media you are a media person? 
INTERVIEWER: Ya it is what I am studying, NGOs and the Media. 
RESPONDENT: See they help by publishing the article. At least my NGO has not taken any 
other help from them. Then we might have a program and we invite them but not many come you 
know people are not really interested to come. They come I mean see at the memory clinic or for 
counseling or anything people have stopped coming so why will the media come. And I am not 
going to call them and say come come I am examining someone. We tell them we have all these 
things if they feel like they want to come they will come. I don‘t have the time you know because 
am working also. I even told the Women‘s Council you know I will not come down and wait and 
sit. If patient is there I will come you just tell me. If they register every day I will come every day. 
See so likewise I do not expect more than this from the media. How do you think they can help? 
INTERVIEWER: They can help build your credibility in the organization by publishing articles 
about your NGO and then fundraising.  
RESPONDENT: I mean we get a lot of credibility from our work itself. Like this September on 
the national level with the Dementia Awareness we will get lots of coverage. Awareness ya its 
really important and they help. But I think we have done a lot. So now I am happy that people are 
aware now. But see correct critical diagnosis is important. A lot of the problem is also they get 
information from elsewhere because there is so much out there. Then they call in to find out 
which doctor to go to and take our advice. But now if you read our brochure all our information is 
there about the disease, about our programs and everything. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok thank you so much. 
Organization: Clean Air Island 
Date of Interview: 18
th
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 47 minutes 39 seconds 
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INTERVIEWER: Can you tell me more about Clean Air Island and what you do? I mean I 
understand that the organization is concerned with conserving the environment in cities but what 
is the nature of your projects? 
RESPONDENT: See we work with waste management, especially in a city like Mumbai where 
managing waste is so necessary because so many people live on the streets and hygiene is a 
concern and managing the waste is a big task. It involves movement it involves traffic it involves 
organization and eventually waste is moved to the dumping grounds. Dumping grounds creates a 
shortage of land that way. Now even with dumping grounds there are environmental issues. For 
example the flamingos near certain dumping grounds become really sick and that is one of our 
concerns as well. Conserving the wildlife because I mean wildlife near an area is an indicator that 
it is a healthy piece of land that it is environmentally stable and rich in resources. So we keep an 
eye on that. So the process of dumping waste and getting rid of waste and everything, all these 
measures leads to certain carbon credits. I mean our basic aim is to show that vermiculture, 
pollution free vehicles, and greening projects can be use to solve some of the waste management 
and air quality problems of a city like Mumbai. So you know we try to raise awareness on this 
and try to raise awareness in basic households and residences on how to manage waste at home in 
an environmentally friendly manner. So you know the vermiculture project contributes to this 
because then you don‘t require plots for dumping grounds, you can manage your waste in your 
own backyard or in pots of soil. So we‘ve been researching on this and applying the scientific 
method to reduce wastage of the environment and our large scale vermiculture project is based in 
Colaba. So you know with this vermicutlure project we can actually manage to effectively break 
down and decompose a plate of food in a pot of soil over a few days. So we‘ve been working on 
this and improving this and trying to implement this. But you know there is still a big mindset 
block when it comes to this. So we work with various divisions then we figure out the economics, 
work out the technology sort out the policies and then implement the waste management system. 
We also promote electric vehicles and there are actually a few electric buses that have begun 
operating on the roads of Mumbai. Even the tow trucks we use at our project site are electric 
vehicles. We also have electric vans of our own that promote the concept on the streets. Then we 
have the greening projects. Now in urban cities, with increasing populations and speeding 
development, there are sever cases of deforestation. So what we try to do is use available urban 
spaces for greening. So in this, Mahim Nature Park is basically my personal project that I started 
in 1976. This entire nature park is actually built on a dumping ground, so a solid waste processing 
facility was in fact converted into an reserve. Initially the park had some 50 odd species of birds. 
And remember how I said wildlife is an indicator? Well after over 40 years there are some 150 
different species of birds. So this was the kind of intention we had when we began with Clean Air 
Island. All these efforts need to be taken to improve the cities.  
INTERVIEWER: that‘s very interesting ma‘am but you mentioned you do public awareness as 
well for pro environment methods. Can I know how the organization goes about doing this? 
RESPONDENT: Now a little background on myself, I am from the environment industry. I used 
to work with WWF and was the chairman on the board. I have found, from my experience that 
communications or public awareness is best done through practice. Especially in the environment. 
Audio-visuals and books and talks are not enough. That is why we work with children to instill 
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that feeling for the environment. I mean the condition of the environment can only be turned 
around when you physically do something or when your habits are pro environment. So from 
studies and my experience we have found that A the visual method is better that the written 
method so an audio-visual is better than a piece of literature, number one. And B, you have to 
communicate whereby physical involvement is the outcome of the communication. The main 
point is to keep the environmentally friendly habits that we have. As Indians we have several pro 
environment habits that can be found in our scriptures as well. So we need to use this innate 
wisdom. So habit formation and habit keeping is the crux of maintaining a healthy environment. 
So one thing we do is that we work with rural areas and we share mythological stories that they 
are familiar with. Stories that have been shared from generation to generation. But what we do is 
we highlight the environmental aspects of these stories. We show them that look this is how it‘s 
been done in the stories, this is how you should discard your household waste, this is how you 
should conserve energy, etc. Then we also work with young children and discuss the feel-good 
aspect of the environment because when they see flowers and birds and greenery you there is a 
happy emotional attachment. So at a very young age we try and instill this appreciation for the 
environment and when they are a little older you know 8 or 11 then they can do more constructive 
things. Before that they can do nice things with the environment but somebody needs to tell them 
don‘t pluck flowers and why you shouldn‘t pluck flowers. Now this is a combination of the 
schools like the Bombay Scottish which was my old school and schools connected with the 
Bombay slums. So we had workshops, in Hindi, Marathi and English. We found that children 
from the slums or the so called deprived sections of society were very curious about the 
environment and had a lot of questions and concerns and they could relate to it much better than 
the children from private schools and middle class families. So they could relate to the 
environment, they could relate to the cities, they knew something about it. So we did basic 
experiments and things with children like the basic take home a plant and take care of it. So 
they‘d water the plants, put fertilizer, give it some sunlight, etc. Initially they‘d refuse to get their 
hands dirty in the soil as they had never touched it before. But as they saw some of us working 
with the soil they became more comfortable with it. Then they begin identifying with the plants 
and get into a relationship with the plants. So in this way we try to nurture the care and 
responsibility towards the environment from young. So I mean in terms of communication it is 
very one-on-one especially because as I had said earlier, the practice method is the only method 
that brings about an actual environmental change. This is how Clean Air Island came about 
because it‘s not just about starting a national park for people to come and enjoy but we needed to 
go down to the streets and to the living habits of individuals to remind them how to be pro 
environment. So we do a lot of ground work and a lot with improving infrastructure in an 
environmentally friendly way and improving water waste systems, etc. Here in Mumbai 
especially waste is a major issue it is clearly the biggest problem and then you are looking at the 
land pollution and air pollution and things like that. 
INTERVIEWER: I understand but ma‘am how do you go about conducting awareness? 
RESPONDENT: We started Clean Air Island….uhh we had no money and one of our colleagues 
was very much into theatre work and suggested using that as a medium to reach out. I mean to 
bring about the pro environment change you need to start with communication somehow. Like I 
said the visual method is better than the written and so we were not so much into pamphlets and 
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brochures and articles and written literature. We needed to communicate in a way that would 
bring about a change in behavior and habits by seeing the way pro environment habits can be 
practiced and how the current habits can damage the environment. So we had a moving play with 
a mere three characters that allowed the flexibility to perform it anywhere. It was a street play that 
would go into slum areas and perform for children and the commoners on the streets to 
demonstrate environmentally friendly living in a manner that is digestible for them. See that is 
also very important. When communicating to an audience we have to keep in mind the medium 
they may be using as especially with this objective of ours to get the people to change their habits 
to be more pro environment, it is difficult to use newspapers like Times of India or the vernacular 
press if the target is not well educated. We also experimented with musical theatre to incorporate 
the more local folk takes and songs and so use the trick of using content that these individuals can 
connect with on an emotional level. Now of course when communicating there are difficulties as 
well and so I will talk about those difficulties too. My theory is that if you are really working on 
something worthwhile or a concept that is worthwhile and you show the commitment and work at 
it then the public will come to know on its own.  
INTERVIEWER: I see but do you interact with the media at all? 
RESPONDENT: See again, if an organization is doing good work then the recognition comes, the 
news value comes. For example when we opened the Mahim Nature Park there was a lot of media 
coverage around it. For obvious reasons, it is a big step, supported by the government, moving 
towards the environment conservation agenda and making a difference. It is noteworthy it is 
newsworthy and people would want to know about it. Of course it was also covered as a new 
attraction and a new place for people to go to. But as long as it is moving traffic there, once 
people are in the park they will see our efforts in saving the environment in India. Other than that 
our objectives and our values are so strong that people know of our organization through there. 
We truly ask some of the key questions in this domain. You know, are you physically healing the 
Earth? Are you clearing someone‘s consciousness? Are you strengthening the link? Question is 
are we behaving like the proverbial pigeon, closing our eyes and thinking there is no cat around? 
Are we ready for what the changes in environment will brings along? These are crucial questions 
and we urge our government and those of the world to see that time is short and we need to bring 
our technologies together to heal the Earth.  
INTERVIEWER: I see but do you not think that the media and it being used as a mouthpiece is 
necessary to build credibility for your organization? To inform more people about what you do 
and how you do? 
RESPONDENT: Credibility is a different question altogether. For example, for the Mahim 
Nature Park we have to compete with other organizations. We have to do our research, we set up 
a proper report with an apt budget and so while there were other NGOs presenting proposals and 
getting government aid, ours was chosen for implementation. This is precisely because of the 
people that are involved in Clean Air Island who are thorough with their understanding of the 
environment and what needs to be done. So in a way our own people are our audience as well. 




INTERVIEWER: So how does the media fit in? 
RESPONDENT: See the media is always invited to our openings of the park or a waste 
management site or whatever it may be. Twenty or 25 years ago the only people who wrote about 
or were partly concerned about the environment was obviously the media. In the last 15 years the 
media has been proactive and in the last 10 years the cause has remained a hot topic only because 
the media has kept it alive in terms of public debate. So their role is clearly important. However, 
the topic is still not as developed. I would want the media to be a bit more nosey to find out why 
and how things are affecting the environment. Currently they focus on what is happening; who 
opened what plant, park or site and who came for the launch and things like that are focused on. 
Something very superficial about the coverage of the topic in that sense. Yes it is being covered 
but not in-depth enough. The investigative journalists who were there 20 years ago have now 
disappeared because now environment is an ‗in‘ thing; lots of journalists want to write about it. 
INTERVIEWER: So you do interact with the media? 
RESPONDENT: Yes of course we do. We had a great launch for the National Park where we 
invited the media, chamber of commerce, minister of transportation and because of the magnitude 
of the project and the big names associated with the project the press comes and covers and 
informs the public. It was a great turn out, really. In the earlier years of the National Park of 
course there were more stories and press contacting us for information on the project. But as it 
has been decades now, the news value dies down. Even though now the conservation of the 
environment really shows, it is not as newsy a story as it used to be.  
INTERVIEWR: What about the recent projects like the vermiculture and all? 
RESPONDENTS: Thing is we do not proactively publicize these through the media. Sure if the 
media calls and asks us questions and wants a quote on a particular topic, wants an expert opinion 
on waste and the likes then I help them out. But I do not sit and call the media and tell them you 
please cover this environment story. I think it is a waste of my time and theirs. Especially since 
the actions of our organization get noticed now and again in any case. But honestly I cannot sit 
and call and beg for an article because that piece of literature is not more valuable than me going 
out and trying to convince an average man how to live a pro environment life. I also believe that 
to effectively communicate with the media and keep them informed you need to have a 
specialized person to sit in your office whose job is basically to do that. We do have a website 
www.cleanairisland.org and we do have a media corner and there is a lot of information out there. 
Of course it is not an advanced website and we do not have specially targeted communications. It 
has all the basic information, it has external links for the media, it covers the basics. But I think 
our work has been more on ground and at our various sites developing new technologies and 
conducting R&D to find pro environment solutions. See even to keep in touch with the latest 
environmental journalist you have to be in contact with them the whole time. The relationship 
with the media has to be maintained. You cannot be in touch for now and then not be in touch for 
a long while and years later try and get back in touch for something new. By then the journalist 
would have changed and you would have start from scratch. The bad thing about the media is that 
they want something happening, something newsworthy every day, otherwise you are not 
interesting to them. Environment is not like that. If you are doing good work it happens slowly 
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and the fact that it is happening is also a big deal, that is what is important. So this immediate 
newsworthiness and for us to create the immediate newsworthiness is not what interests us. 
INTERVIEWER: I see but after being in this industry for so long and seeing the media also 
develop and change in different ways. How have you seen the media industry as changing 
negatively or positively? 
RESPONDENT: See the media is more aware. Like I said they are writing more about the 
environment and are on top of the agenda. So they are voicing out the concerns. See it is also 
partially our fault that we do not have a relationship as such with the media. It is a beneficial one. 
But I also feel that they should see it themselves. Twenty years ago they would see it but now the 
change I guess in the industry is that we have to chase after them to show them the 
newsworthiness, then no longer find these news values themselves. As it is we are short of time 
and resources and things, so why should we go and make it newsworthy for them, you know? 
Now the second thing is that if your activity is public or media awareness then the organization 
must be more involved with the media. But here, our activity is bringing about the behavioral 
change and going down and getting people to see how to do it. There is so much involved also 
when working with the media, taking down numbers and maintaining the contacts and generating 
the news angles and sending out press releases. I don‘t have the time to do all this and I don‘t 
have the resources to hire people to do this as it is not of the same value as hiring a researcher to 
further improve the vermiculture waste management project. So you see even we have to 
prioritize. We cannot just spend our money anywhere. In the same way the media prioritizes and 
they are selective about what is newsworthy to them or rather who can show them the more 
newsworthy story. Also I think communication needs to be like a call of action where it brings 
about an act of change in the public and not just awareness of ‗oh I read about this and that in the 
papers.‘ It is not knowledge unless it is implemented and so if the media can get one household to 
adopt the vermiculture waste management concept in their own compound then the media is of 
tremendous value to us. That is the kind of communication we are looking at for which we are 
using the theatre to promote our projects. The newspapers can‘t do the same for us. The only 
advantage of communications is that when you go looking for sponsorships then you can say that 
we were talked about here and here and we have done this and look the media has also recorded 
our work. But otherwise communication through the papers has no interaction and we need that 
element. 
INTERVIEWR: So you do not have a media database or you do not keep a record of the news 
articles? 
RESPONDENT: Sometimes we keep a record, some interviews and things are on the website and 
we have article cut outs for ourselves. But we do not actively monitor the mentions, we just do 
not have the times to do so. Contacts we do not maintain at all. Like I said I don‘t have time to 
keep in touch with the media and no resources to hire someone to do the same.  
INTERVIEWER: I see but any future plans to get more involved with the media? 
RESPONDENT: See there is so much work to do with the environment that there is no time for 
distractions like this. It can help, it might have an added value but a habitual change requires 
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more one-on-one interaction and the media is too static, too one-way. But see organizations need 
to communicate these days and this is why we have a website as it is a basic requirement now. 
But we just do not have funds to allocate to this function as of yet and I don‘t see it for a while. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok. Thank you for your time and I hope if I have any follow-up questions I can 
still contact you? 
RESPONENT: Yes of course, but I may be busy the next couple of weeks but you may call and 
see. 
INTERVIEWER: Great, thank you! 
Organization: Harmony for Silvers 
Date of Interview: 22
nd
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 44minutes 12 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: So I was going through your brochure and you all do a lot of activities for 
seniors. 
RESPONDENT: Ya you read this brochure right? So this is our magazine. I will talk to you about 
this magazine later. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok. So through all these programs and things you all do how do you all 
publicize for it and get people to come? 
RESPONDENT: See what we do is when we organize such programs we call media also, we 
invite media also. Because see senior citizen activities, Harmony works for senior citizens, for the 
benefit and welfare of senior citizens. There are not many NGOs working for this. One. Then 
two, this particular segment has always been ignored by the society, by the family members, by 
the government, by anybody and everybody. So there is lack of awareness, particularly in youths 
as well. Though most of them if not all of them have grandparents at home but still they tend to 
ignore certain issues and their behavioral aspect also. So our purpose is to create awareness, bring 
awareness to the society. And in the same way we want senior citizens to enjoy their life. See our 
byline is celebrate age, we want them to celebrate their age and do something that they haven‘t 
done in their past years with obligations and whatever they have done for their family, earning 
and bringing up their kids and all those things. So that is the whole purpose. Now talking specific 
about media. What we do is that one is we have done this magazine. It‘s a nationwide publication. 
The only of its kind. I mean there are a couple of them there in the market but not so upbeat, not 
so elite. So this is one of its kind and we have a circulation of about 65,000 and it‘s a monthly 
magazine and it‘s a basically right now English but down the line we are planning to come out 
with different regional languages. 
INTERVIEWER: Since when have you all been publishing this? 
RESPONDENT: Right from inception. It is June 2004 I think so. So basically we talk about 
various issues of senior citizens. And she is the chairperson of our organization Mrs. Tina 
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Ambani. If you see the content basically they are different. First aid, something to do with their 
eating habits, travel so we have a travel component we have something for the healthy eating. So 
all the aspects basically we try and cover all the aspects. We recently launched a helpline 1298 
senior citizen helpline with collaboration with 1298. 
INTERVIEWER: Who writes these articles? 
RESPONDENT: We have editors and writers. Something to do with health is there see various 
aspects are there. See there will be something like the travel component. So they give all the basic 
information for people who want to go and travel. Then we also always have something to do 
with food which is again we have something to do with health. I mean we feature these people 
who has done something remarkable thing. So all these things something like health, we have a 
yoga column, it is always written by Sami Bhakta, she is one of the best yoga instructors in the 
country. So I mean all various things we keep doing. We feature people who do various, they 
pursue their hobbies. So all these things like there is this guy who has some 6200 coins, he is a 
coin collector and he has all the coins that the government of India has published since day one. I 
mean it‘s something remarkable na, still he maintains it. Still he is interested in it. I mean people 
know then they get motivated to do something. These are all motivational stories. Like look at 
this age he is doing something why can‘t I do something. So these are all various things we keep 
on doing. We have like, we have a silver awards every year. We give 10 silver awards to 10 
senior citizens, common man, across the country, who has done remarkably good work, 
contributed to society at large after becoming senior citizen. So we, I‘ll give you a small example. 
A lady in Kerela, a Muslim lady who is not supposed to go out alone and all those typical 
restrictions which they have, at the age of 87 she appeared for 10
th
 standard examination. She 
passed her 10
th
 standard at the age of 87 and then she got motivated out of that. She went out to 
her community and she gathered all the girls who are not allowed to go out and study and started 
giving informal education to the girls. Then she got them into the mainstream, got them admitted 
and everything. So at the age of 87, if she can do like that. So these are all motivational stories 
which give uhh I mean we tell people, we bring them to the platform , we give them awards, we 
hold a press conference exclusive for them. We do media releases, we invite media and then we 
tell them look you have to talk about them, you have to interview them, you have to feature them 
and let people know what they are doing and what work they are doing. So this is one way in 
which we work with them and we give them some kind of information and things. So Silver 
Awards is there, magazine is there. Then each and every activity we do we have a center over 
here, maybe after the interview I‘ll ask the social worker to take you around. So we do a lot of 
activities over here. We organize a lot of talks, health camps, various sessions on either health, or 
security it all depends, then group therapy sessions, we have professional doctors coming here. So 
all these things we invite media also and we ask media to write about them and what they are 
doing and all those things. Again bringing the society at large, bringing them some information 
and making them aware. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but have you all been getting a lot of media coverage? Has it been positive? 
RESPONDENT: Not really, not really. For the simple reason, I mean to be very honest they want 
some masala ok? So if I get Suresh Oberoi or some filmstar there will be a line over here. When I 
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do my marathons I get Abhishek Bacchan, I get Rani Mukherji, I get Priyanka Chopra and all 
these filmstars then there‘s a line of media. But the next day you know what media writes? 
Celebrity Priyanka Chopra supporting an NGO for senior citizens. Ok I am not worried about my 
name but their focus is Priyanka Chopra not the cause. Ok? Why she came there? What she is 
doing for them? That they are not talking about. She came here, that is their emphasis and it is a 
photo feature. So I mean I understand they want something else, they want some spicy news and 
they want something which sizzles and people want to read. If you read the newspaper what will 
you read first? Let‘s say there are 10 things on the front page, what you all read? You all read 
current things, you all read what‘s happening to the nation, you all read finance something on 
finance thing, you all see have the Ambani brothers eaten food tonight together or you want that 
spice. If the Ambani brothers eat food together or go somewhere together how does it make any 
difference to your life? OK? But you know you won‘t read a senior citizen has been robbed and 
killed in Rajasthan, has just gotten I mean there are senior citizens jus treading you know 
shocking incidents like Rajasthan people brutally tortured an old man for theft by hanging him 
from a tree and thrashing him in the premises of a police station in Rajasthan in Dholpur district. I 
mean the guy was 75 years old. This is what is happening, nobody is interested. Who knows 
about this? But if Shah Rukh Khan falls ill then people start praying for him and are worried 
about him. So this is the current scenario, media has a very important role. See this has happened 
with one senior citizen. There are hundreds of senior citizens, there are a lot of abuses happening. 
It can happen with your grandchildren. One day you are also going to grow old and you are going 
to be a senior citizen. (calls colleague) I‘ll ask one of my social workers to also be here so if there 
is anything missing she can also participate. I mean it can happen to you as well, it can happen to 
me as well, it can happen to our parents or our grandparents also. Nowadays the prime concerns 
which are self-security…(talking to colleague) So it can be you or me, so the prime concerns are 
security lots of abuses are happening, physical security I am talking about and actually media can 
play a very important role in this in bringing aware about the situation. Making youths and 
society at large aware that look senior citizens who are staying around your area, ensure they are 
safe, if they need your help then ensure that you are there. Police are now a little proactive, they 
are playing their role but now they have a lot of things on their plate so this is kept on the back 
burner. So the people tend to ignore it. And I showed you about the news, I mean nobody knows 
about it. So this is the, role of media is very important in the society. 
INTERVIEWER: So the media is not currently doing that much for awareness so are you all 
pushing it are you all pushing a lot of stories? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we push a lot of stories; we try and do our best. But again they have their 
own agenda so that‘s why we have our magazine. So we try push it our way. There are a lot of 
groups run by organizations like Karmayod and Devrat, Devrat is for jobs but still, Karmayog is 
there and various groups in the South so they are working on various ways of dissemination of 
information. Even the government have to play they need to play a very important role as far as 
the media is concerned. I mean I was initially talking to some media house about why don‘t you 
dedicate a column to senior citizens and we will feed you with the information. I mean edited 
information. So then they said yes ok fine but sometimes they have important things so they 
cover up that column so they don‘t have space. So I don‘t know I mean the commitment is not 
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there so that particular column is not that important to them as Shah Rukh Khan falling ill or 
Ambani brothers having a meal together which does not help. 
INTERVIEWER: Right but then having Tina Ambani as your chairperson, does that help in 
interacting with the media? 
RESPONDENT: See it does help. I mean initially we explored that option. People came to 
interview her and we created stories out of it. But at the end we found that more than the 
organization they ask personal questions one, second again what they want to write they write in 
a different way and then we had three four very bad experiences and then we stopped that. 
Because what they do is they interview her for one hour. Half the time they talk about Harmony, 
half the time they talk about her personal life which she on and off tells them please don‘t ask 
personal questions and so please ask questions concerning Harmony. At the end when they print 
the story is 80-90% of what they can work out of it. I mean we had 3-4 bad experiences you 
know. She was also there with Sheeni on the Walk the Talk thing and all these things. We‘ve 
tried each and every source. We also had an exclusive one hour interview with Shaili. You know 
Shaili? So all these things we did but lately we had a very bad experience so we have stopped that 
avenue. And she is also very upset on that on the media behavior so we have stopped it. The 
media is not at all controllable and they are not sensitive, to the cause so to say. I mean ok if you 
want to write about her personal life that is your lookout but don‘t link it to a social cause. I mean 
you write two separate stories. One day you write this next day your write whatever you want. 
Why link it and relate it to her personal life? I mean 90% of the story you are talking about her 
personal life, film industry life and all that, Ambani family life and all those things, which is 
irrelevant. I mean so that is the thing. So there are few newspapers who have social columns 
where they write something or the other about NGOs. Whether it is some NGO meeting or some 
seminars, they don‘t charge it, its free so we send them press release. So few of them like Free 
Press Journal they help us so when we do our activities we send them photos and we send them 
press release and we send them information and they try and accommodate and talk something 
about the activity. Our purpose is activity, not about Harmony, senior citizens and activity. So 
they do write such type of things. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all have media contacts that have been supportive and you have gone 
back to or something? 
RESPONDENT: Yes we do have I mean these girls have worked on a list of people. A huge list 
was there and out of them there were a few people who were always supportive and we always 
keep sending them the information before the event and after the event. So most of the time they 
can‘t send it but ok we will carry your release so why don‘t you just send that. I mean we also 
understand they can‘t send a correspondent or the editor I mean writer to cover or photographer to 
cover. So it‘s ok we understand that so then we send our details and they cover it. Many a-times 
they cover it. 
INTERVIEWER: and do you all have only one person dealing with the media or? 
RESPONDENT: No we have two social workers and they interact on a regular basis exchanging 
emails and all those things. We also invite for our events. Its not only I mean purely a 
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professional relationship we go a step ahead like look you have been covering our cause we will 
also be happy if you can join us. So there are several events where we keep inviting them whether 
it is a birthday celebration for Harmony, or Silvers Awards once a year or the marathon that 
happens once in Mumbai, Delhi or Bangalore. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all usually cover … 
RESPONDENT: Sorry I did not ask you will you like to have tea coffee or anything? 
INTERVIEWER: No no that‘s fine I‘ve had water. Thank you. 
RESPONDENT: You‘re sure.  
INTERVIEWER: Ya. I wanted to ask that you all do a lot of events and programs and things like 
that so do you all push stories to the media through that or do you all also push stories on issues 
related to senior citizens? 
RESPONDENT: See we do other related issues also like I will give you an example. That we 
have a group of people here who dance well . They learn dancing from Shiamak Dawar‘s team, 
there is one group who has learned dance from Sudha Chandran, one group who has learned 
dance from Sandeep Prabharkar so they do various types of dancing and they performed at 
Harmony Silver Awards. Looking at that people started calling them at different locations. So 
now they go out to different events for different people, mind you they are senior citizens, they go 
there and perform over there. Media covers that. I mean we call the media to cover that, that the 
youngest person dancing is 65 years. So at the age of 65 she is still dancing and dancing on the 
current numbers, the current songs. So this is one way in which we try to push a story. Then there 
are various talk shows and things happening in the city. So when they cover something related to 
senior citizens they approach us. They take one person two person, someone who can speak well 
in Marathi and then they call them to their studio, they do some activities. They had some, I mean 
recently NDTV or something had a story on yoga. So they came here and covered people doing 
yoga and all those things. So there are different avenues also there as there are people doing some 
stories that are generic in nature and they want to relate it to senior citizens some way or the other 
so we help them and we also try and show them that look we are doing this. Then we have so 
many people in our touch so we tell them that look if there is anything down the line please 
approach us. So these are things that we try and do. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but have you seen a change in media support? Has it become more has it 
become less? 
RESPONDENT: Media doesn‘t behave as they used to behave before and media takes the call 
depending on the situation. So like recently we had an activity and they were going to cover it 
and then on the other hand the Prasad verdict was there so our story got sidelined (phone call 
interruption) so they say on our face that we are busy and this and that. So these things happening 
and we are dependent on the whimsies and fancies of their editors and writers and the availability 
of their time and non-availability of spicy news in our sector. That‘s the whole situation. 
INTERVIEWER: How often do you all get media coverage? 
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RESPONDENT: Well on a monthly basis. Actually we work in collaboration with networking 
associations and we tell them one week prior that we are going to have this activity and in the 
next day it comes in the paper. So every month we get about 2 or 3 articles.  
INTERVIEWER: Ok but do you all find sometimes that journalists do come and approach you all 
and find out a news story and things like that? 
RESPONDENT: Ya they do. They do very rarely very occasionally, but they do. Like 1
st
 of 
October is World Elders Day so people want to write something about it. So around that period 
they will approach us and they want to carry some story about a person or the organization or 
something like that. So that‘s one thing. Second thing is if something remarkable is happening in 
the budget for senior citizens then they would want to cover something, some bytes of senior 
citizens or they want to interview. So that is another situation. Third thing is something major has 
happened in the city. Like a senior citizen has been killed which happens regularly and that 
particular news is flared up by the media, by some NGO or by some social activist. Then people 
will like to come and cover the story or do something related to that. So we are, few situations I 
mean which quickly comes to my mind where media plays an active role in approaching us or 
any other NGOs to cover some stories. 
INTERVIEWER: And to your award ceremony do you all invite celebrities as well? 
RESPONDENT: Ya a lot of celebrities. 
INTERVIEWER: Then your awards must be getting a lot of media attention? 
RESPONDENT: Ya see we also have see another thing which we have observed is that we have a 
media partner. I mean this year I am planning not have it because once I have a media partner the 
rest of the media tends to blackout which is typical. Then we lose, we have a guarantee of media 
coverage on that particular channel where two shows are dedicated to us. Half an hr show son the 
awards. But other channels won‘t cover it. For the event, for the press conference they come 
because that is general.  
INTERVIEWER: So do you think the media has helped in establishing your credibility and 
getting in more funds and things like that as well? 
RESPONDENT: See we don‘t raise funds we are only funded by the parent organization. One 
thing. Second thing the media has played some role in establishing Harmony in the country but I 
can‘t say because of media Harmony is functioning. The important aspect is the magazine. 
Because of the magazine I mean which reaches to 65,000 people every month and it‘s a national 
magazine and I have about 280 international subscriptions also. So internationally 280 people 
knows about it. Although 280 people is a small number at least 65,000 people since 6 years they 
know about Harmony and I send complementary copies to most of the big libraries across the 
country, to clubs in the country, to all top people who are decision takers. I mean it goes to each 
and every member of parliament. So I try and cover all these people so that at least they know 
about Harmony and they know what is happening. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and does it get sent to the media as well? 
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RESPONDENT: Ya to top people of media houses I mean one of the media houses is our 
partners well not our partners but we give printing and distribution rights to India Today so the 
printing is happening there and the entire distribution channel is taken care of by them. Apart 
from that all the top people from media fraternity, we send to them. 
INTERVIEWER: I mean other than that any future plans of working with the media? 
RESPONDENT: We see now we are getting into the next level of our activities like we are 
building a senior citizen home, we are expanding our activities so certainly we will want to push 
our stories. Not Harmony stories but senior citizen stories to the media and make them more 
aware and make society more aware through the media that such things are happening, such are 
the requirements, these are the things available why don‘t you make use out of it and basically the 
cause. 
INTERVIEWER: And you all have a website and everything? 
RESPONDENT: we do have a website which is very interactive. I mean we have a lot of e-
newsletter subscribers also. Around 10,000 around the world. So there is also a monthly e-
newsletter that we send to these people. So we try and push our ways through the media. Again 
understanding that this is not so important rather not at important story aspect that media would 
look at but still whenever they get chance or whenever they have that mood they try and cover it. 
INTERVIEWER: Finally if you can share your views on NGOs and the media and how you think 
that relationship works? 
RESPONDENT: See you have to understand that all this communication, maintaining relations, 
press conference, etc takes money that NGOs don‘t have. I mean at a press conference once 
journalists were very upset that we didn‘t serve liquor. They came to me and said what is this? 
Then after that regardless of if we like it or not we started serving. We didn‘t have a choice we 
wanted the media to listen to what we had to say. Lack of booze is also an issue for them. It‘s 
become about favors and pleasing the media. We have the funds so we do little bit but all 
organizations can‘t do that. So many NGOs go unnoticed and are so small they don‘t have the 
capacity to do media relations. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok thank you so much for your time sir. 
Organization: National Association for the Blind 
Date of Interview: 23
rd
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 45 minutes 44 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: Sir I am doing a study on NGOs and how they use the media so I am looking to 
find out the same with your organization? 
RESPONDENT: Ya it is very important for any NGO, even the National Association of the Blind 
that anyone that is looking after the underprivileged if they do not get the exposure, if they do not 
get the visibility people will not know what kind of activities they are undertaking. The National 
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Association for the Blind, which was established in the year 1952, the exact date is 19
th
 Jan 1952 
had a very humble beginning. We had just a table and chair, the chair was also not ok because it 
was broken. But we had very good dedicated volunteers. The volunteers came basically most of 
them were Parsis, they were wives of industrialists, companies, etc. Many of them spend their 
valuable time doing something for the underprivileged. Many of us that are here at NAB are here 
because we feel Lord, the God has given us eyes and it is our sacred duty to help people who 
don‘t have eyes. And after this very humble beginning, we have expanded our activities to you 
see this map down here 23 states in India. Our main emphasis is, because of the visibility that we 
have gotten through the media we have been able to go and tough the grassroots level of the 
blind. Our main emphasis, our focus is blind people should not come to us in Mumbai but we 
should go to them. That is why we have established all these branches which are under the 
umbrella of NAB India. Now it is only because of the media intervention that we have been able 
to get this type of publicity where not only the general public, not only the government, but also 
people at the grassroots level with our contacts with the vernacular press and the regional I mean 
the press and publishers you know the papers in regional languages, we have been able to bring 
about this awareness in villages at grassroots levels in town that there is an organization called 
NAB India, the National Association for the Blind that has got various activities. So it is very 
nice that we have got a very dedicated, educated experienced staff that are very dedicated to this 
cause and we are specialists and professionals who implement various programs, projects for the 
visually impaired through our networking of our state and district branches all over India which 
actually should be don‘t by the government of India. Well the government of India has its hang 
ups about how to do it. We have this very special program called the community based 
rehabilitation, in abbreviated form it‘s called the CBR. In community based rehabilitation a blind 
person is not uprooted from his habitat. He is rehabilitated in his own village, in his own 
environment, his family environment, in the environment of his own villagers which number one 
will accept him, will assist him and will also finance him. So here in these villages a person first 
is examined regarding his eye care. We have this department called the prevention and cure of 
blindness where we spend a lot of money to ensure that especially children and pregnant mothers 
get the necessary nourishment and vitamins because the deficiency of vitamins can cause this 
blindness. Today no one is born blind. I mean as far as our records. Many of them lose their 
eyesight because of deficiencies of vitamins, through high fever, through diabetes, through 
accidents, through bomb blasts, things like that. Of course some of them especially in the villages 
lose their eyesight because of Holi, adulterated color gets into the eyes and they somehow or the 
other lose their vision. There are two different categories today. One is that total absence of 
eyesight whom we term as totally blind and those who can see a little, those are whom we term as 
low vision person. The National Association of Blind here in Mumbai has activities from the 
cradle to the grave. When I talk about the cradle we have got a nursery for the blind called the 
Matalakshmi at Cion. Then we have got our visually impaired students who are not now in 
special schools. The National Association for the blind doesn‘t believe that blind should be 
segregated from normal person. We believe, our emphasis and trust that they should be integrate. 
So now days you see today that a blind person is studying with his normal student counterparts in 
any normal school. How we have, how are children have tuition teachers they also have a special 
teacher who knows braile. The teacher is there the whole day with them. They tutor the resources 
of math and this teacher empowers this blind student in his education. Then next we have a 
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department of rehabilitation. This department of rehabilitation is for people or anyone who can 
lose their eyesight at a later age. There is no guarantee for your eyesight, you can lose it at 
anytime, and it‘s a really trauma when you are normal and then you get into a world where you 
don‘t have eye, you don‘t have any sight, it‘s a real problem. This department of rehabilitation at 
the National Association for the Blind is situated at our office at Mahalakshmi. There from the 
very scratch from the very beginning we teach the person mobility of the use of a white cane 
which is the eyes of those who have lost their eyesight. They are taught how to move about 
independently. How to board a bus, how to alight from a train, how to identify where there is a 
pothole, where there is water, where there is likely to be a divider. All this is taught to them. I will 
ask you a simple question if you have ever read or ever heard of a blind person coming across an 
accident? We normal persons are very prone to accidents but because of this rehabilitation that 
we do in a very professional style that is why  a person is able to independently move all around 
Mumbai, all over the suburbs, all over the state and all over the country and all over the world. So 
this white cane is very important. In this department of rehabilitation we also teach them about 
various hygiene, about self-employment, we teach them to learn braile, we teach them computers 
and the most important thing that we have recently started is what you call the massage and 
physiotherapy course. In this course we want blind person to be self-employed. Blind person their 
sense of touch is very empowered. Massage is something that involves the sense of touch. The 
blind person completes their training with us and many of them are working in spas, many of 
them are working in gymkhanas, many of them are working at the airport, at various hotels and 
various resorts and various resort centers at the hill stations. That is the way they are able to be 
self-employed and stand on their own two feet. The emphasis today of NAB is that blind persons 
should not be tax consumers but they should be tax payers like you and me. Then what we have is 
the department of employment where we are able to get jobs for the visually impaired all over 
India. (phone call interruption) Now in this department of employment we have visually impaired 
persons that are trained. We‘ve got various workshops for the blind, we‘ve got various vocational 
training centers where persons that cannot see themselves as empowered to work on heavy weight 
machines, punching machines, drilling machines. They are also employed in the many 
multinational companies where they can work with the second counter parts without having any 
accidents or cutting their finger or etc. We also have a computer training center. For a blind 
person the computer is the best available source of information because typing is basically a blind 
system, it‘s just sense of touch. So we first teach our visually impaired typing. After typing they 
are onto computers because the keyboard is like a typewriter, there is nothing new. Only thing 
what we as sighted persons se on a monitor, they get it by a package called JARS it‘s a reading 
software. We have got the first cybercafé for the blind which was inaugurated by the president of 
India. And this is a training center in collaboration with TATA Indicom so we have also got 
partnership in multinationals as part of their corporate social responsibility, they are directly 
involved with us. They are not just donating money, they are donating their resources, their time, 
their expertise, their professionals working with them. After we train them in this, in call centers 
they are able to get employment with big multinational call centers. The call center is very 
adaptable to the blind because many of our boys and girls today even graduates all of them are 
doing well in call centers but many of them don‘t want to work on night shifts. For a blind 
person, night shift, morning shift, afternoon shift does not make a difference because they cannot 
see so he is able to earn well. Then in this department we also have our officers going to various 
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companies, to factories, to government organizations etc where we can secure a seat for them, 
getting jobs and employment. Then we have a department where we have our PR and resource 
mobilization, this is at our office which is called the fundraising department which is at 
Churchgate. I mean South Bombay. This is where we bring about visibility. So we have got our 
field workers, our officers. First they go to various schools. In various schools we are 
empowering little children, students and college students to get this feeling of what it means to be 
blind and how their intervention and how their cooperation can help a blind person. At the school 
level of course besides getting our donations through our various schemes that we have to collect 
money. I mean all that money is basically used for various programs and projects for the blind. 
Then for fundraising we have various sort of public events. Like we would have a musical night, 
we would have you know fundraising programs at Taj, we‘d have a special dinner. Bringing 
about awareness comes more from the media because the exposure that the media gives through 
the electronic media and the traditional media. Then we have another department which is at Rare 
Road which is called the committee for the advancement for the status of blind women. This is 
where we look after the visually impaired who are not educated. Those staying in hutman 
colonies, those staying Jhugis and jhopad pattis like we say in Mumbai. Now these persons come 
to us at our handicraft center where we make various kinds of handicraft and it is marketed and 
sold. It is one of our biggest well-wishers is Air India where we make sort of a special souvenir 
box which contains toran that you put on your door on the season of Diwali, we make special 
diyas, candles etc in a very special box. All those who fly Air India during the season of Diwali is 
given a complimentary gift. Besides this we also make various decorative items for Christmas, for 
Diwali and other festivals. We also make raakhis during the Rakshabandhan day and as a 
symbolic gesture the first raakhi is tied to a soldier at Kaargil or whatever it is and it is through 
the media that we are able to get the exposure. We also do it to the Prime Minister, the President, 
the Chief Minister and things like that. We have this All India Flag Day we are able to bring 
about the awareness. Ours is more about bringing out the awareness than just collecting money. 
So this is done through government persons, through ministers, through people in the chief of the 
navy staff, services, the police, the mayor, the sheriff of Bombay and all various schools, colleges 
and various sort of companies, corporate offices. This is our Rakshabandhan. Then talking about 
females we not have a special department at Rare Road that‘s looking after teaching and 
empowering blind persons that are not educated, especially males. So we have got various order 
and contracts from various malls I mean shopping centers. So we are making for them the carry 
bags. So even though we have the name of the organization there a little tag down is mentioned 
that this was made by a blind person so emotionally it touches their heart and they can pass the 
message around. We‘ve got various telephone booths, we‘ve got various other sort of self-
employment schemes. We want to tell the public that a blind person is as normal as good as a 
normal person, only thing is that he does not have eyes, we have eyes but his other faculties are 
more empowered. Then we have got another center at amaranth where we have got blind persons 
getting trained on high technical machinery so that they have also got their employment, self-
employment. They can be working in their house, self-help, other groups , etc. We have another 
we have what we call the prevention and cure for blindness department. We have got two what 
we call ophthalmic vans. These ophthalmic mobile vans have been donated by the government of 
Japan. These vans go into the shanty towns, hutman colonies and they examine their eyes. Those 
that need special operations are done by use free of cost. We also provide them spectacles free of 
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cost. This department looks after the prevention of blindness not only in municipal schools but 
also with coolies, porters on railway platforms, police people, prostitutes and anyone who needs 
these type of services. So the National Association of the Blind whatever we have done in 
Bombay is also implemented in our offices all over India. So we get the visibility of being  a 
national organization. What the government cannot do we are striving hard to do. As far as 
myself you all just wonder why I am here. I am basically, I come from a marketing background. I 
was working earlier in 2 or 3 multinationals. My last job was in 1978 with a company called 
Krompton. Well that time I had everything in life. God has given me roti, kapda and makan. 
Nothing much more that I could look after or seek for. I met a gentleman called Mr. Vijay 
Merchant whilst I was comparing a fashion show at Taj hotel. I was very empowered, I was very 
elated to see that a multimillionaire like Mr Vija Merchat a very popular commentator and a very 
well known cricketer could devote the best part of his life to the disabled, to all types of disabled. 
I went up to him and said sir if you are doing so much can I also be a part of your team and he 
told me why don‘t you I mean what are you doing. I said I work for a company called Krompton, 
I was in marketing. So I said I am willing to leave my job for a good cause. I joined the National 
Association of the Blind on the 1
st
 of November 1979. I joined as an employment officer. I was 
convinced that a blind person is as normal as a normal person. As an employment officer I 
already knew the market. I went to every company, every industrial estate, to every factor 
manager convincing them that a blind person is good as your normal workers and I have this 
satisfaction today of employing 580 blind persons. In various companies, government 
organizations, in many factories, in self-employment schemes, telephone booths, etc. I haven‘t 
done anything special I have don‘t anything big, this is just  that I was convinced the Lord Jesus 
has given me eyes I should do something for people who don‘t have eyes. After that I was 
transferred to the department of all India state branches where I opened some branches and I was 
able to pass this message about rehabilitation and employment. At the end of everything what 
NAB does is that our main objective is that a person is rehabilitated and the person gets 
employment. Mine is not an employment, mine is not a job. Mine today at NAB is a mission and 
I am going to complete that this mission at the end of the year after 31 years of real job 
satisfaction with this organization I am going to retire so I feel that I have contributed to my 
country, to my people, and especially to this segment who has been very unfortunate and 
underprivileged without eyes. After my retirement I am again going to be involved but I am also a 
media person. I stay in Bandra and edit a paper called Bandra Samachar. So that‘s why I have got 
very good contacts with the media. So whatever programs, whatever functions, whatever events 
we have we are able to rope in the media where we get exposure. One of my things that I have 
started, as in I took over as executive director 2 years back, is to start a sports and cultural center 
for the blind which wasn‘t there because I am also a musician. I also play the guitar, I was in 
bands, I am also a professional compare so I felt that blind persons although they cannot see, they 
may be very good dancers, they may be very good singers. To experiment last year we had the 
first dance competition for the blind. I was very skeptical about the whole affair because I have 
never experienced it. But I tell you it was something out of the world. It was amazing for those 
media people who came there. They were just totally flabbergasted, they just couldn‘t believe 
their eyes. Just last two weeks back on the 5
th
 of June we had the first all India singing 
competition for the blind and the judges over there the chief guests over there had tears in their 
eyes because the singing output of the blind was as good as normal as any person and it was very 
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amazing. Well this is all I can talk about NAB but there is still lots to do, we still have lots to do. 
Until we get that people who have that human touch who can get emotionally involved with the 
cause we can do a lot because it is not only the professional staff we also get the voluntary staff, 
we also get people from outside to get involved with the good cause because this is the way we 
can serve our country and we can serve God. Anything else that I can say? 
INTERVIEWER: Thank you so much but I just honestly want to know that you do a lot of public 
awareness and things like that do you all advocate certain issues for the blind as well through the 
media? 
RESPONDENT: Ya see what we do is that number one is on 15
th
 of October is the worldwide 
cane day to commemorate the white cane for the blind. So in this worldwide cane day, this 
special day, we have got demonstrations at various junctions, various stations, various important 
buildings where the visually impaired persons go there and demonstrate the use of white cane. On 
that particualr day with the help of the media we are also able to portray and what you call 
portray on tv how a normal person a sighted person should escort a blind person across the road, 
how to help him to basically board a train or bus. Then we have the 3
rd
 of Dec which is the world 
disabled day, on this day too we have a lot of events a lot of programs where we are able to 
empower and motivate the general public through the media of the various activities that we do, 
what is the blind welfare. Then we have the all India flag day for the blind. As I told you 
whenever we have any functions here we always get the media involved because with their 
intervention we are always able to give back to public whatever has happened success stories of 
those visually impaired. Especially we have got people who are lawyers, who are general 
managers, we‘ve got people who have passed their MBAs so it is only through the media that we 
are able to tell people what are the capabilities and potentials of the blind. If national, if my 
organization, my association is a success, much of its intervention much of its success story goes 
to the media because the media has been playing a very pivotal role then. Now of course I will 
not like to comment because I know what‘s happening, media has become a little commercial. 
Media would give more publicity to Shah Rukh Khan or Salmaan Khan than a person who has 
come out first lets say in flying colors on the SSC exam, in his graduation, in his MBA. It is 
difficult but there are some media persons who still have this concept at their hearts and whenever 
we call them they are there. Media you know needs a lot of pampering which we cannot do at our 
end because we are a charitable organization. At a charitable organization we cannot spend much 
on the media. I mean you know what I mean, I don‘t have to tell you that. Why don‘t you have 
your tea? 
INTERVIEWER: Sure thanks. 
RESPONDENT: Anything else that you‘d like to know? 
INTERVIEWER: That‘s mostly it I mean I have been going to a lot of other organizations and 
they have been saying things similar to what you have that we don‘t have funds to support media 
relations but at the same time the media is important to build awareness. 




INTERVIEWER: They have also been saying that the role of the media has changed. 
RESPONDENT: Ya it has changed I mean actually in the past we just had to send our little press 
release and get in a column something about us. People used to flock here, now you have to 
remind them, you have to motivate them, chase them up, then they will see its priority then they 
will see what is the importance of the function, then they will see what you call if there is an 
award show on Star TV they will go there much more than come here. We also have lot of award 
that are given to professionals, to people in the voluntary sector, we‘ve given to the achievers for 
the blind. But now media to come it is a little difficult but it is there. They still have the 
responsibility. Ya you have to know the media. (phone call interruption) So how have you been 
involved in the media? 
INTERVIEWER: Not here particularly sir. I am actually still doing my masters so I was 
interested in the relationship between NGOs and the media in that sense but in Singapore it is 
already a well developed society to research that there so it wasn‘t really interesting to me. So I 
wanted to come here and see how it is done here so I have been going to a lot of organizations to 
figure out what is the relationship. So now NGOs have been claiming that the media is not as 
proactive as they used to be. 
RESPONDENT: No like I will be very honest with you. All these years we offered the media 
maybe just a cup of tea and some snacks now each there are these event managers and there are 
PR agencies. Now we had one of them this was the Red PR agency, they were at lower Parel. 
They wanted, uh we were paying them 50,000 a month and the media publicity was not even 
worth 10,000 and NAB cannot really afford this thing so we had to I mean discontinue with them. 
But I‘m just saying that because the Red PR was attached to the media, media used to come, this 
agency must be pampering them that is why they were there. But I still feel that if you are doing 
something good and there is an achievement. This can be a normal person also, a handicapped 
person, it is the responsibility of the media, it is their social responsibility which I think is lacking 
now. Like for instance when we conducted the dance competition there was a lot of motivation 
from the media maybe because there were couple of stars and all that. But they have not actually 
given the importance to the cause. It is more from the celebrity angle. So even now when we had 
the singing competition which was really good, we had invited a lot of them but very few 
responded. So it doesn‘t make a different to us because at our end we were satisfied that whatever 
we organized was good. So I know my brother Henry Gomez is a general manager at Mahindras 
and when they have their events, media is there first. This is off the record but they have their 
booze parties and they have their lunches and dinners and they give gifts and they pamper them 
with I mean so much money and things like that. But they have to be more sympathetic to these 
type of organizations I mean NGOs. I mean I know NGOs all over the country because I‘ve 
handled the country, NGOs really struggle. How do they get their resources? I know NGOs who 
are supposed to get funding from government of India, it‘s been 3 years and they still have not 
gotten their salaries. Now these types of things will never be published in the media. I mean if it 
was published government would be more proactive. You‘ve had a look around at the various 
activities here?  
INTERVIEWER: No I haven‘t. 
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RESPONDENT: Would you like too? 
INTERVIEWER: Yes definitely. 
RESPONDENT: If you could just give me your contact details, your email or anything so that 
some day if we need your inputs or if you become the editor of Times of India. 
Organization: Red Cross Society 
Date of Interview: 22
nd
 June 2010 
Length of Interview: 37 minutes 32 seconds 
INTERVIEWER: So ma‘am I mean Red Cross Society is fairly well known around the world but 
my particular interest is in the media and how you all interact with it. So is there any interaction 
between Red Cross India and the media here? 
RESPONDENT: Of course there is. (phone interruption)We had an emblem campaign where you 
can‘t use the red cross as a symbol for anything else. I mean a lot of doctors, hospitals, chemists 
etc, ambulances use the red cross. But they are not allowed to do so anymore. So we go various 
districts from time to time and inform the public what it‘s all about. We talk to them about the 
emblem and how they need to change it and it‘s not a sign for medicine as such it‘s the Red Cross 
sign. We invited the press to this campaign as well. We train the youngsters who have come to 
the campaign to change the emblem. So that was one major area where the media did help us in 
making it clear that the cross is no longer usable by general parties, it is officially the Red Cross 
Society emblem. Then we also have disaster training where the press comes to pick up pointers to 
print in the press and this is mostly done when disaster strikes of course. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and for this awareness program did you have big personalities coming 
down? 
RESPONDENT: Yes for example recently in Delhi we opened a state of the art blood bank and it 
was inaugurated by Surangnathan. And we do other programs as well where we invite influential 
personalities as guests of honor or to inaugurate something that we have started and they come 
because Red Cross Society is so well known. 
INTERVIEWER: and do you find the media to be supportive?  
RESPONDENT: Sometimes it is very supportive sometimes it is not so supportive. It also 
depends on the media on what other roles the media is playing at the same time. If they are 
preoccupied with something else then they may not come because they don‘t think it is as 
important. So it‘s is all about their agenda and it is their call to make you know. 
INTERVIEWER: With all this have you found the focus of media to change? 
RESPONDENT: See the focus of media has to change because things around us are changing so 
the media has to change. In those days you know we never had mobile, we never had a computer, 
so you know. As technology has changed media has to as well. And the problem is of the 
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common people and what common people read. Earlier people did not have the internet to go and 
find out about things so now if you don‘t sensationalize it then how will the newspapers run? No 
one will read them. So it‘s a very competitive environment and it thrives on news that you may 
not want to hear. Earlier there used to be only 3,4,5 pages in the newspaper. Now the newspapers 
are so huge there are so many supplements to it also. So how do you fill it up unless you add 
whatever else you can? Then you don‘t have time to verify if what you are writing is correct or 
not because you are competing with other press. So whether you are just informing people or 
trying to educate them or whether you are not bothered about either. It all depends on the 
individual in the paper. So newspapers need to inform and reform. I mean for example when 
H1N1 broke out I told my headquarters in Delhi to release a simple do‘s and don‘ts immediately 
and go down and inform the people even in villages. So volunteers went to buses and stations and 
not only informed but gave out these leaflets on do‘s and don‘ts and these were handed out to the 
press as well. Especially in the case of India with such a large population do‘s and don‘ts have to 
be circulated straight away because then the spread of H1N1 becomes so difficult. A lot of our 
contacts in various districts have a good connection with the press in their districts. Mostly the 
honorary secretary interacts with the press so I usually answer all the queries here. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and when you all have programs or events of any sort do you all call 
celebrities? A lot of NGO‘s have said that the media only usually comes down for celebrities? 
RESPONDENT: I don‘t believe in the press coming down for celebrities because we don‘t call 
celebrities, we focus on our work. I mean for social gatherings you may call but it depends on the 
occasion. For disaster relief and things like that no because when celebrities are there it‘s all 
glimmer and shine. Many times celebrities don‘t event turn up so why do that. Furthermore we 
are not just an NGO we are an auxiliary to the government. We came into existence by the act of 
parliament in 1920. The president of India is basically the president of the Red Cross Society and 
the Union Health Minister is the chairman and the governors of state are the presidents for Red 
Cross in the states. So we are hardly a what you call entirely independent NGO as we are tied up 
with the government. I mean even when changing rules it has to go through the parliament. Even 
the emblem campaign I was talking to you about was part of the Geneva Convention and the 
Maharashtra government GR had given us the responsibility to proceed with the campaign. I 
mean the red cross is an emblem of protection in times of war and for prisoners and has become 
used so generally all over. So that had to be curbed and that to came from the government. 
INTERVIEWER: So since you all are so well tied up with the government do you all engage in 
media advocacy where you all make policy changes and use the media to advocate on issues? 
RESPONDENT: No because we don‘t have the authority to make changes the changes come 
from above. We are humanitarian in nature and we don‘t use the media because our 
responsibilities are so huge that we need to focus on our work. Red Cross Society deals with 
everything humanitarian you know including the Naxals and Naxal infested areas so we deal with 
a large sector.  I mean PR is huge in some NGOs but when you get down to the crux of the matter 
these is very little work being done. So we use media very rarely and do very minimal PR. I mean 
everything is about page 3 where you see the same faces again and again and again. That is PR, 
that is getting into the media. You know I have attended functions like film screenings where no 
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one talks about the film on a humanitarian cause and it was not even mentioned by the press. But 
the celebrities got their pictures taken and became news as attending this event. These are 
celebrities who don‘t even have anything to do with event and are just there and by a drop of a hat 
their names are mentioned in the media and you are sick of seeing them. I can understand if they 
played a role but if they were not involved what is the point of saying so and so was there. So its 
all about the glittery functions and the dinners and celebrities are always mentioned but the crux 
is never even mentioned and the cause itself goes unseen.  
 INTERVIEWER: so then do you find the media helpful at all? 
RESPONDENT: Yes, of course. The media is very useful during disasters if they report correctly 
of course. But there are certain issues like sometimes they may not turn up. They may even say 
yes we will come and they may not show. I remember during the flood in 2006 we set up a press 
conference and lots of companies had given us equipment and funds for distribution and only 
person turned up. All the food was laid out and good food because you have to treat the press 
well. But nobody came. We‘ve had disaster training sessions where they have not come. 12, 13, 
14 people may say yes but only 2 or 3 show up and the rest of them just say send us the material 
we will see and then they may or may not use it. So time and time again we have faced this. 
Whether they have space or they don‘t have space they are looking for something else. So we 
concentrate far more on our work than get involved there. 
INTERVIEWER: So then the media has a lot of problems and you all use it very rarely? 
RESPONDENT: Yes but you know we concentrated on the media quite a lot during the emblem 
campaign and in the beginning they were quite helpful. But the changing is very slow because it 
has to first change in the ministries and the various departments. So for example RTO never let 
any car or vehicles pass if they had a red cross. But the moment that man in the office was 
changed it went back to being ignored. So we are always talking to the press. Then there are some 
cases where people will say who the hell are you tell us but they don‘t understand the importance 
of not using the cross. We can‘t exactly threaten them and say by tomorrow if you don‘t stop 
using it you know.. 
INTERVIEWER: Right, ok so in this campaign how exactly did you all use the media? 
RESPONDENT: We called them here and said that there is a serious lack of importance given to 
this changing of emblem by the government, commoner and everybody and the international 
committee of the Red Cross has taken objection so we are calling a press conference to see that 
hospitals and other chemists and things use their own symbols because see over time the red cross 
became a symbol of health. Slowly slowly it will change and. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok and do you all have any internal publications? 
RESPONDENT: We have a 6-monthly newsletter that is circulated across all states in India to the 
Red Cross associations there. We send them to the international agencies like German Red cross 
and American Red Cross as they are also our major funders. Then we send them to the 
government agencies and of course to our various donors. 
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INTERVIEWER: So what do you think about NGOs and the use of media in India? 
RESPONDENT: Like I said it depends a lot on the NGO. There are some NGOs who do fantastic 
work and have PR and then there are other NGOs who have great PR but do no work. Even 
recently you‘ve heard about one or two organizations from Concern India where they were 
claiming to look after the victims in Iraq had pots and pots of money coming in. What are they 
doing? They were using our emblem, yes our emblem. They are not allowed to use our cross, 
emblem or crescent. They were claiming to be connected with the chief minister and Shah Rukh 
Khan and they had loud and very high publicity. They collected funds and equipment to send to 
Iraq. So you have to understand it‘s not just the media it‘s the organization also and how the 
organization want to handle itself. If I am not straight I can tell the media anything, the media is 
not going to go find out my accounts and see if what I am saying is actually true. Then for 
example during the train blasts the media had called us and were asking questions. We had 
nothing to say except we are still assessing the situation because in disaster management you 
don‘t rush. I‘ve been in the field I know what it‘s like, I‘ve been to disaster struck zones, we‘ve 
been learning from the international community also, we‘ve been doing it. You just don‘t rush. 
But these people just want immediate answers, the media is focused on immediacy of reporting. 
For them it was a big deal that we were only assessing. But until we know the entire situation, 
until we are sure we will not rush to claim anything. So the media can be wrong sometimes and 
can be to blame and sometimes the organization can also be to blame. 
INTERVIEWER: Ok but ma‘am if the media has queries and things like that are you 
forthcoming? Are you supportive? 
RESPONDENT: Of course, being a humanitarian relief organization we have to be. But in a 
timely fashion. We can‘t rush into telling them everything we know in a disaster situation which 
is mostly what we are questioned about. See we are supportive and the media also is very 
supportive and helpful at times, its just at times the media goes out of hand and we as an NGO 
don‘t have the ability to control or tame that. 
INTERVIEWER: What are the other restrictions you feel for NGOs? 
RESPONDENT: Obviously their capacity and things like that also matters and whether they want 
to interact with the media. See if they want too then great they can go ahead they can meet and 
mingle with the media, pamper them, invite celebrities and do the whole deal. But then they 
would have to balance out doing the good work as well. Sometimes in the media blitz it‘s so easy 
to get lost that the cause itself is also lost. Then obviously there is no real point in interacting.  
INTERVIEWER: You seem to be using the media to disseminate do‘s and don‘ts and things like 
that, would you say that the media acts as your mouthpiece to the masses? 
RESPONDENT: Yes of course. I mean we have to disseminate to the masses which is why like I 
said for H1N1 we had to use the various media to get down to the grassroots otherwise what is 
the point? We need them in that sense because they help us maintain that dialogue with the 
people because especially during disasters the Red Cross needs to have a platform to maintain the 
dialogue with the common people. Problem is sometimes the media rush to make us speak and 
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that rushing can exacerbate the situation. So you know the media is good, the media is bad. It‘s a 
love and hate relationship really. I mean even for programs and things like that sure it‘s nice to 
have our program mentioned to keep people informed about what we do and yet the media would 
only do so if we have a very well known guest. Then again it depends on your target, for certain 
programs the people don‘t really need to be involved it‘s the donors, the government agencies, 
the healthcare sector. So in that sense we don‘t need to use the media but when we need to reach 
out to the masses, that‘s when we try to use the media. 
INTERVIEWER: Would you say it is easier for you to use the media here because you are 
internationally recognized? 
RESPONDENT: Yes and no I mean media is so uncontrollable and they also have their own 
priorities. It‘s helpful because then they know our name so they know we are a recognized 
organization and not just another NGO so there is a higher chance that they‘d come. But on the 
other hand they scrutinize us all the more because they know the Red Cross. So like I said during 
the train blasts because I wasn‘t forthcoming with the information earlier on there were articles 
that came out talking about how Red Cross is still assessing so we are portrayed in a negative 
light. Now even though we don‘t need to publicize ourselves, negative publicity will still have an 
adverse effect on our work and our relief programs. So it‘s complicated really. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you all plan to increase media use or anything like that? 
RESPONDENT: No nothing as such. We don‘t have any plans but when we need the media we 
do reach out to them and on several occasions they have been cooperative. But if what we want to 
express is not sensational enough then obviously they may not give us any attention. So it really 
depends on what we do next, how we handle disasters and when we really need the media. 











Appendix H: Relationship Management Continuum 
As proposed in the Discussion, The Relationship Management Continuum will 
enable future studies to examine relationships more effectively. Relationships will be 
placed on the continuum based on the fulfillment of the Dialogic Relationship Principles 
which is a merger of the principles defined by Ledingham & Bruning (1998), Hon & 
Grunig (1999) and Kent & Taylor (1998): empathy, commitment, openness, involvement, 
investment, mutuality, propinquity, exchange relationships, communal relationships and 
risk. This proposed continuum needs to be further applied to relationship studies in public 
relations literature to further refine the concept.  
 
 
 
 
 
